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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff Jonee Fonseca asks this Court to grant an emergency stay pending 

her appeal of the district court's decision to deny her request for a preliminary 

injunction. Plaintiffs lawsuit seeks to overturn the consensus opinion of the 

medical community and the considered judgment of the California Legislature that 

an individual, who has sustained irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire 

brain, including the brain stem, is dead. In order for Plaintiff to obtain the 

emergency relief she seeks in her motion, she is required to make a "strong 

showing" that the district court abused its discretion in refusing her request. 

Plaintiff cannot meet this legal standard. 

During two separate examinations, physicians at Kaiser Roseville 1 exercised 

their sound clinical judgment and followed well-established medical guidelines to 

conclude that Israel Stinson had experienced brain death. These determinations 

were consistent with a separate, clinical diagnosis of brain death that had been 

made earlier by physicians at the University of California Davis Medical Center in 

Sacramento ("UCD Medical Center"), from which Israel was transferred. 

Having unsuccessfully challenged these determinations in California state 

court, Plaintiff filed suit in federal district court arguing that California's Uniform 

Determination of Death Act ("CUDD A") violates her rights to due process under 

1 The use of "Kaiser Roseville" in the brief refers to the specific Kaiser Permanente medical 
facility where Israel was transferred. 
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the Fourteenth Amendment. Plaintiff also alleges that the Emergency Medical 

Treatment and Active Labor Act ("EMTALA"), 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd, prohibits 

discontinuation of medical care for Israel. After the district court issued a 

Temporary Restraining Order ("TRO") to allow for time to consider the issues, the 

court denied Plaintiffs motion for a preliminary injunction and ordered the TRO 

dissolved a week later, i.e., on May 20. Plaintiff now seeks emergency injunctive 

relief from this Court pending her appeal of the district court's denial of the 

injunction. 

There is no legal basis for further extending the district court's stay of its 

ruling. First, as the district court properly concluded, Plaintiffs constitutional 

claims are unlikely to succeed. She has not offered any basis for upsetting the 

California Legislature's (and all other States') definition of brain death as 

"arbitrary, unreasoned, or unsupported by medical science." Op. 24. California's 

decision to adopt the definition of brain death contained in CUDD A is supported 

both by a long-held medical consensus, as well as a "broad range of legitimate 

[state] interests" in defining when one of its citizens has, as a legal matter, died. 

Op. 24. Plaintiff does not contest the long list of state interests the district court 

identified, and she has not pointed to a case or constitutional provision that would 

justify overriding the considered judgment of the California Legislature and the 
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larger medical community. The district court's decision not to override that 

judgment was not an abuse of discretion. 

Nor can Plaintiff establish any likelihood of prevailing on her procedural due 

process claim. Plaintiffs motion overlooks the extensive process that CUDDA 

affords and that Plaintiff was given in state court. During those proceedings, 

Plaintiff was provided an evidentiary hearing, the ability to present witnesses and 

evidence, and several continuances by the trial court to locate and retain qualified 

physicians competent to testify that Israel had not experienced brain death. As the 

district court stated, "nothing in the record ... supports the conclusion that full 

procedural due process is unavailable [under] CUDDA." Op. 28. 

Plaintiffs EMT ALA claim similarly provides no basis for relief in this case. 

First, EMT ALA requires care for those suffering from an "emergency medical 

condition." A person who is brain dead, and thus legally deceased, is, by 

definition, not suffering from such an "emergency medical condition." Second, 

EMT ALA does not govern the treatment of patients once they are admitted to the 

hospital. In the district court's words, having admitted Israel, "EMTALA does not 

obligate Kaiser to maintain Israel on life support indefinitely. Plaintiff identifies 

no date by which she would agree Kaiser's obligations cease. This case raises no 

serious questions under EMT ALA." Op. 21. 
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For these reasons, Plaintiff's request for emergency injunctive relief should 

be denied. While Kaiser Roseville, Dr. Myette, and the rest of the medical staff 

have great sympathy and respect for Plaintiff, Plaintiff's arguments simply provide 

no legal basis for further staying the district court's order. 

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

A. Chronology of medical treatment. 

Israel presented to the emergency room at Mercy General Hospital in 

Sacramento on April I, 2016. Given the severity of his condition, Mercy Hospital 

transferred Israel to the PediatricJ Intensive Care Unit at UCD Medical Center. 

While undergoing care at UCD Medical Center, Israel suffered a severe respiratory 

attack, which progressed to a cardiac arrest. After more than 40 minutes of Cardio 

Pulmonary Resuscitation ("CPR"), UC Davis physicians managed to restore 

cardiopulmonary functioning with mechanical support. Given the length of time 

Israel was without oxygen, UC Davis physicians were concerned the anoxic episode 

had resulted in brain death. The physicians performed an examination to determine 

his neurological status. The results were consistent with brain death. In addition, a 

nuclear medicine flow study showed no evidence of cerebral profusion. 

UC Davis physicians advised ISrael' s parents they intended to perform a 

second brain death examination. They explained an unfavorable result in a second 

brain death examination would result in Israel being declared legally dead. Prior to 

.4 
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UC Davis physicians performing a second brain death examination, Israel's parents 

arranged to have him, while on mechanical cardiopulmonary support, transferred to 

Kaiser Roseville for a second opinion. 

On April 12, Kaiser Roseville admitted Israel with his parent's consent to 

perform a second brain death examination. That evening, Kaiser Roseville 

performed a brain death examination, which included a clinical exam, neurological 

evaluation and apnea test. The results indicated brain death. On April 14, the 

physicians at the hospital performed yet another examination. This third 

examination once again confirmed brain death. In accordance with well-accepted 

medical standards, a declaration of death was issued. Israel's primary attending 

physician, Dr. Myette, identified the primary causes of death, then fulfilled his 

administrative duties as a physician by filling out the State's preprinted Certification 

of Death form. 2 Dr. Myette had no interaction with anyone from the State and his 

determination of Israel's cause of death was based upon his own education, training, 

experience and clinical judgment. The Certification was then transmitted to the 

California Department of Public Health on April 18 by Decedent Affairs, a 

department at Kaiser Roseville that handles issues relating to the passing of a patient 

at the facility. Although a medical determination of brain death has been made, the 

Certification is not completed. Israel's parents have not completed the remaining 

2 Dr. Myette's Declaration in support of the opposition to Plaintiffs request for a preliminary 
injunction is attached hereto as Appendix 1, as well as at ECF No. 43-1. 
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part of the form identifying their wishes with respect to the transfer of Israel's body. 

The Certification remains with the Department of Public Health until such time as 

the parents complete the form or a final decision is rendered in state or federal court. 

B. Plaintiff's state court action. 

Shortly after Israel was declared brain dead on April 14, Plaintiff petitioned a 

California Superior Court for a temporary restraining order preventing Kaiser 

Roseville from withdrawing cardiopulmonary support. Plaintiff also requested time 

for an independent neurological exam and requested that Kaiser Roseville maintain 

the level of care Israel had been receiving prior to being declared dead. The court 

granted Plaintiffs request for a temporary restraining order and set the matter for a 

full hearing on April 15. The order required Kaiser Roseville to continue providing 

cardiopulmonary support and to continue providing medications currently 

administered, with necessary adjustments to maintain his condition. 

On April 15, the parties, including Plaintiff and Israel's father, appeared for 

the hearing in state court. Represented by counsel, Plaintiff requested a two-week 

continuance of the TRO in order to have an independent brain death determination 

performed. Counsel represented that the family was being advised by an out-of

state physician who would find a physician licensed in California to perform an 

independent examination. During the proceeding, Kaiser Roseville offered 

testimony from Dr. Myette, Israel's attending physician. Dr. Myette described 
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Israel's clinical course starting from April 1, 2016, explained that a determination of 

brain death in children is a clinical diagnosis based on the absence of neurologic 

function, and testified that the Guidelines3 4 recommend two examinations, 

including apnea testing, with each examination separated by an observation period. 

After listening to Dr. Myette and giving Plaintiff the opportunity to present any 

competent evidence or testimony in support of her case (an opportunity Plaintiff did 

not take advantage of),5 the court issued an order continuing the restraining order for 

one week to April 22, 2016. The additional time was to provide Plaintiff with an 

opportunity to have an independent examination performed. 

On April 22, Plaintiffs counsel advised the court that the family intended to 

transfer Israel to Sacred Heart Medical Center in Spokane, Washington. To 

facilitate the transfer, the parties entered into a detailed stipulation, which the court 

3 See Nakagawa, TA. Guidelines for the Determination of Brain Death in Infants and Children: 
An Update of the 1987 Task Force Recommendations-Executive Summary, Annals of 
Neurology, 2012, Vol. 71, pp. 573-585 9 (hereinafter referred to as "Guidelines"). ECF # 14, 
Dec. Curliano, Ex. L attached hereto as Appendix 2. 
4 Israel met the clinical criteria for brain death as laid out and accepted by the medical 
community, including the: 1) Pediatric Section of the Society of Critical Care Medicine, Mount 
Prospect, IL; 2) Section on Critical Care Medicine of the American Academy of Pediatrics, Elk 
Grove Village, IL; 3) Section on Neurology of the American Academy of Pediatrics, Elk Grove 
Village, IL; and 4) Child Neurology Society, St. Paul, MN. 
5 The only "medical" evidence presented by Plaintiff in the state court action was in the form of a 
declaration from Dr. Paul Byrne, a retired pediatrician and neonatologist. This same declaration 
was submitted by Plaintiff as part of the papers she filed in federal court. Dr. Byrne is not 
licensed to practice in the State of California and he has no specialty in neurology. Additionally, 
his opinions are essentially that California law, the law of other states, and the medical 
community in general, are all wrong in using brain death as a medical definition of death. He 
believes there can be no finding of death if a patient still breathes and has a beating heart. In 
Israel's case, these functions are being sustained by artificial means. 
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incorporated into an order maintaining the TRO until April 27, 2016. The parties 

agreed to work together to facilitate the transfer. Ultimately, Sacred Heart declined 

Israel's admission, and he remained at Kaiser Roseville. 

On April 27, Plaintiffs counsel requested an additional two-week 

continuance to continue her efforts to find a suitable facility to transfer Israel to and 

to find a physician who would perform another brain death evaluation. Plaintiff also 

requested that Kaiser Roseville be ordered to install a percutaneous endoscopic 

gastrostomy tube or "PEG tube" and a tracheostomy tube. Plaintiff represented that 

these procedures would help to facilitate transfer to another facility or to home care. 

Plaintiff only provided declarations from Dr. Byrne and a critical care coordinator to 

support her request for an additional continuance. The court denied Plaintiffs 

request and found that Plaintiff failed to present competent medical evidence 

showing a mistake in the determination of brain death or a failure to use accepted 

medical standards in making that determination. The court ordered that the TRO 

would remain in effect until April 29, in order to fulfill Kaiser Roseville's obligation 

to provide the family with a reasonable period of time under Health & Safety Code 

§ 1254.4 to gather at Israel's bedside. 

On April 29, the parties appeared in state court again. At this final hearing, 

the court dissolved the TRO and ruled that "Health and Safety Code section 7180 

and 7181 have been complied with" by Kaiser Roseville and its physicians. Plaintiff 
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made no request to keep the TRO in place so that Plaintiff could file an appeal in 

state court, nor has she requested relief from the state appellate court, even though 

the time for an appeal has still not yet expired. See Cal. Rules of Court, rule 8.104. 

On appeal in state court, plaintiff will have a fare and adequate opportunity to raise 

her federal constitutional claims. State court proceedings are presumed adequate to 

raise federal constitutional claims. Communications Telesystems International v. 

California Public Utility Com 'n, 196 F .3d 1011, 1019-20 (91
h Cir. 1999). 

Constitutional claims can be raised by a litigant for the first time on appeal. See 

Hale v. Morgan, 22 Cal. 3d 388, 394 (1978). 

C. Plaintiff's federal court case. 

On April 29, Plaintiff filed her suit in federal court and moved for a 

preliminary injunction. A TRO was issued to provide the parties and the court 

with time to consider the issues raised in the case. The court set the matter for 

hearing on May 2. At the May 2 hearing on the preliminary injunction, the court 

"dismissed the original complaint by bench order, as the complaint's allegations 

did not show the court had jurisdiction" Op. 4. The court also directed Plaintiff to 

file an amended complaint, which Plaintiff did on May 3. Op. 4. 

After full briefing, the district court conducted a hearing on May 11 to 

consider Plaintiffs request for a preliminary injunction. 
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On May 13, the court issued its order denying Plaintiffs request for an 

injunction and ordering that the TRO be dissolved a week later (on May 20) to give 

Plaintiff sufficient time to seek emergency relief with this Court. In relevant part, 

the district court ruled that none of Plaintiffs constitutional or statutory claims had 

a "fair chance of success on the merits." In particular, Plaintiffs EMT ALA claim 

was meritless because "[a]s a practical matter, after stabilizing Israel, Kaiser 

determined Israel's condition was no longer an emergency medical condition 

because it found Israel had suffered brain death," and "EMT ALA does not obligate 

Kaiser to maintain Israel on life support indefinitely." Op. 21. As the court 

correctly noted, "The dispute here ... raises at best a question of long-term care" 

and Plaintiff "identifies no date by which she would agree Kaiser's obligations 

cease." Op. 21. The court found Plaintiffs Fourteenth Amendment due process 

claims similarly without merit: though Plaintiff clearly has the right to direct the 

medical care of her child, "it does not follow that any person, parent or not, has a 

right to demand healthcare be administered to those who are not alive in the eyes 

of the state." Op. 22. As to Plaintiffs procedural due process claim, the court 

concluded that "nothing in the record ... supports the conclusion that full 

procedural due process is unavailable" under CUDDA. Op. 28. Indeed, the 

district court noted that Plaintiffs "family ha[ d] been provided more than a brief 

period of time to gather, and the state court considered and addressed Ms. 

10 
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Fonseca's moral and religious concerns during the time its TRO was in effect." 

Op. 28. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

To obtain an emergency stay pending appeal, Plaintiff must make a "strong 

showing" that her appeal is likely to succeed, "even if irreparable injury might 

otherwise result." Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 419, 433-34 (2009) (quotations 

omitted). If Plaintiff cannot make this showing, her request must be denied, 

regardless of other factors. Haggardv. Curry, 631F.3d931, 935 (9th Cir. 2010) 

("The most important factor is the first, that is, whether the [appellant] has made a 

strong showing oflikely success on the merits of its appeal of the district court's 

decision."); cf Pimental v. Dreyfus, 670 F.3d 1096, 1105-05 (9th Cir. 2012) 

(Plaintiff not entitled to preliminary injunction unless she can show at least a fair 

chance of success on the merits, regardless of the other factors). 

Plaintiffs burden is especially heavy here, where she appeals from a district 

court's denial of a motion for a preliminary injunction. Such determinations are 

reviewed for abuse of discretion - a "limited and deferential" standard. Cascadia 

Wildlands v. Thraikill, 806 F.3d 1234, 1240 (9th Cir. 2015). Thus, in order to 

obtain emergency relief, Plaintiff must make a "strong showing" that the district 

court abused its discretion in denying her request for an injunction. If the Plaintiff 

fails to meet her burden on any of the four requirements for injunctive relief, her 

11 
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request must be denied. Winter v. Nat. Res. Def Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 22 

(2008). 

LEGAL ANALYSIS 

Although Plaintiff makes a number of statements regarding Israel's prognosis 

in her motion, Plaintiff does not and cannot dispute the California state court's 

decision affirming the medical conclusions reached by the physicians at Kaiser 

Roseville, nor can she now argue that these medical determinations were not made 

in compliance with CUDDA. Indeed, as the district court ruled, it is only because 

Plaintiff does not seek to "undermine the factual or legal conclusions the state court · 

reached" that the Rooker-Feldman doctrine does not preclude her suit. Op. 7. 

Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co., 263 U.S. 413 (1923); District of Columbia Court of 

Appeals v. Feldman, 460 U.S. 462 (1983); Bianchi v. Rylaarsdam, 334 F.3d 895 

(9th Cir. 2003).6 

Plaintiffs motion also extensively discusses whether Kaiser is a state actor 

for the purposes of her constitutional claims, asserting that the district court 

"rejected [her] constitutional claims based on a perceived lack of state action." Mot. 

12. Plaintiffs claim is both incorrect and beside the point. Because Plaintiff has 

sued the Director of the California Department of Public Health, the district court 

6 To the extent Plaintiff is challenging the medical determinations made by UCD Medical Center 
and Kaiser Roseville, her appropriate remedy is to take an appeal in state court, not to request 
emergency relief extending the TRO in federal court. 

12 
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reached the merits of Plaintiffs constitutional claims and found them to be lacking. 

See Op. at 21-28. Plaintiffs motion does not tum on whether Kaiser is a state actor, 

but instead on whether the district court abused its discretion by holding that 

Plaintiffs constitutional claims are unlikely to succeed. 

Plaintiffs motion thus rises or falls with the merits of her Fourteenth 

Amendment and EMT ALA claims. Because Plaintiff has failed to make the 

requisite strong showing that the district court abused its discretion in deciding that 

those claims were unlikely to succeed, Plaintiffs motion must be denied. 

I. Plaintiff Has Failed To Make A Strong Showing That The District 
Court Abused Its Discretion By Finding Her Constitutional 
Claims Unlikely to Succeed. 

The district court did not abuse its discretion in finding that Plaintiffs 

Fourteenth Amendment challenge to CUDDA was unlikely to succeed. Though 

Plaintiff clearly has a fundamental liberty interest in the care of her son, "it does 

not follow that any person, parent or not, has a right to demand healthcare be 

administered to those who are not alive in the eyes of the state." Op. 22. To the 

contrary, "[w]hile parents have a fundamental right to decide whether to avail 

themselves of state-regulated [medical] professionals, they do not have a 

fundamental right to direct the state's regulation of those professionals." Pickup v. 

Brown, 42 F. Supp. 3d 1347, 1373 (E.D. Cal. 2012). 

13 
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As the district court found, Plaintiff has offered no any reason to conclude 

that CUDDA is "arbitrary, unreasoned, or unsupported by medical science." Op. 

24. To the contrary, a consensus opinion has existed in the medical community for 

well over thirty years that an individual, who has sustained irreversible cessation of 

all function of the entire brain, including the brain stem, is dead. Op. 25 ("Brain 

death is a widely recognized and accepted phenomenon, including in children and 

infants."). All fifty states (and the District of Columbia) use a statutory definition 

of death like the one contained in CUDDA to determine death. See James L. 

Bernat, The Whole-Brain Concept of Death Remains Optimum Public Policy, 34 

J.L. Med & Ethics 35, 36 (2006). Plaintiffs self-described facial constitutional 

challenge here would draw into question each of these other statutes. Cf 

Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702, 723 (1997) (refusing to strike down state 

statute on substantive due process grounds where doing so would have effectively 

invalidated "the considered policy choice of almost every State"). 

Plaintiff also fails to contest the compelling state interests that CUDD A 

addresses. As the district court acknowledged, determining when, as a legal 

matter, one of its citizens has died is a fundamental obligation of the states that 

concerns a "broad range of legitimate interests," including "criminal law (has a 

murder occurred and when), tort liability (has a doctor caused death and when?), 

probate and the law of estates (what rights do heirs possess and when), general 

14 
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healthcare and bioethics (how must the state and private medical private medical 

providers allocate scarce resources among the ill and injured?), and ... [the] 

regulation of the medical profession (when may a doctor refuse treatment, and 

when must a doctor provide treatment?)" Op. 24; see Glucksburg, 521 U.S. at 731 

(state interest in protecting "integrity and ethics of medical profession"); 

Varandani v. Bowen, 824 F.2d 307, 311 (4th Cir. 1987) (state has "compelling 

interest in assuring safe health care for the public"). Accepting Plaintiffs position 

would leave the states and the medical community within those states without any 

way to fulfill this obligation. That is not and cannot be the law. 

Plaintiffs procedural due process claim is similarly without merit. Under 

CUDDA, a patient can only be declared legally brain dead upon the independent 

determination of two physicians applying accepted medical standards. Cal. Health 

and Safety Code § § 7180 and 7181. If a dispute remains, a party can seek review 

of tha} determination in state court, as Plaintiff did here. See Dority v. Superior 

Court, 145 Cal. App. 3d 273, 280 (1983); Dec. Curliano, ECF # 14, attached hereto 

as Appendix 2 (decision of Placer County Superior Court dissolving the TRO and 

finding that CUDDA had "been complied with"). The party seeking review may 

obtain a full evidentiary hearing in state court, present their own witnesses and 

evidence, aQd retain qualified physicians to testify on their behalf. Dority, 145 Cal. 

App. 3d at 280 (court reviewing death determination may only affirm after hearing 

15 
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"the medical evidence and taking into ~onsideration the rights of all the parties 

involved"). Finally, as Plaintiffs counsel conceded before the district court, a 

party seeking review may appeal that result. Op. 28. As the district court ruled, 

this type of pre-deprivation, court adjudication meets constitutional requirements 

for due process. See Op. 26 ("'The fundamental requirement of due process is the 

opportunity to be heard a meaningful time in a meaningful manner."' (quoting 

Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1976)). Plaintiff again offers nothing to 

disturb the district court's conclusion and has, therefore, failed to even attempt to 

provide a "strong showing" that district court abused its discretion in rejecting her 

request for an injunction.7 

II. Plaintiff Has Failed To Make A Strong Showing That The District 
Court Abused Its Discretion By Finding Her EMT ALA Claim is 
Unlikely to Succeed. 

Plaintiffs argument is that EMTALA imposes on hospitals in the United States 

a broad and sweeping legal obligation to stabilize and continue to treat an inpatient 

that is brain dead - including continuing to artificially support the functioning of the 

cardiopulmonary system for an indefinite amount of time. Mtn., pgs. 5, 9, 11. This 

is not the law in the Ninth Circuit or in any other state. or federal jurisdiction. In 

7 Given the district court's well-reasoned opinion finding that Kaiser Roseville and Dr. Myette 
are not "state actors," as well as the fact Plaintiff spends very little time on this point in her brief, 
this issue is not addressed in any detail in the opposition brief. See Am Mfrs. Mut. Ins. Co. v. 
Sullivan, 526 U.S. 40, 50 (1999); Blum v. Yaretsky, 457 U.S. 991, 1004 (1982); Briley v. State of 
Cal., 564 F2d 849, 855-856 (9th Cir. 1977); Sutton v. Providence St. Joseph Medical Center, 192 
F.3d 826 (9th Cir. 1999) 
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fact, Plaintiffs argument that EMT ALA governs inpatient care of a patient has 

been squarely rejected by the Ninth Circuit in a case that Plaintiff fails to cite in her 

brief. Bryant v. Adventist Health, Inc. 260 F.3d 1162, 1168 (9th Cir. 2001) ("We 

hold that EMT ALA' s stabilization requirement ends when an individual is admitted 

for inpatient care.") 

A. EMTALA does not apply because Israel did not have an 
emergency medical condition when he presented to Kaiser 
Roseville. 

In determining whether the obligations under EMT ALA are triggered, the 

"touchstone is whether, as § 1395dd dictates, the procedure is designed to identify 

an 'emergency medical condition,' that is manifested by 'acute' and 'severe' 

symptoms." Jackson v. East Bay Hosp., 246 F.3d 1248, 1255 (91
h Cir. 2001). As 

the Supreme Court stated in Roberts v. Galen of Virginia, Inc., 525 U.S. 249, 251 

(1999): EMTALA " ... places obligations of screening and stabilization upon 

hospitals and emergency rooms that receive patients suffering from an "emergency 

medical condition." 

No "emergency medical condition" triggered EMTALA when Israel was 

transferred from UCD Medical Center to Kaiser Roseville. He was not admitted to 

Kaiser Roseville because he had an "emergency medical condition." Rather, Israel 

was transferred and admitted to Kaiser Roseville to obtain a second opinion after 

the physicians at UCD Medical Center found his clinical condition to be consistent 
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with brain death. Although the condition leading up to the pronouncement of death 

may have involved an "emergency medical condition," no such emergency 

condition exists if the patient presents as brain dead. 

B. EMTALA does not apply to inpatient medical care. 

Even assuming that EMT ALA was triggered when Israel was admitted to 

Kaiser Roseville (which it was not), the statute does not require indefinite inpatient 

care. EMT ALA focuses on the obligation of hospitals to screen and stabilize a 

patient presenting to the emergency department with an emergency medical 

condition. See generally, Roberts, 525 U.S. at 250-251. Thus, courts have rejected 

the claim Plaintiff makes here that EMT ALA requires a hospital to continue to 

provide medical care "for an indefinite duration," or as dictated by the patient or 

family. Bryan v. Rectors and Visitors, 95 F.3d 349, 352 (41
h Cir. 1996) (rejecting 

argument that a hospital has an obligation under EMT ALA to continue to treat a 

patient for an "indefinite duration"). As the court stated in Bryant: "IfEMTALA 

liability extended to inpatient care, EMT ALA would be converted into a federal 

malpractice statute, something it was never intended to be." Bryant, supra 1169 

(quotations and brackets omitted), citing to and quoting from Hussain v. Kaiser 

Found. Health Plan, 914 F.Supp. 1331, 1335 (E.D.VA.1996). 

Notably absent from Plaintiff's brief is any evidence or argument about what 

can or should ever be done to stabilize an individual that is brain dead. ""EMT ALA 
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does not obligate Kaiser to maintain Israel on life support indefinitely." Op. 21. 

Indeed, no court has ever held that EMT ALA is intended to govern all provision of 

medical services to individuals admitted to a hospital or that it includes a mandate 

that mechanical means must be used to preserve cardiopulmonary functioning in a 

patient that has been declared dead. See Bryant, 289 F.3d at 1168-1169, citing and 

relying on James v. Sunrise Hospital, 86 F.3d 885 (9th Cir. 1996) (EMTALA's 

transfer provisions only applies to patients who come to the emergency room, not 

patients who are admitted to the hospital). Once a patient in Israel's position has 

been admitted to a hospital, the Ninth Circuit has held that the requirement under 

EMTALA that the patient be "stabilized" ends. Bryant, supra 1168. 

Plaintiff continues to rely erroneously on In the Matter of Baby K, 16 F .3d 590 

(4th Cir.1994) in arguing that Kaiser Roseville and its physicians are required to 

perform procedures on Israel in contravention of their medical opinion and ethics. 

As the district court concluded, Baby K is easily distinguishable. Unlike the patient 

in Baby K, who was stabilized and discharged, Israel has been declared brain dead. 

As the Bryant case makes clear, EMT ALA simply does not cover treatment 

provided to Israel once admitted to Kaiser Roseville. Since Baby K was decided, 

the Fourth Circuit has significantly limited the decision by holding, "[O]nce 

EMT ALA has met that purpose of ensuring that a hospital undertakes stabilizing 

treatment for a patient who arrives with an emergency condition ... the legal 
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adequacy of that care is then governed not by EMT ALA but by the state 

malpractice law ... " Bryan v. Rectors and Visitors of the Univ. of Va., 95 F3d. 349, 

352(4thcir.1996). 

In sum, there is no likelihood that Plaintiff will prevail on this claim or her 

request for injunctive relief premised on an alleged violation ofEMTALA. 

CONCLUSION 

Although sympathizing with Plaintiff and the situation all involved find 

themselves in, Kaiser Roseville and Dr. Myette submit that there is no legal basis 

for the emergency relief sought in this case. 

DATED: May 19, 2016 BUTY & CURLIANO LLP 

t neys for Defendants/Respondents 
KA SER PERMANENTE MEDICAL 
C TER 
R SEVILLE (a non-legal entity) and 

. MICHAEL MYETTE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 25(d) and Ninth Cir. R. 25-5(e) I hereby certify 

that on May 19, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk of the 

Court for the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit by using the 

appellate CM/ECF system. I certify that all participants in the case are registered 

CM/ECF users and that service will be accom_nlished by the appellate CM/ECF 

system. ~~-
___ _,--~ 

CURLIANO 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
 
 
 

JONEE FONSECA, 
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KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER 
ROSEVILLE, DR. MICHAEL MYETTE M.D., 
and DOES 1 THROUGH 10, INCLUSIVE, 
 
   Defendants. 
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DECLARATION OF DR. MICHAEL S. 
MYETTE IN SUPPORT OF KAISER 
ROSEVILLE AND DR. MICHAEL 
MYETTE’S OPPOSITION TO 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AND 
FURTHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
 
Date: May 11, 2016 
Time: 1:30 p.m. 
Courtroom: 3 
Hon. Kimberly J. Mueller 
 
 
 
 
Complaint Filed:  April 28, 2016 

 

 
 
 

I, Michael S. Myette, M.D., hereby declare: 

1. I am a physician employed by The Permanente Medical Group, Inc.  I have 

practiced medicine for over ten years.  As the Medical Director for the Pediatric ICU at Kaiser 

Permanente in Roseville (“Kaiser Roseville”), I oversee and care for the most critically ill and 

unstable children admitted to the facility.  I am Board Certified in Pediatrics and Pediatric Critical 
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Care Medicine.  All of the facts stated herein are within my personal knowledge and if called as a 

witness, I could competently testify thereto. 

2. On April 12, 2016, I received and admitted Israel Stinson as an inpatient at Kaiser 

Roseville from U.C. Davis Medical Center (“U.C. Davis”).  I have reviewed Israel’s medical 

records from U.C. Davis, his Kaiser Roseville medical records, and continue to follow and oversee 

his cardio-pulmonary support at Kaiser Roseville.   

3. On April 15, 2016, I testified in Placer County Superior Court regarding Israel’s 

condition and clinical course.  I reviewed the transcript of the state court proceeding and 

determined the information I provided regarding Israel’s condition and the circumstances 

surrounding his anoxic event were accurate and correct.  A true and correct copy of relevant 

portions of the April 15, 2016 transcript taken in the Superior Court are attached hereto as Exhibit 

A.  

4. Since April 15, 2016, I have found no clinical change in Israel’s condition.  

Pursuant to various court orders, Israel’s cardio-pulmonary functioning has been maintained 

through a variety of medications, glucose, hormones, water, electrolytes and mechanical support.   

5. As Israel’s brain is not telling his organs how to function, medical intervention is 

required for all critical metabolic functions.  His blood pressure is wholly dependent on the 

administration of dopamine and norepinephrine at constantly changing levels.  Without these drugs 

and a ventilator, his heart would cease to function within minutes.  

6. Israel’s hypothalamus and pituitary gland are dead.  The hypothalamus is a portion 

of the brain that maintains the body’s internal balance (homeostasis).  It releases or inhibits 

hormones controlling the body’s heart rate, temperature, fluid and electrolyte balance, weight, 

glandular secretions, pituitary gland and thyroid.  Israel has no functioning of internal neuro-

endocrine regulation.  Absent the administration of artificial hormones and a warming blanket, 

Israel’s body temperature would fall to the ambient level. 

/ / / / 

/ / / / 
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7. Israel is receiving exogenous temperature regulation, exogenous thyroid hormone, 

exogenous anti-diuretic hormone, and exogenous catecholamines.  Still, he demonstrates no signs 

of recovery.  His serum thyroid hormone level is normal due to exogenous replacement.  The 

argument Israel’s current state was caused by hypothyroidism (as opposed to hypothyroidism 

resulting from brain death) is completely unfounded and disproven given the fact his serum thyroid 

level is now at a normal level (again due to exogenous replacement) with no improvement. 

Moreover, since Israel is not hypothyroid, the argument endocrine abnormalities preclude a reliable 

evaluation of brain functioning is medically unsound. 

8. Israel’s gastrointestinal system shows no signs of any functionality.  As a result, 

complications are likely to arise if enteral feeding were attempted.  Enteral feeding refers to the 

delivery of a nutritionally complete supplement, containing protein, carbohydrate, fat, water, 

minerals and vitamins, directly into the stomach, duodenum or jejunum.  If Israel’s GI system is 

not functioning, enteral feeding could result in infection.  Since Israel’s body would not respond to 

an infection with a fever, we would likely not know of an infection until he was septic.    

9. Since his admission at Kaiser Roseville, Israel has received dextrose for nutrition.  

Despite getting only dextrose calories, he has not lost weight in over 23 days since his admission.  

Israel has not had a bowel moment since being in the hospital.  

10. Israel’s pupils are fixed, dilated and unresponsive.  He does exhibit a single, 

stereotypic spinal reflex.  The movement is always the same.  A spinal reflex is a reflexive action 

mediated by cells in the spinal cord, bypassing the brain altogether.  The kneejerk or patellar reflex, 

where the leg jerks when the kneecap is struck with a brisk tap, is a classic example of a reflex.  

Reflexes allow the body to respond quickly to threats and hazards without the time delay involved 

when the brain is consulted about how to respond to a stimulus.  In a spinal reflex, a sensation is 

felt at the site and relayed to neurons in the spinal cord via a sensory pathway.  The spinal cord 

returns a signal along a motor pathway, signaling a movement in response to the sensation.  This 

happens in fractions of a second, allowing people to jerk away before the brain is even aware of a 

problem.  
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11. Unfortunately, Israel’s mother, family, and attorneys, all non-medical professionals, 

interpret Israel’s spinal reflex as a sign his brain may be functioning or even that he is recovering.  

They are incorrect.  The videos offered by Israel’s mother merely show the single, stereotypic 

spinal reflex.  

12. Aside from the spinal reflex, Israel is unresponsive to any stimuli.  He does not 

respond to his mother’s voice, or the voice of anyone else.  Israel’s stereotypic spinal reflex occurs 

due to very light touch, including bumping the side of his bed.  

13. Israel’s heart rate does not increase in response to stimulation.  His heart rate and 

blood pressure increase and decrease as a result of medical intervention with drugs and hormones.  

His heart rate and blood pressure increase and decrease throughout the day.  Israel’s heart rate 

dropped to 70 beats per minute on May 5, 2016.  A child of Israel’s age typically has a heart rate of 

110 to 120 beats per minute.  Unfortunately, we are approaching the maximum effective dosage of 

beta-stimulating medications.   

14.  Israel’s mother told me she believes he took a breath on one or more occasions 

when she was holding him.  Sadly, Israel lacks the ability to take a breath because the portion of 

his brain designed to draw a breath is dead.  An apnea test, as described in my previous testimony 

on April 15, 2016, is designed to test a person’s ability to take a breath.  Physicians have 

administered three apnea tests on Israel.  Israel failed to draw a breath in each of these tests.  When 

I recently offered Israel’s mother another apnea test to see whether Israel was breathing, she 

declined.  The so-called spontaneous breaths his mom claims to have seen are due to a well-known 

and well-understood artificial triggering of the ventilator.  Israel has been given ample 

opportunities to demonstrate he can breathe and has repeatedly and consistently failed to do so.   

15. The argument Israel, with proper medical treatment, is likely to continue to live, and 

may find limited to full recovery of brain function, and may possibility regain consciousness is 

medically unsound.   Absent from this view is any explanation of the MRI/CT scans showing 

diffuse cerebral edema, global hypoxemic injury and transforaminal herniation through the 

foramen magnum (a portion of his brain moved through the hole in the base of his skull through 
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which the spinal cord connects to the brain). Neurological recovery from a transforaminal 

herniation through the Foramen Magnum due to this process is unprecedented. 

16. Since his admission at Kaiser Roseville, Israel shows absolutely no improvement in 

his condition, despite the aggressive medical intervention and cardio-pulmonary support provided 

to date, In fact, he continues to slowly deteriorate from a cardiovascular standpoint and we are 

reaching the effective limits on medications used to keep his heart beating. 

4 

5 

6 

7 17. Brain death is widely accepted in the medical community. While there are different 

8 tests used to determine brain death, multiple tests are considered proper and accepted by the 

9 medical community. The protocol I used to determine Israel is brain dead is widely accepted 

10 among medical professionals who specialize in neurology and pediatric critical care. My 

11 detennination of brain death for Israel was made in accordance with accepted medical standards. 

12 l srael would be considered brain dead by any medically recognized and accepted criteria for 

13 making such a detennination. 

14 18. As my determination that Israel is brain dead was made according to accepted 

15 medical standards, no personnel or agents of the State of California (or any other governmental 

16 body) influenced, affected or contributed to my determination. In fact, I had no interactions with 

17 anyone from the State of California or any government body in order to anive at my determination 

18 of brain death. Filling out paperwork for a death certificate is an administrative task performed 

19 after I have made a determination of death. Such an administrative function merely documents my 

20 medical detennination of death, which was made based solely on my training, observations and 

21 examination, and is completely independent of the State of California or any governmental body. 

22 A true and correct copy of Israel's certificate of death is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

23 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 

24 May 10, 2016, in Roseville, California. 

25 
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·1· · · · · · So, Dr. Myette, I'm going to ask that you please

·2· ·stand, sir, and be sworn.

·3· · · · · · (Whereupon the witness was sworn.)

·4· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I do.

·5· · · · · · THE CLERK:· Please state your full name for the

·6· ·record.

·7· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Michael Steven Myette.

·8· · · · · · THE CLERK:· Please be seated.

·9· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· You can just remain

10· ·there for this purpose, sir.

11· · · · · · Go ahead

12· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

13· ·BY MR. JONES:

14· ·Q.· · · ·Doctor, first off, what is your title?

15· ·A.· · · ·I am a pediatric intensivist, and I'm

16· ·board-certified in pediatrics and in pediatric critical

17· ·care medicine.· And I'm the medical director for the

18· ·pediatric ICU at Kaiser Permanente in Roseville.

19· ·Q.· · · ·And how long have you practiced medicine?

20· ·A.· · · ·I have -- I have worked at Kaiser for -- it will

21· ·be 11 years this July.· Prior to that, I did my critical

22· ·care in fellowship at U.C. San Francisco.· And prior to

23· ·that, I did a pediatric residency at U.C. Davis.

24· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Your Honor, I'd like to qualify this

25· ·witness as an expert witness as well as a treating
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·1· ·physician.

·2· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Excuse me.· I'm sorry, Your Honor.

·3· ·But I was under the -- we were under the understanding

·4· ·that we would not be calling witnesses, specifically

·5· ·medical witnesses, because of the short time frame, that

·6· ·there would be no time for us to call a witness.

·7· · · · · · In fact, Kaiser asked us if we would call a

·8· ·medical witness, and we said we would not.· And the

·9· ·understanding was that they would not either because

10· ·their witness is ten minutes from here and ours is 2,000

11· ·miles from here.· So -- and we had 15 hours to prepare

12· ·for this hearing this morning.

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.

14· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.

15· · · · · · THE COURT:· What I'm doing at this point in time

16· ·is Kaiser wants to present some further information for

17· ·the Court on these issues.· And in terms of me receiving

18· ·that information, since we have the doctor here, I might

19· ·as well receive it in a proper fashion under oath.

20· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· Would you agree with that, that if

22· ·he is going to say something, it might as well be --

23· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I do agree with that, yes.

24· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Thank you.· Go ahead, sir.

25· ·BY MR. JONES:
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·1· ·Q.· · · ·And have you been involved with the care of

·2· ·Israel Stinson?

·3· ·A.· · · ·Yes.· I received him in transfer from U.C. Davis

·4· ·Medical Center on April 12th and cared for him through

·5· ·yesterday.· I -- I documented his time of death yesterday

·6· ·at 12:00 noon.

·7· ·Q.· · · ·Have you had an opportunity to review the

·8· ·medical records from U.C. Davis?

·9· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· I -- I extensively reviewed the medical

10· ·records at U.C. Davis, the course of his care there,

11· ·which I can summarize, if you want me to.

12· · · · · · THE COURT:· That's okay.

13· ·BY MR. JONES:

14· ·Q.· · · ·Can you summarize the care.

15· ·A.· · · ·Okay.· Israel presented with a condition called

16· ·status asthmaticus to an outside hospital in the Mercy

17· ·system.

18· · · · · · The emergency physicians treating him were

19· ·concerned at the severity of his asthma.· He was

20· ·initially treated with medicines to take care of that.

21· ·Ultimately, it was determined that he required assistance

22· ·with a ventilator.

23· · · · · · THE COURT:· How old is Israel?

24· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Israel is a 30-month-old boy.· He

25· ·is 2 1/2 years old.
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·1· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

·2· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· So he had an intratracheal tube

·3· ·placed in his trachea and was put on a ventilator.· This

·4· ·intervention placed the child beyond the scope of care of

·5· ·the facility in the Mercy system.· So they contacted U.C.

·6· ·Davis Medical Center who agreed to accept the patient in

·7· ·transfer.

·8· ·BY MR. JONES:

·9· ·Q.· · · ·And what date was that, Doctor?

10· ·A.· · · ·April 1st.

11· ·Q.· · · ·And the transfer was April 2nd?

12· ·A.· · · ·The transfer was April 1st.

13· ·Q.· · · ·Okay.

14· ·A.· · · ·The patient was cared for overnight in the

15· ·pediatric ICU at U.C. Davis Medical Center.

16· · · · · · On the 2nd of April, the physicians determined

17· ·that he had improved and the intratracheal tube,

18· ·breathing tube, was removed.

19· · · · · · He was continued to be treated for his asthma at

20· ·that point with Albuterol and other medications.

21· · · · · · A few hours after excavation, he began to

22· ·develop a very acute respiratory distress.· The doctors

23· ·attempted to treat that with rescue medications, but he

24· ·developed a condition called a bronchospasm where his

25· ·airway squeezes down so tight that air can't pass through
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·1· ·it.

·2· · · · · · The U.C. Davis doctors did multiple rescue

·3· ·attempts including replacing the intratracheal -- the

·4· ·breathing tube.

·5· · · · · · Even with the intratracheal breathing tube in

·6· ·place, they could not adequately force air into the

·7· ·portion of his lung where oxygen is exchanged.

·8· · · · · · During this episode, Israel's heart stopped.· He

·9· ·was resuscitated with cardiopulmonary resuscitation,

10· ·chest compressions, and continued attempts to force air

11· ·into his lungs through the intratracheal tube.

12· ·Q.· · · ·For how long?

13· ·A.· · · ·40 minutes this went on.

14· · · · · · I spoke directly with one of the physicians of

15· ·record who told me that they had a terrible time trying

16· ·to get air in his lungs.

17· · · · · · As hard as they pushed, they could not seem to

18· ·bypass this -- the spastic airway and get air into the

19· ·portion of his lung where it would be life sustaining.

20· · · · · · After 40 minutes of cardiopulmonary

21· ·resuscitation, he was cannulated for a machine called

22· ·ECMO.· It's spelled E-C-M-O.· It is a machine.· It stands

23· ·for Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation.

24· · · · · · ECMO is a machine that is analogous to a

25· ·heart-lung bypass machine when somebody is getting heart
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·1· ·surgery.· But unlike that machine, it is used in an

·2· ·intensive care unit to act in lieu of a heart and lungs

·3· ·when the heart and lungs aren't functional but the

·4· ·physicians believe that the condition is reversible.

·5· · · · · · He remained on the ECMO circuit for four days at

·6· ·U.C. Davis Medical Center.

·7· · · · · · The asthma and the subsequent cardiac arrest

·8· ·were, in fact, reversible.· And his heart functioned --

·9· ·started to function on its own after -- after a time as

10· ·did the -- the bronchospasm in his lungs improved also

11· ·over time with medication.

12· · · · · · He was decannulated, which is to say taken off

13· ·of the ECMO circuit on April 6th.

14· · · · · · On April 7th, he had a procedure, a nuclear

15· ·medicine procedure at U.C. Davis, called radionuclide.

16· ·It's spelled r-a-d-i-o-n-u-c-l-i-d-e, I believe.

17· · · · · · Radionuclide scan, which is a scan which

18· ·measures uptake of oxygen and nutrients, glucose and

19· ·such, into the brain.· That is often used as an ancillary

20· ·test.· It is not a test that you can use to determine

21· ·brain death in and of itself.· It doesn't substitute for

22· ·a brain death exam.· But in cases where a complete brain

23· ·death exam is not -- is not able to be done, it can be an

24· ·ancillary piece of information.· That's why I bring it up

25· ·because it's supporting information.
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·1· · · · · · The radionuclide scan was read by a radiologist

·2· ·and confirmed as showing no -- no uptake of oxygen or

·3· ·nutrients by Israel's brain.

·4· · · · · · On the 8th of April, one of the U.C. Davis

·5· ·Medical Center pediatric intensivists, somebody who is

·6· ·trained in the same manner and board-certified in the

·7· ·same manner that I am, performed an initial neuro exam

·8· ·attempting to see if there is any evidence of brain

·9· ·function.

10· · · · · · That exam, including an apnea test, suggested

11· ·that there was -- that there was no -- no brain activity.

12· ·It was consistent with brain dead -- brain death.

13· ·Q.· · · ·What's an apnea test?

14· ·A.· · · ·An apnea test is a test whereby you take a

15· ·patient off of a ventilator.· You get them

16· ·physiologically into a -- into a normal state as

17· ·possible, normal oxygen in their blood, normal CO2 in

18· ·their blood.

19· · · · · · And you cease blowing air into their lungs.· You

20· ·place them on ambient, 100 percent oxygen, so that they

21· ·are still able to deliver oxygen to their body during

22· ·this test.

23· · · · · · But the human body doesn't -- doesn't use oxygen

24· ·or lack of oxygen to drive our desire to breathe.· Our

25· ·desire to breathe is driven by carbon dioxide in the
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·1· ·blood.

·2· · · · · · So this test is a test whereby we -- without

·3· ·letting a patient become dangerously deoxygenated, we

·4· ·allow the carbon dioxide to increase to a point where the

·5· ·portion of their brain that regulates carbon dioxide and

·6· ·tells the body to take a breath will respond.· We

·7· ·actually go way beyond that.

·8· · · · · · The specifics of that test are available in the

·9· ·paper, and I can -- I can go into more detail if you

10· ·want.

11· · · · · · But the apnea test went on for -- I don't

12· ·remember exactly how long she documented, but I think it

13· ·was somewhere in the neighborhood of six to eight

14· ·minutes, which is fairly typical for an apnea test.

15· · · · · · The recommendations, as put forth by the

16· ·American Academy of Pediatrics, the Society of Child

17· ·Neurology, and the Society of Critical Care Medicine, who

18· ·have issued a joint statement on how to go about these

19· ·things states that you need to have normal CO2 at the

20· ·beginning of the test.· And you need to have a jump of at

21· ·least 20 millimeters of mercury during the course of the

22· ·test for the test to be valid.

23· · · · · · The test was done -- was documented blood gasses

24· ·before and after the apnea, the period of nonbreathing,

25· ·were done and confirmed that there was an adequate reason
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·1· ·in Israel's CO2 that should have triggered his body to

·2· ·take a breath if that portion of his brain that -- that

·3· ·regulates when to take a breath was -- was functional.

·4· · · · · · On the 8th, the clinical neuro exams were

·5· ·conducted.

·6· · · · · · It is customary and it is recommended

·7· ·somebody -- somebody that is Israel's age you have to

·8· ·wait a minimum of 12 hours in between two separate exams

·9· ·of this nature.

10· · · · · · The first exam establishes that there is no

11· ·function.· The second exam is supposed to confirm that

12· ·whatever caused the first exam results to be what they

13· ·are is -- was not, in fact, reversible.

14· · · · · · In terms of Israel, he has not received any

15· ·medications for pain or sedation since April 2nd.

16· · · · · · He has not received any -- anything that would

17· ·depress brain function since April 2nd.

18· ·Q.· · · ·Was there a second test conducted at U.C.

19· ·Davis?

20· ·A.· · · ·There was not a second test done at U.C. Davis.

21· ·The family -- well, the family requested some scans be

22· ·done.

23· · · · · · They asked for -- on the 9th or 10th -- I don't

24· ·remember which day.· But on the 9th or 10th, they

25· ·requested a CT scan of the head be done and an MRI of the
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·1· ·brain be done.

·2· · · · · · U.C. Davis complied with this request and

·3· ·actually did both scans.· The CT scan of the brain, which

·4· ·they sent to us also with his medical records, was read

·5· ·as showing diffused brain swelling, effacement of the

·6· ·basal cisterns, and herniation of the brain stem out the

·7· ·foramen magnum.

·8· · · · · · The foramen magnum is the hole at the base of

·9· ·the skull where the spinal cord comes out.· And if the

10· ·brain swells enough, then a portion of the brain, just by

11· ·the pressure from all that swelling, can be forced down

12· ·through that hole.

13· · · · · · While that is not part of a brain death exam,

14· ·per se, that is an unsurvivable event.

15· ·Q.· · · ·Irreversible?

16· ·A.· · · ·Irreversible.

17· ·Q.· · · ·Then what happened?

18· ·A.· · · ·The MRI also confirmed severe global injury to

19· ·the brain and also confirmed the transforaminal, across

20· ·the foramen herniation of brain tissue of the brain stem.

21· ·Q.· · · ·Did the parents object to a second test at U.C.

22· ·Davis?

23· ·A.· · · ·The U.C. Davis doctors document that there was

24· ·objection to doing a confirmatory brain death test.

25· · · · · · The family requested that Israel be transferred
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·1· ·to U.C. Davis -- excuse me -- to Children's Hospital and

·2· ·Research Center in Oakland -- or now, I guess, the UCSF

·3· ·Benioff Children's Hospital in Oakland is the current

·4· ·name.

·5· · · · · · The physicians at U.C. -- or at UCSF Benioff

·6· ·Oakland Children's Hospital refused the transfer.· They

·7· ·declined to take the patient in transfer.

·8· · · · · · Then -- I don't know -- the circumstances aren't

·9· ·100 percent clear to me, but I came into the -- into the

10· ·fold when I received a call from our outside services and

11· ·asking me if I would be willing to take -- to take Israel

12· ·in transfer.

13· · · · · · Realizing that this was a difficult and tragic

14· ·set of circumstances and understanding that probably the

15· ·family had mistrust of the physicians at U.C. Davis

16· ·because that's where the initial event, the initial

17· ·cardiopulmonary arrest occurred, was likely to make it

18· ·very difficult for them to accept whatever U.C. Davis was

19· ·going to tell them, I agreed to transfer the patient to

20· ·my intensive care unit and to evaluate him on my own.

21· ·Q.· · · ·For brain death?

22· ·A.· · · ·For brain death, correct.

23· · · · · · Understand that I -- I evaluate a patient not

24· ·looking for brain death, per se, but looking for absence

25· ·of brain death.· It is a vital part of information for me
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·1· ·to be able to figure out what the nature of care I need

·2· ·to deliver to this boy.

·3· · · · · · Had I done my initial exam on him and discovered

·4· ·that there was some activity in his brain, we wouldn't be

·5· ·here.· I'd be -- we'd be -- we would not have declared

·6· ·him dead, and we would be attempting to facilitate

·7· ·whatever recovery he would have been capable of.

·8· ·Q.· · · ·When was he transferred to Kaiser?

·9· ·A.· · · ·He was transferred to Kaiser on April 12th.· He

10· ·arrived in the early afternoon.

11· ·Q.· · · ·When was -- when was the first test conducted?

12· ·A.· · · ·The first test done at Kaiser -- I did that

13· ·test, but it wasn't done until about 11:00 o'clock p.m.

14· ·that night.

15· · · · · · The delay was that, as I had mentioned earlier,

16· ·a patient has to be in a normal physiologic state for a

17· ·brain death exam to be valid.

18· · · · · · And Israel is unstable.· The portions of his

19· ·brain that autoregulate all the things that we take for

20· ·granted, his brain is not doing that.

21· · · · · · So illustration:· When he came to me, his body

22· ·temperature was 33 degrees centigrade.· Normal body

23· ·temperature is 37 degrees centigrade.· He doesn't

24· ·regulate his body temperature.· If he gets cold, he

25· ·doesn't shiver.· If he gets cold, his body won't alter
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·1· ·its metabolic rate to increase heat production.

·2· · · · · · And so he is not -- if left alone, he will drift

·3· ·to ambient temperature, room temperature.

·4· · · · · · So when he got there, he had dropped from 36 to

·5· ·37 degrees at U.C. Davis.· The transfer, being in the

·6· ·ambulance and being in a -- in that environment was

·7· ·enough to drop his temperature four degrees centigrade.

·8· · · · · · So I had to spend several hours gently warming

·9· ·his body back up, which we instituted shortly after

10· ·arrival.· This is not something you want to do quickly

11· ·because you can overshoot.· And somebody who has a brain

12· ·injury who gets a fever is likely to have a worsening of

13· ·that brain injury.· So we have to be very careful not to

14· ·cause a fever.

15· · · · · · So at that point, I began gentle warming.

16· ·Another problem that had occurred when he arrived was

17· ·that -- our pituitary gland in our brain regulates our

18· ·water and salt balance in our body.· To simplify, sodium

19· ·and free water.

20· · · · · · A hormone called vasopressin secreted by the

21· ·pituitary gland keeps all of us in -- in normalcy for

22· ·water and sodium.· Well, his brain doesn't -- isn't doing

23· ·that now.· His pituitary gland is not functioning.· So he

24· ·was placed on an infusion of -- of manufactured -- of

25· ·pharmaceutical vasopressin, which we have.· And that is a
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·1· ·hormone that the body has this variable sensitivity to.

·2· ·And so you have to monitor him very closely.

·3· · · · · · When he had his brain death exam at U.C. Davis,

·4· ·his sodium was in the normal range.· But by virtue of

·5· ·time, when he got to me, his sodium level was elevated,

·6· ·also elevated to a point at which I couldn't have done a

·7· ·valid brain death exam.· So I had to -- I had to manage

·8· ·that level of sodium by altering the level of vasopressin

·9· ·I was infusing into his body to get his sodium into a

10· ·physiologic range.

11· ·Q.· · · ·Doctor, let me just ask this:· Is the function

12· ·of those organs not occurring because the brain is just

13· ·not sending any signals of how organs have to operate?

14· ·A.· · · ·That's correct.· The kidneys regulate sodium and

15· ·water based on signals they receive from the brain.

16· · · · · · So while -- while Israel's kidneys in and of

17· ·themselves are fine, they are not receiving the signals

18· ·to do their job.

19· · · · · · So that was the problem.· He has wild

20· ·fluctuations in his level of free water in his body,

21· ·which can drive his sodium dangerously low or if we take

22· ·away -- if we don't supplement that hormone, then he will

23· ·pee out -- for lack of a better word, will urinate all

24· ·the free water in his body and will go into

25· ·cardiovascular collapse and die, and we will see that --
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·1· ·we would see that based on his sodium drifting up into

·2· ·levels that are not physiologic.

·3· ·Q.· · · ·So what test did you perform on the 12th?

·4· ·A.· · · ·So after getting his body warmed up to

·5· ·physiologic temperature, between 36 and 37 degrees

·6· ·centigrade, and after readjusting his vasopressin

·7· ·infusion to make sure that his sodium was between 130 and

·8· ·145, I achieved that physiologic state at about 11:00

·9· ·o'clock p.m., and then I performed a comprehensive

10· ·neurologic exam looking for evidence of brain function.

11· · · · · · I can go into the specifics of that test, if you

12· ·want.

13· ·Q.· · · ·What were the results of the test?

14· ·A.· · · ·The results of my tests were consistent with no

15· ·brain function.· There was no evidence of his brain

16· ·receiving any signals from his body, nor was there any

17· ·evidence that his brain was regulating any organs in his

18· ·body.

19· ·Q.· · · ·And you performed an apnea test as well?

20· ·A.· · · ·Correct.· My apnea test lasted for seven and a

21· ·half minutes with Israel on 100 percent oxygen.· And his

22· ·carbon dioxide in his blood at the beginning of the test

23· ·was in the normal range, between 35 and 45.· And at the

24· ·end of the test, his carbon dioxide was 85.· So there was

25· ·a significant increase in that -- a level of increase
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·1· ·that would, in anybody with any function of their brain

·2· ·stem, cause them to draw a breath.· And we -- we had a

·3· ·monitor on his intratracheal tube looking for any CO2,

·4· ·any exhale or there were -- there were sensors on his

·5· ·body sensing any inhale of breath.

·6· ·Q.· · · ·Did you also repeat that test yesterday?

·7· ·A.· · · ·Yes.· So I did not do -- I want to be clear, I

·8· ·didn't do the confirmatory brain death exam.· The

·9· ·recommendations by National is for two separate

10· ·physicians to do the two different exams so that you have

11· ·a fresh set of eyes.

12· · · · · · And one of my colleagues, Dr. Masselink, spelled

13· ·M-a-s-s-e-l-i-n-k, who is a board-certified pediatric

14· ·neurologist performed the confirmatory neurologic test

15· ·yesterday at 11:00 o'clock in the morning.· That was a

16· ·full 36 hours after the first test.

17· · · · · · In the room accompanying and witnessing that

18· ·test with him was Israel's great aunt and one of his

19· ·grandmothers.· And also Dr. Shelly Garone, who is one

20· ·of -- one of my bosses -- one of the -- they're called at

21· ·Kaiser -- they're called APIC.· It stands for Associate

22· ·Physician In Chief.· And she -- she was also present for

23· ·that.

24· ·Q.· · · ·What were the results of the tests?

25· ·A.· · · ·The results of that test, as documented by
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·1· ·Dr. Masselink, were that there was no -- no evidence of

·2· ·any brain function, that the exam was consistent with

·3· ·brain death.

·4· ·Q.· · · ·And was there a declaration of death made?

·5· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· Well, let me add one more thing.

·6· · · · · · A second apnea test was done as is -- as is in

·7· ·the recommendations put forth by the National Societies,

·8· ·as I previously mentioned.

·9· · · · · · So I did a second apnea test.· The rules of

10· ·brain death say that the same physician can do both apnea

11· ·tests because it's appropriate that either a pediatric

12· ·critical care doctor or a pediatric anesthesiologist,

13· ·somebody with advanced airway skills, perform the apnea

14· ·test.· That's the one part of the exam that is beyond the

15· ·scope of a pediatric neurologist.

16· · · · · · So after Dr. Masselink completed his exam, the

17· ·final piece was a confirmatory apnea test, and I did a

18· ·confirmatory apnea test.· This time I actually let it go

19· ·for a full nine minutes, waiting to see if Israel would

20· ·[Witness makes a descriptive sound] -- would draw a

21· ·breath.

22· · · · · · And after nine minutes, and CO2 that went above

23· ·90, he did not draw a breath.

24· · · · · · At that point, I terminated the apnea test, and

25· ·it met requirements for a valid test.
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·1· ·Q.· · · ·And at that point --

·2· ·A.· · · ·At that point, I documented -- I wrote a death

·3· ·note and documented Israel's time of death at 12:00 noon,

·4· ·yesterday.

·5· ·Q.· · · ·How difficult is it to maintain, essentially,

·6· ·the body -- now that there's been a declaration of death,

·7· ·what efforts are required in order to keep Israel in the

·8· ·condition that he currently is, which I understand is not

·9· ·very stable?

10· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· That's -- that's a good question.  I

11· ·mentioned earlier that the brain sends the signals that

12· ·regulate our salt and free water.

13· · · · · · And try as we might, doctors are not as good as

14· ·a working brain at doing this.· We're certainly doing our

15· ·best.

16· · · · · · But I can tell you that between Israel's arrival

17· ·on the 12th and when I signed off to my colleague,

18· ·another pediatric intensivist last night at 8:00 o'clock

19· ·p.m., that I did not leave the hospital.· I was always

20· ·either in -- in the ICU, in the room with Israel, or over

21· ·in my office, which is in the same building right around

22· ·the corner.· I took a couple of two- or three-hour naps

23· ·in the sleep room, which is within 30 feet of the

24· ·intensive care unit.

25· · · · · · The reason being that throughout the night, from
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·1· ·the time he arrived until the time I signed him off, I

·2· ·was microadjusting his vasopressin infusion, making sure

·3· ·that his sodium did not drift too high or too low.· I was

·4· ·adjusting another infusion that I hadn't mentioned yet, a

·5· ·medicine called norepinephrine or noradrenaline.· It is a

·6· ·synthetic cousin to our own adrenaline that our body

·7· ·secretes.

·8· · · · · · Israel's body doesn't secrete that anymore.· As

·9· ·a result, his blood pressure without this medicine will

10· ·drift low to the point where he will not perfuse his

11· ·coronary arteries, and his heart will stop.· He is

12· ·absolutely 100 percent dependent on this infusion of

13· ·norepinephrine to keep that heart beating.

14· · · · · · So if you give too much of that medicine, again,

15· ·people have varying sensitivities to it.· It's not a

16· ·simple dose, and you get a blood pressure.· You have to

17· ·see what dose will produce a blood pressure.

18· · · · · · He has an invasive arterial line in his femoral

19· ·artery that gives us a moment-to-moment reading of his

20· ·blood pressure.· And using that catheter and transducing

21· ·that pressure onto a monitor continuously, I adjust the

22· ·norepinephrine.

23· · · · · · He has -- I can't tell you exactly how many

24· ·times, but I can tell you it's more than 20 that I've

25· ·adjusted that medicine.· Okay.· I am trying to keep his
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·1· ·main arterial pressure, which is somewhere between the

·2· ·systolic and diastolic.· I can get more specific than

·3· ·that if you need but that's probably adequate.· I want to

·4· ·keep that main at least 60 and not above 100.

·5· · · · · · Below 60, and I don't adequately perfuse his

·6· ·kidneys or his heart.

·7· · · · · · Above 100, and the pressure in the arteries is

·8· ·high enough that I run the risk of him having a

·9· ·bleeding -- a bleeding episode or a hemorrhage.

10· · · · · · So that moment-to-moment, minute-to-minute, and

11· ·hour-to-hour management of his blood pressure, and that

12· ·moment-to-moment, hour-to-hour management of his salt and

13· ·free water levels in his body are something that requires

14· ·a physician be present virtually all the time.

15· ·Q.· · · ·Are Israel's organs essentially beginning to

16· ·atrophy?· Are they failing?

17· ·A.· · · ·The -- this is what we normally see happen.

18· ·There are exceptions to this.· I think there's a -- Mom

19· ·and Dad mentioned a case where somebody who had seen

20· ·total cease of brain function has continued for a long

21· ·time to have a beating heart.· I don't know the specifics

22· ·of that case.

23· · · · · · But I can tell you in my experience -- I have

24· ·precedent for trying to keep the heart beating after

25· ·somebody has been declared dead.· The specific situation
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·1· ·where we do this is when a family wishes organ donation.

·2· ·Because if the heart keeps beating and keeps delivering

·3· ·oxygen and glucose to the organs that are still

·4· ·functional, then those organs can be transplanted into

·5· ·somebody who needs them.

·6· · · · · · And so in situations where families wish organ

·7· ·donation, often when somebody has been declared brain

·8· ·dead, we, intensivists, as a bridge to get these organs

·9· ·to transplant, will work very hard to keep a patient

10· ·alive or -- that's not -- scratch that.· Not to keep --

11· ·to keep a patient's organs functioning and keep a

12· ·patient's heart beating.· And it does get more

13· ·challenging the longer we do it.

14· · · · · · Now, we're on top of this right now with Israel.

15· ·We're working very hard, but we're on top of this.· But

16· ·the notion that he is stable and sitting in a corner and

17· ·everything is running on autopilot is -- is a notation

18· ·that is not grounded in reality.· He is aggressively,

19· ·acutely managed moment to moment.

20· · · · · · THE COURT:· And is nutrition an aspect of that?

21· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· So nutrition is a little bit

22· ·problematic.· So I can tell you -- we are providing him

23· ·with a constant infusion of glucose to make sure that his

24· ·blood sugar remains in normal range.

25· · · · · · His intestines -- and intestines in situations
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·1· ·where there's a prolonged resuscitation often suffer a

·2· ·pretty significant injury.

·3· · · · · · And before we put nutrition into the gut, into

·4· ·the intestines, we need to know that those intestines

·5· ·have healed.· If you put a bunch of sugar and protein and

·6· ·fat into a gut that is severely injured, that sets up a

·7· ·situation where pathological bacteria can grow in that

·8· ·nonfunctioning gut.· And you can have catastrophic

·9· ·complications.

10· · · · · · So we are not feeding him into his intestine

11· ·right now because his intestines have not yet indicated

12· ·to us that they are capable of handling and absorbing

13· ·nutrition and putting -- putting nutrition into the

14· ·intestines at this point is -- would be a very risky

15· ·thing to do.

16· · · · · · Now -- I guess I'll leave it at that.

17· · · · · · So the short answer is beyond IV glucose

18· ·infusions and IV infusions of salts and electrolytes,

19· ·that's the only nutrition he is getting right now.

20· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Mr. Jones, anything further?

21· ·BY MR. JONES:

22· ·Q.· · · ·What -- what is the likelihood that you would be

23· ·able to maintain Israel's body in this state for a

24· ·two-week period of time?

25· ·A.· · · ·It will be difficult.· I guess that's the best I
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·1· ·can say.· I don't -- I don't know, you know.· I don't

·2· ·know what he is going to do.· I can tell you that last

·3· ·night that Israel's sodium dropped to a level that in

·4· ·somebody with a functioning brain would have caused

·5· ·seizures.· And the doctor who was taking care of him last

·6· ·night had to stop the vasopressin infusion altogether

·7· ·because his sensitivity to it suddenly went up.

·8· · · · · · And the sodium is coming back up now because the

·9· ·body is starting to get rid of that free water that was

10· ·holding on, was diluting the sodium in his body.

11· · · · · · So we are -- we are monitoring him very closely.

12· ·But as I said earlier, no physician is as good as a

13· ·functioning brain at regulating the physiology of a human

14· ·body.· And anyone who thinks they are is naive or

15· ·arrogant.· But, you know, we'll try.· We're going to keep

16· ·trying, but I can tell you that those kinds of

17· ·fluctuations are going to happen.· And it may be that one

18· ·of them happens and his body just shuts down.

19· · · · · · Often what I see in kids who go on to transplant

20· ·is that at some point their body stops responding to the

21· ·adrenaline that we infuse and their blood pressure starts

22· ·to drop.· And that also can be problematic.· That has not

23· ·happened yet with Israel, but it could happen today.· It

24· ·could happen tomorrow, and we could pour more and more

25· ·into him and try our best to keep that blood pressure up.
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·1· ·In my experience, sooner or later, our efforts to mimic

·2· ·the brain starts to fall short.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.· Anything further,

·4· ·Mr. Jones?

·5· · · · · · · MR. JONES:· Just with that background -- I

·6· ·just want to point out to the Court that -- so we're here

·7· ·to determine whether or not the temporary order should be

·8· ·continued.

·9· · · · · · And my comment is that under Health and Safety

10· ·Code Section 7180 and 7181, Israel has been found to be

11· ·dead.

12· · · · · · THE COURT:· And, therefore, the parent should

13· ·not have the opportunity to have an independent

14· ·evaluation?

15· · · · · · MR. JONES:· They had.· We are the independent --

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· They're not entitled to have their

17· ·own independent evaluation at this point in time,

18· ·somebody outside of Kaiser?

19· · · · · · MR. JONES:· I think if they -- if you look at

20· ·the Dority case --

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· Just answer my question.· Are the

22· ·parents entitled to have an independent evaluation

23· ·outside of Kaiser at this point in time?

24· · · · · · MR. JONES:· No.· No.· Because there's no --

25· · · · · · THE COURT:· Your position is no?
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·1· · · · · ·SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

·2· · · · · · · · IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER

·3· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

·4· ·ISRAEL STINSON,· · · · · · · · )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·5· · · · · · · · · · · ·Plaintiff, )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·6· ·vs.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · )· Case No. S-CV-0037673
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·7· ·U.C. DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL,)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·8· · · · · · · · · · · ·Defendant, )
· · ·_______________________________)
·9

10· · · · · · ·I, JENNIFER F. MILNE, Certified Shorthand

11· ·Reporter of the State of California, do hereby certify

12· ·that the foregoing pages 1 through 42, inclusive,

13· ·comprises a true and correct transcript of the

14· ·proceedings had in the above-entitled matter held on

15· ·April 15, 2016.

16· · · · · · ·I also certify that portions of the transcript

17· ·are governed by the provisions of CCP237(a)(2) and that

18· ·all personal juror identifying information has been

19· ·redacted.

20· · · · · · ·IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed this

21· ·certificate at Roseville, California, this 19th day of

22· ·April, 2016.

23· · · · · · · · · · · ·____________________________

24· · · · · · · · · · · ·JENNIFER F. MILNE, CSR

25· · · · · · · · · · · ·License No. 10894
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Michael J. Peffer, State Bar. No. 192265 
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25 with Buty & Curliano LLP, attorneys of record for defendants KAISER PERMANENTE 

26 MEDICAL CENTER ROSEVILLE (a non-legal entity) and DR. MICHAEL MYETTE 

27 

28 

BUTY & CUR LIANO LLP 

AV,~~~~~~I~w 
OAKLAND CA 94612 

510.267,3000 

DECLARATION OF JASON J. CURLIANO IN SUPPORT OF KAISER ROSEVILLE AND 
DR. MICHAEL MYETTE'S OPPOSITION TO REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND FURTHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
2: 16-CV-00889-KJM-EFB 
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1 ("Defendants"). All the facts stated herein are within my personal knowledge and if called as a 

2 witness, I could competently testify thereto. 

3 2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Verified Ex-

4 Parte Petition for Temporary Restraining Order/Injunction; Request for Order oflndendent (sic.) 

5 Neurological Exam; Request for Order to Maintin (sic.) Level of Medical Care. 

6 3. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis a true and correct copy of Judge Pineschi's Order on 

7 Ex Parte Application for Temporary Restraining Order. 

8 4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Reporter's Transcript 

9 of Petition Hearing dated April 15, 2016 regarding Plaintiffs state court petition. 

10 5. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy of Judge Jones' Order on Ex 

11 Parte Application for Temporary Restraining Order dated April 15, 2016. 

12 6. Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of the Reporter's Transcript 

13 of Petition Hearing dated April 22, 2016. 

14 7. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of Judge Jones' April 22, 

15 2016 Order. 

16 8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the Reporter's Transcript 

17 of Petition Hearing dated April 27, 2016, 

18 9. Attached hereto as Exhibit His a true and correct copy the Declaration of Dr. Paul 

19 Byrne offer by Plaintiff at the April 27, 2016 hearing. 

20 IO. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of the Declaration of Angela 

21 Clemente offered by Plaintiff at the April 27, 2016 hearing. 

22 11. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of Judge Jones' April 27, 

23 2016 order. 

24 12. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the Reporter's Transcript 

25 of Petition Hearing dated April 29, 2016. 

26 

27 

28 
BUTY & CURLIANO LLP 

ATJ;~~~\~~~~W 
OAKLAND CA 94612 

510.267.3000 

DECLARATION OF JASON J. CURLIANO IN SUPPORT OF KAISER ROSEVILLE AND 
DR. MICHAEL MYETTE'S OPPOSITION TO REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND FURTHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
2: 16-CV-00889-KJM-EFB 
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I 13. Attached hereto as Exhibit Lis a true and correct copy ofNakagawa, TA. 

2 Guidelines for the Determination of Brain Death in Infants and Children: An Update of the 1987 

3 Task Force Recommendations-Executive Summary, Annals of Neurology, 2012, Vol. 71. 

4 14. Attached hereto as Exhibit Mis a true and correct copy of J.L. Bernat, The Whole-

5 Brain Concept of Death Remains Optimum Public Policy, 34(1) J.L. Med. & Ethics 35-43 (2006). 

6 15. Attached hereto and Exhibit N is a true and correct copy ofD. Gardner, et al., 

7 International Perspective on the Diagnosis of Death, 108 British J. Anesthesia il4-i28 (2012). 

8 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is rue and correct. Executed on May 

9 

IO 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

8UTY & CURLIANO LLP 

A~~~~~~~~~W 
OAKlAND CA S4612 

510.267,3000 

I, 2016, in Oakland, California. 

DECLARATION OF JASON J. CURLIANO IN SUPPORT OF KAISER ROSEVILLE AND 
DR. MICHAEL MYETTE'S OPPOSITION TO REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY 
RESTRAINING ORDER AND FURTHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
2: 16-CV-00889-KJM-EFB 
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I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am employed in the County of Alameda, State of California. I am over the age of 
eighteen years and not a party to the within entitled cause; my business address is 516 16th Street, 
Oakland, CA 94612. 

On May I, 2016, I caused to be served the following document: 

DECLARATION OF JASON J. CURLIANO IN SUPPORT OF KAISER 
ROSEVILLE AND DR. MICHAEL MYETTE'S OPPOSITION TO REQUEST FOR 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND FURTHER INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

on the interested parties in said cause, by: placing a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope 
addressed as follows and I caused delivery to be made by the mode of service indicated below: 

Kevin T. Snider, State Bar No. 170988 
Michael J. Peffer, State Bar. No. 192265 
Matthew B. McReynolds, State Bar No. 234 797 
PACIFIC JUSTICE INSTITUTE 
P.O. Box 276600 
Sacramento, CA 95827 
Tel. (916) 857-6900 
Fax (916) 857-6902 
Email: ksnider@pji.org 

_x_ I caused a true and correct copy of the aforementioned document(s) to be transmitted 
14 electronically to all parties designated on the United States Eastern District Court CM/ECF 

website. 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

BUTY & CURLIANO LLP 
ATTORNEYSATLAW 

51616'"sr 
OAKLANDCA94612 

510.267.3000 

(By Mail) on all parties in said action in accordance with Code of Civil Procedure Section 
1013, by placing a true and correct copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope in a 
designated area for outgoing mail, addressed as set forth above, at Buty & Curliano, which 
mail placed in that designated area is given the correct amount of postage and is deposited 
that same day, in the ordinary course of business, in a United States mailbox in the County 
of Alameda. 

(By Email): On May I, 2016 I caused a copy of the docurnent(s) described on the attached 
document list, together with a copy of this declaration, to be emailed listed on the attached 
service list. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

rITTogo;og fa <mo md ~t. E"'""d oo May I, ~Oz:~. 

Susan Truax 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
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04/ 14/2016 16:21 Depa r tment 33 (FAX)9164086236 P.00110 10 

Jonee Fonseca 
Mother of Israel Stinson 

2 Address 

3 Telephone withheld for privacy but 

4 provided to Court and Respondent 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 . 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

UNLIMITED CML JURISDICTION 

11 Israel Stinson, a minor, by Jonec Fonseca his 
mother. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Petitioner, 

v. 

UC Davis Children's Hospital; Kaiser 
Permanente Roseville Mediw Center -
Women and Children's Center. 

Respondent. 

VERIFIBD EX·P ARTE PETmON. FOR ,..- · 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING . .. ··; .-. ': .. · .... 
ORDER/INJUNCTION: REQUEST .FOR 
ORDER OF INDENDENT 
NEUROLOGICAL EXAM; REQUEST FOR 
ORDER Tq ~'.I,1N LEVEL OF 
MEDICAL CARE . . 

! . : / • . ; . ~ ~ 

··. : .... 

" . : ' :~ '.: .. .. .. 
.. \. . ·· ··1 ... . ';,. ·.:.·. ·. 
~ ' • • I ) • ' I ' ., I \ o 

I Jonee Fonseca am the mother oflsrael Stinson who, on·Aprit-.1~ ·2016 went to.M¢rcy .... 
.·:; : : ··:: :.:::_:·. P ~: ·~· r'\ ... ;.~ 

Hospital with symptoms· of an asthma attack. Tho Emergency room ·e)'.Cami,l.ed him, placed him 
• • t I . • ~ ,: , *• ' • : : :•:' • 't , •t 1 1 ] • • , " 

24 on a breathing machine, and h<' ~derwent x-~ys. Shortly there~ei; he, .beg1µ1, shivering, his lips 
I ' • ·~, ', ,. > ' I l o 

25 .. '" \' . : 
turned purple, eyes rolled back and lost csoncswiuOosncss,. H~ had an i.ntubation perfonne don 

26 ' . ' . 

27 
him. Doctor told me they had to transcer Israel to UC ~avis 9e~~~~~ they did not have e pediatri : 

28 unit. HE was then taken to UC Davis via ambulance and admitted to the pediatric intensive care 

• 1 ~ . . .. . .. . .. 
Petition for Temporary Restraining Ordcr/lnjunctlon and Ot.h'e'r Ordor11 

• • • • : • . : • . ,..,.·l '- · ~ · . .. .. · :1· \('1Jrt . .• ·. 1. , 1.:1\::: 
. .. · .·. . . ' 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

. .. . . 
• • • ' I • , • :• •: • . • \ . . 

unit. The next day,, the tube was removed from Israel. The respWtory .th~rapi~t . .sald ihat israel 
' .· · ·: ' . 

was stable and that they could possibly discharge him the followmg 4ay?.S":lpday April 3. They . . . . . ' 

put him on albuterol for one hour, and then wanted to take ~ ~ff alb~terol fqr ~ h.our .. ~bout . . . . . .. 

30 minutes in, I noticed that he began to wheeze and have issues. breathing. The .nurse came back · 
• ' ' ' • ' ' • I • '· • '\ • 

in and put him on the albuterol machine. Within a few minutes the monitor started beeping. Tho 

7 nurse came in and repositioned the mask on Israel, then left the rpom . 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

. . ' . ·· : . ,,· ' . 
Within minutes, he started to shiver and went limp in her arms. I.pressed the.nurses' button, ·and 

' . ' 

screamed for help, but no one came to the room. A different nur8e ceriie .. iri,' imd I ~k~d to see a 
~: .· . : ..... , ·, ~- :: .· . ·::r ; . .. 

doctor. The doctor~ Dr. Meteev came to the room and said she did. not' want to intubate Israel to 

see if he could breathe on his own without the tube. 
. : .. ·:. ·:·:·: . ,· i :· ... 

Israel was not breathing on his own. I had to leave the room to ·compose myself. When· I 
' • . : •, I· i t'1 : . 1,:: ,· \ i1; "' "r •;, 1 i · ~· . : 1;.' '-

01 
o ' 

14 came back five minutes later, the doctors were perfomµng CPR. The doctora aismissed me from 
15 

16 

17 

18 

~ : ~ ·. : I •• • • ': ' : • : • I ' .. : t l \ . ... I ; .• ; • : ••• 

the room again while they perfonned CPR fo~ the next forty ( 40) minutes. 1 

,, . 
Dr. Meteev told me that Israel was going to m~e it and that he woul~ be .put.on~ ECMO to . . . . 

; ~ · , ·: . : . •· I ; • 1.::· t .... , • : ·: . ! i" . 
support his heath and lungs. Dr. Meteev also told me that Israel 'might have a blockage in his 

.. · : ; i:.:·. :' t .. ,. " 

19 right lung because he was not able to receive any oxygen, A pulJnonol~gist cli~~ked ·I~tael's right 
. . . : . . . : : ' '. . . ' ~ : 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

lung, and he did not have any blockage. 

Dr. Meteev then indicated that there was a possibility J~rac;l wi'l ~ave b,ain dB!:flage. HE 
' ' ' • t ' t t I o 

. ,, .. . •. · . ... . . ·. .. .. . . . .. . 
was sedated twice due to this blood pressure being high, and was place~. o~ ~ ~CMO .m~9hine 

and ventilator machine. 
•. ( • • • ' .·: : • • :. , ; . : : • I • • • , 1 

,,, ; •, r 

.. ·. 
.. ., . . .. '·:' . : . 

25 On Sunday April 3, 2016, A brain test was conducted on ls~l to dete~ine pos~ibility o 
: '• I \ J ~ : ,•1 •: : : • . •. , ~ ~: f: 

26 brain damage while he was hooked up to. the BCMO machine. The test involved· poking his eye 
t • '• 

27 . ·, .. ·'· .; .. . ; .. 
with a Q-tip, banging on his knee, flashing a light in his eye, flu5hing ~ater down his ear, and 

28 : : ·' .. 0 ' t ', .: .', t • • o • o. · : ,• t • ' o ' I ' :. o ' , II 

,·,. 

. ' .. . 
·2· 

Petition for Temporary Restraining Ordcr/lnjuncUon' and o ·ther 9rders 

• \ I• ... : .. f 
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. . ·. 

putting a stick down his throat to check his gag reflexes. On Aprll .4, 2016, the same tests were 

2 performed when he was taken of the ECMO machin5, On April 6~. 20 6 h~ was taken:offthe;> 

3 

4 

5 

6 

ECMO machine because his hearth and lungs were functloning ·on·th ir own. However, the next 

day, a radioactive test was perfonned to determine blood flow to the 

I begged for an MRI and CT scan to be done on Israel before e third and final doctor 

7 performed the test. This was don~ on April 10, 2016. These results s 11 have 'not been given.to 

8 

9 

me, and I've been told that the results are only "preliminary." ": ... 

On April 11, 2016, Israel was transferred via ambulance to Kaiser H pital in Rosveille. That 
10 . . . . . "1 . : .. .. ... :; • • ! \ • 

night, another reflex test was done, in addition to an apnea test. Then on: April ·14, 2016; an · 
· : •• ~ : • ·,,. • ...... : .. ,! , ) , ..... ~ ·_; ;·· ~~ ··· · · · 11 

12 
additional reflex test was done. 

.. ·:: . · 1 . • t • ; • 

13 I am a Christian and believe in ~e healing power of God .. i do ~ot want hin:i pul~ed ~ff . .. ~ 

! 4 life support. Kaiser has said that !hoy havo tho right to remov~ J,;:..1 . ~m,: II~~ ' ~.uppoj,ti f.> {: 1 '}~ 
15 I am hereby asking that Kaiser Permanente Roseville Medical Center be prevented :from 'JJ) 
16 

17 

18 

19 

. . 
removing my son. Israel Stinson, from his ventilator. 

If Kaiser removes Israel from a respirator and he stops breathi g then ·they will have 
O ' I ' • : • + ! : ~ : o .' 0 °0 I • ~ 

0 

' ', I o + t 

ended his life as well as their responsibility to provide his future care or·th~ .hEU?l. their . . . 
·:.: ' .. ,,. : i ·, .: .· t • ' 

20 negligence caused. For this reason we hereby request that an in~~pen eµt ~~am.inatjp~ be: . .... 

21 performed, including the use of an EEO and a cerebral blood flows.tu y.) .~lso request that 
22 ' .. . ·: i• :::·· ... .. 

Kaiser Permanente Roseville Medical Center be ordered to continue .pr?vide suoh care arid. 
23 ' . 
24 treatment to Israel that is necessary to maintain his physical h~~~ an prom9t~ any opportunity 

25 for healing and recovery of his brain and body. Failure to is~u.e.$~ R~ traiµing Order wilJ ~esult 

26 in irreversible and irreparable harm so a basis in both law and 'fact exi ts for this cow:t' s . · · 

27 

28 
intervention. 

· ... • •• • : , ; • t 
'I .. . .... 

: .· .. : . . '·'·· .. ··. 
:: . .. 

~. : ... ·' : . . ~ : :: ·£ · ··< : • : :: · ~ ::· • \ ·.:: ; . . 
• 3 ~ 

Petition for Temporary Restraining Order/Jnjunctloli and th er. Orders . .... 
• ' , I .. . , .. 
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' l 
P.004/010 

l .,., • 

I .. 
. , ' . i' ... 

1 : •. 
LEGAL ARGUMENT I 

! . 
2 California Health and Safety Code Section 7180 (a) (The Uniform D~ennination of 

3 Death Act) provides for a legal detennination of brain death as follows; "(a) An ~dividual who 

4 
has sustained either (1) irreversible cessation of circulatory and respiratory functions,· or (2). 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

. . 
irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire brain, including th~ brain stem, is dead. A 

detennination of death must be made in accordance with accepted. m~dical. standards." 
. I ,.,' . j. ' 

Health and Safety Code Section 7181 provides for an "independent" verification of any 
.· i . 

such determination stating; "When an individual is pronounced dead by'cietermining that the . .. 

individual has sustained an irreversible cessation of all functions of ~e entire. brain, including th 
11 .• I , • • • I • •" 

brain stem, there shall be lndepe~dent confirmation by another. physi~i~." ~ · 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• o ' ' ' , : '• I ' • :, ' ; ' \ •: • ' • I o • ' 

As established by ~e Court in Dority v Superior Court (1983)' 145 Cal.App.3d 273, 278, 
.;, , ' : o :· o : IO •' · ' t O O \J .: , O: ,i 1

0 
I ,

0
i , 

this Coiirt has jurisdiction over the issue of whether a person is "brain dead'~ or not pur8uant to 
• . • .. " • . : ". .. . l ·.' ·i. .. 

Health and Safety Code Sections 7180 & 7181. Acknowledging the ~oral and religious . . 
' . . :: .~ ; . I • • '' 

implications of such a diagnosis and copclusion, the 'Dority court determined tha~ it would be 
, .. : . . . 

"unwise" to deny courts the authority to make such a determination when ~ircumstances 
. . 

t " . . ' ., .. ... 
warranted. • .o~~~rt..e.. · · · 

: l(ot,~ f"'VCVV' .... · : ,1: " . .. . . . . t'O(Ce-1 
Here only doctors from A Rim~ Medical C~nter haye ~x.~jned -.. As 

.. . ' 
,,1 •.• ., • 

stated above, I do not trust them to be independent given how. they are responsible for her current . ; . . " . . 
; j ~ I ' : 1 t ' ' , • : ' -,: : f ' ' ~ ' • ~ I • '• • 

condition and they have a conflict of interest in determining h~ condi~Qn; if s~e ~~ ~sco~.ected 
•. .. · ' ' I · • .. , '• • ' • ; • : • ·, ~ ' I '' ' •. I .. 

and dead, they no longer havo to pay for any of her care, if she is severely .brahi d~~ged, but 
,' . ". . . J:"I .. . :· : , . 

not brain dead, they may be legally liable to provide her ongoing ~are and tr~a~~nt ~t Anaheim 

26 Regional or elsewhere. 

27 

. . . I •:. ' • ~ . I ~ • I : • t . ' ' ·' ! .! . ... : 

• • • : •••• · : • • • :•to• 

. ' •. 

28 

•' 
' t ; ·: ~ . ! ·. 
' 

-4- . 
\. ' . .. 

Petition tor Temporary Restralnlng Order/Injunction· and. O~her.Ordera 
. . 

. ' . i .. ... • 
I ' t ' . ... • .. . . . .. • .• ·1 ,. .... 1. 
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, .. . . , :.· I • 1 

Only one other case of this type is on record in Californian ·ety the c·ase of Jahi · · 

2 McMath which was heard in Alameda County in December of2013. ·That case, o~e offir~t . . 
3 impression, where N ailah Wink.field challenged Children, s Hospital. . akland Is aetennirlation' of 

4 brain death after they negligently treated her daughter, Jahi, led to Order, issued by Hon E. 
5 

6 
Grillo, holding that an independent determination is one which is :per ormed by a physician with 

7 no affiliation with the hospital facility (in that case Children's Hospi Oakland) which was 

8 believed to have committed the malpractice which led to the debilita g brain injuries Jahi 

9 
. . .. . ! 

suffered. A true and correct copy of Judge Grillo's Order is attached to this Petition. In .th~ . 
10 ' I 

0 0 

• !, :•' ',, • ,;·,: .. -.: 
McMath case, the Trial Court rejected the Hospital's position that th Court had no juri.sdicti<?n 

11 4 

..... . , · ·. ·.~· : . ... . ~ • • :;i; ', ~ :l : :·> 

12 

13 

over the detennlnation of whether not Jahi McMath was "brain dead' or not. . . . . . 
• • 1 ; • , ~ 

1 

• • I • • ~· t •I 
0 

\ , 

In McMath, Judge Grillo stated that the Section 71 SO's Ian~ ge reg~ding "accepted 
,· 1 • . : :, ; • I iL·.1 !, , .; l! ' .. 

14 medical standards11 penniued an inquiry into whether the second phy .ician (also affiliated with 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Children's Hospital Oakland) was .. independent" as that term was de 1~ed·~~r
1

S~ction 7181. 
' • I t 

Judge Grillo determined that the petitioner's due process rights woul ·be pro,tected by a focused 
. ' • 

proceeding providing limited discovery and the right to the presentati . n of evidence, 
. . 

19 The Court determined that, under qircUmatances which are strlkipgly imii~ ~o thos~ .which. 
: . 

20 present themselves here. the conflict presented was such that the co 
. . ' . ' : : . ; ; : .. . . . ... ~ . ' ' : 

fo~d; tpa( t_he .Petitioner 

21 
was entitled to have an independent physician, unaffiliated with.Chil en's Hospi~. Pakland, . 

22 !· · J • ; .. : •• ,· ... :1._; • .-.1 ... :.;:. 
preform neurological testing, an EEG and a cerebral blood flow stud ~dee.d, ~e Coµrt . · 

23 ·" ,. .., 

24 Ordered Children's Hospital Oakland to permit the Court's o~"court appointed expert to be 
• • • :.·: • : .. · , • l ·: • • • 

25 given temporary privileges and access to the Hospital's facilities, ·dia ost~c equipment, and 

26 technicians necessary to perform an "independent" exam. 

27 

28 

• I 1 l ' t 'I, 

. .. ·.· '. 

... 
? • ! • , •. • • • • : ; • • • • • • • • ~ . 

• s. 
Petition for Temporary Rcstralnln& Ordernnjunctlon and ther Orda·n· > l · '.· ' . · : ·" 

t ' : '1 • • , ' 

'•• , I . ; f 1 • • " 1 . 
! ... 
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" . 

: . : ·.· 

. . · .. 
As in Dority and McMath, the unique circumstances of this case invoke the Court's 

2 jurisdiction and due process considerations requir~ that this Court ~ant Petitioner's Petition for a 
1¢i~ ~(Le 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Temporary Restraining Order and order that ~tch~ l\eglonal Me<Ucal-Center,permit·Petitioner 
~~~~lk:.. . 

to obtain an independent medical exami.nation at .1'2J21heim Regtcmal :Medical Center with the · 
.. 

assistance of The Medical Center's diagnostic equipment and techniCians necessary to carry out 
. • i . ; 

the standard neurologic brain death examination with a repeat EEG and a Cerebral Blood Flow 

Study. .. . 

In order~? E_rovide,the requisite physical conditions for a reli~ble set of tests to be 
10 ~a.ec ~n'iCl1 : . .. . ,~ .: ... 

performed, fS!! ~should continue to be treated so as to provide mr'optiµmm physical bee.Ith 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

, • . . ' ; . :. .. ; ·, · ~ ~ : : . , . 
and in such a manner so as to not interfere with the neurologi~ testii:ig (such as the use of 

sedatives or paralytics). 

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays: 

• ; '' j t ' • ~ : • ; : • ! • 1 •" '. ,. i t ot: 1 • I'-• : : i I : ' ~ '' 1 . .. 
·: i · " . 

;.·: ... : :t··, ~~ :• ,·. ~ .... , •,. \', ~l: : : ; ;J, 

' ' ' : ' i ; ' i• ,"• '" • I I :• • ,~ : ' • ' • ' ' ,t I I 

1) That a Temporary Restraining Order precluding Respondents from removing 
. . . ! .. : .. : .. : . . . ~.. ! ~ j ~, " .. .. ; • • • ' 

Israel Stinson from respiratory support. or removing or withholding medical treatment be issued; 

2) That an Order be issued that Respondents are to continue to provide Israel 
. ' . . . ' : . . ' 

Stinson treatment to maintain his.' optimum physical health and in· sucl?-.a m.anner so as to not . . 
,., . . .. . ,· . \ ... 

interfere with the neurological testing (such as the use of sedatives o~ ·P~Yiics ~ ~uch a manner 

and/or at such time that they may interfer~ with the accuracy o*·¢~· r~~~j~). ·,·: .. ; ·_· :;.-.,,.:.' ... ,._ '. .'.: '.: , 

3) That an Order be issued that Petitioner is entitled ~o an .indippend~nt. . _ '. : , . 

neurological examination, with the assistance of Kaiser Perman~nte ~osevil.~e M,edical G~nter's . . .. . . . 
' 

1 
\ ,.: • • ,o, : , ' j : •; • .' , : ~ , t : ;: '; • • 1, I,, : 

diagnostic equipment and technicians necessary to carry out the .s~dFd neun;>l~gic b~ain ·d~th 

examination with a repeat EEO and a Cerebral Blood Flow Study. 
. .. .. ·: : . 

• I• 

.,. . · ' .. ~ •: l : .. . . 
.. ., ., . 

.. •lW • •',' I: 

-6· . 

.. , j,.; . .. ... ·: 

l• t •• • ' 1 ••• • • 

Petition for Temporary Restraining Order/Injunction and Other;Orders· · · 

: .. ' : \ 
1 

.. : : I l: ' ' ' ; • 
0 

.. : ~.' \ 1 
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2 
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4 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

. .. 

. 
. l 

I 

! . ' ' 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe~~.~~fi:ornia that ~e 

foregoing is true and correct. Executed on April I~ , 20 I.~· at ~-··:1· ~to" C~i~omia._ · 

c_/'""jOtt ~· ~. J A ~A _ 

Jonee F 1nseoa: : " · · . : 
' , '. 

. . 
: . . ·· . . . : . · : . . ... . · ·: ;. 

\ ' • . 

. ~ . . ' .. : . 

.. ··· . :"',. 

.. .. . 

. , . ... l • •• . . . 
. 

•• . ,\,. : . ': ' ', •' : • ! · 

: . . ·. 

- 1 - . . Ill , " 
Petition ror Temporary Rcatralnlng Order/lnjunctlon and tlther Orders 

I
ll 

. . ... . ll .... :-
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u .. , , .. , ..:u 10 10: J!~ vepar tment .:1.:1 {rAX):;j l b4Ul:!b~;jb I'. UUt:llUlU 

Jonee Fonseca 
1 Mother of Israel Stinson 
2 Address 

3 Telephone withheld for privacy but 

4 provided fo Court and Respondent 

I . . 
. . 

". 
s 
6 

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 
. .' ~ .... 

7 

8 

9 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLAGER · 

I . . 

·. 

UNLIMITED CIVIL JURISDIC'I:IO~l~ .... 

SC ~ 0 03 7 6·73· 
lO Israel Stinson, a minor, by Jonee Fonseca his· Case No. · ;I 
11 

12 

13 

14 

mother. [PROPOSED] ORDER OR TEMPORARY 
• 

Petitioner, 

v. 

UC Davis Children,s Hospital; Kaiser 

RESTRAINING ORDER/INJUNCTION: . 
REQUEST FOR 6RDER: OF INDENDENT 
NEUROLOGICAiL EXAM; REQUEST OF 
ORDER TO MAINTIN LEVEL OF 
MEDICAL cARt 

• . I • o : : 1 ~ f • •, ' 

1 S Pennanente Roseville Medical Center -

16 
Women and Children's Center. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Respondent. 

• I ,. 
\ • 1 I I ~ 

'. 
I • • .. . 

.RECE VIED 
APR 1 2016 

. . .. .. .. 
Superior Cour of California 
•.... County o Placer • I . 

.. · . I . 
i .. .. ' . . ... ~ ,· 

Tho V orified Petition of Jo nee Fonseca for a tempo""1. ~·~j1\11inl: 1~·~,~~ ;~!>for~ tho 

Court upon ex-parte application at in Department __ 9f the'P.lti~er. County Superior 
I, • , • • , \ • • • 

··, ·. '.! .• t • : • 
' • I ' ' 

,1 
• ' •• I 23 

Court, the Hon.----- presiding. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

. 
After considering the Petition the Court finds that: _. ; I ', 

1) There is a basis in law and in fact for the issuance of a temporary restraining order; · 

2) Failure to grant the petition will potentially result in irre11l able ~ to ~e .patient. : 
. ~ . ' . . . 

Israel Stinson and this Order is necessary until such time that the Petitioner can' obtain . . . '. .. . . . . 
t 

. . . . . ,' . :'· ·. . . . . :.. ·=~: ... : .. : : •.: it 
, • I • 

• l u 

. • 1 • .. ' ·J .. ' ' . . 
Order on l>etltlon ror Temporary Restraining Order/InJulictlOn a·n.a ·9th~r Orders . ·J : ... . . . . : . . . . 

I 

I I • • . \ . 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 . 
' 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

.. ,, : .. : : .. ,· '. :' .. 

her son's medical records and obtain an independe.nt me ical 'examinatioil 'and me j 

l 

court, if needed, can hold further evidentiary hearing'. · r ·· ·· ·., :· ... · · , .1, .. ·.::: ·.: :: 

~ ' .. 

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED THAT: 
I • ' ' \ 

The temporary restraining order is hereby granted preclu~in tlie respondent from 
' . 

removing Israel Stinson from the ventilator or ending any of the cu· I nt. treatment ·and support 

provided by Respondent and that Respondent shall continue to treat srael Stinson in such a 
' . · 1 . .. ' " : .. " ' . . :·· 

manner so as to optimize his physical health and provide optimum nditions fo~ further . . 
" : ~ , ~ r , :;: .•• ~~.\·;, •. : .·: .. :' 

independent neurological examination. 
.. . • • • I . • ! • ~ . • .. : : I • : I 

This Temporary Restraining Oder Orders the following: 

1) Respondents are restrained from removing Israel Stinson om.resJ.>iratory support, or 

removing or withholding medical treatmJ'nt be issued; 
· • t •': I ·•! :. , : ••, ·;· ,•' • 

2) . Respondents are to continue to provide Israel Stinson tre tm~nt to maintain her 
' . 

i t ~ l , • • ' 
1 0 

0 0 \: I . 1 0 
0 

0 .: ~ • ' 

optimum physical health and in such a manner so as to not interfere 'th the ne\lrological testing 
, , 0 0 f 0 1 I : ;o : 

(such as the use of sedatives or paralytics in such a manner and/pr at uch ~me .that t~~y ~y. 

20 interfere with the accuracy of the results). . . .... ~ · .. ·· 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3) That Petitioner is entitled to an independent neurological e amin~µon, with the 

assistance of Kaiser Permanente·RosevHle Medical Center's diagnos c e~uipnient and· 
1: • • • • ' .. "•I ·~ ' ~i • 

technicians necessary to carry out the standard neurologic bra~ d~a. ..~xRJ11:in~tjon with a repeat 
I o '. 

EEG and a Cerebral Blood Flow Study. 
, ;:.,• . ,.: .'- L, •, \ : · ., • ' • 

4) That Petitioner immediately serve a copy of its Petition an this Or~e~ ~~o.~ .the Chief 
o ~ ! ' f , , o I • ' o ; I ; :•, . ~ : 

0 
°' : , t ', • o ,: t 1 : : 

Medical Officer end/or Legal Department. . . . . 
J '· 

•• f • • ~ • 

. -2 -
Order on Petition for Temporary Rc.stralnina Order/Injunction 'nc(~>'tb'or Order~ 

• t i I 
:: ·.. . . . . ~ . 

I 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

',, 
I 

5) That the matter is set for further hearing at __ o'clock, m./p.m. on the_ day of 

__ _, 2016 in Dept. of the Placer County Superior Court Pr a 'StiltUs Conference and, jj -- ·. · ·I . . :: . 
necessary, setting conference where the schedule for discovery and turther hearing upon the 

matter, if any, will be set. 

I 
. I 

7 Dated: April_, 2016 I .. 
-

I 8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Hon. 
JJdge o 'the Superior Court 

I ' 

: "'\ . ' I ' · 

. I •, • . I . 

..... 

"·· . ,,. 

I ' " I 

·.· ., 

. ti . 

.· 

.. 

Order on Petitto~ for Temporary Restr~~n~ng Order/Injulc~lon jnd .~th.er Orders 
' ' 

I 

: ' .' ' ,.I 

' 

.. . ·' 
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u .. , •"f~LU•c ,,;;,Q __ vepert.ment 33 (rlll:)916'1oam6 

SupeP:r~o!n fi!olt. mla '~0ounty of Plaotr 

APR 142018 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

f:l 
'1 

8 

9 
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE $TATE OF CAL.IFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF PLACER 

10 

11 ISRAEL STINSON by and thro.ugh 

12 JONE!! FONSECA, h.ls other 

13 Petitioner; 

14 v. 
15 UC DAVIS CHP.P~EN'S HOSPITAL; 

:i.6 J(AISEP. PERMANENTE R.OSEVILLE 

17 MSOICAI,,. CENTSR-WOMEN AND 

18 CHIJ.DREN'S CENTER, 

19 Defendants 

20 

C11!1t .No,: S·CV·OP37673 

ORDER O.N EX PARTIS AP. PLICATION 
FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORD&R 

NEXT Hl!ARJNG: 
AQl'll is1 2018 
1:00 a.m. 
Departrne11nt 43 

21 Petlt10n!lr and appllcant Jonee Fonseca has applled fol' a temporary 

22 restraining order directed to Kaiser Permanent Roseville Medlt:al Center-

23 women.and Chlldren's center c:oAcernfng medlcel c:are <:ind Intervention 

24 provided to her son Jsrnel Stinson. The court convel'led a hsarlnQ on the 

25 appllc:atton at which Ms. Fonseca and her c:Qunsed, Ale)(andra Snyder, li$q., 

26 apl)SJred. Various representatives from Kaiser Including Katherine Sarai, 

27 Esq., and Madeline Buty, Esq., appeared by phi:me. 

ZS 
29 

The court orders as follows: 
' . . . 

(1) The applfcatlon fcirteniporal'Y restraining order Is set tor hearing 
'~ "l 

• 1 • 
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P.OO:U002 

1 Aprll 15, 20161 9:00 a.m., In Department 43 bf this court, the Hol'I. Mlthael 

2 w. Jones, presiding. Department 43 ls located at the Hon. Howard G. 

3 Gibson Courthouse, 1oa20 Justlc:e Center Drive, Rosevllle, In the Santuttl 

4 lustlte Center. 

5 (2) Pendllig further order of the 1:aurt, respondent Kaiser 1s ordered 

6 to continue to pn;w1dia cardto.-pulmonarv support to Israel Stlnsl>n as rs 

7 currently being provided. 
8 (3) P!i!ndlng further order ofthe court, re;;pondent Kaiser Is ordered 

9 to continue to provide medications currently administered to Israel; 

10 however, physlclal'ls or attartdlng staff mey adjust medications to the extent 

11 possible to .ro"lJ:ltaff'i llrt~~-,-~llitiy, given his.present condition. 

12 rrrsso C>RDERED. '' '' '' ;:;>' ~fi?·. y <.. ' 
13 DATED: Aprll 1'4,2016 ~ !~ • 

Alan Vi Plneschl · 
14 
15 

16 

17 
' 18 

19 

20 
21 

22 
23 
24 

25 
26 

27 

z:a 
29 

Judge of the Superior Court 

. i t ' 
l ' 

,.- -

' . 

. ~ . ' . . '. ' "' .... '" ' 
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M • O • A D 
R E p 

Serving the Greater Sacramento Area 

SACRAMENTO 
1760 Creekside OaKs Or., Ste. 175 
Sacramento, CA 95833 
Phone: I 916.921.1397 
Toll free: I 800.300.3072 
Fax: I 916.921.2875 

E p 0 s I 
0 R T E R 

YUBA CITY 
855 Harter ParKway, Ste. 21 O 
Yuba City, CA 95993 
Phone: I 530.67 4.1904 
Toll free: I 800.600.1904 
Fax: I 530.67 4.1359 

T I 
s 

0 N 

www.MOAdeporeporters.com 

CHICO 
107 4 East Ave., Ste. A 
Chico, CA 95926 
Phone: I 530.342.0199 
Toll free: I 800.200.3376 
Fax: I 530.342.3388 
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·1· · · · · · · · ·SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA

·2· · · · · · · · · · · ·COUNTY OF PLACER

·3

·4· ·DEPARTMENT NO. 43· · · · · HON. MICHAEL W. JONES, JUDGE

·5

·6· ·ISRAEL STINSON,· · · · · · · · )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·7· · · · · · · · · · · ·Plaintiff, )
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·8· ·vs.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · )· Case No. S-CV-0037673
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
·9· ·U.C. DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL,)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · )
10· · · · · · · · · · · ·Defendant, )
· · ·_______________________________)
11

12· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

13· · · · · · · · · · ·REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT

14· · · · · · · · · · Friday, April 15, 2016

15· · · · · · · · · · · ·PETITION HEARING

16· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

17· · · · · · · · · · · · ·APPEARANCES:

18· ·FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
· · · · · LIFE LEGAL DEFENSE FOUNDATION
19· · · · BY:· ALEXANDRA M. SNYDER, Attorney at Law
· · · · · P.O. Box 2015
20· · · · Napa, CA 94558

21
· · ·FOR THE DEFENDANT:
22· · · · BUTY & CURLIANO LLP
· · · · · BY:· DREXWELL JONES, Attorney At Law
23· · · · 516 16th St
· · · · · Oakland, CA 94612
24

25· ·Court Reporter:· · ·Jennifer F. Milne, CSR NO. 10894
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·1· · · · · · · · · · · INDEX OF WITNESSES

·2

·3· ·PLAINTIFF'S:· · · · · · DIRECT· · ·CROSS· ·REDIRECT

·4· ·MYETTE, Michael· · · · · ·13· · · · ·--· · · ·--

·5

·6

·7· ·DEFENSE:

·8· ·(NONE CALLED)

·9

10

11· · · · · · · · · · · ·INDEX OF EXHIBITS

12· ·PLAITIFF'S· · · · · · · · · · · · ·I.D.· · RECEIVED

13· ·(NONE MARKED)

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·ROSEVILLE, CALIFORNIA

·2· · · · · · · · · · · · APRIL 15, 2016

·3· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

·4· · · · · · The matter of ISRAEL STINSON, Plaintiff, versus

·5· ·U.C. DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, Defendant, Case No.

·6· ·S-CV-0037673, came regularly this day before the

·7· ·HONORABLE MICHAEL W. JONES, Judge of the Superior Court

·8· ·of the State of California, in and for the County of

·9· ·Placer, Department Number 43 thereof.

10· · · · · · The Plaintiff was represented by ALEXANDRA

11· ·SNYDER, Attorney at Law.

12· · · · · · The Defendant was represented by DREXWELL JONES,

13· ·Attorney at Law.

14· · · · · · The following proceedings were had, to wit:

15· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·---o0o---

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· Let's call the matter of Israel

17· ·Stinson.· And the caption I have is versus U.C. Davis

18· ·Children's Hospital, et al.· "Et al" being Kaiser

19· ·Permanente Roseville Medical Center, Women's Children

20· ·Center.

21· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Good morning, Your Honor.· Drexwell

22· ·Jones for Kaiser Foundation Hospital.· I have with me

23· ·Dr. --

24· · · · · · DR. MYETTE:· Michael Myette, M-y-e-t-t-e, and

25· ·I'm the attending physician of record.
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·1· · · · · · THE COURT:· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Alexandra Snyder for Jonee Fonseca.

·3· ·And this is Jonee Fonseca, Israel Stinson's mother.

·4· · · · · · THE COURT:· Good morning, folks.· Make yourself

·5· ·comfortable.

·6· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· Apparently you folks

·8· ·have received an ex parte -- order on an ex parte

·9· ·application for a temporary restraining order, and the

10· ·matter was sent here this morning for further proceedings

11· ·on this matter.

12· · · · · · And neither one of you have requested or brought

13· ·with you a court reporter?

14· · · · · · MR. JONES:· No.

15· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· No.

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· The Court is going to have Madam

17· ·Reporter here report the proceedings for the Court's

18· ·purposes.

19· · · · · · All right, folks.· Before we start, I'm just

20· ·going to make one disclosure, and that's myself, like

21· ·many employees of government entities and agencies, I'm a

22· ·member of Kaiser and receive my medical services from

23· ·there; as well when I was in private practice and the

24· ·senior partner of my firm, that was the health care

25· ·provider provided to my employees.· It has no effect in
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·1· ·my opinion on anything.· That's why I'm continuing with

·2· ·this matter, but I make that disclosure to each side for

·3· ·you to address it accordingly if you wish to.· All right.

·4· · · · · · Let's see.· Judge Pineschi then signed this

·5· ·order yesterday.· And by that, I'm referring to the order

·6· ·on the ex parte application for the temporary restraining

·7· ·order, having set the matter here this morning.

·8· · · · · · Let me start with a couple of questions I have

·9· ·in reviewing the limited information that I have.· And

10· ·one of the first questions that I have is whether there

11· ·is another parent; what is the status of that parent?

12· ·Let's start with those couple of questions first.

13· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes, Your Honor.· There is another

14· ·parent.· The father is Nathaniel Stinson.· He is -- he is

15· ·actually outside calling another -- an outside physician,

16· ·but he is here in the building.

17· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· By him being here, then, he

18· ·is aware and has received notice of these proceedings for

19· ·today?

20· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes.· Yes, he has.

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· Do you know -- is he --

22· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· He is here.· There is some concern,

23· ·too, that their son not be left unattended.· So he's, I

24· ·think, working out who's going to be in the hospital

25· ·with -- with Israel at this time while his parents are
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·1· ·here in court.

·2· · · · · · If you would like him to come in, we can -- I

·3· ·think we can have him come in.

·4· · · · · · THE COURT:· That's exactly where I'm going.

·5· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes.· So let's do that.

·6· · · · · · THE COURT:· Hold on.· Let's do it one at a time.

·7· · · · · · If he is present, I want him to be here in the

·8· ·courtroom as well because I -- I need to have a few

·9· ·questions for him as well.· So, please.· We'll adjourn

10· ·for a moment to get him.

11· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · (Brief recess.)

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· Ms. Fonseca has rejoined

14· ·us.

15· · · · · · And you are Mr. Nathaniel Stinson, sir?

16· · · · · · MR. STINSON:· Yes.

17· · · · · · THE COURT:· Good morning, sir.

18· · · · · · MR. STINSON:· Good morning.

19· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Now, we have both parents

20· ·present.

21· · · · · · You are, indeed, the father of Israel Stinson?

22· · · · · · MR. STINSON:· I am.

23· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Thank you.

24· · · · · · All right.· So we are on, at this time, on the

25· ·application for the temporary restraining order, the
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·1· ·hearing being set today.

·2· · · · · · So, Ms. Snyder, where are we with this

·3· ·proceeding?

·4· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· So, as you mentioned, we -- we have

·5· ·a temporary restraining order that was in place through

·6· ·this hearing this morning.· And at this time, we are

·7· ·requesting that that order, plus nutrition, be extended

·8· ·for two weeks so that Israel's parents can find an

·9· ·outside doctor to do another evaluation and possibly

10· ·transfer him to another facility.· So we worked very hard

11· ·last night to find another doctor who said he would

12· ·review Israel's records.· He is not in the state, and he

13· ·is actually currently on a trip in St. Louis.· But he

14· ·said he would review the records and then refer the case

15· ·to a California doctor who could examine Israel in

16· ·person.

17· · · · · · Essentially we're asking for what the California

18· ·Health and Safety Code provides in Section 7181 in the

19· ·form of an independent confirmation by another physician.

20· · · · · · THE COURT:· And the basis for -- before I hear a

21· ·response from Mr. Jones on behalf of Kaiser, the basis

22· ·for the request to include at this time nutrition and

23· ·also the basis for the extension for two weeks, if you

24· ·could address both of those.

25· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes.· So the nutrition was
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·1· ·recommended by the doctor that we consulted with.· He

·2· ·wanted to make sure that -- that as much treatment as

·3· ·possible was provided, including basic nutrition so that

·4· ·essentially the child wasn't starved over the next period

·5· ·of time.

·6· · · · · · And the two-week time frame --

·7· · · · · · THE COURT:· Let's stick with the nutrition for a

·8· ·moment.

·9· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I'm sorry.

10· · · · · · THE COURT:· First of all, the doctor, is this a

11· ·neurosurgeon?· A pediatric?

12· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· He is a pediatric neurologist.

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· But not from this state?

14· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· No.· But he does consult with

15· ·physicians from the state and would be able to refer

16· ·a -- refer the parents to a California physician.

17· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· And with respect to

18· ·nutrition, that's, as you can imagine, very broad.

19· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes.· And I am not --

20· ·unfortunately, I am not a physician so --

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· But you spoke to one.

22· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I did.· I did.· And he -- I mean,

23· ·he said "nutrition" but did not go into specifics.· I am

24· ·sure we can have him provide specifics.· He did -- he did

25· ·provide us with a medical directive.· I can provide you a
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·1· ·copy, if you'd like.· But he would like to go with

·2· ·Israel's chart.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· Have you shown that to Mr. Jones?

·4· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I have not.

·5· · · · · · (The Court and Madam Clerk confer sotto voce.)

·6· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Anything further on the

·7· ·nutrition aspect?

·8· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· No.· But, again, we -- I'm sure we

·9· ·can get specifics from -- from the doctor who provided us

10· ·with the medical directive.

11· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, assume if I were to give some

12· ·period of time of extension for the temporary restraining

13· ·order.· Wouldn't one of the questions that would be asked

14· ·by Kaiser be some sort of directive in terms of what does

15· ·nutrition mean?

16· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Yes, and we did -- we did

17· ·discuss -- spent quite a bit of time discussing this

18· ·yesterday afternoon in terms of the specifics, and I

19· ·did -- again, I contacted Dr. Byrne about that.· So, yes,

20· ·absolutely.· There would be questions, and we can provide

21· ·those answers.· We just need a longer consult with the

22· ·doctor.

23· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Let's go to that, then.

24· ·Let's turn to the two weeks.

25· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.· So the two-week period of
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·1· ·time, I believe, would be sufficient to allow our

·2· ·out-of-state doctor to review Israel's records, provide a

·3· ·referral to a California physician, allow time for that

·4· ·physician to come to Roseville to examine Israel, and

·5· ·then also allow time for -- to make arrangements for

·6· ·another facility.

·7· · · · · · We started that process yesterday evening but

·8· ·it's -- it's difficult.· So we have found a potential

·9· ·location for him that's out of state.· His parents would

10· ·prefer not to go out of state.· They have another child.

11· ·They have a lot of family here.· And right now they

12· ·really need that support from their family.

13· · · · · · So we are hoping to find a facility, a suitable

14· ·facility in California, but that may take a little bit of

15· ·time.· Those beds are not always immediately available.

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.· All right.· Thank

17· ·you.

18· · · · · · Mr. Jones, maybe I should have started with --

19· ·if there's even any objection.· I assumed by virtue of

20· ·the fact that you appeared yesterday on the restraining

21· ·order and voiced concerns that you have some position at

22· ·least to the request now to continue the temporary

23· ·restraining order and to include a nutrition aspect and

24· ·also for the extension for a two-week period of time.

25· · · · · · So if you could address those two issues and any
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·1· ·others you wish to at this time.

·2· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Yes, Your Honor.· First, I just want

·3· ·to kind of point out that this case is not a persistent

·4· ·vegetative case -- persistent vegetative state case where

·5· ·there's a question about the functioning of the body.

·6· · · · · · Yesterday, Israel was declared to be dead

·7· ·pursuant to California law.

·8· · · · · · And, you know, no -- you know, through no fault

·9· ·of the petitioner, there are facts missing from the

10· ·petition.· And I think it might be beneficial for the

11· ·Court to hear from a doctor the clinical course and the

12· ·current status of Israel.· Because it seems like, looking

13· ·at the document counsel presented for the medical

14· ·directive, it seems to kind of be missing the point that

15· ·the -- under the law, the examinations to determine brain

16· ·dead have been done.

17· · · · · · Kaiser was the independent facility that Israel

18· ·was transferred to to make that determination.· U.C.

19· ·Davis, where he was at previously, did the first

20· ·examination for brain death and found the test to be

21· ·consistent with brain dead.

22· · · · · · The parents objected to U.C. Davis performing

23· ·that test and had him transferred to Kaiser.· Then when

24· ·Israel gets to Kaiser, Kaiser agrees to perform --

25· ·basically, he was brought to Kaiser for this specific
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·1· ·purpose of determining brain death.

·2· · · · · · Another test is done, as an independent

·3· ·facility.· And it confirms, in fact, that Israel is dead.

·4· · · · · · Another test, a third test, was performed

·5· ·yesterday, evaluation, a neurologic evaluation and apnea

·6· ·test, found that he is brain dead.· He was declared dead

·7· ·yesterday.

·8· · · · · · There's been no challenge to the accuracy or

·9· ·credibility of the testing that's been done.· There is

10· ·nothing that suggests that there should be a -- what

11· ·amounts to a fifth examination into whether or not Israel

12· ·is dead because he, in fact, is.

13· · · · · · So I kind of just want to go back -- and maybe

14· ·if we had a rundown of sort of the clinical course from

15· ·the doctor, it might frame things a little bit different

16· ·than they are in the petition.· And, again, I'm not

17· ·saying that anyone is trying to be inaccurate in the

18· ·petition, but it was -- you know, the information therein

19· ·was provided by a lay account.· And there's some

20· ·information that might be beneficial to the Court if the

21· ·Court wouldn't mind hearing from a doctor.

22· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· I'll hear from

23· ·Dr. Myette too at this point to at least provide the

24· ·Court with more information in terms of the status of

25· ·where we are with the various petitions.
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·1· · · · · · So, Dr. Myette, I'm going to ask that you please

·2· ·stand, sir, and be sworn.

·3· · · · · · (Whereupon the witness was sworn.)

·4· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I do.

·5· · · · · · THE CLERK:· Please state your full name for the

·6· ·record.

·7· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Michael Steven Myette.

·8· · · · · · THE CLERK:· Please be seated.

·9· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· You can just remain

10· ·there for this purpose, sir.

11· · · · · · Go ahead

12· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

13· ·BY MR. JONES:

14· ·Q.· · · ·Doctor, first off, what is your title?

15· ·A.· · · ·I am a pediatric intensivist, and I'm

16· ·board-certified in pediatrics and in pediatric critical

17· ·care medicine.· And I'm the medical director for the

18· ·pediatric ICU at Kaiser Permanente in Roseville.

19· ·Q.· · · ·And how long have you practiced medicine?

20· ·A.· · · ·I have -- I have worked at Kaiser for -- it will

21· ·be 11 years this July.· Prior to that, I did my critical

22· ·care in fellowship at U.C. San Francisco.· And prior to

23· ·that, I did a pediatric residency at U.C. Davis.

24· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Your Honor, I'd like to qualify this

25· ·witness as an expert witness as well as a treating
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·1· ·physician.

·2· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Excuse me.· I'm sorry, Your Honor.

·3· ·But I was under the -- we were under the understanding

·4· ·that we would not be calling witnesses, specifically

·5· ·medical witnesses, because of the short time frame, that

·6· ·there would be no time for us to call a witness.

·7· · · · · · In fact, Kaiser asked us if we would call a

·8· ·medical witness, and we said we would not.· And the

·9· ·understanding was that they would not either because

10· ·their witness is ten minutes from here and ours is 2,000

11· ·miles from here.· So -- and we had 15 hours to prepare

12· ·for this hearing this morning.

13· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.

14· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.

15· · · · · · THE COURT:· What I'm doing at this point in time

16· ·is Kaiser wants to present some further information for

17· ·the Court on these issues.· And in terms of me receiving

18· ·that information, since we have the doctor here, I might

19· ·as well receive it in a proper fashion under oath.

20· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· Would you agree with that, that if

22· ·he is going to say something, it might as well be --

23· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I do agree with that, yes.

24· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Thank you.· Go ahead, sir.

25· ·BY MR. JONES:
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·1· ·Q.· · · ·And have you been involved with the care of

·2· ·Israel Stinson?

·3· ·A.· · · ·Yes.· I received him in transfer from U.C. Davis

·4· ·Medical Center on April 12th and cared for him through

·5· ·yesterday.· I -- I documented his time of death yesterday

·6· ·at 12:00 noon.

·7· ·Q.· · · ·Have you had an opportunity to review the

·8· ·medical records from U.C. Davis?

·9· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· I -- I extensively reviewed the medical

10· ·records at U.C. Davis, the course of his care there,

11· ·which I can summarize, if you want me to.

12· · · · · · THE COURT:· That's okay.

13· ·BY MR. JONES:

14· ·Q.· · · ·Can you summarize the care.

15· ·A.· · · ·Okay.· Israel presented with a condition called

16· ·status asthmaticus to an outside hospital in the Mercy

17· ·system.

18· · · · · · The emergency physicians treating him were

19· ·concerned at the severity of his asthma.· He was

20· ·initially treated with medicines to take care of that.

21· ·Ultimately, it was determined that he required assistance

22· ·with a ventilator.

23· · · · · · THE COURT:· How old is Israel?

24· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Israel is a 30-month-old boy.· He

25· ·is 2 1/2 years old.
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·1· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.

·2· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· So he had an intratracheal tube

·3· ·placed in his trachea and was put on a ventilator.· This

·4· ·intervention placed the child beyond the scope of care of

·5· ·the facility in the Mercy system.· So they contacted U.C.

·6· ·Davis Medical Center who agreed to accept the patient in

·7· ·transfer.

·8· ·BY MR. JONES:

·9· ·Q.· · · ·And what date was that, Doctor?

10· ·A.· · · ·April 1st.

11· ·Q.· · · ·And the transfer was April 2nd?

12· ·A.· · · ·The transfer was April 1st.

13· ·Q.· · · ·Okay.

14· ·A.· · · ·The patient was cared for overnight in the

15· ·pediatric ICU at U.C. Davis Medical Center.

16· · · · · · On the 2nd of April, the physicians determined

17· ·that he had improved and the intratracheal tube,

18· ·breathing tube, was removed.

19· · · · · · He was continued to be treated for his asthma at

20· ·that point with Albuterol and other medications.

21· · · · · · A few hours after excavation, he began to

22· ·develop a very acute respiratory distress.· The doctors

23· ·attempted to treat that with rescue medications, but he

24· ·developed a condition called a bronchospasm where his

25· ·airway squeezes down so tight that air can't pass through
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·1· ·it.

·2· · · · · · The U.C. Davis doctors did multiple rescue

·3· ·attempts including replacing the intratracheal -- the

·4· ·breathing tube.

·5· · · · · · Even with the intratracheal breathing tube in

·6· ·place, they could not adequately force air into the

·7· ·portion of his lung where oxygen is exchanged.

·8· · · · · · During this episode, Israel's heart stopped.· He

·9· ·was resuscitated with cardiopulmonary resuscitation,

10· ·chest compressions, and continued attempts to force air

11· ·into his lungs through the intratracheal tube.

12· ·Q.· · · ·For how long?

13· ·A.· · · ·40 minutes this went on.

14· · · · · · I spoke directly with one of the physicians of

15· ·record who told me that they had a terrible time trying

16· ·to get air in his lungs.

17· · · · · · As hard as they pushed, they could not seem to

18· ·bypass this -- the spastic airway and get air into the

19· ·portion of his lung where it would be life sustaining.

20· · · · · · After 40 minutes of cardiopulmonary

21· ·resuscitation, he was cannulated for a machine called

22· ·ECMO.· It's spelled E-C-M-O.· It is a machine.· It stands

23· ·for Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation.

24· · · · · · ECMO is a machine that is analogous to a

25· ·heart-lung bypass machine when somebody is getting heart
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·1· ·surgery.· But unlike that machine, it is used in an

·2· ·intensive care unit to act in lieu of a heart and lungs

·3· ·when the heart and lungs aren't functional but the

·4· ·physicians believe that the condition is reversible.

·5· · · · · · He remained on the ECMO circuit for four days at

·6· ·U.C. Davis Medical Center.

·7· · · · · · The asthma and the subsequent cardiac arrest

·8· ·were, in fact, reversible.· And his heart functioned --

·9· ·started to function on its own after -- after a time as

10· ·did the -- the bronchospasm in his lungs improved also

11· ·over time with medication.

12· · · · · · He was decannulated, which is to say taken off

13· ·of the ECMO circuit on April 6th.

14· · · · · · On April 7th, he had a procedure, a nuclear

15· ·medicine procedure at U.C. Davis, called radionuclide.

16· ·It's spelled r-a-d-i-o-n-u-c-l-i-d-e, I believe.

17· · · · · · Radionuclide scan, which is a scan which

18· ·measures uptake of oxygen and nutrients, glucose and

19· ·such, into the brain.· That is often used as an ancillary

20· ·test.· It is not a test that you can use to determine

21· ·brain death in and of itself.· It doesn't substitute for

22· ·a brain death exam.· But in cases where a complete brain

23· ·death exam is not -- is not able to be done, it can be an

24· ·ancillary piece of information.· That's why I bring it up

25· ·because it's supporting information.
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·1· · · · · · The radionuclide scan was read by a radiologist

·2· ·and confirmed as showing no -- no uptake of oxygen or

·3· ·nutrients by Israel's brain.

·4· · · · · · On the 8th of April, one of the U.C. Davis

·5· ·Medical Center pediatric intensivists, somebody who is

·6· ·trained in the same manner and board-certified in the

·7· ·same manner that I am, performed an initial neuro exam

·8· ·attempting to see if there is any evidence of brain

·9· ·function.

10· · · · · · That exam, including an apnea test, suggested

11· ·that there was -- that there was no -- no brain activity.

12· ·It was consistent with brain dead -- brain death.

13· ·Q.· · · ·What's an apnea test?

14· ·A.· · · ·An apnea test is a test whereby you take a

15· ·patient off of a ventilator.· You get them

16· ·physiologically into a -- into a normal state as

17· ·possible, normal oxygen in their blood, normal CO2 in

18· ·their blood.

19· · · · · · And you cease blowing air into their lungs.· You

20· ·place them on ambient, 100 percent oxygen, so that they

21· ·are still able to deliver oxygen to their body during

22· ·this test.

23· · · · · · But the human body doesn't -- doesn't use oxygen

24· ·or lack of oxygen to drive our desire to breathe.· Our

25· ·desire to breathe is driven by carbon dioxide in the
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·1· ·blood.

·2· · · · · · So this test is a test whereby we -- without

·3· ·letting a patient become dangerously deoxygenated, we

·4· ·allow the carbon dioxide to increase to a point where the

·5· ·portion of their brain that regulates carbon dioxide and

·6· ·tells the body to take a breath will respond.· We

·7· ·actually go way beyond that.

·8· · · · · · The specifics of that test are available in the

·9· ·paper, and I can -- I can go into more detail if you

10· ·want.

11· · · · · · But the apnea test went on for -- I don't

12· ·remember exactly how long she documented, but I think it

13· ·was somewhere in the neighborhood of six to eight

14· ·minutes, which is fairly typical for an apnea test.

15· · · · · · The recommendations, as put forth by the

16· ·American Academy of Pediatrics, the Society of Child

17· ·Neurology, and the Society of Critical Care Medicine, who

18· ·have issued a joint statement on how to go about these

19· ·things states that you need to have normal CO2 at the

20· ·beginning of the test.· And you need to have a jump of at

21· ·least 20 millimeters of mercury during the course of the

22· ·test for the test to be valid.

23· · · · · · The test was done -- was documented blood gasses

24· ·before and after the apnea, the period of nonbreathing,

25· ·were done and confirmed that there was an adequate reason
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·1· ·in Israel's CO2 that should have triggered his body to

·2· ·take a breath if that portion of his brain that -- that

·3· ·regulates when to take a breath was -- was functional.

·4· · · · · · On the 8th, the clinical neuro exams were

·5· ·conducted.

·6· · · · · · It is customary and it is recommended

·7· ·somebody -- somebody that is Israel's age you have to

·8· ·wait a minimum of 12 hours in between two separate exams

·9· ·of this nature.

10· · · · · · The first exam establishes that there is no

11· ·function.· The second exam is supposed to confirm that

12· ·whatever caused the first exam results to be what they

13· ·are is -- was not, in fact, reversible.

14· · · · · · In terms of Israel, he has not received any

15· ·medications for pain or sedation since April 2nd.

16· · · · · · He has not received any -- anything that would

17· ·depress brain function since April 2nd.

18· ·Q.· · · ·Was there a second test conducted at U.C.

19· ·Davis?

20· ·A.· · · ·There was not a second test done at U.C. Davis.

21· ·The family -- well, the family requested some scans be

22· ·done.

23· · · · · · They asked for -- on the 9th or 10th -- I don't

24· ·remember which day.· But on the 9th or 10th, they

25· ·requested a CT scan of the head be done and an MRI of the
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·1· ·brain be done.

·2· · · · · · U.C. Davis complied with this request and

·3· ·actually did both scans.· The CT scan of the brain, which

·4· ·they sent to us also with his medical records, was read

·5· ·as showing diffused brain swelling, effacement of the

·6· ·basal cisterns, and herniation of the brain stem out the

·7· ·foramen magnum.

·8· · · · · · The foramen magnum is the hole at the base of

·9· ·the skull where the spinal cord comes out.· And if the

10· ·brain swells enough, then a portion of the brain, just by

11· ·the pressure from all that swelling, can be forced down

12· ·through that hole.

13· · · · · · While that is not part of a brain death exam,

14· ·per se, that is an unsurvivable event.

15· ·Q.· · · ·Irreversible?

16· ·A.· · · ·Irreversible.

17· ·Q.· · · ·Then what happened?

18· ·A.· · · ·The MRI also confirmed severe global injury to

19· ·the brain and also confirmed the transforaminal, across

20· ·the foramen herniation of brain tissue of the brain stem.

21· ·Q.· · · ·Did the parents object to a second test at U.C.

22· ·Davis?

23· ·A.· · · ·The U.C. Davis doctors document that there was

24· ·objection to doing a confirmatory brain death test.

25· · · · · · The family requested that Israel be transferred
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·1· ·to U.C. Davis -- excuse me -- to Children's Hospital and

·2· ·Research Center in Oakland -- or now, I guess, the UCSF

·3· ·Benioff Children's Hospital in Oakland is the current

·4· ·name.

·5· · · · · · The physicians at U.C. -- or at UCSF Benioff

·6· ·Oakland Children's Hospital refused the transfer.· They

·7· ·declined to take the patient in transfer.

·8· · · · · · Then -- I don't know -- the circumstances aren't

·9· ·100 percent clear to me, but I came into the -- into the

10· ·fold when I received a call from our outside services and

11· ·asking me if I would be willing to take -- to take Israel

12· ·in transfer.

13· · · · · · Realizing that this was a difficult and tragic

14· ·set of circumstances and understanding that probably the

15· ·family had mistrust of the physicians at U.C. Davis

16· ·because that's where the initial event, the initial

17· ·cardiopulmonary arrest occurred, was likely to make it

18· ·very difficult for them to accept whatever U.C. Davis was

19· ·going to tell them, I agreed to transfer the patient to

20· ·my intensive care unit and to evaluate him on my own.

21· ·Q.· · · ·For brain death?

22· ·A.· · · ·For brain death, correct.

23· · · · · · Understand that I -- I evaluate a patient not

24· ·looking for brain death, per se, but looking for absence

25· ·of brain death.· It is a vital part of information for me
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·1· ·to be able to figure out what the nature of care I need

·2· ·to deliver to this boy.

·3· · · · · · Had I done my initial exam on him and discovered

·4· ·that there was some activity in his brain, we wouldn't be

·5· ·here.· I'd be -- we'd be -- we would not have declared

·6· ·him dead, and we would be attempting to facilitate

·7· ·whatever recovery he would have been capable of.

·8· ·Q.· · · ·When was he transferred to Kaiser?

·9· ·A.· · · ·He was transferred to Kaiser on April 12th.· He

10· ·arrived in the early afternoon.

11· ·Q.· · · ·When was -- when was the first test conducted?

12· ·A.· · · ·The first test done at Kaiser -- I did that

13· ·test, but it wasn't done until about 11:00 o'clock p.m.

14· ·that night.

15· · · · · · The delay was that, as I had mentioned earlier,

16· ·a patient has to be in a normal physiologic state for a

17· ·brain death exam to be valid.

18· · · · · · And Israel is unstable.· The portions of his

19· ·brain that autoregulate all the things that we take for

20· ·granted, his brain is not doing that.

21· · · · · · So illustration:· When he came to me, his body

22· ·temperature was 33 degrees centigrade.· Normal body

23· ·temperature is 37 degrees centigrade.· He doesn't

24· ·regulate his body temperature.· If he gets cold, he

25· ·doesn't shiver.· If he gets cold, his body won't alter
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·1· ·its metabolic rate to increase heat production.

·2· · · · · · And so he is not -- if left alone, he will drift

·3· ·to ambient temperature, room temperature.

·4· · · · · · So when he got there, he had dropped from 36 to

·5· ·37 degrees at U.C. Davis.· The transfer, being in the

·6· ·ambulance and being in a -- in that environment was

·7· ·enough to drop his temperature four degrees centigrade.

·8· · · · · · So I had to spend several hours gently warming

·9· ·his body back up, which we instituted shortly after

10· ·arrival.· This is not something you want to do quickly

11· ·because you can overshoot.· And somebody who has a brain

12· ·injury who gets a fever is likely to have a worsening of

13· ·that brain injury.· So we have to be very careful not to

14· ·cause a fever.

15· · · · · · So at that point, I began gentle warming.

16· ·Another problem that had occurred when he arrived was

17· ·that -- our pituitary gland in our brain regulates our

18· ·water and salt balance in our body.· To simplify, sodium

19· ·and free water.

20· · · · · · A hormone called vasopressin secreted by the

21· ·pituitary gland keeps all of us in -- in normalcy for

22· ·water and sodium.· Well, his brain doesn't -- isn't doing

23· ·that now.· His pituitary gland is not functioning.· So he

24· ·was placed on an infusion of -- of manufactured -- of

25· ·pharmaceutical vasopressin, which we have.· And that is a
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·1· ·hormone that the body has this variable sensitivity to.

·2· ·And so you have to monitor him very closely.

·3· · · · · · When he had his brain death exam at U.C. Davis,

·4· ·his sodium was in the normal range.· But by virtue of

·5· ·time, when he got to me, his sodium level was elevated,

·6· ·also elevated to a point at which I couldn't have done a

·7· ·valid brain death exam.· So I had to -- I had to manage

·8· ·that level of sodium by altering the level of vasopressin

·9· ·I was infusing into his body to get his sodium into a

10· ·physiologic range.

11· ·Q.· · · ·Doctor, let me just ask this:· Is the function

12· ·of those organs not occurring because the brain is just

13· ·not sending any signals of how organs have to operate?

14· ·A.· · · ·That's correct.· The kidneys regulate sodium and

15· ·water based on signals they receive from the brain.

16· · · · · · So while -- while Israel's kidneys in and of

17· ·themselves are fine, they are not receiving the signals

18· ·to do their job.

19· · · · · · So that was the problem.· He has wild

20· ·fluctuations in his level of free water in his body,

21· ·which can drive his sodium dangerously low or if we take

22· ·away -- if we don't supplement that hormone, then he will

23· ·pee out -- for lack of a better word, will urinate all

24· ·the free water in his body and will go into

25· ·cardiovascular collapse and die, and we will see that --
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·1· ·we would see that based on his sodium drifting up into

·2· ·levels that are not physiologic.

·3· ·Q.· · · ·So what test did you perform on the 12th?

·4· ·A.· · · ·So after getting his body warmed up to

·5· ·physiologic temperature, between 36 and 37 degrees

·6· ·centigrade, and after readjusting his vasopressin

·7· ·infusion to make sure that his sodium was between 130 and

·8· ·145, I achieved that physiologic state at about 11:00

·9· ·o'clock p.m., and then I performed a comprehensive

10· ·neurologic exam looking for evidence of brain function.

11· · · · · · I can go into the specifics of that test, if you

12· ·want.

13· ·Q.· · · ·What were the results of the test?

14· ·A.· · · ·The results of my tests were consistent with no

15· ·brain function.· There was no evidence of his brain

16· ·receiving any signals from his body, nor was there any

17· ·evidence that his brain was regulating any organs in his

18· ·body.

19· ·Q.· · · ·And you performed an apnea test as well?

20· ·A.· · · ·Correct.· My apnea test lasted for seven and a

21· ·half minutes with Israel on 100 percent oxygen.· And his

22· ·carbon dioxide in his blood at the beginning of the test

23· ·was in the normal range, between 35 and 45.· And at the

24· ·end of the test, his carbon dioxide was 85.· So there was

25· ·a significant increase in that -- a level of increase
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·1· ·that would, in anybody with any function of their brain

·2· ·stem, cause them to draw a breath.· And we -- we had a

·3· ·monitor on his intratracheal tube looking for any CO2,

·4· ·any exhale or there were -- there were sensors on his

·5· ·body sensing any inhale of breath.

·6· ·Q.· · · ·Did you also repeat that test yesterday?

·7· ·A.· · · ·Yes.· So I did not do -- I want to be clear, I

·8· ·didn't do the confirmatory brain death exam.· The

·9· ·recommendations by National is for two separate

10· ·physicians to do the two different exams so that you have

11· ·a fresh set of eyes.

12· · · · · · And one of my colleagues, Dr. Masselink, spelled

13· ·M-a-s-s-e-l-i-n-k, who is a board-certified pediatric

14· ·neurologist performed the confirmatory neurologic test

15· ·yesterday at 11:00 o'clock in the morning.· That was a

16· ·full 36 hours after the first test.

17· · · · · · In the room accompanying and witnessing that

18· ·test with him was Israel's great aunt and one of his

19· ·grandmothers.· And also Dr. Shelly Garone, who is one

20· ·of -- one of my bosses -- one of the -- they're called at

21· ·Kaiser -- they're called APIC.· It stands for Associate

22· ·Physician In Chief.· And she -- she was also present for

23· ·that.

24· ·Q.· · · ·What were the results of the tests?

25· ·A.· · · ·The results of that test, as documented by
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·1· ·Dr. Masselink, were that there was no -- no evidence of

·2· ·any brain function, that the exam was consistent with

·3· ·brain death.

·4· ·Q.· · · ·And was there a declaration of death made?

·5· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· Well, let me add one more thing.

·6· · · · · · A second apnea test was done as is -- as is in

·7· ·the recommendations put forth by the National Societies,

·8· ·as I previously mentioned.

·9· · · · · · So I did a second apnea test.· The rules of

10· ·brain death say that the same physician can do both apnea

11· ·tests because it's appropriate that either a pediatric

12· ·critical care doctor or a pediatric anesthesiologist,

13· ·somebody with advanced airway skills, perform the apnea

14· ·test.· That's the one part of the exam that is beyond the

15· ·scope of a pediatric neurologist.

16· · · · · · So after Dr. Masselink completed his exam, the

17· ·final piece was a confirmatory apnea test, and I did a

18· ·confirmatory apnea test.· This time I actually let it go

19· ·for a full nine minutes, waiting to see if Israel would

20· ·[Witness makes a descriptive sound] -- would draw a

21· ·breath.

22· · · · · · And after nine minutes, and CO2 that went above

23· ·90, he did not draw a breath.

24· · · · · · At that point, I terminated the apnea test, and

25· ·it met requirements for a valid test.
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·1· ·Q.· · · ·And at that point --

·2· ·A.· · · ·At that point, I documented -- I wrote a death

·3· ·note and documented Israel's time of death at 12:00 noon,

·4· ·yesterday.

·5· ·Q.· · · ·How difficult is it to maintain, essentially,

·6· ·the body -- now that there's been a declaration of death,

·7· ·what efforts are required in order to keep Israel in the

·8· ·condition that he currently is, which I understand is not

·9· ·very stable?

10· ·A.· · · ·Yeah.· That's -- that's a good question.  I

11· ·mentioned earlier that the brain sends the signals that

12· ·regulate our salt and free water.

13· · · · · · And try as we might, doctors are not as good as

14· ·a working brain at doing this.· We're certainly doing our

15· ·best.

16· · · · · · But I can tell you that between Israel's arrival

17· ·on the 12th and when I signed off to my colleague,

18· ·another pediatric intensivist last night at 8:00 o'clock

19· ·p.m., that I did not leave the hospital.· I was always

20· ·either in -- in the ICU, in the room with Israel, or over

21· ·in my office, which is in the same building right around

22· ·the corner.· I took a couple of two- or three-hour naps

23· ·in the sleep room, which is within 30 feet of the

24· ·intensive care unit.

25· · · · · · The reason being that throughout the night, from
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·1· ·the time he arrived until the time I signed him off, I

·2· ·was microadjusting his vasopressin infusion, making sure

·3· ·that his sodium did not drift too high or too low.· I was

·4· ·adjusting another infusion that I hadn't mentioned yet, a

·5· ·medicine called norepinephrine or noradrenaline.· It is a

·6· ·synthetic cousin to our own adrenaline that our body

·7· ·secretes.

·8· · · · · · Israel's body doesn't secrete that anymore.· As

·9· ·a result, his blood pressure without this medicine will

10· ·drift low to the point where he will not perfuse his

11· ·coronary arteries, and his heart will stop.· He is

12· ·absolutely 100 percent dependent on this infusion of

13· ·norepinephrine to keep that heart beating.

14· · · · · · So if you give too much of that medicine, again,

15· ·people have varying sensitivities to it.· It's not a

16· ·simple dose, and you get a blood pressure.· You have to

17· ·see what dose will produce a blood pressure.

18· · · · · · He has an invasive arterial line in his femoral

19· ·artery that gives us a moment-to-moment reading of his

20· ·blood pressure.· And using that catheter and transducing

21· ·that pressure onto a monitor continuously, I adjust the

22· ·norepinephrine.

23· · · · · · He has -- I can't tell you exactly how many

24· ·times, but I can tell you it's more than 20 that I've

25· ·adjusted that medicine.· Okay.· I am trying to keep his
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·1· ·main arterial pressure, which is somewhere between the

·2· ·systolic and diastolic.· I can get more specific than

·3· ·that if you need but that's probably adequate.· I want to

·4· ·keep that main at least 60 and not above 100.

·5· · · · · · Below 60, and I don't adequately perfuse his

·6· ·kidneys or his heart.

·7· · · · · · Above 100, and the pressure in the arteries is

·8· ·high enough that I run the risk of him having a

·9· ·bleeding -- a bleeding episode or a hemorrhage.

10· · · · · · So that moment-to-moment, minute-to-minute, and

11· ·hour-to-hour management of his blood pressure, and that

12· ·moment-to-moment, hour-to-hour management of his salt and

13· ·free water levels in his body are something that requires

14· ·a physician be present virtually all the time.

15· ·Q.· · · ·Are Israel's organs essentially beginning to

16· ·atrophy?· Are they failing?

17· ·A.· · · ·The -- this is what we normally see happen.

18· ·There are exceptions to this.· I think there's a -- Mom

19· ·and Dad mentioned a case where somebody who had seen

20· ·total cease of brain function has continued for a long

21· ·time to have a beating heart.· I don't know the specifics

22· ·of that case.

23· · · · · · But I can tell you in my experience -- I have

24· ·precedent for trying to keep the heart beating after

25· ·somebody has been declared dead.· The specific situation
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·1· ·where we do this is when a family wishes organ donation.

·2· ·Because if the heart keeps beating and keeps delivering

·3· ·oxygen and glucose to the organs that are still

·4· ·functional, then those organs can be transplanted into

·5· ·somebody who needs them.

·6· · · · · · And so in situations where families wish organ

·7· ·donation, often when somebody has been declared brain

·8· ·dead, we, intensivists, as a bridge to get these organs

·9· ·to transplant, will work very hard to keep a patient

10· ·alive or -- that's not -- scratch that.· Not to keep --

11· ·to keep a patient's organs functioning and keep a

12· ·patient's heart beating.· And it does get more

13· ·challenging the longer we do it.

14· · · · · · Now, we're on top of this right now with Israel.

15· ·We're working very hard, but we're on top of this.· But

16· ·the notion that he is stable and sitting in a corner and

17· ·everything is running on autopilot is -- is a notation

18· ·that is not grounded in reality.· He is aggressively,

19· ·acutely managed moment to moment.

20· · · · · · THE COURT:· And is nutrition an aspect of that?

21· · · · · · THE WITNESS:· So nutrition is a little bit

22· ·problematic.· So I can tell you -- we are providing him

23· ·with a constant infusion of glucose to make sure that his

24· ·blood sugar remains in normal range.

25· · · · · · His intestines -- and intestines in situations
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·1· ·where there's a prolonged resuscitation often suffer a

·2· ·pretty significant injury.

·3· · · · · · And before we put nutrition into the gut, into

·4· ·the intestines, we need to know that those intestines

·5· ·have healed.· If you put a bunch of sugar and protein and

·6· ·fat into a gut that is severely injured, that sets up a

·7· ·situation where pathological bacteria can grow in that

·8· ·nonfunctioning gut.· And you can have catastrophic

·9· ·complications.

10· · · · · · So we are not feeding him into his intestine

11· ·right now because his intestines have not yet indicated

12· ·to us that they are capable of handling and absorbing

13· ·nutrition and putting -- putting nutrition into the

14· ·intestines at this point is -- would be a very risky

15· ·thing to do.

16· · · · · · Now -- I guess I'll leave it at that.

17· · · · · · So the short answer is beyond IV glucose

18· ·infusions and IV infusions of salts and electrolytes,

19· ·that's the only nutrition he is getting right now.

20· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Mr. Jones, anything further?

21· ·BY MR. JONES:

22· ·Q.· · · ·What -- what is the likelihood that you would be

23· ·able to maintain Israel's body in this state for a

24· ·two-week period of time?

25· ·A.· · · ·It will be difficult.· I guess that's the best I
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·1· ·can say.· I don't -- I don't know, you know.· I don't

·2· ·know what he is going to do.· I can tell you that last

·3· ·night that Israel's sodium dropped to a level that in

·4· ·somebody with a functioning brain would have caused

·5· ·seizures.· And the doctor who was taking care of him last

·6· ·night had to stop the vasopressin infusion altogether

·7· ·because his sensitivity to it suddenly went up.

·8· · · · · · And the sodium is coming back up now because the

·9· ·body is starting to get rid of that free water that was

10· ·holding on, was diluting the sodium in his body.

11· · · · · · So we are -- we are monitoring him very closely.

12· ·But as I said earlier, no physician is as good as a

13· ·functioning brain at regulating the physiology of a human

14· ·body.· And anyone who thinks they are is naive or

15· ·arrogant.· But, you know, we'll try.· We're going to keep

16· ·trying, but I can tell you that those kinds of

17· ·fluctuations are going to happen.· And it may be that one

18· ·of them happens and his body just shuts down.

19· · · · · · Often what I see in kids who go on to transplant

20· ·is that at some point their body stops responding to the

21· ·adrenaline that we infuse and their blood pressure starts

22· ·to drop.· And that also can be problematic.· That has not

23· ·happened yet with Israel, but it could happen today.· It

24· ·could happen tomorrow, and we could pour more and more

25· ·into him and try our best to keep that blood pressure up.
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·1· ·In my experience, sooner or later, our efforts to mimic

·2· ·the brain starts to fall short.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.· Anything further,

·4· ·Mr. Jones?

·5· · · · · · · MR. JONES:· Just with that background -- I

·6· ·just want to point out to the Court that -- so we're here

·7· ·to determine whether or not the temporary order should be

·8· ·continued.

·9· · · · · · And my comment is that under Health and Safety

10· ·Code Section 7180 and 7181, Israel has been found to be

11· ·dead.

12· · · · · · THE COURT:· And, therefore, the parent should

13· ·not have the opportunity to have an independent

14· ·evaluation?

15· · · · · · MR. JONES:· They had.· We are the independent --

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· They're not entitled to have their

17· ·own independent evaluation at this point in time,

18· ·somebody outside of Kaiser?

19· · · · · · MR. JONES:· I think if they -- if you look at

20· ·the Dority case --

21· · · · · · THE COURT:· Just answer my question.· Are the

22· ·parents entitled to have an independent evaluation

23· ·outside of Kaiser at this point in time?

24· · · · · · MR. JONES:· No.· No.· Because there's no --

25· · · · · · THE COURT:· Your position is no?
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·1· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Yes.

·2· · · · · · THE COURT:· Go ahead, sir.

·3· · · · · · MR. JONES:· No, because there's nothing that

·4· ·suggests there need -- there needs to be.· There's no

·5· ·complicating factors.· There's no -- you know, we're not

·6· ·the facility where, you know, there was care rendered

·7· ·that might be questionable.· There is nothing that raises

·8· ·the issue.· In fact, if you look at the Dority case which

·9· ·was cited in the paper --

10· · · · · · THE COURT:· I understand.· Dority says that

11· ·there has to be a sufficient showing of a reasonable

12· ·probability that a mistake has been made in the diagnosis

13· ·of brain death or that it was not made in accordance with

14· ·accepted medical standards.· That's the standard in

15· ·Dority.· I'm familiar with it.

16· · · · · · I'm also very familiar -- I'll let you both

17· ·know -- with traumatic brain injury cases, were my

18· ·specialty, my niche, when I was in private practice.· So

19· ·I'm familiar with that at least from a lay perspective.

20· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Sure.· So there was the -- the test

21· ·at U.C. Davis, the first one.· There was a confirmation

22· ·at Kaiser and then another confirmation.· So there's been

23· ·three tests, two by the independent facility.

24· · · · · · Where in the law is there a suggestion that

25· ·there should be yet another one?· What's the offer of
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·1· ·proof that any of the tests have been conducted

·2· ·improperly or there's some suggestion that the results

·3· ·would be different if we did this one or if we did this

·4· ·100 times?· There is none.

·5· · · · · · THE COURT:· All right.· I understand.· All

·6· ·right.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · I'm going to allow the parents that opportunity

·8· ·to see whether or not they can present that evidence.

·9· ·Okay.· I'm going to extend -- and, Ms. Snyder, this is

10· ·without prejudice to you for any further examination

11· ·should we get to a point of evidentiary hearing and

12· ·proceeding with respect to bringing back Dr. Myette for

13· ·examination by her.· If it gets to that point.· Okay.

14· · · · · · But right now, I am going to extend the

15· ·temporary restraining order and give Mr. Stinson and

16· ·Ms. Fonseca the opportunity to -- I'm not going to extend

17· ·it for two weeks, though.· I'm not going to do that.· I'm

18· ·going to have us back here next Friday, April 22nd, at

19· ·9:00 o'clock in this department.

20· · · · · · In the meantime, the order issued yesterday by

21· ·Judge Pineschi remains in full force and effect until

22· ·that time with the inclusion that any present nutritional

23· ·aspect that is being provided will continue in the manner

24· ·that it has been.

25· · · · · · Yes, sir.
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·1· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Sorry, Judge.

·2· · · · · · I just want to raise the do not resuscitate

·3· ·issue.· Quite frankly, it is -- it's almost inhumane to

·4· ·the staff to have to treat a deceased body and provide

·5· ·CPR and resuscitate -- if the organs start to fail.

·6· · · · · · THE COURT:· Ms. Snyder.

·7· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I believe, Your Honor, the order

·8· ·that is now going to be extended mentions "reasonable

·9· ·efforts."

10· · · · · · So the parents certainly understand that their

11· ·son is -- has suffered a severe injury.· They -- they are

12· ·aware of that, and they -- they know that things could

13· ·change.· We also know that things haven't.· He has

14· ·been -- what the doctors have told the parents is that he

15· ·has been stable with clearly the assistance of physicians

16· ·at Kaiser.· We are also aware of that and are very

17· ·grateful of that.

18· · · · · · THE COURT:· If I can interject.· Keep that

19· ·thought for a moment.

20· · · · · · Of all the process I went through this morning,

21· ·parents, I hope you understand that I've allowed Dr.

22· ·Myette for the benefit of not only the Court hearing it,

23· ·but for you hearing it directly from him, as extensive as

24· ·he has outlined all this information as well.· I hope you

25· ·understand that.
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·1· · · · · · MR. STINSON:· Yes, we do.· Thank you so much,

·2· ·Your Honor.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· Okay.· Go ahead.· I didn't mean to

·4· ·interrupt.

·5· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· That's okay.· That really was all

·6· ·that the -- the order mentions "reasonable measures."

·7· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, the order indicates that

·8· ·Kaiser is ordered to continue to provide cardiopulmonary

·9· ·support as is currently being provided and that to

10· ·provide medications currently administered to him.· And

11· ·they can adjust the medications to the extent possible to

12· ·maintain his stability, given his present condition.

13· ·That's what the order states and that's going to

14· ·continue --

15· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Okay.

16· · · · · · THE COURT:· -- in effect at this time, along

17· ·with the now what I've included, so that it's clear, the

18· ·nutritional aspect of it.

19· · · · · · So I'm going to continue with that order.· All

20· ·right.· We'll see you folks next Friday, April 22, at

21· ·9:00 o'clock in this department.· The order will continue

22· ·to that date and we'll see where we stand at that point

23· ·in time.

24· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Thank you, Your Honor.

25· · · · · · MR. JONES:· Sorry.· I failed to address one
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·1· ·other important aspect.

·2· · · · · · So to the degree that an outside physician is

·3· ·going to come to Kaiser and perform an evaluation, they

·4· ·need to be licensed in California.· They need to be a --

·5· ·you know, a physician in the -- you know, trained in a

·6· ·proper field to make a diagnosis of death.

·7· · · · · · THE COURT:· Right.· I would -- I would hope that

·8· ·you folks would meet and confer over any such issues and

·9· ·that Kaiser, of course, would make its facilities,

10· ·testing, measures available to such a person as well.

11· · · · · · MR. JONES:· We just need about 24 hours to get

12· ·privileges and do all the work that we need to do on our

13· ·end.

14· · · · · · THE COURT:· Well, we are under a one-week time

15· ·period right now.· I know your concerns there.· 24

16· ·hours -- if they find somebody Thursday at noon isn't

17· ·going to cut it, right?· So, yet, they would be within

18· ·the time parameters of the order.· I would just hope that

19· ·you folks would work with each other on that.

20· · · · · · MR. JONES:· We'll do our best.

21· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Thank you.· Thank you.· We

22· ·appreciate that very much.

23· · · · · · MR. STINSON:· Thank you very much, Your Honor.

24· · · · · · THE COURT:· Does anyone want a written order on

25· ·this or is this fine?
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·1· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· I think it would be helpful if

·2· ·that's not too much trouble.

·3· · · · · · THE COURT:· I'll provide a written order and

·4· ·additional aspect of it.· Thank you, folks.

·5· · · · · · MS. SNYDER:· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · (The matter was concluded.)

·7
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COUNTY OF PLACER 
10820 Justice Center Drive 
P.O. Box 619072 
Roseville, CA 95661-9072 
Phone: 916-408-6000 

Fax 
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Drexwell Monroe Jones 
BUTY & CURLIANO 
516 16TH Street 
Oakland, CA 94612 
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From: Jennifer Tisdale (916.408.6370) 
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SUBJECT: S-CV-0037673 Stinson vs. UC Davis Children Hospital 

4-15-16 ORDER ON EX PART APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER 

NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This facsimile and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely 
for the use of the Individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This message contains confidential 

information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not 
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04/15/2016 12:03 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

(FAX) 

FILED 
Superior Court ol Calilornla 

County ot Placer 

APR 15 2016 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

Case No.: S-CV-0037673 

P.002/003 

11 ISRAEL STINSON by and through 

12 JONEE FONSECA, his mother 

13 Petitioner; 
ORDER ON EX PARTE APPLICATION 
FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER 

14 v. 
15 UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL; 

16 KAISER PERMANENTE ROSEVILLE 

17 MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN AND 

18 CHILDREN'S CENTER, 

19 Defendants 

20 

NEXT HEARING: 
April 22, 2016 
9:00 a.m. 
Department 43 

21 Petitioner and applicant Jonee Fonseca has applied for a temporary 

22 restraining order directed to Kaiser Permanent Roseville Medical Center-

23 Women and Children's Center concerning medical care and intervention 

24 provided to her son Israel Stinson. An initial TRO was granted April 14, 

25 2016, and further proceedings were set for April 15, 2016, 9:00 a.m., in 

26 Department 43, the Hon. Michael w. Jones, presiding. 

27 The April 15 hearing was conducted as scheduled. Ms. Fonseca and 

28 Nathaniel Stinson, minor's father, appeared with Alexandra Snyder, Esq. 

29 Drexwell M. Jones, Esq., appeared for Kaiser along with Dr. Michael Myette. 

- 1 -
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04/15/2016 12:04 (FAX) P.003/003 

1 After consideration of the information and argument presented, the 

2 court orders as follows: 

3 (1) The temporary restraining order issued previously is extended to 

4 April 22, 2016, 9:00 a.m., or further order of this court, with additional 

5 orders as follows: 

6 (a) Respondent Kaiser Is ordered to continue to provide cardio· 

7 pulmonary support to Israel Stinson as is currently being provided. 

8 (b) Respondent Kaiser is ordered to continue to provide 

9 medications currently administered to Israel; however, physicians or 

10 attending staff may adjust medications to the extent possible to 

11 maintain Israel's stability, given his present condition. 

12 (c) Respondent Kaiser is ordered to continue provision of 

13 nutrition to Israel in the manner currently provided to the extent 

14 possible to maintain Israel's stability, given his present condition. 

15 (2) The application for temporary restraining order is set for further 

16 hearing April 22, 2016, 9:00 a.m., in Department 43 of this court, 

17 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

18 DATED: April 15, 2016 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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1 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

2 FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

3 ---oOo---

4 
ISRAEL STINSON by and 

5 through JONEE FONSECA, 
his mother, 

6 

7 Petitioner, 

8 vs. 

9 
UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S 

10 HOSPITAL; KAISER 
PERMANENTE ROSEVILLE 

11 MEDICAL CENTER - WOMEN 
AND CHILDREN'S CENTER, 

12 
Defendants. 

13 

14 

15 

Case No. S-CV-0037673 

I 

16 Petition Hearing 

17 
Friday, April 22, 2016 

18 

19 

20 
Reported by: Ruth E. Diederich Hunter, RPR, CSR 

21 CSR No. 4952 

22 

23 

24 

25 

M.O.A. DEPOSITION REPORTERS 
RUTH E. DIEDERICH HUNTER, CSR NO. 4952 
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1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL: 

2 Attorney for Petitioner: 

3 LIFE LEGAL DEFENSE FOUNDATION 
By: ALEXANDRA M. SNYDER 

4 PO Box 2015 
Napa, California 94558 

5 (707) 224-6675 

6 Attorneys for Defendants: 

7 BUTY & CURLIANO, LLP 
By: JASON J. CURLIANO 

8 and 
DREXWELL M. JONES 

9 516 16th Street 
Oakland, California 94612 

10 (510) 267-3000 

11 

12 ALSO PRESENT: 

13 COUNTY OF PLACER, OFFICE OF COUNTY COUNSEL 
By: ROGER COFFMAN, Senior Deputy County Counsel 

14 175 Fulweiler Avenue 
Auburn, California 95603 

15 (530) 886-4630 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Janee Fonseca 
Nathaniel Stinson 

---oOo---

M.O.A. DEPOSITION REPORTERS 
RUTH E. DIEDERICH HUNTER, CSR NO. 4952 
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1 ROSEVILLE, CALIFORNIA 

2 April 22, 2016 

3 --oOo--

4 The matter of Israel Stinson, by and through 

5 Jonee Fonseca, his mother, Petitioner, versus UC DAVIS 

6 Children's Hospital; Kaiser Permanente Roseville Medical 

7 Center - Women and Children's Center, Defendants, Case 

8 number S-CV-0037673, came regularly this day before the 

9 Honorable MICHAEL JONES, Judge of the Superior Court of 

10 the State of California, in and for the County of 

11 Placer, Department Number 43 thereof. 

12 The Petitioner was represented by ALEXANDRA M. 

13 SNYDER, attorney at law, acting as Counsel. 

14 The Defendants were represented by JASON J. CURLIANO 

15 and DREXWELL M. JONES, Attorneys at Law, acting as their 

16 Counsel. 

17 The following proceedings were had, to wit: 

18 --000--

19 THE COURT: All right. Let's call the matter of 

20 Israel Stinson vs. UC Davis Children's Hospital, et al., 

21 effectively Kaiser is the party who is present here for 

22 these proceedings. 

23 We have the parents who are present for 

24 Israel -- good morning to you folks -- who is 

25 represented by Ms. Snyder. We also have on behalf of 

3 
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1 the Kaiser facilities Mr. Jones here once again. 

2 Good morning. 

3 MR. JONES: Good morning, your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: And you have somebody else with you 

5 at counsel table. 

6 MR. CURLIANO: Good morning, your Honor. 

7 Jason Curliano on behalf of the Kaiser Foundation 

8 Hospitals. 

9 THE COURT: Good morning, Mr. Curliano. 

10 Good morning again to each of you here. 

11 We are on this morning, as you all know, for 

12 discussion of the restraining order that was issued 

13 previously and then extended by this Court to today's 

14 date and time for additional information to see where we 

15 stand with respect to dissolution of that restraining 

16 order or where we go from here. 

17 So who wishes to speak first and give me an 

18 update? 

19 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, Jason Curliano. 

20 Counsel and I had a chance to speak before the 

21 hearing this morning. I think, through some mutual 

22 cooperation, discussions we have had this morning -- and 

23 I'll let Ms. Snyder provide the Court with the 

24 specifics -- the child in this very unfortunate case is 

25 going to be .transferred to Spokane. 

4 
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1 MS. SNYDER: Yes. 

2 MR. CURLIANO: I have spoken with our treating 

3 doctor who testified last time, Dr. Myette. He's going 

4 to work in cooperation with not only the transport 

5 agency once we get the specifics, but the receiving 

6 physician in Spokane. They are going to make sure the 

7 child is stable, appropriately transported. It's hoped 

8 that that will take place today, possibly tomorrow. 

9 And, again, Ms. Snyder can give more of the 

10 specifics. But we had discussed setting a return date 

11 for next Wednesday, and the hope is, barring any 

12 complications or hiccups, that the matter should be 

13 taken care of, and that Kaiser will have provided what 

14 the family needs to get the child transported in the 

15 next day or two. 

16 THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 

17 Ms. Snyder? 

18 MS. SNYDER: Yes. That's -- that's correct. So 

19 we have reached an agreement. Right now we're just 

20 waiting to get the cell phone number from the receiving 

21 doctor, the head of the PICU unit up at Sacred Heart 

22 Hospital in Spokane, and that physician's name is 

23 Peter Graves. 

24 There is a life flight that's on standby 

25 prepared to transport Israel today. So barring another 

. 5 
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1 emergency, another emergency flight that they have to 

2 make, we're hoping to be able to arrange that for today. 

3 THE COURT: Correct me if I am mistaken, then. 

4 What I'm hearing is the parties believe they've worked 

5 out something that's in the best interest of each of the 

6 parties and to the parents. 

7 Just parenthetically, most lawyers will tell you 

8 that it's always best for the parties to try to work out 

9 something; okay? 

10 MS. FONSECO: Okay. 

11 THE COURT: To use the crass word of settlement, 

12 that isn't appropriate here, but, in essence, that's 

13 what I'm referring to. It's often best for the parties 

14 to work these things out because then things are in your 

15 own hands. You control ultimately what happens, and you 

16 don't place that control into the hands of someone else. 

17 Even if it is something that you may not entirely agree 

18 with, at least the control of it is in your hands; okay? 

19 So I hope you understand that. 

20 MS. FONSECO: Okay. 

21 MR. STINSON: I do. 

22 THE COURT: And I know full well that Kaiser 

23 understands and appreciates that. 

24 So if I'm hearing correctly, you want to 

25 continue the restraining order that is in place now 

6 
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1 until Wednesday? 

2 MS. SNYDER: Yes, your Honor. 

3 MR. CURLIANO: Yes, your Honor. 

4 THE COURT: And that would be at 9 o'clock in 

5 this department, and that would be April 27th, 2016, 

6 under all the terms and conditions that were previously 

7 indicated in the restraining order of last week, of the 

8 April 15th restraining order. 

9 MS. SNYDER: Yes. The only thing that I would 

10 say, that if -- if the physicians agree that Israel 

11 needs something just to prepare him for transport, that 

12 that is something that they would -- that they would 

13 discuss and then would not -- whatever they agree on 

14 would not be in any way limited by the order that is in 

15 place right now. 

16 MR. CURLIANO: I don't foresee any problem with 

17 continuation of care and appropriately stabilizing the 

18 child. I spoke with Dr. Myette, and he's just waiting 

19 for a phone call or number to make the call to the 

20 physician in Spokane. 

21 MS. SNYDER: Okay. 

22 THE COURT: All right. Tentatively that appears 

23 to be acceptable to the Court. And I say tentatively, 

24 because let me broach another issue that, frankly, I 

25 have been thinking of, and obviously wanted to discuss 

7 
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1 here this morning, and in large part is based upon the 

2 opposition that I received last evening from Kaiser as 

3 to the continuation of this restraining order, and that 

4 is, the Court made arrangements to have county counsel 

5 here -- and I see that Mr. Coffman is present on behalf 

6 of the county public guardian -- as to whether or not 

7 this Court should appoint the Director of the Department 

8 of the Public Guardian as a temporary guardian of the 

9 person of the minor child. 

10 I want to hear from each of you on that. 

11 MS. SNYDER: Your Honor, we would ask that that 

12 not be the case; that -- that the parents would would 

13 retain their -- their role at this time. We do have a 

14 declaration by the parents with regard to the -- the 

15 missed appointments that states -- and I'll get that to 

16 you, but that states that many of those appointments 

17 were rescheduled. There was one medication that was not 

18 refilled. It was one steroid medication, and that was 

19 because Israel became violently ill when he took that 

20 that medication. And if you like, you can hear from 

21 Israel's mother regarding that. But his parents have 

22 signed a declaration to that effect. 

23 THE COURT: That's okay. I'll accept your 

24 representations right now. 

25 I am just looking more to -- obviously, you've 

8 
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1 touched upon the issue -- when I see what was contained 

2 in here on its face, not accepting it as true, but 

3 something that is brought before me, not from a true 

4 evidentiary perspective, but giving me knowledge of 

5 something that needs to be inquired upon as a judge when 

6 I see that because it -- it raises, obviously, red flags 

7 in my mind and an issue. Are we in a situation akin to 

8 Dority at that point? You know. And, of course, I'm 

9 referring to the Dority, D-o-r-i-t-y, case, madam 

10 reporter. And so that's where I stand. 

11 Yes, sir, Mr. Jones. 

12 MR. JONES: Your Honor, I don't think -- I don't 

13 think we're there yet. I mean, in Dority, it had 

14 already -- the guardianship had already been put in 

15 place 

16 THE COURT: Right. 

17 MR. JONES: -- and this type of proceeding 

18 occurred. 

19 THE COURT: Yes. 

20 MR. JONES: So I think we're a little premature. 

21 At this point in time, Israel's parents have full 

22 decision-making authority. And to the degree that 

23 that's going to be challenged, I think that would be a 

24 decision of the public guardian in the state. I don't 

25 know if it would be appropriate for Kaiser to chime in 

9 
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1 other than reporting what has happened. I don't know 

2 that we would take a position at this point that the 

3 parents -- adverse to the parents regarding the consent 

4 issue. 

5 THE COURT: So if both parties are in agreement 

6 right now to continue with the restraining order as 

7 indicated here to the date and the time that I've 

8 indicated, then at this time I would not be appointing 

9 the public guardian. 

10 Mr. Coffman, good morning, sir. 

11 MR. COFFMAN: Good morning. 

12 THE COURT: But what I'm going to do, though, 

13 is is keep him in touch with these proceedings and 

14 ask that you be here on the 27th as well, and ask that 

15 you provide your information and contact information 

16 to counsel for both sides so in the event that something 

17 does come up that needs to be brought to the attention 

18 of the Court, including appointment, that it will be put 

19 immediately back on calendar. 

20 MS. SNYDER: Yes, your Honor. 

21 MR. CURLIANO: Yes, your Honor. 

22 THE COURT: Do you have something for me? 

23 All right. So does it sound like that's where 

24 we want to go with this at this time, Ms. Snyder? 

25 MS. SNYDER: Yes, your Honor. Thank you. 

10 
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1 THE COURT: Mr. Jones? 

2 MR. JONES: Yes, your Honor. 

3 THE COURT: Now, the issue becomes, then, where 

4 I have a restraining order that's in effect until 

5 April 27th at 9 o'clock, and you arrange for this 

6 transfer to take place, and let's just, for the sake of 

7 discussion, say that transfer takes place at 9 o'clock 

8 tonight or anytime in between now and then, I still have 

9 a restraining order that's in place. And what's the 

10 legal effect of that upon Kaiser even if you do release 

11 him and -- to continue with the care that I've directed 

12 within the restraining order? I need someone to touch 

13 upon what you have discussed with respect to that. 

14 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, what Kaiser would 

15 propose, subject to the Court thinking that this is 

16 appropriate, is that the restraining order be modified 

17 to state that it dissolves when -- and it could be when 

18 the transport when the patient is picked up by the 

19 transport company and has left the Kaiser facility. 

20 We could also another option would be we 

21 could immediately report back, advise the Court, and 

22 show up the following day so that the TRO could be 

23 dissolved in court by your Honor. 

24 THE COURT: That will be difficult to do if that 

25 happens tonight given that we are at the weekend. Of 

11 
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1 course, included within all of this is how that transfer 

2 process is to take place. Is Kaiser obligated to 

3 continue to maintain and release the minor child with 

4 the mechanical devices that have been employed at this 

5 time? Have you talked about all of those sorts of 

6 issues and things? 

7 MR. JONES: I've spoke with Dr. Myette, and the 

8 assumption -- and I hate using that word, but we were 

9 running fairly quickly this morning -- is that the vent 

10 and the rest of the equipment that's necessary, 

11 including the personnel to take the child, stabilize 

12 him, offer the same assistive devices, medications, that 

13 that would be done by the transport company. 

14 I think from our perspective, and if the Court 

15 would like, if we need to take a little more time to get 

16 the phone number of the transport company and put our 

17 physician, Kaiser physician, Dr. Myette, in contact with 

18 them, I might be able to report back to the Court 

19 specifically how this is going to be accomplished. 

20 THE COURT: Here's what I would like, then. 

21 Ms. Snyder, do you have any comments on what 

22 Mr. Curliano has just indicated? 

23 MS. SNYDER: No, not at this time. 

24 THE COURT: Here's what I would like, Folks. I 

25 think this makes sense. I think you folks need a little 

12 
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1 more time this morning to iron out some of these things 

2 and to give more informative information that can be 

3 couched within an order; okay? With these details. 

4 Because I -- I want to make sure that both parties are 

5 covered here, that the parents understand who is 

6 responsible for the employment of medical and mechanical 

7 devices, and to what extent Kaiser is, to what extent 

8 Kaiser is absolved or dissolved of any further 

9 requirements under the restraining order upon transfer 

10 of that. These things still need to be worked out, 

11 including the names, as you say, and exactly who would 

12 be appropriate fo~ transferring. Because I also don't 

13 want to give an order out there that allows Kaiser to 

14 transfer in vague terms which would essentially allow 

15 anyone to come in and -- and obtain the minor child. 

16 MS. SNYDER: Uh-huh. 

17 THE COURT: So I do want these specifics to be 

18 more -- better formalized so that we can prepare an 

19 appropriate order here. 

20 MR. JONES: Your Honor -- your Honor, just in my 

21 mind, I would think that once the patient is discharged 

22 from the hospital would sort of be a point where a 

23 restraining order would become just inapplicable or, you 

24 know, moot. 

25 THE COURT: Okay. That makes sense. You folks 

13 
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. 

1 talk about that, though; okay? And then we'll draft a 

2 more formal order, then, after hearing. 

3 How much do you -- how much time do you think 

4 you're going to need this morning to do these --

5 accomplish this? 

6 MR. CURLIANO: Dr. Myette is available as soon 

7 as we have the information available. 

8 MS. SNYDER: Yeah. I am just checking to see. 

9 THE COURT: Here's what I am thinking. Let me 

10 provide this information to you as well. I have a jury 

11 trial -- I have a jury that's coming back at 10:30. I 

12 could adjourn that proceeding an hour after that at 

13 11:30 if that's enough time, if you believe 

14 MS. SNYDER: That should be. 

15 THE COURT: -- in order for you to make these 

16 telephone calls, communications, however it is we deal 

17 with these things now with all of these cell phones and 

18 smart phones and everything. But whatever you need to 

19 do and accomplish so that you can get this information 

20 for each of your respective clients and get the detailed 

21 information presented so that the Court can prepare an 

22 appropriate order after hearing. 

23 Does that make sense, or are you going to need 

24 more time? 

25 MS. SNYDER: I think that should be sufficient. 

14 
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1 So it looks like I've got a call, and I'm hoping that 

2 call has information that will allow the doctors to --

3 to immediately connect with one another. 

4 THE COURT: I want somebody to couch out and to 

5 write out in longhand right now the terms that -- the 

6 specific terms and details that you agree upon, and each 

7 side sign the bottom of it. Longhand is okay. But that 

8 way I know and I will accept that each of you have 

9 agreed upon those terms, and then I will prepare a more 

10 formal order based upon that information I receive. 

11 Fair enough, Ms. Snyder? 

12 MS. SNYDER: Yes, your Honor. Thank you. 

13 THE COURT: Mr. Jones? Mr. Curliano? 

14 MR. JONES: Yes, your Honor. 

15 MR. CURLIANO: Yes, your Honor. 

16 THE COURT: Okay. Let's do that. And let's 

17 reconvene at 11:30, then; okay. 

18 MR. CURLIANO: Thank you, your Honor. 

19 MR. JONES: Thank you. 

20 THE COURT: Thank you, Folks. 

21 Mr. Coffman, I -- I'll leave that up to you, 

22 having a private discussion with them, and if they think 

23 you don't need to be back, that's fine with me; okay? 

24 Otherwise we'll see you on the 27th. 

25 MR. COFFMAN: Thank you, your Honor. 

15 
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1 THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 

2 MR. STINSON: Thank you, your Honor. 

3 THE COURT: Thank you. 

4 (Another matter heard. I 

5 THE COURT: All right. Calling the matter of 

6 the minor child Israel Stinson. Good morning, Folks. 

7 If you want to make your way up. 

8 Thank you for your patience this morning as I 

9 went over a little bit. Ms. Snyder is present. I note 

10 that Ms. Fonseca and Mr. Stinson are not present, 

11 though. You're authorized to present the matters here 

12 without them being present? 

13 MS. SNYDER: Yes, I am, but they are on their 

14 way in. 

15 THE COURT: Okay. On their way, meaning what? 

16 Just a few minutes, perhaps? 

17 MS. SNYDER: Yeah. They were right outside the 

18 door. 

19 THE COURT: Oh, okay. 

20 MS. SNYDER: We can get started, your Honor. 

21 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Curliano and 

22 Mr. Jones here. As I am speaking, I see now that 

23 Mr. Stinson and Ms. Fonseca are making their way in now. 

24 Good morning, folks. Come on up. Come on up. 

25 Good morning again. 

16 
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1 MS. FONSECO: Good morning. 

2 THE COURT: Make yourself comfortable, folks. 

3 Thank you. 

4 One thing you folks may have thought of that 

5 came to mind. I was reflecting on this as I was --

6 trust me, I was paying 100 percent attention to the jury 

7 trial but reflecting also on this, something that came 

8 to mind. You may have already thought of it, and it may 

9 just be an issue that we'll decide upon dissolution of 

10 the restraining order. And that's the continuing, if 

11 any, jurisdiction of the Court or the dismissal of the 

12 action as it is that is pending now --

13 MS. SNYDER: Uh-huh. 

14 THE COURT: -- with the Court. Okay? All 

15 right. 

16 Where do we 

17 MR. JONES: So we attempted to get as much 

18 information as possible regarding the logistics of 

19 transferring Israel. We have put together sort of a 

20 list of conditions and terms that the parties both agree 

21 to related to the proper transport and care, and I can 

22 go through the terms on the record now, or I can just 

23 present them to you on paper form. 

24 THE COURT: Why don't we -- since we have a 

25 record, if -- if it isn't extremely lengthy, let's just 

17 
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1 go ahead and put it on the record now as well. 

2 MR. JONES: Okay. Shall I read it as it is 

3 exactly or --

4 THE COURT: Sure. 

5 MR. JONES: -- discuss it? 

6 THE COURT: Read it as it is, and we'll also 

7 take a copy, and I am going to mark that. What do we 

8 have? Two pages? 

9 MR. JONES: Yeah, two pages. 

10 THE COURT: Okay. 

11 MR. JONES: All right. 

12 THE COURT: Right. And both parties' 

13 representatives have signed it? 

14 MS. SNYDER: I have not signed it yet. 

15 MR. JONES: She hasn't signed it. Should we do 

16 that first? 

17 THE COURT: Sure. That way I know that it's 

18 agreed upon. 

19 And what I will do is this will be marked as 

20 Court's Exhibit 1. We' 11 file it, then, rather than 

21 mark it as an exhibit. That way -- yes, that way we 

22 will retain it. 

23 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, can counsel sign as 

24 authorized representatives for both of their respective 

25 clients? 

18 
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1 THE COURT: Yes, sir. That's my understanding, 

2 yes. 

3 And, again, this is what you folks are proposing 

4 to me. Ultimately my order is going to be according to 

5 my judgment, but considering what you folks have thought 

6 of here. 

7 All right. Mr. Jones, if you don't mind. 

8 MR. JONES: I will try to go slow. 

9 The parties hereby stipulate and agree as 

10 follows: 

11 One, the terms of the restraining order issued 

12 on April 15th, 2016, will remain in effect until 

13 April 27th, 2016, subject to the conditions below. 

14 Two, the parents of Israel Stinson, Israel, are 

15 transferring him to Sacred Heart Medical Center located 

16 at 101 West 8th Avenue in Spokane, Washington, 

17 hereinafter Sacred Heart; to facilitate this transfer, 

18 AirCAREl has been retained to transport Israel to Sacred 

19 Heart. That was three. 

20 Four, AirCAREl has agreed to transport Israel 

21 with at least one nurse and a respiratory therapist to 

22 monitor and assist Israel. 

23 Five, Sacred Heart has agreed to admit Israel. 

24 Six, Kaiser Permanente will cooperate and 

25 facilitate in the transfer and will take the necessary 

19 
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1 steps in the ordinary course to prepare Israel for 

2 transport, and transfer care and support to AirCAREl. 

3 Israel's attending physician at Kaiser Roseville 

4 will communicate with AirCAREl to assure they have the 

5 proper staff and equipment to transfer Israel. That was 

6 six. 

7 Seven, Israel's attending physician at Kaiser 

8 Permanente will communicate with the admitting physician 

9 at Sacred Heart to facilitate continuous care and to 

10 assure Sacred Heart is prepared to received Israel. 

11 And eight, the restraining order will dissolve 

12 upon Israel's discharge from Kaiser Permanente Hospital 

13 in Roseville. Discharge means the physical exit from 

14 the hospital. Kaiser Permanente's legal responsibility 

15 for Israel's care and treatment will cease at that time, 

16 period. 

17 Are there any other issues that the Court would 

18 like addressed? 

19 THE COURT: Okay. And then the parties will 

20 return, in any event, on Wednesday, April 27th, at 

21 9 o'clock. 

22 MR. JONES: Correct. 

23 MS. SNYDER: Yes. Umm, I would just like to ask 

24 if for some reason the -- the transfer is delayed 

25 between now and Wednesday, we would still like the 

20 
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1 opportunity -- hopefully that will not -- we'll not have 

2 to -- to do this, but to have Dr. Michel Accad examine 

3 Israel if he, in fact, is still at Kaiser. He said he 

4 could be there as early as Monday, but was not able 

5 to -- to be here this past week, so -- and, again, I am 

6 not anticipating having to call him. This is just 

7 just in case. 

8 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, hopefully this 

9 doesn't become an issue. We received information with 

10 the name of Dr. Accad yesterday evening. He's a 

11 cardiologist. He has no pediatric specialty. There are 

12 issues that we might have about whether or not he's a 

13 qualified person to do an examination of the child. So 

14 if it becomes an issue, we would and I discussed this 

15 with counsel. In the off chance it does, we may need to 

16 come back up to seek some guidance on the 

17 appropriateness for this physician to do the 

18 examination. 

19 THE COURT: Well, here's my concern with what 

20 I'm hearing right now. What if this transfer can be 

21 facilitated, you know, tomorrow? You know, I -- I'm 

22 maybe I am misunderstanding, but I want to make sure 

23 there isn't going to be any unnecessary delay to try to 

24 hang --

25 MS. SNYDER: Absolutely. 

21 
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1 THE COURT: -- over until Monday when the best 

2 interest of Israel right now is for him to be 

3 transferred. 

4 MS. SNYDER: The plan is to transfer him today, 

5 so there is a flight on standby for that purpose. 

6 MR. CURLIANO: And I've confirmed with our 

7 treating doctor, Dr. Myette. He is in conversation with 

8 the transport company and the appointed person, and he 

9 advised me that he can facilitate the transport today. 

10 THE COURT: Okay. I'm expecting that that's 

11 what will take place, then, barring some unforeseen 

12 circumstance on the medical provider's part. 

13 Yes. MS. SNYDER: 

14 THE COURT: Okay. Anything further on behalf of 

15 the parents? 

16 MS. SNYDER: Not at this time, your Honor. 

17 MS. FONSECO: No. 

18 THE COURT: All right. Anything further from 

19 Kaiser? 

20 MR. JONES: No, your Honor. 

21 THE COURT: Okay. Here's what I will do. I'll 

22 draft an order, and if you folks want to be back here at 

23 1:30, I'll have the formal order hopefully drafted up by 

24 that time. We will be in session in jury trial, so feel 

25 free to just come on in. You are not interrupting; 

22 
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1 okay? And we will see -- at least give you an update as 

2 to how much longer it might be, but -- so that you'll 

3 have the order. I think it's important for you to have 

4 that in hand. 

5 And then the last thing is on -- if this 

6 transpires the way that you folks are expecting, 

7 anticipating, also then we will be, on the 27th, making 

8 the determination that this Court would have no further 

9 jurisdiction, as well as dismissal of the action. 

10 Is that the intent, Ms. Snyder? 

11 MS. SNYDER: Yes, it is. 

12 THE COURT: And on behalf of Kaiser, gentlemen? 

13 MR. JONES: Yes, it is, your Honor. 

14 THE COURT: Okay. All right, then. Thank you, 

15 Folks. 

16 If anything does come up when you get here at 

17 1:30, I'll let you know and we'll see about if we need 

18 to include it or if it's already there, presenting it to 

19 you, and seeing whether or not you're in agreement. And 

20 if not, maybe it's just something I'll do against your 

21 agreement. But we'll put anything on the record at that 

22 point; okay? 

23 MR. JONES: Thank you, your Honor. 

24 MS. SNYDER: Thank you so much, your Honor. 

25 MR. CURLIANO: Thank you, your Honor. 

23 
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1 MS. FONSECO: Thank you, your Honor. 

2 THE COURT: Thank you, folks. 

3 (Matter concluded.) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

ISREAL STINSON by and through 
JONEE FONSECA, his mother, 

Petitioner, 

versus 

UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL; KAISER 
PERMANENTE ROSEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER -
WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S CENTER, 

Defendants. 

Case No. 
S-CV-0037673 

REPORTER'S 
TRANSCRIPT 

9 STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
SS 

10 COUNTY OF PLACER 

11 I, RUTH E. DIEDERICH HUNTER, Certified Shorthand 

12 Reporter of the State of California, do hereby certify 

13 that the foregoing Pages 1 through 25, inclusive, 

14 comprises a true and correct transcript of the 

15 proceedings had in the above-entitled matter held on 

16 April 22, 2016. 

17 I also certify that portions of the transcript are 

18 governed by the provisions of CCP237 (a) (2) and that all 

19 personal juror identifying information has been 

20 redacted. 

21 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed this 

22 certificate at Auburn, California, on May 1, 2016. 

23 

24 
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25 License No. 4 952 
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FILED 
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County of Placer 

APR 22 2016 

8 

9 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

10 

11 ISRAEL STINSON by and through 

12 JONEE FONSECA, his mother 

13 

14 

Petitioner; 

v. 
15 UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL; 

16 KAISER PERMANENTE ROSEVILLE 

17 MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN AND 

18 CHILDREN'S CENTER, 

19 Respondent 

20 

Case No.: S-CV-0037673 

ORDER AFTER HEARING 

NEXT HEARING: 

April 27, 2016 
9:00 a.m. 
Department 43 

21 Petitioner and applicant Jonee Fonseca has applied for a temporary 

22 restraining order directed to Kaiser Permanente Roseville Medical Center-

23 Women and Children's Center concerning medical care and Intervention · 

24 provided to her son Israel Stinson. TRO proceedings were h.eard April 14 

25 and 15, 2016, and further proceedings were set for April 22, 2016, 9:00 

26 a.m., in Department 43, the Hon. Michael W. Jones, presiding. 

27 At the April 22 hearing, Ms. Fonseca and Nathaniel Stinson, minor's 

28 father, appeared with Alexandra Snyder, Esq. Jason J. Curliano, Esq., and 

29 Drexwell M. Jones, Esq., appeared for Kaiser Foundation Hospitals. At the 
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1 court's request Roger Coffman, Esq., Senior Deputy County Counsel for 

2 Placer County was also present, representing the Placer County Public 

3 Guardian. 

4 Petitioner and respondent have reached a stipulation concerning the 

5 present circumstances and the TRO. The parties' written stipulation, 

6 executed by counsel, has been filed. 

7 Adopting the agreement of the parties, the court orders as follows: 

8 (1) Janee Fonseca and Nathaniel Stinson shall transfer Israel Stinson 

9 to Sacred Heart Medical Center, 101 West 8th Avenue, Spokane, 

10 Washington, which has agreed to admit Israel; 

11 (2) Transportation of Israel to Sacred Heart shall be by Air Care 1; 

12 (3) Kaiser will cooperate with and facilitate Israel's transfer and will 

13 take necessary steps, in the ordinary course, to prepare Israel for transport, 

14 and will transfer care and support of Israel to Air Care.1; 

15 (4) Israel's attending physician at Kaiser Roseville will communicate 

16 with Air Care 1 to assure they have proper staffing and equipment to 

17 transfer Israel; 

18 (5) Israel's attending physician at Kaiser Roseville will communicate 

19 with the admitting physician at Sacred Heart to facilitate continuous care 

20 and to assure Sacred Heart is prepared to receive Israel; 

21 (6) The restraining order currently in place, which requires that 

22 (a) Kaiser shall continue to provide cardio-pulmonary support 

23 to Israel Stinson as is currently being provided; 

24 (b) Kaiser shall provide medications currently adrninistered to 

25 Israel; however, physicians or attending staff may adjust medications 

26 to the extent possible to maintain Israel's stability, given his present 

27 condition; 

28 (c) Kaiser shall continue to provide nutrition to Israel in the 

29 manner currently provided to the extent possible to maintain Israel's 
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1 stability, given his present condition; 

2 shall continue in effect until and shall automatically dissolve upon the earlier 

3 of: 

4 (a) Israel's discharge from Kaiser Permanente Hospital in 

5 Roseville; for this purpose, discharge means Israel's physical exit 

6 from the hospital; or 

7 (b) Wednesday, April 27, 2016, 9:00 a.m. 

8 Kaiser's legal responsibility for Israel's care and treatment will cease when 

9 the restraining order dissolves. 

10 (7) This matter is set for further proceedings April 27, 2016, 9:00 

11 a.m., in Department 43. If the restraining order has dissolved pursuant to 

12 . paragraph (6), supra, the court Intends to dismiss this action. The parties 

13 have stipulated that the court will thereafter have no jurisdiction over 

14 minor, petitioner or respondents under this proceeding. 

15 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

16 DATED: April 22, 2016 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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1 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF 

CALIFORNIA 2 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 

OF PLACER 

3 --000- 4 DEPARTMENT 

NO. 43 HON. MICHAEL W. JONES, JUDGE 

5 ISRAEL STINSON, ) 

) 

) 

) 
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7 versus ) case No.s-cv-
0037673 

) 

8 UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, ET AL, ) 
) 

9 Defendant. ) 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

APPEARANCES: 

17 
FOR THE PETITIONER: 

FOUNDATION 18 
SNYDER, ESQ. 

19 

20 

) 

--000--

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 2016 

PETITION HEARING 

--000-

LIFE LEGAL DEFENSE 
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P.O. Box 2015 
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21 FOR THE DEFENDANT: 

CURLIANO, ESQ. 
22 

1280 23 
94607 

24 

25 
Reported By: 

CSR13843 

BUTY & CURLIANO LLP 
BY: JASON 

DREXWELL JONES, ESQ. 
555 12th Street, Suite 

Oakland, California 

MELISSA S. SULLIVAN, 

ROSEVILLE, CALIFORNIA 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 2016 

--000--

The matter of ISRAEL STINSON, Petitioner, 
versus UC DAVIS 

5 CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, ET AL, Defendant, case 
number S-CV-0037673, 

6 came regularly this day before the Honorable 
MICHAEL W. JONES, 

7 Judge of the Superior Court of the State of 

California, in and 8 for the County of Placer, 

Department Number 43 thereof. 9 The 

22 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

Petitioners were represented by Alexandra Snyder, 

10 acting as their Counsel. 11 The 

Defendant was represented by Jason Curliano and 12 

Drexwell Jones, acting as their Counsel. 

13 The following proceedings were had, to wit: 

14 --ooo-15 THE 

COURT: Let's -- calling the matter of Israel Stinson. 

16 This is case S-CV-0037673. Ms. Snyder is present 
on behalf of 

17 Ms. Fonseca. I see that Mr. Stinson is also 
present, and I'm 

18 saying limiting to Ms. Fonseca in that matter 
because that's 

19 initially who the petition was filed on behalf of 
or through, I 

20 should say. Mr. Jones is present on behalf of 

Kaiser along with 21 Mr. Curliano. Good morning to 

each of you. Make yourself comfortable, folks. 

22 

23 

24 
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2 
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4 

I also note that Mr. Coffman is present 

from county counsel on behalf of the public 

guardian. Good morning, sir. 

Thank you for being here. 

MR. JONES: Your Honor, we also have two 

representatives from Kaiser here, just so it's 

noted for the record. 

5 
name? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

THE COURT: Okay. And their names? 

MR. ROBINSON: Richard Robinson. 

THE COURT: Richard. I'm sorry. The last 

MR. ROBINSON: Robinson. 

THE COURT: R-O-B-I-N-S-0-N? 

MR. ROBINSON: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

MS. MORENO: And Laura Moreno, M-O-R-E-N-0. 

THE COURT: All right. Both 
representatives with Kaiser. 

22 

23 

24 
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2 

3 

4 

12 Thank you. And good morning to each of you as 
well. 

13 MS. SNYDER: Good morning, Your Honor. 

14 THE COURT: All right. We are on today for 
the status of 

15 the extended TRO, if you will, and I received a 

status report 16 yesterday that is signed by -- on 

behalf of each of the parties. 

17 Appears to be -- is that your signature, Mr. 
Jones? 

18 MR. JONES: Yes, it is, Your Honor. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. And, Ms. Snyder, I can 
read that one. 

20 All right. Each of you submitted this joint 
status report. 

21 Where are we, folks? 

MS. SNYDER: So as you are aware, we 
believed that on 

22 

23 

24 

--

Friday that we had a facility hospital in Spokane 

that would accept the patient Israel. 
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2 

3 

4 

Unfortunately, at the last minute, they had second 

thoughts and they backed out. We had at that 

time a life flight available. We still have that 
life flight on 

standby and paid for. Dr. Myette has spoken with 

the life flight director, so he is aware that 

they are ready to transport Israel. 

5 
forensic 

At this time I do have an affidavit from a 

6 intelligence analyst and also a pathologist who 
has experience 

7 with these kinds of cases. She became involved a 
week ago. I 

8 have a declaration that she submitted saying that 
she is 

9 currently putting together a -- what is called a 

home care team 10 to transfer him to a home setting, 

but that is basically set up 11 like an ICU with 

monitoring in a home. 

22 

23 

24 
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12 I also have an e-mail from the CEO of the 
International 

13 Brain Research Foundation, Dr. Philip Defina, 
stipulating that 

14 he can provide a neurologist to do the 

diagnostics and the 15 intervention; and we have a 

pediatrician on standby as well in 16 that 

eventuality. 

17 I also note that Ms. Fonseca informed me 
this morning that 

18 Healthbridge, which is a long-term acute care 
facility that --

19 honestly, I did not know that those facilities 
existed for 

20 children until yesterday afternoon. So at that 
point we began 

21 making calls, and I believe Dr. Myette is speaking 

with or has spoken with somebody from that 

center. So we are working very hard. 

22 

23 

24 

--
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We -- honestly, it's -- I'm making calls as 

much as I can to try to find a facility and now 

working on these long-term 

22 

23 

24 
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2 

3 

4 

acute care facilities that care for patients in -
exactly like 

Israel in that situation that are on -- that 
are 

ventilator-dependent on long-term support. So 
that is what we 

are looking for right now, and that is why we've 
requested 

5 additional time, and I wanted nothing more than 
to come here by 

6 myself today and say that Israel had been 

transferred, and 7 unfortunately that decision 

was out of my hands. 

8 
forensic 

I will also say that Angela Clemente, the 

9 pathologist who I have the declaration from, she 
is undergoing 

10 currently treatment for liver cancer. So she 
became involved a 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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11 week ago. The following day she had chemo 
therapy, so that put 

12 a significant dent in her ability to make 
progress on this case 

13 until -- until Friday and then -- or until 
Monday. So that is 

14 essentially where we are, but we are -- we are 

confident that we 15 can find especially a long-term 

acute care facility. 

16 We have asked the hospital. Some of the 
facilities have 

17 requested that Israel have a breathing tube 

rather than a 18 ventilator. The ventilator can 

cause some problems over time. 

19 There's bacteria that can accumu1ate in the 
mouthpiece and 

20 things, and a breathing tube is a much more 
secure way to assure 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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21 that -- ensure that he gets the oxygen that he 
needs and also a 

gastrostomy, a feeding tube, for, you know, when 
he is able to 

receive nutrition that way. So right now he's 

only received dextrose, essentially sugars, since 

April 2nd, so he has not really received any 

nutrition since that time. 

I also want to report that for a long time 
Israel did not 

make any movements whatsoever, and on Sunday he 
began making 

movements that 
speaking to him, 

in response to his parents 

touching him. I have a video of that. I don't 
know if the 

5 Court is interested in seeing that, but -- so 
that's a huge 
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6 change in his condition because that did not 

occur before, and 7 notably that occurred after he 

received some thyroid -- a small 8 amount of 

thyroid, but some thyroid medication. 

9 And I also have an affidavit from Dr. Paul 
Byrne who is at 

10 least a neonatologist. I honestly believed he 
was a pediatric 

11 neurologist. But he has looked at Israel's 

records and believes 12 that the additional thyroid 

helps with the brain function. 13 Here's the 

affidavits. I have the affidavits and the e-mails 

14 from -15 MR. 

CURLIANO: I have it. 

16 MS. SNYDER: We would really like to 

continue working with 17 the hospital. We are 

grateful for what the hospital has done. 
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18 On Monday evening, the -- Dr. Myette noted that 
Israel was 

19 becoming anemic and ordered a blood transfusion. 
We are very 

20 grateful for that procedure that was done to, you 
know, to help 

21 his condition; and, again, we want nothing 

more than to have Israel transferred out of 

the Kaiser facility to another facility. 

I would also like to note, Your Honor, that 

we are working with this team in New Jersey for a 

reason, and that is because 

New Jersey is the only state in the nation that has 
a statute 

that will allow -- well, first of all, they don't 
allow a 

declaration of brain death in cases where the 
family's deeply 
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held beliefs where the family has deeply held 

beliefs that a 5 patient is not dead until their 

cardiopulmonary functions cease. 

6 So -- and I realize we are in California; 
but had Israel 

7 been in New Jersey at this time, there would be 
no declaration 

8 of brain death; and we could get him transferred 
to a number of 

9 facilities across the nation, including a 
specialized facility 

10 in Pennsylvania that had agreed to take him; but 
then we found 

11 out that Pennsylvania has a statute that 

prohibits taking 12 patients who have a 

declaration of brain death from another 13 state. 

14 So -- but in New Jersey the parents can 
petition the court 
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15 to have the declaration of brain death revoked; 
and that would 

16 also open the door for long-term treatment at a 
facility like, 

17 for example, Saint Christopher's in Pennsylvania 
that 

18 specializes in cases like this; and I spoke to a 
doctor there, 

19 Dr. Frank Nesby, and he said they have many 

patients that are in 20 Israel's condition. They 

don't do a brain death exam there. 

21 They just care for those patients according to 

the wishes of the family. That's how that 

facility handles these patients. 

Again, there's -- different states handle 

this in different ways. Different hospitals 

handle this in different ways. We are grateful, 

again, for the efforts that Kaiser has 
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made; and we really do request a little bit more 
time to -- to 

facilitate this transfer and, if necessary, to 
facilitate a 

transfer to a home-monitoring facility in New 

Jersey; and I can provide the Court with a 

declaration to that effect. 

5 I'm sorry. Can I -- I would just like to 
also mention one 

6 more thing. So I've looked through Israel's 
medical records, as 

7 has Dr. Byrne, and I want it to be noted also 
that on April 4th 

8 UC Davis did their first brain exam. And in that 
exam it was 

9 recorded that Israel was not in a coma; and under 
the American 

10 Association of Neurology guidelines, which are 

the accepted 11 
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statute in California, the patient 12 must be in a 

coma to do a brain death exam. 

13 So that's of grave concern to us because, 
subsequent to 

14 that, there was another brain test done; and that 
brain test 

15 involved an apnea test. The apnea test, as Dr. 
Myette testified 

16 to -- the patient is removed from the ventilator, 
and the carbon 

17 dioxide in their blood is increased to a certain 

level in order 18 to provoke a respiratory 

response. The apnea test can cause 19 brain 

actually cause brain damage. 

20 So if there was a brain exam done without 
this patient 

21 being in a coma, subsequently fo1lowed by an 
apnea test, we 
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don't know whether the apnea test itself could 
have contributed 

in some way to Israel's declining condition. We 

do know that there was movement. Prior to that 

time, the doctors had said your son will have 

brain damage, but they did not mention brain death 

at that point. So and that was early on. 

I have the copy of the medical records, 
that page, that 

shows that the patient -- it says, "Patient 

in coma: No." THE COURT: I trust what 

you are telling me. 

5 MS. SNYDER: Okay. 

6 THE COURT: But the question becomes this: 
If I and 

7 tentatively in my mind I have done this analysis 
if I 
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8 disregard what happened at UC Davis in terms of 
their 

9 determination, didn't this court receive 
information that Kaiser 

10 has conducted two independent determinations, one 
by Dr. Myette 

11 and one by I forget the subsequent doctor's 

name. Forgive 12 me. But the testimony from Dr. 

Myette was that that's what 13 happened. 

14 MS. SNYDER: Right. But a1though we wou1d 
not consider 

15 those independent brain exams because those were 

done at Kaiser, 16 obvious1y so, and we did ask for 

time to have an independent 

17 eva1uation. I had a -18 THE COURT: I 

understand. But 7181 says a determination 19 

confirmation by another physician. 
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20 
have a 

MS. SNYDER: Uh-huh. Right. And I did 

21 cardiologist lined up from -- he's affiliated 
with UC San 

Francisco, and I don't know why the -- he backed 
out, but I have 

heard from other neurologists that there is a lot 

of pressure in cases like this. They are 

concerned that there's going to be a lot of media 

exposure. We have intentionally really kept that 

to a minimum in order to facilitate working with 
the hospital. 

Again, the goal is just to get Israel out and 
into another 

facility; and we are working very, very hard to 
make that 

happen. This is -- I mean, again, I spent the 
last two days 
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5 only making these phone calls, you know, in 
addition to the -- a 

6 few other people that we have; and as we get 

more people, those 7 people make calls; and I am 

confident that we will find a 8 facility so -- and 

I thank you. 

9 THE COURT: Thank you. I appreciate the 
pressure that 

10 outside physicians can speak of, but there is no 
greater 

11 pressure than on the people who are here in this 
court and the 

12 people who are tending to Israel right now and no 

greater 13 pressure on anyone other than Ms. Fonseca 

and Mr. Stinson at the 14 height of that pressure. 

15 MS. SNYDER: I agree. 16 THE 

COURT: So I appreciate what they may have said in 

17 their comments, but the pressure is here. 
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18 
Honor. 

MS. SNYDER: I do agree with you, Your 

19 THE COURT: And I'm well aware of the 
various statutes 

20 across the country, in particular in New Jersey. 

Trust me, I 21 have done a lot of research on this 

on my own into these various issues. 
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timelines. I don't know if you folks have 

discussed that, if I get to that point, of what 

you are seeking or what these folks are telling 
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you; and let me start with this: You mentioned a 

couple of declarations or affidavits. Have those 

been provided to you folks? I'm speaking to Mr. 

Curliano. 

MR. CURLIANO: I just received them this 
morning. The 

5 declaration of Dr. Byrne was just handed to me. 
I haven't had a 

6 chance to review it, but I did review the other 
declaration 

7 which made touch on one issue but not perhaps 

the bigger 8 procedural issue about what is 

required of the statute. 

9 I can also add -- and whatever questions 
Your Honor has, 

10 I'm more than happy to answer -- since about 
Saturday afternoon, 
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11 Ms. Snyder and I have been in constant 
communication via e-mail, 

12 phone calls. I think we all left here on Friday 

hoping that 13 this would all be resolved, and I 

understand for a number of 14 reasons it was not. 

15 And I think we can agree that if we were 
at least I can 

16 on behalf of Kaiser -- if we were here right now 
with a specific 

17 representation -- and I even had mentioned to Ms. 
Snyder, if you 

18 can bring a letterhead from a facility or an 
institution saying 

19 that they have agreed to accept Israel, even if 
there are some 

20 conditions associated with it -- and there may 

be the placement 21 of a trach and the feeding tube 

that would be a different issue for us. 
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But what we are presented with today under 

California law is no declaration, testimony, or 

even identifiable expert or physician who can come 

in here and testify that there's a 

mistake or that appropriate medical standards were not 
followed; 

and I can certainly go through the chronology -
it sounds like 

Your Honor has it from Davis -- through the 
testing that was 

done at Kaiser; and I think even if you exclude, 
although I 

5 don't think there would be grounds for doing 
that, the test that 

6 was done in Davis, certainly the appropriate 

testing was done to 7 follow the guidelines of the 

Kaiser; and I don't really think 8 that's in 

dispute. 
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9 The only declaration we now have is the 
declaration of Dr. 

10 Byrne. When I did speak with counsel this 
morning -- and I 

11 pointed out -- I think she correctly said that he 
is not a 

12 neurologist. I think she -- counsel was asked 
that question, 

13 when Mr. Jones was here, is Dr. Byrne a 
neurologist. She said, 

14 yes, he is not. That is significant, I believe, 

in terms of 15 whether his declaration, which I 

haven't read, bears any weight. 

16 He's also not licensed in the state of 
California. 

17 And I believe certainly any physician that 
calls into 

18 question whether or not there's been a mistake or 
whether 
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19 appropriate procedures have been followed by 

California 20 physicians is commenting on the 

standard of care in the state of 21 California. 

So I have worked -- I don't think Ms. 
Snyder would 

disagree with this -- we have worked trying to 

find a location -- trying to answer questions 

about a location. Dr. Myette has even spoken with 

physicians. I gave him permission to do that; and 

counsel said that was fine, calling from out of 

state; and apparently none of those physicians 

have been able to get their institution to agree 

to take Israel. 

So the problem we are confronted with on this 
Monday is we 

5 have -- I think Your Honor noted this and already 
also comments 
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6 on the competing interest -- we have staff 
members and 

7 physicians who are taking care of Israel who has 
been declared 

8 legally dead, and the problem is I don't hear any 
end or 

9 definite proposal for what can be done to 
transfer him 

10 somewhere, and I don't fault counsel for that at 
all. I'm sure 

11 it's a very difficult task she has, but I've got 

to weigh that 12 against what my staff and my 

physicians are confronted with. 

13 And on top of it, it sounds like if a 
facility is located 

14 somewhere and is identified, there may be a 

request that Kaiser 15 physicians do medical 
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procedures on the child which may be a 16 problem 

in and of itself. 

17 

18 

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. CURLIANO: I could certainly go into 

greater detail, 19 Your Honor, but I think that kind 

of covers the key points that 20 I had. 

21 And finally I go back to Dr. Myette. I 
wasn't here for 

his testimony. I read his testimony. I think he 
provided a 

very detailed recitation of the medical 

procedures, the steps that were taken, and what 

the standard of care requires in terms of the 

guidelines. 
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MS. SNYDER: Your Honor, we do have, again, 
this 

declaration regarding the provision of home care, 
so that is 

something that is currently being arranged. It 
is true that, in 

order for that to happen, Israel would require a 
tracheostomy 

5 and gastrostomy; however, I do have a 

declaration to that 6 effect, and certainly if we 

can set -- we are not asking for an 7 indefinite 

period of time. 

8 If we could set a period of time to really 
pursue, again, 

9 these long-term acute care facilities that are 
uniquely equipped 

10 to care for, for specifically children in 

Israel's condition, we 11 would like that. We had 
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requested a two-week period of time in 12 order to 

do that. 13 MR. CURLIANO: Final comment, Your 

Honor, if you don't 14 mind. 15 THE COURT: 

Just one second. Thank you. Keep that 16 thought. 

17 

18 
expressed, 

MR. CURLIANO: I will. 

THE COURT: The implied, if not couched, 

19 request is to have this court somehow order 
Kaiser to, in 

20 essence, provide treatment to a patient whom, 

under California 21 law, they have made a 

determination of brain death. 

MS. SNYDER: I do understand that, and if 

that - THE COURT: How would I do that? 

How would I accomplish that jurisdictionally and 

legally? 
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MS. SNYDER: Well, we are asking that 
Kaiser would do it. 

I mean, they did do a blood transfusion on him. 

We are very grateful for that. That was also a 

procedure that was done on a patient they believe 

is --

THE COURT: I understand. 

5 MS. SNYDER: Right. 

6 THE COURT: I have taken note of that as 
well, and I'm not 

7 certain that that rises to any level of a waiver 
or anything on 

8 their part, but I do have that written here in my 

notes in big 9 bold letters when you had mentioned 

that that had happened. 

10 MS. SNYDER: And I'm not saying that those 
procedures are 
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11 -- would be necessary for every facility. We 
certainly have 

12 worked to find fa -- and we'll continue to find -
- and, again, 

13 we have a new -- a new type of facility, again, 
that I was not 

14 aware of until yesterday afternoon that may take 

him without 15 being -- without the tracheostomy. 

They may do those procedures 16 there. 

17 And the life flight is willing and equipped 
to take him on 

18 a ventilator if need be. So while we would -
that would 

19 certainly facilitate a transfer. If he doesn't 
have those 

20 procedures and if Kaiser cannot or will not do 

those procedures, 21 that doesn't preclude a 

transfer. So just to be clear about that. 
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THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Curliano, I'm 

sorry I interrupted you but -- what you were going 

to say, and also in there if you would address the 

issue -- not issue, but the information that was 

presented earlier in our discussions here about 

the movement of Israel in response to the parents 

touching and whether that's of any effect here. 

MR. CURLIANO: Two things, Your Honor. 
First, with 

5 respect to the blood transfusion, that's a 
noninvasive 

6 procedure. I think arguably that would be 
consistent with the 

7 Court's order. It would be no different than 
providing 

8 medications. A PEG tube and a trach are 
obviously far 
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9 different; and that does raise, as the Court 

might understand, 10 fairly significant ethical 

issues given the finding of death of 11 Israel. 

12 With respect to the movement of the child, 
I have been in 

13 constant contact with Dr. Myette, probably four 
or five times a 

14 day since Friday. I have been told that the 

child's condition 15 has not changed from the 

baseline status that resulted in his 16 signing the 

certificate of death. 

17 I was informed apparently there may have 
been something 

18 posted on Facebook or something of a video of the 
child. I 

19 haven't watched it. I certainly could reconfirm 
with Dr. Myette 
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20 of what he has told me and what he has testified 
in court. It's 

21 my understanding -- I'm not a physician -- that 
this 

occasionally might happen, but it has absolutely 

nothing to do with an indication of brain 

function whatsoever. And I haven't seen the 

video. 
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important one, if we put aside -- and I have said 

this three or four times, but I think I need to 

again -- that counsel and I have worked together -

- I understand their position and what they are 

trying to do, but there's a legal process that the 

5 legislature has put in place in the state of 
California, and 

6 what we have right now is a petition signed by an 
in pro per 

7 individual. It appears to have been with the 

assistance of 8 counsel, if you read through it, 

which is not the issue. 

9 We have no declaration from a physician or 
expert. We 

10 have nothing specific to a particular entry in a 
medical record 

11 or evaluation that was done that was a mistake or 
didn't follow 
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12 appropriate guidelines; and I don't think that 
exists, putting 

13 aside the comment of what was done at UC Davis; 
and without that 

14 foundational showing, although there has been 
cooperation, I 

15 think some good faith in trying to transfer the 
child, I think 

16 we are in a position now where we don't have 
finality; and 

17 arguably we don't have the procedural 
requirements being met 

18 that have the evaluation that needs to be done 

under Dority; and 19 this is approximately two weeks 

after the child was declared 20 dead. 

21 MS. SNYDER: And just to qo back to Dority, 
in that case, 
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30 days between brain exams. I understand that 

they don't have to do that; but the cases that I 

have looked at, even in other states, there is a 

period of time that's allowed, even in the 

Jahi McMath case. There's a period of time that's 

allowed for the parents to -- either to make other 

arrangements to go through the legal process and 

just to come to terms with the situation that they 

find themselves in. And in this case --

5 THE COURT: And Dority recognizes that. 
Dority says that 

6 as well. It says that, you know, it doesn't mean 
that the 

7 parents are foreclosed or forbidden from 

seeking their own 8 independent review. That's 

clear within Dority but go ahead. 
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9 MS. SNYDER: And, again, we understand that 
we are not 

10 looking for this to go on indefinitely. We have 
asked for --

11 for a two-week period of time in order to 

facilitate the 12 transfer. Again, it is my 

greatest hope that that would happen 13 before 

that. 

14 We have the flight on standby. We have --
we have all the 

15 pieces, and we have now the possibility of him 
being transferred 

16 into home care. Now, for that, he would need 
those procedures; 

17 but, again, we are working -- the parents are 
contacting and are 

18 being -- have calls in 
from long-term 
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19 acute care facilities in California and 
elsewhere; and that is 

20 an avenue that we have not yet pursued and an 

avenue that is, 21 again, that is uniquely created 

for a patient in Israel's condition. 
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THE COURT: Anything further, folks? 

MR. CURLIANO: Just a final thought, Your 

Honor. Two weeks after the temporary -- and that 

may be the keyword -temporary restraining order is 

signed -- and I do understand the plight that the 

family and this attorney is in. Possibilities 

just don't get us to where we need to be for an 

injunction like this given what the Court has 

heard and given how the law is 
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5 written in the state of California. 6 

THE COURT: And so what is it that Kaiser is 

requesting at 7 this time? 

8 MR. CURLIANO: Kaiser would ask at this 
time that based 

9 upon the lack of evidence or even the specific 
off er of proof 

10 relating to an expert or physician who would 
provide testimony 

11 that will meet the legal standard to create a 
triable issue, 

12 that the temporary restraining order be 
dissolved, and that 

13 there be no further court jurisdiction over the 
issue of whether 

14 or not the certificate of death is appropriately 

supported by 15 the necessary testimony of the 

guidelines as testified to by 16 Dr. Myette. 
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17 THE COURT: And in terms of whether Kaiser 

needs to obtain 18 consent for purposes of the 

cessation of any mechanical devices, 19 where does 

Kaiser stand with respect to that? 

20 MR. CURLIANO: I -- there -- my belief, 
based upon my 

21 understanding of the law, would be, given the 
finding of death 
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by the doctor, that there is no consent 
required. The 

mechanical devices, the medications that have 

been provided were pursuant to the court order 

which would be dissolved, and therefore, the 

status quo would be as it was on April 14th, 
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2016, when Dr. Myette dec1ared, unfortunate1y, 

that the chi1d was brain dead. 

The certificate of death has been fi11ed 
out by Dr. 

Myette. It was done so on the 14th. It's my 
understanding that 

5 it is with the department -- I be1ieve it's the 
department of 

6 vital statistics there may be a subgroup 

within there -- and 7 the on1y part that has not 

been comp1eted is the disposition of 8 the remains 

by the parents. 

9 MS. SNYDER: Your Honor, I wou1d a1so 1ike 
to at this time 

10 note that Ca1ifornia 1aw does require a -- an 
accommodation --
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11 religious accommodation in these cases; and we 

would ask, then, 12 for the extension of time based 

on that accommodation. 

13 Again, it is the parents' deeply held 
beliefs that their 

14 son is -- that life does not end until the 
cessation of 

15 cardiopulmonary functions, and in some cases that 
religious 

16 accommodation includes that time to arrange a 

transfer to a 17 facility that will recognize the 

parents' beliefs. 

18 THE COURT: What does that translate to? 
What does that 

19 mean? Foundationally, what particular religion, 
what particular 

20 beliefs, the extent of what duration of time are 

we discussing, 21 under what basis, all of those 
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questions and more that the Court has in its mind 

to address that. 

MS. SNYDER: So the parents are Christians 
and -- of the 

Christian faith; and, again, there are -- and 

there are many people of the Christian faith, many 

people of the Catholic faith 

-- they also have Catholic background that does 

not recognize the cessation of life until -- until 

the heart stops beating. 

As far as a period of time, again, we have 
asked for two 

weeks. We hope not to need that period of time. 
We would be 

5 grateful for any additional time at this point. 
We have -- we 

6 have calls in. We are hoping that those calls 
will result in a 
22 
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7 facility that will receive Israel. We are -- we 
have people 

8 working literally around the clock to help make 

this happen at 9 this point since the transfer did 

not happen last week. 

10 I have a neurologist in New Jersey who can 
who can help 

11 with Israel's case there. I would imagine that 
he could come 

12 out here and, under the supervision of Dr. 

Myette or another 13 physician or neurologist at 

Kaiser, could do a -- an exam of 14 Israel and 

possibly as soon as this week. 

15 THE COURT: That creates a real side issue 

in terms of the 16 ethics and this court's 

intervention with ethics and medicine 17 with Dr. 

Myette. 
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18 

19 

MS. SNYDER: Okay. 

THE COURT: I'm not prepared to put him in 

that position. 20 MS. SNYDER: Okay. I do 

understand that's been done in 21 other cases. 

THE COURT: You had mentioned some 

declarations that you wanted to file with the 

court. I do want to see those, please. 

MS. SNYDER: Okay. And just to clarify, 

one is an e-mail stipulating that the CEO or the 

neuropsychologist who runs the International Brain 

Research Foundation has a neurologist that he 

works with who will treat Israel. 

THE COURT: Mr. Curliano, you look like a 

person who has to say something. 

5 MR. CURLIANO: I do. Just two briefs 
points, Your Honor. 
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6 Because the Court does have Dr. Byrne's 

declaration which I 7 have not had an 

opportunity to review, but I'm familiar with Dr. 

8 Byrne's testimony in trial courts. I have 
reviewed it -- I can 

9 make an offer of proof -- and I don't think 
counsel will 

10 disagree with this -- that if Dr. Byrne was 
qualified to testify 

11 -- we don't think he is in this case -- his 

testimony is 12 quote/unquote brain death is not 

real death. 

13 Dr. Byrne's opinion is riqht or wrong but 
is contrary to 

14 California law, if the California law is 
incorrect, because it 

15 defines brain death in a way that, in his 
opinion, is not actual 
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16 death; and that is really the sum total of 

opinions that I have 17 seen; and he testifies 

fairly consistently in cases. 

18 The second point is, I think, when counsel 
was talking 

19 about reasonable accommodations, she was talking 
about Health 

20 and Safety Code Section 1254.4, which the Court 
is familiar 

21 with. And I think there's two points that I 

need to make, and one of them is a representation 

that I can make as an attorney for Kaiser. 

Kaiser has made an assumption during this 

past few weeks that there definitely is a 

religious component to this. We know 
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that because we know the organization that Ms. 

Snyder works for, and I don't mean that in a 

pejorative way, but we know that that is a 

component of what is being done here. There also 

have been discussions with family members. 

5 So the things that Kaiser has done separate 
and apart from 

6 whatever was required by court order have been 
part of the 

7 reasonable accommodation that Kaiser has been 
providing based 

8 upon what it understood as primarily a religious 

and perhaps a 9 philosophical disagreement about 

the determination of death. 

10 The statute is also very clear on two 
points, and many of 
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11 these statutes may not be that clear, but it 

talks about a brief 12 period of time for an 

accommodation. I think certainly under 

13 these circumstances two weeks -

14 THE COURT: A reasonably 

brief period. 

15 MR. CURLIANO: Reasonably brief. And it 
also does say 

16 under subsection (e) that there shall be no 
private right of 

17 action to sue pursuant to this section. I know 
there isn't a 

18 lawsuit directly related to this section, but it 
makes me 

19 question how mandatory this section is as it 
relates to the 

20 issue we are dealing with today; but I guess the 
bigger issue 
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21 is, I think, we have a two-week period of time 

where Kaiser has provided accommodations through 

me, through my office, through our physicians, 

through our nurses. 

THE COURT: And really, what it comes down 

to, 1254.4 is it's the subsection (d) that 

addresses reasonable and defines reasonable from 

Kaiser's perspective; and that is care and time, 

to paraphrase -- and correct me if I'm stating the 

statute incorrectly -- that is being taken away 

from other perspective patients or those of need 

of urgent care. I think those are the 

5 words to that effect. I can look it up exactly, 
but that's what 
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6 I recall the definition of reasonable is under 

this statute as 7 well; and I have heard from Dr. 

Myette on those issues so ... 

8 MS. SNYDER: I mean, we were not notified 
that this period 

9 of time was associated with religious 
accommodation, and that's 

10 one thing, and I think the organization that I 
work for is not a 

11 religious organization per se. I think that's 
completely 

12 irrelevant to the facts at hand. And the brief 
accommodation is 

13 for all purposes; and, again, the reasonable 

accommodation, as 14 you noted, is specifically for 

this religious accommodation. 

15 
that? 
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16 MS. SNYDER: Again, in other cases, they --
there has been 

17 a period of approximately one month. In the 
Dority case, it was 

18 one month. In the Jahi McMath case, I believe it 
was 

19 approximately that. There was -- I believe at 

the point where 20 we are now there was a two-week 

extension granted. 

21 THE COURT: There were other extenuating 

circumstances in both the Dority and the McMath 

case. I think we can all agree upon that. 

In terms of, again, going back to the 

statute itself again, subsection (b) talks about 

reasonably being an amount of time for the 

patient's next of kin to be gathered to come to 

the bedside, essentially paraphrasing. That's my 
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understanding of what that subsection addresses 

with respect to reasonable from the patient's 

point of view. Arn I incorrect? 

5 MS. SNYDER: I do believe, though, in the 
Jahi McMath case 

6 that the religious accommodation did entail 
allowing time for 

7 that transfer to occur; and, again, that was not 
an indefinite 

8 period of time. There was -- but there was 
another two-week 

9 period -- and I'm not sure what the extenuating 
circumstances 

10 would be in that case that are not present in 
this case or that 

11 there wouldn't be a separate set of 

circumstances in this case 12 that would warrant 

that additional period of time. 13 THE 
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COURT: All right. Thank you. Anything further from 

14 either of you gentlemen? 

15 MR. CURLIANO: Nothing further, Your Honor. 

16 THE COURT: Ms. Snyder, anything further? 

17 MS. SNYDER: Nothing further. 

18 THE COURT: Let me take just a moment to 

read these 19 documents that have just been 

received. I have the declaration 20 of Angela 

is it Clement or Clemente? 

21 MS. SNYDER: Clemente. 

THE COURT: Thank you. All right. I 

have read and reviewed the documents that 

were submitted on behalf of Ms. Fonseca. 

Understanding that we are now almost two 
weeks into the 
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initial petition, the temporary restraining order, 

the subsequent restraining order, and then the one 

after that which leads us here today, I know 

during that time from the representations of each 

of you that efforts have been made and 

5 are continuing to be made to transfer Israel. 

6 While it may not be acceptable or 
understandable for 

7 reasons I can appreciate to Ms. Fonseca or Mr. 
Stinson, Kaiser 

8 cannot be in a position to where they continue on 

for whatever 9 lengthy periods of time to attempt 

to find facilities; and I say 10 that given what the 

legislature has done here. 

11 It isn't an issue with this court of what 
the medical 

12 providers or the medical profession sees or 
decides or 
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13 determines or their various positions as medical 

professionals 14 as to what truly is or is not brain 

death or the vitality of an 15 individual. 

16 The legislature in California has passed a 
law, and that's 

17 what I need to look at and make a determination 
as to whether or 

18 not that law has been passed, whether or not that 
law has been 

19 complied with; and that's the essence of that 

petition that 20 originally started this was for 

this court to make that 21 determination. 

The Court allowed time for the parents to 
obtain medical 

evidence to be presented to this court that the 
determinations 

by Kaiser 
into that --

and if you wish to include UC Davis 
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but to the determinations by Kaiser of the two 

independent physicians of a determination of brain 

death, pursuant to the statute, whether or not those 

were done in a medically accepted and approved 

manner. After almost two weeks now, I have not 

received that. That is not forthcoming to this 

court. 

5 What I'm going to do is this: Pursuant to 
section 1254.4, 

6 I am going to continue this TRO to this Friday, 
the 29th, at 9 

7 a.m. in this department for purposes of Kaiser 
now, expressly, 

8 with no misunderstanding, providing the next 

of kin or the 9 family with that reasonably 

brief period of accommodation 10 pursuant to 

1254.4. 
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11 I will include within this extension of the 
TRO for a 

12 couple of days, and we can make appropriate 
modifications to the 

13 one that I did last time that, should the family 
and Kaiser 

14 agree that there is an acceptable facility to be 

transferred to 15 during that time, that those 

efforts would be done and 16 accommodated. 

17 And I base this in large part time-wise as 
well as the 

18 information the Court received today, and that is 
the affidavit 

19 from Ms. Clemente. Even though it's dated April 
27th, she 

20 discusses going back and receiving this on April 
20th, so there 

21 has been, in her own opinion, a minimum of seven 
to ten days 
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that will have been just about the time, 

under her own declaration, when we come 

back on Friday at 9 a.m. 

So to the extent the declaration -- I'm 

sorry the TRO that was filed on April 22nd 

needs to be modified, on page 2, we will strike 

"Sacred Heart Medical Center and the reference 

therein," and if I say "transfer to an acceptable 

facility -- an acceptable medical facility which 

has agreed to admit Israel." 

Number 2, striking "transportation to Sacred 

Heart" to - 5 it would read instead "to an 

acceptable medical facility," and I 

6 would include "by AirCAREl and/or other 

acceptable 7 transportation service acceptable to 

both Kaiser and Ms. Fonseca 
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8 and Mr. Stinson." 

9 Number 3 would continue, adding after 
AirCAREl, at the end 

10 of the paragraph that I had just mentioned about 
or other 

11 acceptable transportation, whatever the language 
was I had said 

12 there . · Again, in paragraph number 4 , after 

AirCAREl would 13 include that additional 

transportation language. 

14 
physician" 

Paragraph 5 would be "with the admitting 

15 that's striking "Sacred Heart" -- and that 

approved medical 16 provider would be included 

there in both places, 19 and 20 17 lines, where 

that is indicated. 

18 I believe the rest of it would be a 
continuing line except 
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19 we would strike on page 3 -- this is continuing 
on to paragraph 

20 6 that starts on the proceeding page -- item 
number B at line 7 

21 would read "Friday, April 29th, 2016, 9 a.m." 

and, of course, paragraph 7, "setting the 

further proceedings" -- as I have 

indicated here "for this 

Friday." Anything 

further, Ms. Snyder? 

MS. SNYDER: I did have a question. I just 

wanted to 
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confirm that an acceptable medical facility would 

encompass or include the arrangements that Angela 

Clemente has set forth in her declaration. 

THE COURT: I want to hear from Kaiser on 
that. 

5 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, having just 
reviewed the 

6 declaration, I can see in principle, if it is 
something that can 

7 be confirmed by my medical providers, it would be 
appear to be 

8 something that would be appropriate. I can't 
make that 

9 representation as an attorney, though, but I have 
in fact, I 

10 did that out in the hall. I e-mailed it to the 

providers, and 11 I'll find out as soon as we get 
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out, or I can check right now if 12 the Court would 

like. 

13 THE COURT: Why don't you go ahead so we 

can make this 14 certain for everyone, or as 

certain as we can anyway. 

15 Mr. Coffman? 16 MR. COFFMAN: 

Given the way things seem to be going, Your 17 

Honor, could I be excused from these proceedings? 

18 THE COURT: Yes, sir. Thank you for being 
here, sir. 

19 MR. COFFMAN: No problem, Your Honor. 

20 MR. CURLIANO: Your Honor, I had a brief 
conversation with 

21 Dr. Myette about the issue of potentially what 

we will refer to as a subacute facility, and I'm 

going off the declaration we looked at. 
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Putting aside whether or not they will 

accept Israel, in principle, Kaiser has no 

problem, Dr. Myette in particular. We would do 

the same things that we would do to prepare the 

child for transport to any other facility; and 

since the agreement that we had reached last week 

that says that Kaiser is no longer 

legally responsible for care and treatment, we 

would leave the 5 treatment to the facility the 

child is being transferred to. 

6 The only concern is -- my understanding and 
Dr. Myette had 

7 mentioned this is that a subacute facility, 
even if it is in 

8 a residence, may require a PEG and a trach before 
the Israel 

9 is transferred. If that's the issue, then that 
is not something 
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10 that Kaiser can accommodate. If it is not, then 

we wou1d go 11 back to what we principa1ly agreed 

to do which is stabi1ize and 12 make sure the child 

is prepared for transport. 

13 THE COURT: Ms. Snyder, with the 
understanding -- I think 

14 I have made it c1ear, but I'm not going to order 

or direct that 15 Kaiser -- I'm not going to put 

those doctors under Ca1ifornia 

16 1aw into that ethica1 di1emrna, that they 

17 MS. SNYDER: And I rea1ize this is I 

don't know if 

18 there's anything if this is a 1iabi1ity issue, 

if there's 19 anything that we can address with 

respect to potentia1 1iabi1ity 

20 or 
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21 MR. CURLIANO: If it was -- and that's -

MS. SNYDER: Is that a question of liability 

for -- to do those procedures? 

MR. CURLIANO: It's a much bigger issue, 

Your Honor, and at the top of the list is ethical 

considerations. 

THE COURT: Right. I understand. 

MR. CURLIANO: That's pretty 

substantial. MS. SNYDER: I just thought 

that, if it were, we could address that. 

5 THE COURT: Okay. So I'm going to have my 

temporary 6 restraining order continued under the 

language that I proposed 7 earlier then. Mr. 

Curliano? 

8 MR. CURLIANO: I know my hand moved up. 
It's the Italian 
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9 in me. One brief point, because I do need to 
make it for the 

10 record, I'm not sure if the Court has just 
considered the 

11 documents that were provided by petitioner today 
are formally 

12 admitted into evidence; but in particular, with 
respect to the 

13 declaration of Dr. Byrne to the extent it becomes 

part of the 14 record, I don't believe that there's 

an appropriate foundation 15 for Dr. Byrne to 

provide that opinion. 

16 I certainly don't think in this context at 
this stage of 

17 the proceedings that a declaration has any 
evidentiary value; 

18 and I don't believe that he is qualified, for 

reasons that I 19 think we have enumerated 
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previously on the record, to provide an 20 opinion 

in this case. 

21 And finally, I think, without reading it, 
if you go to 

22 
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paragraph 14, that is really his opinion -- and I 
think I 

articulated it earlier as my offer of proof --

brain death is not true death, and I don't believe 

you can have an expert opine that California law 

is wrong and his opinion therefore becomes 
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relevant. I just wanted to say that for the 
record. 

THE COURT: Thank you. I have read and 
reviewed them. 

Let me just state this. Let me say a couple of 
things here. 

Bear with me for a moment before we close out 

here. I want to 5 read -- paraphrasing from 

Dority: 

6 / "In the case before us, we have a petition 
after the 

7 doctors have made their brain death 
determination. A portion of 

8 the hearing was devoted to medical testimony 
which resulted in 

9 the court's declaring the infant brain dead. We 

find no 10 authority mandating that a court must 

make a determination brain 11 death has occurred. 
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12 Section 7180 requires only that the 
determination be made 

13 in accordance with accepted medical standards. 
As a safety 

14 valve, Health and Safety Code Section 7181 calls 

for an 15 independent confirmation of brain death 

by a second physician. 

16 This is, and should be, a medical problem and we 
find it 

17 completely unnecessary to require a judicial, 
quote, rubber 

18 stamp, end quote" -- the word of the appellate 
decision in 

19 Dority -- "on this medical determination. This 

does not mean 20 parents or guardians are foreclosed 

from seeking another medical 21 opinion. 
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In this case, both the treating and 
consulting physicians 

agreed brain death had occurred. No medical 

evidence was introduced to prove otherwise. The 

medical profession need not go into court every 

time it declares brain death where the diagnostic 

test results are irrefutable," quoting that 

paragraph 

in Dority at 278. 

So that's what I have focused upon here, and 
I must follow 

the law. That's what I'm required to do. I take 

an oath to do 5 that. Citizens expect and demand 

that of me, and that's what I 6 have to do is 

follow that law. 

7 The information before me right now has 
shown that there's 
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8 a determination of death that has been made in 
accordance with 

9 accepted medical standards under 7181, that 
safety valve that 

10 the Dority court refers to, and there has been 
independent 

11 confirmation by another physician. Similar to 
Dority, treating 

12 physicians, if you include UC Davis into that and 

the subsequent 13 physicians, it's almost similar in 

terms of what happened in 14 Dority. 

15 It's important to also note something from 
the papers of 

16 Kaiser at page 7 in their opposition to the 
temporary 

17 restraining order that was filed on April 21st. 
Paragraph 9, 

18 "This is not a situation involving a person in a 
persistent 
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19 vegetative state where the person is in a wakeful 
unconscious 

20 state with a diminished level of brain 

activity. Rather, 21 Israel's brain has 

permanently and completely stopped 
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functioning." 

Whether there's a disagreement or agreement 

between the physicians as to whether that's the 

case or what have you, under the law, I have to 

make that -- find whether or not that 

determination has been made in accordance with 

medical 

standards. 

All right. Therefore, under -- considering 
those sections 

and finding that those determinations have been 
made and there's 
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5 nothing further before me to refute it, under 
1254.4, though, 

6 I'm going to, as I have indicated here, find the 
next couple of 

7 days to be that reasonable period of time that's 

identified 8 under 1254.4. I will see you folks 

again this Friday at nine 9 o'clock. 

10 MS. SNYDER: Thank you, Your Honor. 

11 MR. CURLIANO: Thank you, Your Honor. 

12 MR. JONES: Thank you. 

13 MR. STINSON: Thank you so much, man. 

God bless. 14 (Whereupon, 

the matter is concluded.) 15 

--000--

16 

17 
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1 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF 

CALIFORNIA 2 IN AND FOR THE 

COUNTY OF PLACER 

3 

4 ISRAEL STINSON, 

5 

6 versus 

--000--

Petitioner, 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) Case No.S-
CV-0037673 

) 

7 UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, ET AL, ) 
) 

8 Defendant. ) REPORTER'S 
) TRANSCRIPT 

9 

10 

11 

12 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF PLACER 

) 

) SS 

) 

I, MELISSA S. SULLIVAN, Certified Shorthand 
Reporter of 

13 the State of California, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing 

14 pages 1 through 34, inclusive, comprises a true and 

correct 15 transcript of the proceedings had in the 

above-entitled matter 16 held on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 

2016. 

17 I also certify that portions of the transcript 

are 18 governed by the provisions of CCP237(a) (2) and 
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that all personal 19 

been redacted. 

juror identifying information has 

20 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed this 

certificate at 21 

of April, 2016. 
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Roseville, California, this 28th day 

MELISSA S. SULLIVAN, CSR 

License No. 13843 
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Declarant, Paul A. &yrne, M.D., states as follows: 

1. I have personal knowledge of all the facts contained herein and If called to testify as a witness I 
would and could competently testify thereto. 

2. I am a physician lfcensed In Missouri, Nebraska and Ohio, I am Board Certified In Pediatrics and 
Neonatal-Perinatal Medicine. I have published articles on ''brain death" and related topics In the medical 
'lii:erature, law literature and the lay pressfor more then thirty years, I have been qualified as an expert 
In matters related to central nervous system dysfunction in Michigan, Ohio, New Jersey, New Vork, 
Montana, Nebraska, Missouri, South Carolfna, and the United States Plstrlct Court for the Eastern 
District of Virginia. 

3. I have reviewed the medical records of Israel Stinson, a 2-year·old boy, a patient In Kaiser 
Permanente, Rosevlile Hospital. I have visited Israel Stinson several times. On April 22 when I visited 
him, he was In the arms of his mother. A ventilator was In place. 

4. Israel suffers from the effects of hypoxia and hypothyroidism as well as other conditions that 
require continuing medical treatment. 

s. Israel receives treatment for diabetes lnslpldus by medication administered Intravenously. The 
patient's family and I agree this treatment should continue. 

6. Israel had asthma attack at home on April 1, 2016. He was taken to Mercy General Hospital ER. 
He was Intubated and then transferred to UC Davis Children's Hospital. ET tube was removed. Shortly 
thereafter, he had difficulty with breathing and suffered a cardloresplratory arrest. He was Intubated, 
placed on a ventilator treated with ECMO. After this, a declar.1tlon of"braln death" was made. 

7. Israel has been receiving vl!htllator support to assist the functioning of his lungs via 
endotracheal tube since Aprll 1. Tracheostomy has not been done. 

8. On Aprll 4, Cranial Doppler showed "Near total absence of blood flow Into the bllateral cerebral 
hemispheres.'' 

PATIENT EVALUATION FOR DETERMINATION OF BRAIN DEATH 
FIRST EXAMINATION AND APNEA TEST 

Patient's Name: !stae! St!osQ!l 

First Exam. Date: M4116 Time:~ Temp: ;1M B/P: 10Q/65 (78) 

A. Pl'ellrnlnary Oi;terminatlon 
1. Patient In coma: no 

A. Cause of coma: nls 
B. Method by which ootrla diagnosed: nfj 
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It Is recorded above on Aprll 4 that Israel Stinson Is not In coma. 

Than, on April 8, the following Is recorded, again as "First Examination end Apne• test." So, which is the 
first? 

PATIENT EVALUATION FOR DETERMINATION OF BRAIN DEATH 
FIRST EXAMINATION AND APNElA TEST 

Patient's Name: Israel StiQson 

First Ex~m. Date: 418116 ilme: 2M_ Temp; 36.9 B/P: 106/69 (78) 

A. Preliminary Determination 
1. Patient in coma: no 

And again, not In coma. 

8(a) An apnea test has been done on Israel 3 times. The first test was Aprll 8. He was made acldotic 
(pH 7 .13) and hypercapnelc (pC02 76), It must be noted that the Doppler stlll recorded blood flow on 
April 4, which was prior to the first apnea test. 

The second apnea test was on Aprll 12. Again he was made severely acldotic (pH S.15) and severe 
hyperapneic (p C02 76), 

Apnea test 3 was done April 14. His pC02 Increased to 82 and pH decreased to 7.15. This was not bad 
enough, 50 no ventilator life support was continued for another 3 minutes. By then the pH was dawn to 
7.10 and the pC02 lntreased ~extremely high level of 95. 

/These tests tiaiie caused Israel to have severely elevated levels of carbon dioxl~e and caused severe 
. 'a~idiisis, Th<ise t~~ts·coulil iloH;i!~e'li~i~il1~ra~1. Filrtn~r;ih~.tf\1iiltirne wasarilir.lsraei'$ parents ··· 
'requestedthat.:tes1;1nlinb.t'bedt>ne. · ' 

' ' . . .·. ' . . . . . . ' ' ' . . .. ·.•. - . ~. 

9. Israel's only nutrition since April 1 has been Dextrose, the equivalent of 7-Up, He has been 
starved of protein, fat and vitamins. 

9. Israel's parentS requested thyroid blood studies Aprll 17. They were done on Aprll 18. Results 
showed that Israel has hypothyroidism. His parents requested that thyroid be given ell!!ry 6 hours. 
Thyroid was started on Aprll 18, but only once a day. 

10. Prior to Aprll 17/18 Israel was not tested or treated for his hypothyroidism, which has probably 
been present since his cardloresplratorv er rest. Thyroid hormone Is necessary for'ordlnarv normal 
health and healing of the brain. lack of thyroid hormone may account for his continued coma. The 
following Information on the Importance of hypothyroidism In cases of bralri .damage is from publrshed 
studies: 

A) Shulga A, Blaesse A, Kysenlus l<, Huttunen HJ, Tanhuanpil3 K, Saarma M, Rivera t. ThyroKin 
regulates BDNF expression to promote surviver of Injured neurons. Mol Cell Neurosci. 2009 
Oec;42(4):408·18. dot: 10.1016/j.mcn.2009.09.002. Epub 2009 Sep16. 
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Abstr.ict: A growing amount of evidence Indicates that neuronal trauma can Induce a 
recapitulation of developmental-like mechanisms for neumnal survival and regeneration. 
COncurrentlv, onto11enic dependency of central neurons for brain-derived neurotrophlc factor 
(BDNF) Is lost during maturation but is re-acquired after Injury. Here we show In organotyplc 
hlppocampal slices that thyra>Cfn, the thyroid hormone essential for normal CNS development, 
Induces up-regulation of BDNF upon Injury. ThlHhange In the effect of thyroxln Is crucial to 
promote survival arid regeneration of dama11ed central neurons. In addition, the effect of 
thyroxln on the expression of the K-CI cotransporter (KCC2), a marker of nauronal maturation, Is 
changed from down to up-regulation. Notablv, previous results in humans have shown that 
during the first few days after traumatic brain Injury or spinal cord Injury, thyroid hormone 
levels are often diminished. Our data suggest that maintaining normal levels of thyroidn during 
the early post-traum11tlc phase of CNS Injury could have a therape~tlcelly pasitive effect. 

Available at: httD;Uwww.h!ndawl.cOm/loumal,Ultr/2013/312104/ 

Bl Mourouzls I, Politi E, Pantos c. Thyroid hormone and tissue repair: new tricks for an old 
hormone? J Thyroid Res. io13;2013:312104. dol: 10.1155/2013/312104. Epub 2013 Feb 25. 

Abstract: Although the role of thyroid hormone during embryonic development has long been 
recognized, its role later in adult fife remains largely unknown. However, several lines of 
evidence show thet thyroid hormone is crucial to the response to stress and to poststress 
rac:overy and repair. Along this line, TH administration In almost every tissue resulted In tissue 
repair after various Injuries lncludi"i ischemla, chemical insults, Induction of Inflammation, or 
exposure to radiation. This novel action may be of therapeutic relevance, and thyroid 
hormone may constitute a paradigm for pharmacoloaic-lnduced tissue repair/regeneration. 

C) Shulga A, Rivera c. Interplay between thvroxln, BDNF and GABA 1n Injured neuron,. 
Neuroscience. 2013 Jun 3;239:241-52. do!: 10.1016/J.neurosclance.2012.12.007. Epub 2012 Dec 
13. 

Abstract: Accumulating experimental evidence suggests that groups ofneurons In tile CNS might 
react to pathological insults by activating developmental-like programs for survival, 
regeneration and re-etabllshment of lost connections. For Instance, In cell and animal models It 
was shown that after trauma mature central neurons become dependent on brain-derived 
neurotrophlc factor (BDNFI trophic support for survival. This event Is preceded by a shift of 
postsynaptlc GABAA receptor-mediated responses from hyperpolarizatlon to developmental· 
llke depolarization. These profound functional changes In GABAA receptor·medlated 
transmission and the requirement of Injured neurons for BDNF trophic support are 
Interdependent. Thyroid hormones (THs) plav a crucial role in the development of the nervous 
system, having significant effects 011 dendrltlc branching, svnaptogenesls and axanal growth to 

name a few. In the adult nervous svi;tem TH thyroxin has been shown to have a 
neuroprotectlve effect 11nd to promote regeneration in experlment11I trauma models. 
Interestingly, after trauma there rs a qualitative change In the regulatory effect of thvroxi11 on 
BDNF expression as well as an GABAergic: transmission. In this review we provide en overview 
of the post-traumatic cha11ges In these signaling systems and dlscus.s the potentl;1I slgnlflcance 
of their interactions for the development of novel therapeutic strategies. 
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The results oftest of thyroid function of Israel Stinson ate: 

4/17/16 TSH: 0.07 (normal 0,7-5) 

4/17/16: T4: 0.4 (Normal .S-1.7) 

Israel's brain (hypothalamus) Is not producing sufficient TSH, thyroid stimulatlng 
hormone, which has a half-llfe of only a few minutes. 

If Image scans are not sensitive enough to detect circulation In his brain, his brain may 
be only functionally silent but still functionally recoverable If proper treatment is given. 

T4 ls low and brain edema has turned into brain myxedema. rfT4 ls given, brain 
circulation can increase and resume normal levels, thereby restoring normal neurological and 
hypothalami~ function, 

i1. Israel Is dependent upon ventilator to keep him alive; Tracheostomy Is Indicated to facilltate his 
treatment and care. A tracheostomy needs to be done. If the endotracheal tube is. removed, very llkely 

. tsrael's airway will not remain open for breathing. If lsraells disconnected from the ventilator, he llkelv 
W<lUld be unable to breathe on his own because of the duration of time he has been on the ventilator. 

;ii. ·. ·· With proper medical treatment as ProP9$ed b_y. his parents .. lsraeUs likely to,contlnue .. to rillf!, · 
. . ,. - ... ·-·· . .. '· - :·· -·· - -· ... - ··- ' ..... -· -- ... '.. . ' . . . . . ' . ' ... -. .. 7 . 

andmav fi!ld llmlted toJull recqv.l!rv of bral11 f1mctlon~ and. may possibly regain consciousness. 

13. Israel has a beating heart without support by a pacemaker or medlcetlons. Israel has circulation 
and respiration and many Interdependent functioning organs Including liver, kidneys and pancreas. In 
spite of low thyroid Israel's bodv manifests healing. Israel Stinson Is a living person who passes urine and 

. .. uld digest food and have bowel movements if he were fed through a nasogastrlc or PEG tube/i'li~_se ·'. 
. ~re. netio~sthat do notoccu~·ill~ cadaver after.tiuacleath •. ,./. . .· 

\..; 

14. , i\ Patients In a condition similar to Israel Stlnson's clinical state may indeed achieve total or !lartial 
rie~. ' glcal recovery ~ven aft(;~ tiiivlngf~lflJf'eclcriteria of ~b,jiln.death" leiallv accepted lntl)e State.of .. 
. fcirnl~; orestabllshed·anywliere tn the .. wodd, pipvlded that.they receive treatments based on recent. 

•. sCiiintmifiriil1ng$(altitQuslinoi:)/¢C:CiitimohlyJncorpor~tedlnto medical practice). 
,-.• ...... ,.·,• " ,. ··'' . ······'·· .. . 

15. The criteria for "brain death" are m11ltlple and there is no consensus as to which set of criteria to 
use (Neurology 2008). The criteria supposedly demonstrate alleged brain damage from which the 
patient cannot recover. However, there are many patients who have recovered after a declaration of 
"brain deatfl," (See below.) Israel Is not deceased; Israel Is not a cadaver. Israel has a beating heart with 
a strong pulse, blood pressure and circulation. Israel makes urine end would digest food and have bowel 
movements If he is fed. These are Indications that Israel is alive. 

16. Israel needs a warming device, but he Is not a cold corpse. His bodv temperature has not 
equlllbrated with the environmental temperature as would have occurred if Israel were a corpse. 
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17. The. latest scientific reports Indicate that patients deemed to be "brain de11d" are actually 
neurologlcally recoverable. I recognize that sucfl treatments are not commonly done. Further It Is 
recognized that the public and the Court must be wondering why doctors don't all agree that "brain 
death" Is true death. lsrae~ like many others, continues to live In spite of llttle or no attention to detall 
necessary for treating a person on a ventilator. Israel, like all of us needs thyroid hormone, Many 
persons are on thyroid hormone because they would die without It. 

18. The diagnosis of "brain death" Is currently based on the occurrence of severe brain swelling 
unresponsive to current therapeutic methods. The brain swelling in Israel Stinson began with the 
cardlorespiratory arrest that occurred more than 3 weeks ago. Progressive expansion of brain awe!llng 
raises the pressure inside the skull thereby compressing the blood vessels that supply nutrients and 
oxygen to the brain tissue itself. Upon reaching makimum levels, the pressure inside the skull may 
eventually stop the cerebral blood flow causing brain damage. However, Israel Stinson may achieve 
even complete or nearly complete neurological recovery if he Is olvenproper treatment soon. Every day 
that passes, Israel Is deprived of adequate nutrition and thyroid hormone required for healing. 

19. The questions presented here refer to (1) the unreliability of methods that have been used to 
Identify death and (2) the fact that na therapeutic methods that would enable bl'l!ln recovery have been 
used so far. In fact, the Implementation af nutrition and adequate therapeutic methods are being 
obstructed In the hope that Israel's heart stops beating, thereby precluding his recovery throush the 
implementation of new therapeutic methodologies. 

20. Israel stlnson's brain Is probably supplied by a partially reduced level of blood flow, Insufficient 
to allow full functioning of his brain, such as control of respiratory muscles and production of a hormone 
controlled by the brain Itself. This Is called thyroid rtlmulatlng hormone, TSH, which then stimulates the 
thyroid gland to produce Its own hormones. With insufficient amount TSH Israel has hypothyroidism. 
The consequent deficiency of thyroid hormones sustains cerebral edema and prevents proper 
functioning of the brain that control respiratory muscles. 

21. On the other hand, partially reduced blood flow to his brain, despite being sufficient to maintain 
vitality of the brain, Is too low to be detected through Imaging tests currently used for that purpose. 
Employing these methods currently used for the declaration of "brain death" confounds NO EVIDENCE 
of circulation to his brain with actual ABSENCE of circulation to i'ds brain, Both reduced availablllty of 
thyroid hormones and partial reduction of brain blood flow also Inhibit brain electrical activity, thereby 
preventing the detection of brain waves on the EEG. The methods currently used for the declaration of 
"brain death" confound flat brain waves with the lack of vltallty of the cer<lbral cortex. It is noted that 
EEG has not been done on Israel Stinson, 

22. In 1975, Joseph, a patient of mine, was on a ventilator for 6 weeks. He wouldn't move or 
breathe. An EEG was fiat without brainwaves, which was Interpreted by neurologists as "consistent with 
cerebral death." It was suggested to stop treatment. I continued to treat him. tventually, Joseph was 
weaned from the venttlator, went to school and Is now married and has 3 chlldren. 

23. In 2013,Jahi McMathwas In hospital In Oakland, CA. When I visited her In the hospital in 
Oakland, Jahl was In a condition similar to Israel. A death certificate was Issued on Jahl on December 12, 
2013. Jahl was transferred to New Jersey Where tracheostomy and gastrostomy were done and thyroid 
medication was given. Multiple neurologists recently evaluated Jahl and found that she no lonserfulfllls 
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any criteria for "brain death. Since Jahl has been In New Jersey, she has had her 14"' and 15"' birthdays. 
The doctors In Oakland declared Jahl dead and Issued a death certificate. Jahl's mother said no to taking 
Jahl's organs and no to turning off her venttlator. Israel's parents are savlog no to taking Israel's organs 
and to taking away his life support. Just Ilka Jahi's mother I 

24. The fact that lsraers brain still controls or at !east partially controls his blood pressure and 
temperature and produces some thyroid stimulating hormone indicates that his brain Is functioning and 
not Irreversibly damaged. Rather, Israel is in a condition best described In layman's terms as similar to 
partial hibernation-a status to which an Insufficient production of thyroid hormones also contributes. 

25. The admlnistr~tlori of thyroid hormone constitutes a fundamental therapeutic method that can 
reduce brain edema, relieving the pressure of cerebral edema on blood vessels and restoring normal 
levels of brain blood flow. By reestabllshlng the normal range of brain blcod flow, recovery of his brain 
can be expected. In other words, he would ret1aln consciousness and breathe on his own (Without the 
aid of mechanical ventilation). That, however, cannot be accomplished by using only a ventilator and not 
Giving adequate nutrition. Israel Indeed requires active treatment capable of Inducing neurological 
recovery. Correction of other metabolie disorders mav enhance his chances of recovery. 

26. Even a person In optimal cllnlcal condition would be et risk of death after weeks of 
hypothyroidism and on IV sugar (similar to only 7-up). Israel Stinson needs a Court order reQUlrlng Kaiser 
Permanente to actively promote the Implementation of all measures necessary for Israel's survival and 
neurological recovery, Including tracheostomy, gastrostomy, thvroid hormone, and proper nutrition to 
prevent death. 

27. Israel Stinson needs the following procedures done: 

a. Tracheostomv and gastrostomv 

1:1. Serum T3, T4, TSH and TRH (thyroid releasing hormone). 

c. levothyroidne 25 mcg nasoenterlcally, nasogastrlcally or IV every 6 hours the first 
day; dose needs to be adjusted thereafter In accord with TSH, T3 and T4. 

d. Samples for lab tests for growth hormone (maybe serum samples can be frozen for 
future non-STAT tests). 

e. Serum Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-1) to evaluate growth hormone deflcleney. 

f. Parathormone (PTHJ and 25(0H)D3 to evaluate vitamin D deficiency and 
replacement. 

g. Continue to follow elactrolytes (sodium, chloride, potassium, magnesium, total and 
Ionized calcium), creatlnine and BUN. 

h. Continued monitoring of blood gases. 

!. Serum albumin and protein levels. 

j. CBC Including WBC with differential and platelet caunt. 

k. Urinalysis (Including quantitative urine culture and 24-hour urine protein). 
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I. Continue accurate Intake and Output. 

m. Diet with 40 g of protein per day (nasoenter!cally or nasogastrically). Fat Intravenous 
until feedings are Into stomach. 

n. IV fluids (volume and composition to be changed accordln11 to dally serum levels of 
electrolytes (sodium, chloride, potassium, magnesium, total and Ionized calclum) 
and fluid balance. 

o. Water, nasoenterlcally or nasogastrlcally, If necessary to treat hypernatremia -
volume and frequency according to serum sodium. 

p. Fludrocortisone Acetate (Fiorlnef") iablets USP, 0.1 mg- one 
tllblet (nasoenterlcally or nasogastrlcally) per day; 

q, Prednlsone 10 mg (nasoenterically or nasogastrlcally) twice per day; 

r. Continue Vasopressln IM, or Desmopressln acetate nasal spray (DDAVP- synthetic 
vasopressin analogue) one or two times per day according to urinary output; 

s. Human growth hormone (somatropln) [0.006 ms/kg/day (12 kg" 0.07 mg per day)J 
subcutaneously; 

t. Arg!nine Alph9 t<etoglutarate (AAKG) powder 10 g diluted In water (nasoenterlcally 
or nasogastrlcally) four times per day; 

u. Pyridoxal-phosphate ("coenzymated BG", PLP) • sublingual administration four times 
per day; 

v. Taurlne 2 g diluted In water (nasoenterically or nasogastrlcally) four times per day; 

w. Cholecalc:lferol 30.0DO IU three times per day (nasoenterlcaUy or naso11astrlcally) for 
3 days. Then 7,000 IU three times per day (nasoenterical\y or nasogastrlcally) from 
day4. 

x. Riboflavin 20 mg four times per day (nasoenterically or nasogastrlcally) 

y. Follc acid S ms two times per day (nasoenterlcally or nasogastrlcally). 

z. Vitamin B12 l,ODD mcg once per day (nasoenterlcally or nasogastrlcally), 

aa. Concentrate/ mercury-free omege·3 (DHA I EPA) 3 cc four times per day 
(nasoenterically or nasogastrlcally). 

bb. Chest physiotherapy 

tc. Blood gases; adjust ventllator accordingly. 

dd. Keep oxygen saturation 92-98% 

ee. Air mattress that cycles and rotates air. 

ff. Presser agents to keep BP at 70-80/50·60. 
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27. In a situation such as this where continued provision of life-sustaining measures such es 
ventilator, medications, water and nutrltfon are at Issue, lt Is my professional judgment that the dectsron 
regarding their appropriateness rests wlth the famlly, not the medical profession. 

References to some of those whu have recovered after a declaration of "brain deathu: 

Hospital staff began discussing the prospect of harvesting her organs for donation when she squeezed 
her mother's hand. Kopf was mistakenly dedared dead In hospital but squeezed her mother's hand In 
1breatht11klng mll'acl11.' 
httas:IJw.ww,drol!b011.com/s/dttl4hkk!t89!1cvl!/ober%ZOShqgtln!l%20Vict!m%20Abl11all%20Koof%20G 
oinR%ZOFrom%20Vlctlm%20to%20Su11tivor%ZO %20NBC%,.2gNlghtly%20News.mp4?dl=O 

Zack Dunlap from Oklahoma. Doctors said he was dead, and a transplant team was ready to take his 
organs - until a voung man came back to life 
htto;//www.msnbc.msn.com/idl23768436/:htto://www.ljfesltenews.roml!dn/2Q08/mar/08032709.htm 
1 March 2008 

Rae Kupferschmldt: htto://wWw.llfesltenews.comlldn/2008/feb/08021508.html, February 2008. 

Fre11chman began breathing on own as docs prepared to harvest his organs 
www. msnbc.msn.comf!d/2SQ81786 

Australian woman survives "brain death" bttp://www.lifesltenews.com!news/braln·dead-woman
recovers-after=husband-refu:;es-to-wlthdraw-llfe..support UIM 
sourq=LlfeSiteNews.co®Dallv+Newsletter&utm campaiRn=231fd2c2c9-
LlfeSlteNews §Qm US HeadllnesOS 12 2011&utm medlum=emall 

Val Thomas from West Virginia 
WOMAN WAKES AFTER HEART STOPPED, RIGOR MORTIS SET IN 
http://www.foxnews.com/stgry/0,2933.351463,0Q.html 

http:/fwww.llfesltenews.com/!dn/2008/mav/080S2709.html. May 2008. 

An unconscious man almost dissected alive: 
httl>:/lwww.!!fesltenews.com/ldn/2008/iyn/08061308.html. June 2008 

Gloria Cruz: http://www.llfesltenews.com/news/braln-dead-womao·recoyers-aftar-husband-refuses·to• 
wilhdraw·life-supportlMav 2011 

Madeleine Gauron: http:/lwww.!l!'§sltenews.com/news/brnln-dead=auebec·woman-wakes-uo-aftiit· 
famlly·refuses=0111an-donatlon.Julv 2011 
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References that "brain death" is not true death include: 

Joffe. A. Brain Death IS Not Death: A Critique of the Com:ept, Criterion, and Tests of Brain Death. 
Reviews In the Neurosclences, 20, 187-198 (2009), and Rill, 1990; McCullagh, 199~; Evans, 1994; Jones, 
1995; Watanabe, 1997; Cranford, 1998; Potts et al., 2000; Taylor, 1997; Reuter, 2001; tock, 2002; Byrne 
and Weaver, 2004; Zamperettl et al., 2004; de Mattel, 2006; Joffe, 2007; Truog, 2007; Karakatsanls, 
2008; Verheijde et al., 2009. Even the President's Council on Bioethics (20081, in Its white paper, has 
rejected "brain death" as true death. 

VERIFICATION 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the law of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct. 

Executed on_.._,,..,""yi_-_'V __ c._-_~"'-"...._b 

-'"" fl4ut/. ~&;;; wP 
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PAPER 

In what circumstances will a neonatologist decide 
a patient is not a resuscitation candidate? 
Peter Daniel Murray, 1 Denise Esserman, 2 Mark Randolph Mercurlo9

•
4 

ABSTRACT 
Objer;tlue The purpose of !his s!udy was to determine 
the opinions of plilcti~ng neonatologlsts n:gardlng the 
ethlall permisslbmty of unilateral Do NO! Attempt 
Resuscl!Srton (ONAR) decisltlns In the neona1<1l Intensive 
care unit. 
Studr design An anonymous suNey regarding the 
permlssibillty of unilateral DNAR orders for three clinical 
vlgnet:tes was sen! to member$ of the American 
Academy of Pedla!riC\I Section of Perinatal Med~ine. 
Re1ults There were 490 out of a possible 3000 
..ipondel'llS (16%), A majoriiy (76%) responded that a 
undateral ONAR decision would be permissible In mes 
for which survlwl was felt to be Impossible. A minor~ 
(25%) responded 'yes' when asked ff a unilateral DNAR 
order would be permissible based solely on neurological 

. prognosis. . · 
Conduslons A majority of neonatologists belleved 
unilateral ONAA decisions are ethically perrniSjible if 
sUM'>i<ll is felt m be lmpos•ibl~ but not permissible 
based solely on poor neurological prognosis. lhis has 
slgnlfitant impllcaUons for dinlcal care. 

Infant below !ho thmhold of viabi!i'I\ and migh• at 
timea decide t'f> forgo attempts at rcsusclration 
wlthoot c>cplicidy .. ckin" pmn<al agrtemcnr, 1n 
cai~a·whercln sum•al 18 felt tO be impOS!ible.6 we 
bypo1hc~s•d that a sub.mmtiol pQJ:tion of neonatal· 
osisti would thccefot• acknowled!l" that they 6nd 
unilatenl ONAR decisions t1hically scoepmble in ac 
Im<"''"' ci!C\1111lt"1Cts, 

STUDY DESIGN 
An anonyrn•u• """<'I' was sent t<> m•rnbers of th• 
Amerio.. Academy of Pedlattlc:a Scc:1ion of 
Pulnatal Medicine (now the Section Oil 

Nconatal-l'erlnaial Medicine) usiog aumymonkoy. 
oom. The eonsent was Implied by completlon of 
the ••rvey. The survey <Vniisttd of throe db1ic:al 
vigoettes followod by queatlon1 regarding die por
misslbiliiy al a unilateral DNA!l ordor fur the spe
cific ""'" Demogmphie inloimation (yeara In 
pracncc; i"ttn•i•• care unit {ICU) l<Nel; unit cap· 
aciey; the presence of tnin•e& •nd th• pmence of a 
neonatal or ps<dlaulc palliative c:sro aetvice) wu 
also t.01locted In an Dl!Ompt ro dommlnt 1ho o!fect 
of thue ~lsdca on nconatologisrs' willins· 

INTRODUCTION ACS$ ro place a unilateral DNAR order, The survoy 
A unilateral Do NotAlt<mpt lltsuscimlon (PNAR) was aen1 on 4 Soptembet 1014 ro th• 3000 
urdet .. tors to a dlldslon by a phylicianlmodlcal mcmbor1 ol the Amcrictn Academy of Pediatric:• 
ceam Iha! ii: mado wilhO\lt pe:mllS!on or aw:nc Secdon of Perinatal Medldno who had an email 
from the padcnt or the paclen~s surtolll'f1' dec!slcn· address llated widl !he st¢on ltllfScrvt and 
malrer. l'Gwblo Juatl6carions mighc Include 1he h!llldned open for l weeks. 
belief that an attcmpicil ~mdon would <>ffat Hypothedcal vignettes were designtd to dttor-
no bcnelic to the patient, or that any possible mint neonamloglsrs' opinions r<gardlng the tlhical 
bcnelit wa1dd be ouMO!ghod. by clie b"'dens to the permt..ibillty of unilateral DNAR otdets in lb10e 
patiollt. 1 Ptoponents of unilamal DNAR dtciaiona scctings: (1) • pocient unlikely to sut'rive • remcita· 
"""" that they avoid unnecemry and painflll inter'- lion, (2) a pad.<nt who n•y survive a tc51l!cil'l1rion 
Vbntlon• at th~ ond of life. 'lhrious medical .ssocl4- but would be nourologlcally dtv-red and (3) a 
tlons, including th• Amor!can Meciicol Aosociation pa<iont for whom thor;eo 18 no cu"dvo treatm ... 
(AMA), have publlohcd code.• of erhic:a that 1Uow avallabk (box l), The fictt vignene ooncerned 
physlclans not to provide interventions durt d1ey do F•ank, • preterm Infant born at 2.2+S weeks gesta
not (eel would he beneficial, but detormlnation of tlon wbo, despite int••oi•• •ffortt, is dyir1g. Tho 
which lntcr~t:ndons might be beneficial ii Often oconawlogist in this vlgncitc believe• ch• padcnt 
nebuloU8.a ' Opponenm of willatc11l DNAR orders will nor ourvlve a rc:austitario• attempt. 'Ihcro has 
arguo that they uaurp !he pacienm' or 111rro1l<'te not yet been a di!Cll"1on wi!h !he femily In thlB 
declslon-mokor" e<hical and legal autbozlt.y to \'ignetc.. TOe mpondents ano BBked whclhtr 
make dec11lons. • placing a unllt!Cl'al DNA!l order is ~ptable 

Whllc ther• is a<kn<>Wledgcmcnt that the when S11tvivol iA felc to be unliltoly, ond whcJi 1ur
parcnl$' right to mako decisions for their child is ~i"'11 i• felt to be lmpo.!siblo, and are then asked ii 
gtm>rally ro bt r••poctcd, the physldan's rtaponsl• chey would place sueh an order. Methods of con· 
biUdea 1omedmt1 incllide protccring the patient lll" "'ed!AtloD in the C'lcnt of disagreement 

To dla: Mu""y Pl>. from maco1ent con$ide:ed harmful or lnhumane.5 betw..,n tho family and cho ph•sloian 1<110rding a e ....... D. MerOldO MR. J ' 
Med trh/6 f'llblished OnliAI We believe that neon•rolopm have parcicular DNAR Otdcr WCI< also queded in this vignecte. 
Fh~ lplla!t incilldr. ll"I famillorlty with the concept of unU.tcra! t>NAR The srconcl v"l{lnette cona:t11td JeMlfcr, a ttrm 
MOhlllVear)doi:T0.!136/ decisions, glv011 tbac chey are, at rim••, consulted female with severe li,..nc•phl!ly who iJ having 
mode1Wa-l0tS-10l941 regarding care and ponlblc res,,..lcatfon for an rc1,ltarory dccompe.,ru:ion, The purpo,. ol thiA 

BMJ Mu1111 P~. ""·I Med E)h .. !016;11:1-6. doi:l1L11l61medeihl ... 1015-to2941 rm I 
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oignette """ to query the opinion of neons.liOlogjm regarding 
cases In which survival mlgi.• bo p .. 1ible ofter a resuscitation, hut 
with poor nourologic:al ouroomc, Thre• question! .follt>wed this 
vignette and centred "'°""d the pe<ml!Slbitil)' of unilatctol DNAll. 
ordets in•- where !hero ls poor neuroloaic-1 prognosls. 

The third viglloric described P<SX1ne, a ierm female who had a 
pulmonary oreery shunt placed sho.nly after bi<ch, which it now 
loll!ng. Pranno alao bear$ • diagnosla !hat l• asooeiar.d with a 
poor neurological prognools. This vigricttc W1I$ designed •o 
query neonatologim' opinions "'8"1"dlng unll8"tal DNAR 
orders in taseB for which there arc no curative tttatm~na: 
a•m1abl<. 

The primary outcome measure was whcchcr or llOt che 
· ql>bried n~onato!oglsr felt the anfta-1 DNAR. order Wllll ethic
ally permissible fo1 the given vignette. x' tests of assoeiotion 
wttc uS<d to determine whether responsos differed by the 
demopphlc chmacri6tics. Anolys1:11 were condu<tcd using SAS 

< , < , • , • ' ~ r r 

B~x 1 , Hyp~:ttie::ti~d{ vi9no:tfe~- ~ · - , _ :", , 
' -. ' ' I ' ' ' ' L " 

2 

V.9.3 (Car11 Nonh Can>lina, USAJ. Siarislic:al signiRconco was 
e11tblished •• o.os. 

RESULTS 
There were 490 reapon..., oat of a possible 3000 "''pondcow 
(16%). Soleetcd demoKraphlc da"' concerning the rcopond•nta 
arc prOYidcd in table L For questions such as 'What is the level 
of 1ho •al: in whl:h you cuttcndy prettlsel', oome respondents 
solc<tcd more than ()lie reaponse. For the primary ou-. hat 
graph• are shown nganling the 11mel•ed permlsolblllty of a 
unllot"'111 DNAR doci!lon blr each vignette In 6gures 1-3. 

l'or the .Sm vlgoette, when .. kcd if a unllamal DNAll order 
would be appropriato whui Sllfvlval ls lc!t m be uulilrtly. 'l % 
of r<&ponden<a anawcrcd yes ((!acstion 1.1). fin even greater 
majority answered in ti... llffirmatlve (77%) when the qutstion ls 
chonged ro indl<ate ,. infant for whom surv.MI Wil .fclr co be 
imponlhle (Que&rion 2. lJ. While a dear majorily of rcspondllnm 
answered thw: a unll:ite<al DNAR order wO\lld bt permwlblc if 
1L1t11ival was fell co be imposslble or unlikely, only SJ% of 
'""ondenm answend thot they would actually plwo ouch an 
order themselves in !his fi...., vignette (Question 3.1), In casea of 
physician-p•.,,nr tonfflor regarding what is peiceioed as best for 
ch• patient, the vast 1najoriq of r<&pondeno clt<d ethic; com
mittee tonsoltation "a method of conflict rcsoludon, Tho •~• 
masc <iced roaour<c was consultetion wich die ....Uca! dlrc<tOr 
or section chief, folt4wod by case discus.lion with a rcprc~nra-
1ive of 1ho rld: man'iemcnt dcpa.ttmcnt, \'try fow •••pondonm 
answered that they WU11Li pUrou~ iempotary ciumdy from the 
rour:ts in ...,ea of phyilclan'"flarent disalt'eerntnl. 

""' __ ,., ______ ...... .,., ___ _ 
'ti ... ·-~-............ _ ..... ,_ ........... ,, 

•·~9al\li!lr e.s.....i..1...,~ ,,,w....urni.A•.J°"""' 

Figure 1 Peicenllgj! who answered 'yes' to vlgnem 1 questions 
1. Is a unilateral llo Not Attempt R"5Uscitatlon (ONAll) permissible 

when survival Is unfiktlyl 
2. 1$ a unlf~ral DNAR pemtliiible wllan survival ls lmJIO$'llble? 
3. Would you actually entet the order in th~ Cll6el 

Mul"Y PD. era(}Msdlrlil<s lOl~O:t~ dg;;10.1t36hnodotlil«-201S-102941 
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0 
1-foOO\'()idktofL«o a.U.U01ttlt11~ &oWtillla:a:~ 

figure 2 P•mmtage who anawemd 'yes' to ~lgnette 2 question• 
1. Is a unllote111I Do Not Attempt Re1usdtation (Dl\IAR} permiS!iblo in 

mes associated with a poor qualll'j of life? · 
2. Is a unilateral DNAR permlsslble in cases where the diagnosis I• 

unknown7 
3, Would you enter a unill1te•al DNAR in llils case? 

For !he lei:ond •ignetto, meant to qoery oplnlon• roguding a 
unllarcral ONAR order in """'' of poor ncumlogical ptogno$it, 
119 (25%) of rho n .. natolagi1" responded chat 11 wao etbicalty 
pecm1981ble to plate • unil"e,..I DNAR order hued on a poor 
ncaroloaical p.<cgnaola and lang-tetm prospeCOI f01: poor q11ailty 
of life (Qdootlon 1.2), Forty-nlrle (10%) answered in tho affinna
tivc when alkccl If they would actually pl~ a 11.Ula!eral DNAll 
order thomselvea baccd cm the inforMBdon presm11<d in visnctta 
2 (Qu..ilon 3.l), l.'ony-<ino (8.S%) responded thot it waa ethic

. all~ pcnni .. ible ro place a unilai."'1 DNAR. order when a di1g-
Jlosls l1 unknowu (Quc:llion 2.2). 

Vlgnc11e 3 com:erned a crldcally ill inf•nt with a poor 11ouro· 
losicol prosnosfs who will soccumb co co11.11cnical heart di$t11$e 
uni ... •Ufiically cOrtOCted. Neonatologist4 Wtte asked If a unl
lai.ral DNAll order would be approprlace if no .c1uadvc 1rea .. 
ment were availablo. 1Wo hundred 111d &io"f'lllx (S1%) 
rcsponden~ felr a unllateral DNAA order would ba appropriate 
In lllCh a..,. (Qi>cs~on 1.3), Olld 171 (37%) responded thac 
they aCl\lally "'ould enact such an order (Quesrion 3.3). Of 
nore, 378 (81%) felt the CT wrgery 1oam was jus~fied in not 
pcrfouning a po1en<1ally llfc·saving P,e,.py based on !he 
pll!ient's pcor neurological prognosis (Question 2.3). 

Whoo analysing the tffecc of yea,. in pracdoe on opinions 
reaarding pe.mll$lbllh:y of a unllaieral DNAR. order, neonatal•· 
glsto with more th>n 15 yom' expedcnoo wl;ft leis llkoly to 

15 """'" ••••••••---·-·-• ,..,_,_•••-

• 1.NoQ1n1lvc,.._ai,ienr 2.CT~l"iuriW 1.\V°"4!1bti\ct\UI 

°"" 
Figure l Perce111aga who answered ·~1· to vl9naltl! 3 questlons 
1. Is a unllate1al Do Not Altompt Resuicltation (DNAR) permissible 

whon na o!her curative therapy oxlsts7 
2. Is the cerdiothorack (CT) •ul!Jfcal teem justified In not operating 

based an a poor qualill' of lilel 
3. Wo•ld vou enll!r a unilateral DNAR In this easel 

Muor"l' PO, OI al I Med flt>1c; 2016;0:1-6. doi!10.11l61mo!etM: .. lDl5·t02941 

100 . 

71 

!'i.pcNltf&.1h'W (n.,_b>1$WHJJ 

Figure 4 PeK!!ntage who answered 'yes' by yeaB In practlte w!l1n 
asked W a unilateral Do Not Attempt Resusdtation (DNAR) was 
permlsslble In '"'°' where survival ls lmpO!slble. p<O.ODI. 

respond 'yes' (p <0.0001) when surVfval was felt to be impoa· 
siblt, •I shown In liguro 4, <hough cvcn in that group a dear 
1Vlajorlry responded in che affirmative. 

1\vo hunc!red and ti~kty'feVM (62%) of the respondents 
answered yes when asked lf they bod a paediatric or neonatal 
palliali9e ca"' ••rv!ce. Approximately 50% (223) tJI those polled 
answered mat their insrillltian hod • wdtton policy ~uiriag 
parental permission ro wlchhold osrdiopolmonary remscltation 
[CPR) with 126 [27%) •n•Wo>rins <hat rhey did not know If 
such. 1 poliq "'i•ied in <heir lnstitullon. St;veniy-Cour par ccn• 
of polled nconatalo~ists ..-d that chey work with medical 
trainees in some capadcy. Th""' were no statistically sigalfiant 
differontO& in tho opinions rcprclina the pertniHlbll!ty of a uni
lateral DNAR. ardor wh<m analy1ed by !Ito prt$Cllcc of a pallla
,.y., airo service, the presence of a wri1ten pollcy rogarding 
DNAR orders or the P""""' of medical trainee:~ 

DISCUSSION 
In an earlier publlcarion, we =<Plortd ethical argumonra In 
favour o' and opposed to, unilarenl DNAR ordota in pacdiu
rics. 1 For thit .....i~ Wll 1ought to de1ermine the opinion• and 
approaches of a fare< 11Umber ol neonacologlats wlrb regard to 
the use of unllat'Oral DNAR orders. It is our undemanding and 
oxpttlcncc that nconarologi!ts common!)' invoke what is a de 
faao unila!<r:al DNAR order In rhe del!vcty room •eldog, in 
rhat !hey commonly do not offer pmnts 1he opdon of 
attel!IPttd r<auacii.tlon at lt!s than 22 weeks' gestation, b.,ed 
an rho perceived impOS3ibiCity of llU«t&S, Sud. an •wroach 
would be consisccnt with ,.con1mendatlons of tho Ameri'"" 
Academy of Pedlaulcs.' tho Canadian Pediatric Society' and rho 
Nufficld Coune1l in the UK.' Thus, we postulated that a siinifi· 
cant pert.wage ol neonaco!aslsn would find a unilateral DNAR 
01:der to be clhicslly aec:<ptablc for a1 lta1t 101ne ••onatal lnfe!t
•ivc cate unit (NICO) pori•ntS, Including chose for whom sor
vi~ai ls fclt ro ha 01<1remely unlikoly or impossible. The &ndingo 
of thb survey support<d that hypothC$is; a majoril)' ot the neo· 
natologists surveyed (61 %) ogreed mat a unilateral DNAR. older 
is ethl<ally """'Ptohl• when owvlwl is extremely unlil<elr, and 
an even groatcr majority (17%) oar<:ed when survival wu felc to 
be impossible. 

While o<hlesl :andy1ea call be found in the literature regudlna 
unilateral· DNAR ordon, 1h~ ii, to ~ur knowledge, !ht lint 
S•••"l' to •dd1..., 1he opinions ol a larao number of noonatolo
gi•to an thlf ~u.,1lon.' In 1012, Moi:paria ., al survqed 
Paediatric lnwnsive Qre l.hik (P!Cll) physlcbns and found that 
die majodty of mpolldenco WOI<: not in £a.our of unilatctal 
DNAR decisions In mrinl!' with ""'"'meiy poor prognosis, 
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though <hey did not .,.pltcldy 11ipulatc in !heir vigntl<ea that 
survivol was lel1 to be impos<lble. The ""ception in their ellldy 
,... a case !or wliicli !he child had been declared bxain dead; 
for that ""'"• a majorl:-g of PICU phy•iclans did feel unilateral 
DNAR was ae<eptable.' Novmheless, the B••eral diragreoment 
with unllotetal DllTAll<>nkra noted in the 81Udy of PlCU phyai• 
cian• .rands in con1t11st w the 101pontcs of ncona1ologists 
described in this paper, 

A porenda! cl<planation for this discrepancy may derive from 
die nconatologlsts' C"petlcntc3 wlth atie.mely preierm new· 
barns cltlivered below the limit of Viabilll)< Jn our experience, 
unaa1eral DNAB. docU.ions aic often made in such a mdn11-
Whlfc the management of p•litnU in the dclivc<Y room (DR) 
might not be complcrclv analogous co either rhe PICU or the 
NXCU, that increased farniflaritY of the ntonatologi"' with uni
lat.,a\ DNAR in the delivery room might ncvc"heless influence 
their approo<h. to a pacient in die NICU. Put annthcr w.y, 
llDlcss a neonatologiH routinely ollei:s resuscitation to parents 
for ••ery orccemely preietm newborn, re1atdleu ol B••l'iltlonal 
ago or oh•n<e of vioblll~ h<:/she haa neo .... rilV bad cxpt>:iot\CB 
wi1h unilaceml DNAR d<:citlons. It may then be !hat cxtonding 
die tame ro11onlna to the N!CU settin& and in part!cular the 
case wherein su"1ival is f<lc to be impoasi'l>le, ls • lci8 dlffi<;uk 
step for "" neonatologlat than for the PICU phyllicfan. !t must 
be acknowledged, however, tha1 despite a percop11on of ethical 
equivaleru:t, withholding intubation and usistcd ventilation In 
the DR. may ncvetchdcsS feel very differcnc ro sraf~ and more 
importantly to patents, compared with th• NICU. A perc<:ption 
of accepcablllty of onllarenil DNAR in the DR docs not nec:e.
.. rily yield the same ..... in the NICU. Thus, it is a algnificant 
Gndlng that mo11 tesponding neona1alogi110 found Ir acccprable 
in the N!CU under certain cir01.1mstan .... 

Another pobOntlal coq.lanation of a po,.lble differc11ce In 
approach .. in the NICU and PICU could relatl: to the difference 
in the pl)'chologlcal impaot of 111Snaging nowborllS .,.clusivtly. 
compared with also manaaing older Ghildrcn, This ls certainly a 
compltx sublcct; al\d clcorly bcy01\d the scope of this essay, hue 
m•y novet1hele1S pl•Y an lmp•dllllt ~ole In physicians' think
ing." Pin•ll~ it ia worth n•dn& thar In some of Motparia'• 
vign•tl'.llo thc p•d•nu - old e..ough tO have formed, ond pos
albly cx1ro1ted, opinion• reprdlni; muscltation. Thi• htsbllghm 
another lmporWlc difference in resuscila!lon decisiona in these 
r:wo YC1J different stttlngs. 

Though ihc ethical ..,olysls of unilateral DNAR...,.. cxpl0<ed 
in great.er de.rail iP out tarlier essaY,i •t least a hdef ~ummary of 
some relevant 11rgumcnts aeems wa:r.i:imted- One argument in 
f .. our of tht use ol uailorcxal PNAR ordots, lo< cases wherein 
aurvlval is believed impo1Sible, rolate8 to the potential b>itdens tO 
the PJlie.alt o£ a praceoore that appem to offer n0 slgniAcant 
bcn.St. This would mdude the .WC of pain duri•8 the attempted 
reauscltation, and pMalbly during a period of pratra<ced dyi1>g. 
This sterns a •iolation ol tht child'• right to mercy. That is, the 
ri!lht not to be made io undttgo potentially painful lntcrvondons 
that offer no sicnificant benefit to the patient. The needs of the 
paWll', 111di as die need to belie .. all cflorcs wore made t0 aavo 
dieir child, Ara also a •alld concern, however, and it seems re"" 
sonable th" they should often be woigl1ed in the dcciolon r<ptd· 
Ing PNAR 1tatuB. StUl, ""' would counsol conlidcration of !he 
.l<anilan imp"'1Uivc llOt to mallt the child scrio 1olcly M • 11101111; 
to someone ohe'• ends, even his parenu. ••Also, tbeco ls ooucarn 
about the porendal decepdon of parents when physicians 
a~mpt 0<11nothlng that offcis no chance of succe,., 

Jn sim•tlons wherein ,!>ll'lllval is felt ro bo impo,.lblo, aomo 
have SIJW!Ced a fcigru!d a!ICmpt at resuscitodou, somedm¢a 

4 

refertcd to u a 'sloW <ode' or 'Hollywood code,' with 110 retl 
goal of mtoring vital Signs." While wa belie>< the mod.., ol 
!hose who h<\'e advocated d-W approach ate som<tim .. laudable 
(cg, zeduclng the pUcll!<' ••ffcsing by sparing •hem the decision 
regarding DNAR .ia1u1~ we agree with those who wgg«t this is 
an unneccssa1r deccp~on. Rather rhan feign an attempt to 
reslllre Viral algns or stabili'l!. we have advocated lor. unalltCial 
DNAR dcclaion ""'!lad with compassionate explanadon in 
cemln extreme casca. ' "1 W. belicvc 1her unilateral DNAR is a 
complex ethical quostioo, with choughtrul and dedicarcd physi• 
ciana coming down on both sid.., and Strong •<illmeou tO ht 
made on both sides, and t<fo the reader ro out earliar publlca· 
tion on !his aubje« for a more detailed and nuutced discussion.' 
A &ummocy o£ our 0<8"1t1tnta caa be found In b<»1 :!. · 

It is understandable cha! cho number of those who considered 
·\>nllaternl DNAR permissible iotreascd submndally when the 
<bane< ofsucccss went &:om 'unlikely' ro 'impossible.' The impcr
!ocdons of our p<ol!llD£dc abiGtloo rightly loom large In this 
matter,,. and ltscems wise "111 wo sho\lld require • blglt dogre• of 
conruloncc in •ny per<tlved prognoais before we permit ir 10 limit 
the optiOn• oflcn:d to parenra. le ls ~or a•rprising chat inCJWcd 
confidence in the proQlll>si• wauld yield a gr"""' number of physi• 
clans willing 10 decide or m; based upon thatproaiiosls. 

While a clear majority of responding nconamlog!S18 found a 
unllato~I declsloP edtkally permissiblo when survival was not felt 
to be pos!ible, only half would aoNally choose to cnatl DNAR 
wlthour pAMnral approval. Thero arc, for nearly aU of u~ things 
rhot we conslderethkallypermissible, bUc that we oursel~•• would 
not clioOfO to do. Wldl many ethical question~ thOte arc ""°" 
manly lWO sCpar•m !luesholds: first, is it ethi<allY permissible, and 
second {« higher tb~!ho!d), would )IOU do IL Put aru>ther "'"f; 
rhtrc is often a lowet thre&hold for what la perrnkolbla than for 
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what Is advisoble. This is also 1rue for many medical de<l&loot. A 
givon opdon may be iOlllethlng one might find permi .. ible for any 
phyti<:ian to d<>, but no1 nec .. mlly tho thenpeucic path he/she 
would cho09e t<> talct. And so 11 might be wlrh a unllateral PNAll. 
order; fot some of the rcspondena, It may have ttachtd the lower 
threshold of permissibility, though they themselves would nor do 
I~ nortccommcndlttoacollcogut. 

The di"""pancy bctWecu what some n<:tlnatologbts consider 
ac.:epiable, and what they would acmally do, should also be 

· oonsldued in light of the pi0fesslonal climat~ in American 
medicine, lt has bun reporrod that physi<iana in tho USA com· 
monly Initiate and. comlnue rrea1ment undl It ls virtually comln 
that the patient will die, ta!dns a 'waiting for ·near certainty' 
appl'()ath to end of life.17 Comfort or familiarity with this 
approach1 coupled with fear o1 medical uncertainty, and perhaps 
also fear cl a<:C11sation& of medical n•glect and/ot li1igation, 
might further cxplllin a physician's l<ll11cr.nco ta encao: a unllao
cral DNAR order Into the rnedlcal rccotd, even when he or &ho 
pen:•l•ea clw to do so would be aceeptablc. For some, it might 
amount to the conclusion that. "It would be ethically pttmis
siblo to do I~ but peuonally I wout.l oot take rho risk," 

Tho majority of rcsponden,. did not co .. ider a unila~ 
ONAR dedolon ba&ld solely on pom neurological ptognoo!a ta 
bo permissible, which was consl&ten• with ethic:ol arguments P"'" 
viollily P""""'tcd. 1 Derermlnlnll char an lnfan(s n.,,rological 
p10gnosis and pmdictcd qaalit)I' of life are too poor to wuttont 
CPR, 'Without seeking p~i:al 91rcemcn~ requiRJ giving prece
dence not only to the phyilcian's medlcal jadgcmtnt; but also to 
the physician's value judgomen<4. It mmt be ackllowlcdecd that 
physicians• prognonicalions abou1 the level of di•abillty ate 
sometimes wrong, and that quality of life ossewnenm arc mb
fectlvc." 11 Thur, we shote die Intuition cxptoSscd by mas< noo
natologl"'' in thi• amdy, that a DNAR order without parental 
agreement, based soli:lf on prcdi<1cd n•urologieol di,.b111C)I 
WO\lld bo lnappropri•re In nearly all ,.,.,, HoWt••r, there may 
be oxti:me ""'111plC1 of pourologlcal diBablli!JI nor c011el1ld by 
these vignettes, for which a unilateral DNA\\ order would be 
consld1110d acteptablc to many nconat0l<>glsts and others. 
Cutrcnt debate rog1tdi"8 ""9111cltation for patlmts with 'IMsomy 
13 or 18 may, at least In part, be lied co 1hia questtan. 

Vlgnecce 3 c•ncemcd a child who, due ta • grim neurological 
pro,llllOlla from an Incurable underlying di5order, had been 
judged ln.cliglblt for potcntWly llfe ... Ying <ordiothoradc (CT) 
1urgtt)< The Intent with th!a .. ,. ,... ti> 4uery tho <>pinion of 
neomuo!oglsts regarding unila-1 PNAR orders when other 
important neattnent l• being been withheld. A majori;y of neo
natOlogiWI (S1%) believe a unilateral PNAR order would be 
permlS!lblc, though far fr:wcr (37%) W<Juld ens<r iuch an order 
in thls ...it. lnterostingl)I laJ: moro rtspondenta felt the CT 
surgeon was ju1tifi,d In making . • unilateral <efusal rosarding 
aurger» C(Jmpared with th1»• who I.It ic permissible fo~ the 
neonatologist ro make 5uch $unilateral declolon regarding,..,,... 
<itatian In this coa. (81% vs S7%). _ 

Tho disccnnea between whac the rcspondenta felt was per
mi&Sibl< fot tho CT surgeon and neonarologbt rriay bo "'t'lained 
In pB?t by 1he faa that the surgery Is far more Involved, requir
ing more tim•, effort and 11tlllnrion of reroun;c~ as well as 
being more Invasive. Another possib!tl factor is 1ho more .imrn ... 
diabl resul• of the decision. While both relusals could e•entually 
result in death, a death re!Ated to a rolusal to operate n>ay Often 
be lea& Immediate th•n the death thar results from a rtf\1$111 to 
petform CPR. There may also be vccy dlfloi:ent pereopdlllls 
regarding doaib ,..ociated with the surgery COl'llpated with 
attcrnpied CPR, the former more likilly to have neg01ive 

Muuay PD, •IBI. J Meo Erhics 2016;0:1-&. dol:10.1t36/m•d01hlcs-201S.1Dl941 

implications ai>d/or consequenca• for the physldan. Lalli~ it 
may be, in the minds of som6, cliot there is 1omethlns funda
mcn<ally different, and more obli11•to'11 ah<lut CPJl compared 
with other ti:eormcntt This perceived dilfeto•ce could malao 
Cl'R, for many, a nolthle ..-..ption to the. widely held notlun 
wldtln the medic•! profession that a pbyiiciaA ls not obliprod 
to ofler or arten1pt a n••tment that c1umot work. The ethical 
jusdficarion for thll jlercclved c>tCepdon, h°""'ver, is nor l111me
dlatcly obvious. This di1tonneot should ho smdled further, but 
accepmnco of rc!ueol by tho nconatolog!st or the turgeon may 
uldmatcly both bo tooted, a1 least In part, in the bollef that the 
phyeid•n rtllllns 1hc mocal authority to Mok• some dec1'10D1 
about the purposes to which his or her okilis can ho pu<.20 

Mot< i>l<perlenced phy&i<ians were lcu Uicely than their less 
.:~eriena.d peers to make a u nl1ateral decision rcgJl.f(fing resus
citation when ourvlval was folt to be lmpoSSiblo, though a IOSjor
ity of them still c<>nllide,.d it acceptable. This difference might 
be explained in parr by h•viog greater c.oporieoce with, and 
opprecladon fur, 1he reality documen1ed by Meadow 11 al, that 
ph)'lli.<jans and odlers in the NICO arc not pardcularly good ac 
predicdng whlcli paiienu will dle.18 Also, while 1hls sunr.iy did 
not ask when the respondonu began pr.u:d~ng, some of the 
respondena in the > 1S years in pm~ce category may have 
beon in medical "hoot, rcsiden<y or fellowship during dmes ol 
landmark ethical casu in paedlatrla. Perhaps being edlltllwl In 
!ho environment of lhe &by t>~ regulation1, and tho. ethical 
uphe""al that ensued, lead• to a ereaier reluerancc to mako 
r .. u..,liadon de<:ilion• unllatc .. Uy. 

This survey amdy hea .,,.,era1 Umlllitlons, The roaponic tatc of 
115'% It \Q\I\ and lhus 1hue dam may •Ot a<:<ll,.toly rcprden• <he 
vlewt ol moat Arner!Clln neo.....,logisa. There may have been a 
sclcalon bias, In that th* favolll'ing one TI<>wpolnt or anoditr 
might be moro lil>oly to respond "' • SU?V"f s11ch as tllia. le lo also 
poSS1'ble \'.hat nconacologi>,. who are mcmbera of !he Aml!l:icat> 
Aadcmy of. l>tdl!lll'ka (AAP) P•rinaral section m: not <n>ly reprc
scn,.t!w of the proftMiou. While evtrf •"""pt was made 10 

make the vigmttts as realistic: ae poillble, thoy arc very brief snap· 
shol$ Or what are o&.n lar more complicated &marlons, and thua 
run the xlsk of ~verslmpl!tication. F.:>r clinical scenarios wherein 
the decWon WllB already made for a unilateral DNAR order, 
reapondents may h ... • b..., oubjcct to a n..,.. quo bla1 in deciaion 
m~ thus going ~ with inlormalion/dccision already prc
•cnred. 1 For many, a judgement r<:garding unilateral DNAlt 
might be inlluen<ed by f10tors thai wao not dbcusscd, such as pal' 
cntal profettnces, religion and .f•mily slmacion, 

COrlCLUSION 
Mo.It neonatologis!i •urveycd believed \lnllateral DNAll decl
slcms m•de by phy.O:l•ns are tthical1y pormisriblc 'jlhen survival 
is felt by tho physician a> bo unllktly, and an ;ven greatu major
ity bollcved it ptrmisllble wh_cn sumval w .. felt 10 be impo8'ible. 
However, moat did nee per<el .. unllat<ral DNAR orders .. txin1 
permissible when bo1ed solely on poOr prognosis regarding di•· 
ablllQ< This •oggeaa1 rha1unilattral DNAR decisions, ...dlrionally 
111d <urrently sometimes made ln the DR, ore also 10mctimcs 
being made in the NlCU, Ethical juoti6cation for such de<ioions 
may bt ha&ed on concern for unnece19ary bUcden ta tho child, 
but often hinge on tho degroc of cucainiy ,.guding prognosia 
The reluctonc< to unnatcrally wiihhold potcntiolly llfe-a•vlng 
rcsustitadon, based aoldy on 11eurologlcal prognosis, may be jus
tifted by an appuciation of 1hc inhcront fllbf•td•ity of value jud
gements rtgardiog di.ability and 4ualicy of life. Whtiher mo 
setting ls poor prognosi• for •nrvival or poor neurological 
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p<opo.U, a sigoi&anr numbe< of noonatologisr:l oomc down on 
oAChsldc of thoquesti0J1 ofunilat...I DNAR. 

Contribu10~ PDM! cantepN.Olfsed and designR<I 1fle 51\Jdi, dtafced lhe ln!Uel 
manu1of)>1 ,,,d approved lh• ftnal manus¢p1 as SUbmlned. DE: coined out !he 
dlltlt analyiis ond appRNed tho final m8'U$Cl~t M subml«.0- MRM! revlewl!d and 
revised di• manurofp~ and appJtMd the Rnal minuwipl" IUbmillE<J, 
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DECLARATION OF ANGELA CLEMENTE 

I, Angela Clemente, declare and state the following: 

1. I am currently leading the coordination of the transfer of care for Israel Elijah 
Stinson's transfer from Roseville Kaiser Woman and Children's Center to a home 
setting that will be medically equipped for his specialized needs located in New 
Jersey. 

2. I am a Forensic Intelligence Analyst/Congressional Consultant and Paralegal 
with twenty years experience in Pathology, Clinical Laboratory and Emergency 
Medicine. I have worked extensively on cases with severe brain injuries. 

3. Since 2008 I have been the leading coordinator in the United States for this type 
of delicate and specialized transfer of care specifically handling the state to state 
transfers of adults and children with varying degrees of medical fragility to include 
a vast majority of our patient-clients who have been given the criteria of "brain 
death." 

4. I became aware of and urgently requested to help with this case on Wednesday 
April 20, 2016 at around 12:30am and the following day I enlisted my team of 
highly skilled medical .and legal experts. 

5. We immediately put in place a Medical Life Flight on standby that is able to 
accommodate the intensive medical needs of Israel. The medical life flight can 
accommodate 1-2 family members, the patient and up to three medical 
professionals for his care. The flight includes ground transportation both from the 
releasing facility to the Medical Life Flight and then by ground ambulance to the 
receiving home for long term care. 

6. Our team is also helping the family and their attorney in coordinating and 
implementing a long-term care plan that will help them in transitioning to New 
Jersey for their permanent residency. This comprehensive plan will include 
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providing Israel and his immediate family with consulting services that will help 
them to receive expedited medical benefits, certified and licensed medical staff 
that will be needed for this child's immediate care upon arrival, coordinating help 
with providing his in-home medical equipment, housing and transportation needs 
for the family and any additional social service type of programs needed for this 
family. 

7. It is most imperative for this child's well being that the family not have any 
barriers for their child's current medical needs to transition into a smooth and 
coordinated release from Roseville Kaiser Woman's and Children's center. 

8. The current time provided to me in coordinating this complex type of transfer 
(which I have handled throughout the United States for years) is severely 
compromised because of the extremely limited time barrier. This type of 
coordinated effort would require at minimum 7 to 10 business days and an effort 
on the releasing hospital's part for the medically appropriate procedures needed 
for transfer of care for this patient 

..... · ... _ 

9. We are willing to assist this family with the full scope of our services and continue 
the coordinated effort but given our experience with our previous cases that have 
the "brain death" detenmination it is imperative that the family be provided 
appropriate time for our team to coordinate this as we would in all other cases of 
similarly complex nature. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct. 
Executed this 27th day of April, 2016 under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of 
the State of California. 

Angela Clemente 
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FILED 
Superior Court of CaHfornla 

Coun2y of Placer 

APR 27 2016 101..1~ 
Jake Chatters 

Executive Officer lark 
By: K. Harding, Dep y 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

ISRAEL STINSON by and through . 

JONEE FONSECA, his mother 

Petitioner; 

v. 
UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL; 

KAISER PERMANENTE ROSEVILLE 

MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN AND 

CHILDREN'S CENTER, 

.Respondent 

Case No.: S-CV-0037673 

ORDER AFTER HEARING 

NEXT HEARING: 

April 29, 2016 
9:00 a.m. 
Department 43 

Petitioner and applicant Jonee Fonseca has applied for a temporary 

restraining order directed to Kaiser Permanent Roseville Medical Center

Women and Children's Center concerning medical care and Intervention 

provided to her son Israel Stinson. TRO proceedings were previously heard 

April 14, 15 and 22, 2016. 

A continued hearing 'Alas held April 27, 2016, in Department 43, the 

Hon. Michael W. Jones, presiding. Ms. Fonseca and Nathaniel Stinson, 

minor's father, appeared with Alexandra Snyder, Esq. Jason J. Curliano, 

Esq., and Drexweil M. Jones, Esq., appeared for Kaiser Foundation 

- 1 -
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1 Hospitals. At the court's request Roger Coffman, Esq., Senior Deputy 

2 County Counsel for Placer County was also present, representing the Placer 

3 County Public Guardian. Richard Robinson and Laura Moreno, 

4 representatives of Kaiser, were also present. 

5 Having considered the argument of and information provided through 

6 counsel, including declarations and other writings offered by Ms. Fonseca 

7 and Mr. Stinson, the court makes the orders which follow. These orders are 

8 made to implement the Health and Safety Code section 1254.4 reasonably 

9 brief period of accommodation for Israel's family. 

10 It is ordered that: 

11 (1) Jonee Fonseca and Nathaniel Stinson shall be afforded an 

12 additional brief opportunity to transfer Israel Stinson to a medical facility 

13 agreeable to the parties, which facility has agreed to admit Israel; 

14 (2) Transportation of Israel to the facility referred to in preceding 

15 paragraph (1) shall be by Air Care 1 or another transportation service 

16 agreeable to the parties; 

17 (3) Kaiser will cooperate with and facilitate Israel's transfer and will 

18 take necessary steps, in the ordinary course, to prepare Israel for transport, 

19 and will transfer care and support of Israel to Air Care 1 or another 

20 transportation service agreeable to the parties; 

21 (4) Israel's attending physician at Kaiser Roseville will communicate 

22 with Air Care 1 or another transportation service agreeable to the parties to 

23 assure they have proper staffing and· equipment to transfer Israel; 

24 (5) Israel's attending physician at Kaiser Roseville will communicate 

25 with the admitting physician at the facility referred to above in paragraph 

26 (1) to facilitate continuous care and to assure the admitting facility is 

27 prepared to receive Israel; 

28 (6) The restraining order currer]tly in place, which requires that 

29 (a) Kaiser shall continue to provide card lo-pulmonary support 

- 2 -
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to Israel Stinson as is currently being provided; 

(b) Kaiser shall provide medications currently administered to 
' 

Israel; however, physicians or attending staff may adjust medications 

to the extent possible to maintain Israel's stability, given his present 

condition; 

. (c) Kaiser shall continue to provide. nutrition to Israel In the 

manner currently provided to the extent possible to maintain Israel's 

stability, given his present condition; 

shall continue in effect until and shall automatically dissolve upon the earlier · 

of: 

(a) Israel's discharge from Kaiser Permanente Hospital In 

Roseville; for this purpose, discharge means Israel's physical exit 

from the hospital; or 

(b) Friday, April 29, 2016, 9:00 a.m. 

Kaiser's legal responsibility for.Israel's care and treatment will cease when 

the restraining order dissolves. 

· (7) This matter is set for further proceedings April 29, 2016, 9:00 

a.m., in Department 43. 

If the restraining order has dissolved pursuant to paragraph (6), 

supra, the court Intends to dismiss this action. The parties have stipulated 

that the court will thereafter have no jurisdiction over minor, petitioner or 

respondents under this proceeding. 

The court finds that this order provides the reasonably brief period of 

time under Health and Safety Code section 1254.4. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: April 27, 2016 

- 3 -
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

---000---

JONEE FONSECA, his mother, 

Petitioner, 

UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S MEDICAL 

ROSEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN 

Respondent. 

--ooo-14 

DEPARTMENT NO. 43 
HON. MICHAEL W. JONES, 
JUDGE 

ISRAEL STINSON by and 
through ) 
) 

) 

) 

) versus 
) Case No. 
) S-CV-0037673 
) 

HOSPITAL; KAISER 
PERMANENTE 
) 

AND CHILDREN'S CENTER, 
) 

) 

REPbRTER'S TRANSCRIPT 

15 

16 

17 

27 

28 

FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2016 

PETITION HEARING 

---ooo---18 

APPEARANCES: 

MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
MOA COURT REPORTERS (800) 600-1904 
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FOR THE PETITIONER: LIFE 
LEGAL DEFENSE FOUNDATION 
BY: ALEXANDRA M. SNYDER, ESQ. 
P.O. Box 2015 
Napa, California 94558 

FOR THE RESPONDENT: 
BUTY & CURLIANO LLP 
BY: JASON J. CURLIANO, 
ESQ. 
and 

MADELINE L. BUTY, ESQ. 
516 16th Street 

Oakland, California 94512 

26 REPORTED BY: MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
ROScVILLE, CALIFORNIA 

FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2016, 9:10 A.M. 

DEPARTMENT 43, HONORABLE MICHAEL W. JONES, Presiding 

---000---

5 The matter of ISRAEL STINSON by and through JONEE 

6 FONSECA, his mother, Petitioner, versus UC DAVIS 

7 CHILDREN'S MEDICAL HOSPITAL; KAISER PERMANENTE 

ROSEVILLE 8 MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S 

CENTER, Respondent, 

9 case number S-CV-0037673, came regularly this day before 

27 

28 
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11 the Honorable MICHAEL W. JONES, Judge of the Superior 11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

24 

27 

28 

Court of the State of California, in and for the County of 

12 Placer, Department Number 43 thereof. 

The Petitioner was represented by ALEXANDRA M. 

SNYDER, Life Legal Defense Foundation,' acting as 
her 

Counsel. 

The Respondent was represented by JASON J. 
CURLIANO 

and MADELINE L. BUTY, Buty & Curliano LLP, acting 

as its 18 Counsel. 

The following proceedings were 
had, to wit: 

---000---

THE COURT: All right. Good 

morning, folks.22 Mr. Curliano 

is present on behalf Kaiser. And 

Mr. Jones 23 isn't present, but 

we have someone else. 

MS. BUTY: Good morning, your Honor. Madeline 

MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
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25 

26 

Buty. 

THE COURT: And last name spelled? 

MS. BUTY: B-u-t-y. 

THE COURT: Thank you, Ms. Buty. And good morning 

to each of you. 

MS. BUTY: Good morning. 

MR. CURLIANO: Good morning, your Honor. 

THE COURT: All right, folks. We are here under 

5 the restraining order that was to dissolve today. I 

6 understand you folks have gone to another court seeking 

7 some intervention with another court. So where do we 8 

10 

11 

12 

stand with respect to this Court and these proceedings 9 

now, Ms. Snyder? 

MS. SNYDER: Well, it was our understanding that 

the order would dissolve today. And we -- we have 
a 

hospital that is currently assessing Israel's 

situation. 13 And we'll have the conclusion of 

that assessment we're 

14 hoping tomorrow or Sunday. They are working through the 

27 

28 
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15 weekend to make that assessment. As you know we've worked 

16 very hard and continue to work very hard to have Israel 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

17 transferred to another facility. 

Ultimately, his parents would like him in-home 

care. I know that sounds unbelievable given his 

situation, but it is very common for patients that 
are in 

Israel's condition to be transferred to home care, 
so that 

they're not in ICU. They are -- have a feeding 
tube, a 

breathing tube and then they are monitored by a 
nurse who 

supervises and then by a medical team who does 

intervention as necessary. 

THE COURT: Are you representing whether any 

ofthose individuals are persons who were 

transferred from a state where a determination of 

brain death was made and 

MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
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4 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

27 

28 

after the determination of brain death that there was an 

order from the court that ordered a gastrointestinal tube 

and air intubation? 

MS. SNYDER: No. Fortunately, there are not that 

many cases 

THE COURT: I understand. 

MS. SNYDER: -- like this. So the most the one 

that's most analogous would be the case of Jahi 
McMath and 

that's really a case of first impression in this 
state, I 

believe -- but not in this court, of course. And 
in that 

case Jahi had to be transferred to another 
hospital in 

order to have those procedures, but she is now at 
home 

in-home care and the type of care that I 
described. 

THE COURT: Understand. 

MS. SNYDER: But you're correct, the hospital did 

not perform those procedures. 

MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
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17 THE COURT: Nor did Judge Grillo order that.18 

MS. SNYDER: That is accurate. And I do 

understand 

19 that and I understand your position, your Honor, I do. 

20 And we've been really pleading with the hospital to do 21 

23 

24 

25 

26 

5 

27 

28 

this. But the hospital that we are working with right now 

22 is -- like I said, they're assessing Israel's case. 

They would do those procedures in that hospital 
and 

then put him on a step-down plan to home care if 
they do 

receive him. They do have to do -- it is not a 
decision 

that they can make lightly and, certainly, it's 

not a decision that one person can make. 

So they're meeting with their ethics committee 
today and tomorrow as I mentioned and then with a group of 

physicians that would be responsible for Israel's care at 

that point. 

THE COURT: All right. 

MS. SNYDER: I don't know -- I mean if there's 

MARY R. GALLAGHER, CSR #10749 
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9 

1( 

12 

anything at all that we can do to facilitate -- we 
told 

the other hospital the parents are willing to 
waive the 

liability in that case. And that they're willing 
to do 

anything and -- and I will say I did go to see the 
parents 

last night. And they -- I -- when I go in I see 

Israel 11 and I usually say, ''Hi, Israel," you 

know. 

And last night I went to his bedside. I did not 13 

touch him, but I said, "Hi, Israel," and he turned his 

14 head and moved toward me. Now, I understand the doctors 15 

wil describe that as a brain stem -- not a brain stem, a 

16 spinal cord reflex. 

17 First of all, I don't know how they're 

18 distinguishing between the spinal cord and the 
brain stem. 

27 

28 
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19 The California law says there has to complete 

cessation of 20 function in all parts of brain, 

including the brain stem. 

21 And if the spinal cord is able to generate a reflex and 

22 response to stimulus, then, maybe, we don't know enough 

24 

25 

26 

23 about the spinal cord to make these determinations. 

And I do understand that that is not your role, 

your Honor, but there are indications that this 
boy is 

made profoundly disabled, but not dead. And that 

is, obviously, such a significant distinction. 

And if there is any indication that he is disabled 

vErsus dead, I just think we need to error on the side of even 

5 

6 

7 

27 

28 

you off 

a disability, as profound as it may be --

THE COURT: I understand, and I don't mean to cut 

MS. SNYDER: That's okay. 

THE COURT: -- Let me finish. I want you to, in 

that context, I want you to address what 
determination, 
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13 

because I know this Court has -- even before the 
Court 

became involved, there was the opportunity for a 
period of 

time. And since this Court has been involved for 
there to 

be an evaluation by a physician of their own 

choosing -12 MS. SNYDER: Yes. 

THE COURT: of Petitioner. And my understanding 

14 is that has not taken place. 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

27 

28 

MS. SNYDER: No. We, actually, had two 
physicians. 

We had a neurologist, who was not able to come up. 
And 

then we had a cardiologist. And I realize that 

the 18 hospital would like us to have a 

neurologist. And we 19 would, certainly, like to 

have a neurologist. 

But at that point we had a neurologist who had 

indicated -- and I don't have the e-mail with me, 
but I do 
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22 have the e-mail to that effect, that he would come 

out, 23 that was this Tuesday, to perform an 

examination. He 

24 texted me on -- I believe it was either Sunday night or 

25 Monday and said he was not able to make it. I don't know 

26 why, he did not provide a reason why. So it's not for 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

27 

28 

lack of trying or even commitment. And once we got that 

commitment, we focused our efforts elsewhere. 

THE COURT: Right. Understanding. 

MS. SNYDER: And we're, certainly, more than 

willing to revisit the possibility of having a 

neurologist or another physician exam Israel again. 

THE COURT: I understand. And, please, don't 

misunderstand me. I'm simply trying to confirm 
what I 

believe the state of events is, that there's been 
this 

period of time that I have indicated -- and I'm 
just 

confirming that during that period of time and up 
to right 
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16 

17 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

27 

28 

now as we sit here and speak, there is and has not 
been 

any arrangements for any independent determination 
OQ 

behalf of the Petitioner? 

MS. SNYDER: That is -- there's been an 
arrangement 

on our end, but not an arrangement that was 
fulfilled --

THE COURT: Right. 

MS. SNYDER: -- and that, actually, brought 

somebody into the hospital, that is correct, 

outside of 18 Dr. Byrne who is an out-of-state 

neonatologist and who's 

declaration we submitted last week. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 

MS. SNYDER: Thank you. 

THE COURT: And next is the determination would be 

termination of this Court already made at the last 

proceedings in terms of compliance with 7180. 
I've not 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

lC 

12 

27 

28 

Kaiser. 

seen anything further presented to demonstrate 
that the 

determinations made by the two independent 
physicians at 

And I understand each of your positions as to UC 

Davis. And I hope you understand this Court's focusing on 

the two independent physicians at Kaiser. I've not seen 

anything, a declaration or anything that demonstrates 

that those were done anything in anything other than a 

medically accepted matter. 

MS. SNYDER: Yes. And I don't know if you're 

familiar, but in the State of Nevada there was 
another 

unfortunate case involving a 20-year old college 
student 

who was also declared brain dead. And in that 
case the 

Supreme Court of Nevada in a ruling of seven to 

zero found 11 issue with the accepted medical 

standards themselves. 

That those standards that are, essentially, the 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

guidelines put forth by the American Academy of 
Neurology 

are possibly not sufficient to determine brain 
death with 

absolute certainty. And even the American Academy 
of 

Neurology has issued its own -- they had 

questions. They 17 revised the standards in the 

-- the guidelines in 2010. 

There are still questions with regard to the apnea 

test, the safety of the apnea test that the 
American 

Academy of Neurology, itself, raises. So -- and I 
do 

understand your position 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MS. SNYDER: -- I know it's what the law says. I 

do. 

THE COURT: And remember, I'm familiar with many 

aspects of this case. In my prior --

MS. SNYDER: And I appreciate that, your Honor. 

THE COURT: -- as a litigator in this particular 
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area in traumatic brain injury cases. Again, with respect 

to the law in this case and what has happened here, 

that's what I need to focus on. And I've not seen 

anything attacking the Kaiser determination. Thus, the 

Court 

5 provided the what the Court interpreted to be a 6 

rEasonable period of time under 1254.4 to extend to today. 7 

Mo. SNYDER: Uh-huh. 

8 THE COURT: And I'm not hearing anything else with 9 

rEspect to that aspect now. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

27 

28 

MS. SNYDER: Uh-huh. As I said I -- we do have --

we on do have this confirmation from the hospital. 
Our 

main focus right now and -- I mean we don't have a 
team of 

litigators. And I don't even have a paralegal. 
And 

that's not the business of this Court, I 
understand that. 

But our efforts really have been focused on 
getting 
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16 

17 

20 

21 

22 

Israel released to another facility as much as I 
would 

like to look into the law and looking into all of 

the 18 issues that I mentioned, and even that you 

mentioned, 19 whether every step was truly 

followed. 

You know, I mean we do have questions. And I'm 

trying to, you know, again, work with physicians 
as I have 

time, but to look at the transmitral doppler that 

was done 23 by UC Davis that showed, ''a near 

absence of blood flow to 

24 the brain, but not a complete absence of blood 
flow to the 

25 brain.'' 

26 And the other thing that I want to mention, your 

27 

28 

Honor, is that we don't know exactly what happened at UC 

Davis. And that is something that I will not take up, but 
the parents may take up in another matter. And -

THE COURT: Which to could be clear -- which I think 
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5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

it's clear, which is why I am discounting, if you 

will, if that's the proper terminology of the UC Davis 

determination --

MS. SNYDER: Absolutely. 

THE COURT: -- and solely for my purposes 

relying8 on the two independent examinations at 

Kaiser. 

MS. SNYDER: Right, but they're -- and I understand 

this doesn't have anything to do with Kaiser. And 
we're 

not in any way saying that it does, just to be 
clear. But 

there are questions as to what happened. And 

and -13 when you look at recovery in those 

situations, you know, I 

14 mean there is a difference between what happens when a 15 

pat~ent is dead and what happens when a patient is alive 16 

and living in some way. 

17 

27 

28 

So -- and so those questions remain to be 
answered. 
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18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

And, certainly, I'm not going to answer those 

questions, 19 but that could be for another 

matter. And there's -- I 

would say even evidence inherent in this little 
boy that 

-- and I don't want to talk about him in terms of 

evidence, but you know 

THE COURT: In terms of these proceedings in this 

case --

MS. SNYDER: Uh-huh. 

THE COURT: -- again, confirming, I 

understandthere's been an order that was signed by 

Judge Nunley that puts into place, in essence -- I 

don't want to call it an extension of these 

proceedings, but a new proceeding that has a 

temporary restraining order in place? 

MS. SNYDER: Yes. 

THE COURT: All right. With an interesting twist 

5 and caveat in his order that wasn't contained in my order, 

6 be it as it may. Anything further, Ms. Snyder? 

27 

28 
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2 

3 

4 

7 MS. SNYDER: No, your Honor. And I do want to 8 

trank you. I know this has been extremely difficult. 

9 It's difficult for everybody. We appreciate even the 

10 hospital's position, we're -- thank God, that these are 

11 very rare cases, but we appreciate your -- just your 12 

attention to this matter and to this family. So thank you 

13 very much. 

14 THE COURT: Notwithstanding the rarity of these 15 

issl1es. And as you say, "fortunately," they are rare. 

16 Nevertheless, the rarity of those, have consequence. And 

17 I understand, Ms. Fonseca, and, Mr. Stinson, rare as it 

18 may be, makes no difference in your minds. It's very 19 

real. And I understand and I appreciate that. 20 

MS. SNYDER: And I don't know if Ms. Fonseca or 

21 Mr. Stinson have anything to add at this point. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

27 

28 

THE FATHER: I just want to say thank you. Thank 

you, your Honor, for what you did so far. Thank 
you so 

much. 
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26 THE COURT: Mr. Curliano, or, Ms. Buty? 

MR. CURLIANO: Just briefly, your Honor. And I 

can certainly respond if the Court is inclined to have 

Kaiser -- with respect to the statements made by Ms. 

s~yder, advocacy aside, your Honor, we've both within the 

boµnds of the law which permits us to do. Focusing back on 

this case, what we have here we have an undisputed 5 record, 

with testimony by Dr. Myette, that is the only 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

27 

28 

evidence that was provided to the Court. 

Petitioners have been given an ample opportunity, I 

believe, to locate and have someone testify. And I 
think 

at face value, that's a difficult thing for them 
do. I 

can also represent that since the TRO has been 
granted, 

Kaiser has been ready, willing and able to accept a 
formal 

request to have privileges granted to the 
appropriate 

physician to examine and look at Israel. And I 
think 
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4 

14 

18 

19 

counsel has confirmed that by what she said. That 

has 15 never occurred. We've never been asked to 

do that. 16 So it's not a case where Kaiser 

may have disagreed 17 with the type of physician 

or the type of examination. 

The request simply hasn't been made. So I go back to what 

Dr. Myette had to say. I can represent to the Court, as I 

20 have before, I speak with Dr. Myette on a daily basis many 

21 times, nothing has changed in terms of an improvement. 

22 And Israel's condition, separate and apart from what may 

23 have been noticed by a layperson, perhaps, or may have 

25 

26 

27 

28 

24 been on a video. 

And unless the Court has any questions specific to 

this -- and the Court is aware of the order. I 

was going to bring that to the Court's attention, 

but it sounds like, your Honor, has a copy of it 

from the Eastern 

District. I would like to thank the Court for the time 

dealing with what are very tough issues, obviously. 
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14 
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16 

17 

27 

28 

THE COURT: Thank you. Anything further on behalf of the 

Petitioner? 

THE MOTHER: No. 

MS. SNYDER: No, your Honor. Thank you. 

THE COURT: All right. For the reasons that are8 

stated throughout the entire record of these 

events and 

this particular case, it is a -- I can't even put 
words, 

you can say, "sad, tragic," you can put any 
adjustive you 

wish to with respect to the type of case, but 
words can 

never describe it. 

And I think you folks realize that the law 

requires, as I'm obliged when I took an oath to 
follow the 

law. And the law of the State of California under 
7180 

and 7181, as I've indicated based upon the record 
before 

this Court, has been met and complied with 
including that 
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18 
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22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

safety valve, if you will, of 7180 in particular, 

1254.4 19 was recognized by this Court at the 

last proceeding. 

And the Court determined the reasonableness or 

standard and period of time to which there has 
been no 

further comment or evidence presented to dispute 
what the 

Court has determined. And as of this time the 
temporary 

restraining order will dissolve as indicated 
within that 

order itself. And the petition is hereby 
dismissed with 

recognition that there is the order for the 

Federal Court that is in place. Okay. Thank you 

folks. MR. CURLIANO: Thank you, your 

Honor. 

THE MOTHER: Thank you, your Honor. 

THE FATHER: Thank you, your Honor. 

MS. SNYDER: Thank you, your Honor. 
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(The proceedings concluded at 9:34 a.m.) 

---000---
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF PLACER 

--oOo--

ISRAEL STINSON, by and through 
JONEE FONSECA, his mother, 

Petitioner, 

versus 

UC DAVIS CHILDREN'S MEDICAL 

ROSEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER-WOMEN 

Defendants. 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) Case No. 
) S-CV-0037673 
) 

) 

HOSPITAL; KAISER 
PERMANENTE 
) REPORTER'S 
AND CHILDREN'S CENTER, 
) TRANSCRIPT 
) 

13 ) ss COUNTY 

14 

15 

27 

28 

OF PLACER 

I, MARY GALLAGHER, Certified Shorthand Reporter of 
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28 

the State of California, do hereby certify that 
the 

foregoing pages 1 through 16, inclusive, comprises 
a true 

and correct transcript of the proceedings had in 
the 

above-entitled matter held on April 29, 2016. 

I also certify that portions of the transcript are 

governed by the provisions of CCP 237(a) (2) and 
that all 

personal juror identifying information has been 
redacted. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed this24 

certificate at Roseville, California, this 29th 

day of 25 April, 2016. 
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--------------CLINICAL GUIDELINES--------------

Guidelines for the Determination of 
Brain Death in Infants and Children: 
An Update of the 1987 Task Force 

Recommendations-Executive Summary 

Thomas A. Nakagawa, MD, FAAP, FCCM, 1
•
2 Stephen Ashwal, MD,3

A 

Mudit Mathur, MD, FAAP, 1•
2 Mohan Mysore, MD, FAAP, FCCM, 1•

2 

and the Committee for Determination of Brain Death in Infants Children 1 

Objective: To review and revise the 1987 pediatric brain death guidelines. 
Methods: Relevant literature was reviewed. Recommendations were developed using the GRADE (Grading of 
Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation) system. 
Conclusions and Recommendations: (1) Determination of brain death in term newborns, infants, and children is a 
clinical diagnosis based on the absence of neurologic function with a known irreversible cause of coma. Because of 
insufficient data in the literature, recommendations for preterm infants <37 weeks gestational age are not included 
in these guidelines. (2) Hypotension, hypothermia-, and metabolic disturbances should be treated and corrected, and 
medications that can interfere with the neurologic examination and apnea testing should be discontinued allowing 
for adequate clearance before proceeding with these evaluations. (3) Two examinations including apnea testing with 
each examination separated by an observation period are required. Examinations should be performed by different 
attending physicians. Apnea testing may be performed by the same physician. An observation period of 24 hours for 
term newborns {37 weeks gestational age) to 30 days of age and 12 hours for infants and children {>30 days to 18 
years) is recommended. The first examination determines the child has met the accepted neurologic examination 
criteria for brain death. The second examination confirms brain death based on an unchanged and irreversible 
condition. Assessment of neurologic function after cardiopulmonary resuscitation or other severe acute brain injuries 
should be deferred for 24 hours or longer if there are concerns or inconsistencies in the examination. (4) Apnea 
testing to support the diagnosis of brain death must be performed safely and requires documentation of an arterial 
PaC02 20mmHg above the baseline and :2:60mmHg with no respiratory effort during the testing period. If the apnea 
test cannot be safely completed, an ancillary study should be performed. (5) Ancillary studies {electroencephalogram 
and radionuclide cerebral blood flow) are not required to establish brain death and are not a substitute for the 
neurologic examination. Ancillary studies may be used to assist the clinician in making the diagnosis of brain death 
{a) when components of the examination or apnea testing cannot be completed safely due to the underlying medical 
condition of the patient; (b) if there is uncertainty about the results of the neurologic examination; {c) if a medication 
effect may be present; or (d) to reduce the interexamination observation period. When ancillary studies are used, a 
second clinical examination and apnea test should be performed, and components that can be completed must 
remain consistent with brain death. In this instance, the observation interval may be shortened, and the second 
neurologic examination and apnea test {or all components that are able to be completed safely) can be performed 
at any time thereafter. (6) Death is declared when these above criteria are fulfilled. 

The Pediatric Section of the Society of Critical Care 

Medicine and the Section on Critical Care of the Amer

ican Academy of Pediatrics, in conjunction with the _Child 

ANN NEUROL 2012;71 :573-585 

Neurology Society, formed a multidisciplinary committee of 

medical and surgical subspecialists under the auspices of the 

American College of Critical Care Medicine to review and 

View this article online at wileyonlinelibrary.com. DO!: 10.1002/ana.23552 
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revise the 1987 guidelines. Its purpose was to review rhe 
neonatal and pediatric literature from 1987, including 

any prior relevant literature, and update recom1nendations 
regarding appropriate examination criteria and use of an~ 
ci!lary testing to diagnose brain death in neonates, 
infants, and children, 'fhe conunittee was also charged 

with developing a checklist to provide guidance and 
standardization to determine and document brain death. 
Uniformity in the determination of brain death should 

allow physicians to pronounce brain death in pediatric 
paticnt'i in a more precise and orderly mtu1ner and ensure 

that all coinponents of the exa1nination are performed 
and appropriately documented. 'rhe committee believes 
these revised diagnostic guidelines crable 1) and a stand

ardized cheddisr form (Table 2) will assist physicians in 
determining and docun1enting brain death in children. 

This should ensure broader acceptance and utilization of 
such uniform criteria. 

This update affirms the definition of death as stated 

in the 1987 pediatric guidelines established by multiple 

organizations as follows: ''An individual who has sus

tained either (1) irreversible cessation of circulatory and 

respiratory functions, or (2) irreversible cessation of all 

functions of the entire brain, including the brainsten1, is 

dead. A determination of death must be made in accord

ance with accepted rnedical standards." 1 

The comn1ittee recognizes that medical judgn1ent 

of involved pediatric specialists will direct the appropri

ate course for the inedical evaluation and diagnosis of 

brain death. The co1nmittee also recognizes that no 

national brain death law exists. State statutes and pol

icy may restrict determination of brain death in certain 

circumstances. Physicians should become familiar with 

laws and policies in their respective institution. The 

committee also recognizes that variability exists for the 

age designation of pediatric trau1na patients. In some 

states, the age of the pediatric trauma patient is 

defined as < 14 years of age. Trauma and intensive 

care practitioners are encouraged to follow state/local 

regulations governing the specified age of pediatric 

trauma patients. 
The following is a11 executive sum1nary of the 

reco1nmendations produced frotn this co1nmittee. The 

full report is available in Critical Care Medicine and 
Pediatrics. (Z.3) The committee believes these guidelines 

to be an i1nportant step in protecting the health and 

safety of all infants and children. These revised clinical 

guidelines and accon1panying checklist are intended to 

provide an updated frarnework to promote standardiza

tion of the neurologic exam and use of ancillary stud

ies based on the evidence available to the committee 

at the time of publication. 

574 

Recommendations 

Term Newborns (37 Weeks Gestational Age) 
to Children 18 Years of Age 

DEFINITION OF BRAIN DEATH AND COMPONENTS 

OF THE CLINICAL EXAMINATION. Brain death is a 

clinical diagnosis based on the absence of neurologic 

function with a known diagnosis that has resulted in irre

ver.sible con1a. Coma and apnea mu .. ~t coexist to diagnose 

brain death. A co1nplete neurologic exan1ination that 

includes rhe elements outlined in Table 3 is mandatory 

to determine brain death; all components muse be appro

priately documented. An algorithrn to diagnose brain 

death in infants and children is provided in the Figure. 

PREREQUISITES FOR INITIATING A CLINICAL BRAIN 

DEATH EVALUATION. Detennination of brain death 

by neurologic examination should be performed in the 

setting of normal age-appropriate physiologic parameters. 

Factors potentially influencing the neurologic examina

tion that must be corrected prior to examination and 

apnea testing include: 

• Shock or persistent hypotension. Systolic blood pressure 

or mean arterial pressure should be in an acceptable range 

(systolic blood pressure not less than 2 standard devia

tions below age appropriate norm) based on age. Place

tnent of an indwelling arterial catheter is recommended 

to ensure that blood pressure remains within a normal 

range during the process of diagnosing brain death and to 

accurately 1neasure PaC02 levels during apnea testing. 

• Hypothern1ia. Hypothermia is known to depress cen

tral nervous system function 4-6 and may lead to a false 

diagnosis of brain death. 1--Iypothennia may alter tne

tabolism and clearance of medications that can inter

fere with brain death resting. Efforts to adequately 

rewarm before perfonning any neurologic examination 
and n1aintain temperature during the observation pe

riod are essential. A core body ten1perature of >35°C 

(95°F) should be achieved and maintained during ex

a1nination and testing to detern1ine death. 

• Severe metabolic disturbances. Severe metabolic distur

bances can cause reversible coma and interfere with the 
clinical evaluation to determine brain death. Reversible 

conditions such as severe electrolyte imbalances, hyper

or hypoglycemia, severe pH disturbances, severe hepatic 

or renal dysfunction, or inborn errors of metabolis1n 

1nay cause co1na in a neonare, infa11t, or child. 5•
6 These 

conditions should be identified and treated before evalu

ation for brain death, especially in situations where rhe 

clinical history does not provide a reasonable explana

tion for the neurologic status of the child. 

Volume 71, No. 4 
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TABLE 1: Summary Recommendations for the Diagnosis of Brain Death in Neonates, Infants, and Children 

Recomniendation 

1. Detern1ination of brain dearh in neonates, infants, and children relies 
on a clinical diagnosis that is based on the absence of neurologic 
function \vith a known irreversible cause of co1na. Co1na and apnea 
must coexist to diagnose brain death. 'rhis diagnosis should be made 
by physicians who have evaluated che history and con1plered the 
neurologic exa1ninations. 

2. Prerequisites for initiating a brain death evaluation: 

A. I-Iypotension, hypothennia, and metabolic disturbances that could 
affect the neurological examination must be corrected prior to 
examination for brain death. 

B. Sedatives, analgesics, neuro1nuscular blockers, and anticonvulsant 
agents should be discontinued for a reasonable ti1ne period based on 
eli1nination half-life of the phannacologic agent to ensure they do not 
affect the neurologic examination. Knowledge of the total amount of 
each agent (n1glkg) a<l1ninistered since hospital admission n1ay provide 
useful inforn1acion concerning the risk of continued medication effects. 
Blood or plasma levels to confirm that high or supratherapeutic levels 
of anticonvulsants with sedative effects are not present should be 
obtained (if available) and repeated as needed or until the levels are 
in the low to 1nid therapeutic range. 

C. The diagnosis of-brain death based on neurologic examination alone 
should not be made if supratherapeutic or high therapeutic levels of 
sedative agents are present. When levels are in the low or nlid 
therapeutic range, n1edication effects sufficient to affect the results of 
the neurologic exarnination are unlikely. If uncertainty remains, an 
ancillary study should be performed. 

D. Assessment of neurologic function may be unreliable imn1ediately 
following cardiopuln1onary resuscitation oi: other severe acute brain 
injuries, and evaluation for brain death should be deferred for 24 to 
48 hours or longer if there are concerns or inconsistencies 
in the exan1ination. 

3. Number of examinations, examiners, and observation periods: 

A. T~ro examinations including apnea testing with each examination 
separated by an observation period are required. 

B. The examinations should be performed by different attending 
physicians involved in the care of the child. The apnea test may be 
performed by the same physician, preferably the attending physician 
who is 1nanaging ventilator care of the child. 

C. Reco1nn1ended observation periods: 

a. 24 hours for neonates (37 weeks gestation to term infants 
30 days of age). · 

b. 12 hours for infants and children (>30 days to 18 years). 

D. The first examination determines the child has met neurologic 
examination criteria for brain death. The second exatnination, 
performed by a different attending physician, confirn1s rhac the 
cl1ild has fulfilled criteria for brain death. 

E. Assessment of ncurologic function may be unreliable immediately 
following cardiopuhnonary resuscitation or other severe acute 
brain injuries, at1d evaluation for brain death should be deferred 
for 24 to 48 hours or longer if there are coticerns or inconsistencies 
in the examination. 

. 

EvidCnce 
Sc:ore 

High 

High 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

RecOmmendation 
Score 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

• . 

. 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

.. 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 

Recommendation 

4. Apnea testing: 

A. Apnea resting musr be performed safely and requires documentation 
of an arterial PaC()2 20mtnHg above the baseline PaC02 and 
2:60mmHg with no respiratory effort during the testing period to 
support the diagnt)sis of brain death. Some infants and children with 
chronic respiratory disease or insufficiency may only be responsive 
to supranorn1al PaC02 levels. In this instance, the PaC02 level 
should increase to 2:20nunHg above the baseline PaC02 level. 

B. If the apnea test cannot be performed due to a medical 
contraindication or cannot be co1npleted because of hemodynan1ic 
instability, desaturation to <85o/o, or an inability to reach a PaC02 

of 2:60rnmHg, an ancillary study should be perfonned. 

5. Ancillary studies: 

A. Ancillary studies (EEG and radionuclide CBF) are not required to 
establish brain dearh unless the clinical examination or apnea test 
cannot be con1pleted. 

B. Ancilla1y studies are not a substitute for the neurologic examination. 

C. For all age groups, ancillary studies can be used to assist the clinician in 
n1aking the diagnosis of brain death to reduce the observation period 
or (i) \vhen co1nponents of the exatnination or apnea testing C.'lnnot be 
completed safely due to the underlying ·medical condition of the 
patient; (ii) if there is uncertainty about the results of the neurologic 
examination; or (iii) if a 1nedication effect may interfere with evaluation 
of die patient. If the ancillary study support,~ the diagnosis, the second 
exainination and apnea testing can then be performed. When an 
ancillary study is used to reduce the observation period, all aspects of the 
examination and apnea testing should be completed and docun1ented. 

D. "When an ancillary study is used because there are inherent examination 
limitations (ie, i to iii in SC above), then components of the 
exainination done initially should be completed and documented. 

E. If the ancillary study is equivocal or if there is concern about the 
validity of the ancillary study, the patient cannot be pronounced dead. 
The patient should continue to be observed until brain death can be 
declared on clinic.11 examination criteria and apnea testing, or a follow-up 
ancillary study can be performed to assist with the determination of brain 
death. A v.rairing petiod of 24 hours is reco1n1nended before further 
clinical reevaluation or repeat ancillary study is pe.tformed. 
Supportive patient care should continue dw'ing this time period. 

6. Declaration of death: 

A. Death is declared after confirmation and con1plerion of the second 
clinical examination and apnea test. 

B. When ancillary studies are used, docu1nentation of components 
from the second clinical exainination that e<m be completed must 

. . 

Evidence 
Score 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

High 

Moderate 

High 

High 

Recommendation 
Score 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

Strong 

. 

. 

.· 

. 

. 

. 

re1nain consistent with brain death. All aspects of the clinical exa1nination, 
including the apnea test, or ancillary studies n1ust be appropriatdy 
documented. 

·. 

C. The clinical examination should be carried our by experienced 
clinicians who are familiar with infants and children, and have 
specific training in neurocrirical care. 

High Strong 

GRADE (Grading of:Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation), a recently,developed standardized methodo~, 

1 _ logical consensus-based approach, was used to evaluate th_~ evidence and tnake recommendations for this guideline. 
Th_e Evidei1ce Score is' based on the stre_ngth, of the evidence available at the tiine of ptiblication. 
The Recomm.endation Score is the strength of the r"ecoip.1nendations based on available evidence at the ti1ne of publication. Please 
see .full publication for scorit1g guidelines listed in Table, 1. 
CBF ~ cerebral blood flow; EEG = electroencephalography. . . 

. 

. 
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TABLE 2: Checklist for Documentation of Brain Death 

BJ.ain Death Examination for Infants and Childrenn 
Age of Patient 

Term newborn 37 
weeks gestational 

· age and up to 
30 days old 

31 days to 
18 years old 

Timing of First Examination 

D First exarnination may be 
perforrned 24 hours after birth OR 
following cardiopulinonary resuscitation 
or other severe brain injury 

D First examination may be 
perforn1ed 24 hours following 
card.iopuhnonary resuscitation or other 
severe brain injury 

Intefexamination Interval 

D At least 24 hours 

D lnrerval shortened 
because ancillary study {Section 4) 
is consistent with brain dearh 

0 At least 12 hours OR 

0 Interval shortened 
because ancillary study {Section 4) 
is consistent with brain death 

Section 1. Prerequisites for Brain Death Examfnation and Apnea Test 

A. Irreversible and Identifiable Cause of Coma (please check) 

0 Traumatic brain injury 

0 Anoxic brain injury 

0 Known metabolic disorder 

0 Other (specify) --------

B. COi'rection of Contributing Factors That Ca~· Interfere with the Neurologic:-:;Examination 

Examination I Examination 2 

a. Core body ten1perature is >95°F (35°C) 0 Yes DNo 0 Yes D No 

b. Systolic blood pressure or MAP in acceptable 0 Yes ONo 0 Yes 0 No 
range (Systolic BP not less than 2 standard deviations 
below age~appropriate norn1) based on age 

c. Sedative/analgesic drug effect excluded as a 0 Yes DNo D Yes 0 No 
contributing factor 

cl. Metabolic intoxication excluded as 0 Yes DNo 0 Yes 0 No 
a contributing factor 

e. Neuromuscular blockade excluded as 0 Yes ONo D Yes 0 No 
a contributing factor 

D If ALL prerequisites are marked YES, then proceed to section 2, OR 

0 confounding variable was present. Ancillary study was therefore perforn1ed 
to docu1nent brain death (Section 4). 

SectiO.n 2. 'PhySic;3.l Examination (please check); Note:' Spinal Co'fd Reflexes Are Acceptable 

a. Flaccid tone, patient unresponsive 
to deep painful stimuli 

b. Pupils are midposition or fully dilated 
and light reflexes are absent 

April 2012 

Exalriination 1, 
Date/Time: 

0 Yes 

D Yes 

Examination 2, 
Date/Time: 

0 No D Yes ONo 

0 No D Yes ONo 
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 

Section 2. Physical.Examination (please check); Note:. Spinal Cord Reflexes Are Acceptable 

Examination 'I, Examination 2, 
Date/Tim·e·: Date/Time: 

c. Corneal, cough, gag reflexes are absent D Yes D No D Yes D No 

d. Sucking and rooting reflexes are absent D Yes D No D Yes D No 
(in neonates and infants) 

e. Oculovestibular reflexes are absent D Yes D No D Yes DNo 

f, Spontaneous respiratory effort while on D Yes D No D Yes D No 
mechanical ventilation is absent 

0 The _____ (specify) ele1nent of the exa1nination could not be perfonned 

because---------------

Ancillary study (EEG or radionuclide CBF) was therefore perfonned to document brain death (Section 4). 

Section 3. Apnca.Tcst 

Exam~11:atiori I, EXart)iiiation 2, 
Date/ Time ----- Date/ Time ____ _ 

No spontaneous respiratory efforts were Pretest PaC02 : _____ Pretest PaC02: ____ _ 

observed despite final PaC()2 .;:::60mmHg Apnea duration: _____ n1inApnea duration: _____ tnin 
and a .;:::20mmHg increase above baseline Post-test PaC02: Post-test PaC02: ____ _ 

(Examination 1). No spontaneous respiratory 
efforts were observed despite final PaC02 

.;:::60mn1Hg and a _;:::201nmHg increase above 
baseline {Exan1ination 2). 

Apnea test is contraindicated or could not be performed to completion because ---------~---
Ancillary study (EEG or radionuclide CBF) was therefore perfOrmed to document brain death (Section 4). 

SectiOn 4. Ancillary Testing 

Ancillary testing is required (1) \vhen any components of the examination or apnea 
testing cannot be completed; (2) if there is uncertainty about the results of the 
neurologic examination; or (3) if a medication effect may be present. Ancillary 
testing can be perfonned to reduce the interexamination period; however, a second 
neurologic examination is required. Cornponents of the neurologic exatnination that 
can be perfonned safely should be cotnpleted in close proxin1ity to the ancillary test. 

D EEG report documents electrocerebral silence OR 

D CBF study report documents no cerebral perfusion 

Section 5. Signatures 

Examiner 1 

Date/time: ____ _ 

D Yes D No 

D Yes D No 

I certify that 1ny examination is consistent with cessation of function of the brain and brainstem. Confirmatory 
examination to follow. 

578 

Printed name---------

Signature---------

Specialty---------

Pager #/license # ---------

Date mtn/dd/yyyy ---------

1'ime ----------
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TABLE 2 (Continued) 

Section 5. Signatures 
Examiner 2 

I certify that my examination D and/or ancillary test report D confirms unchanged and irreversible 
cessation of function of the brain and brainstem. 'fhe patient is declared brain dead at this tin1e. 

Date/time of death ---------

Printed na1ne ----------

Signature---------

Specialty----------

Pager #/license # ----------

Date mm/dd/yyyy ________ _ 

Time----------

.·. 

aTwo physicians muse perform independent exami_nations separated by specified intervals. 
BP= blood pressure; CBF = cerebral blood flow;,,EEG =electroencephalography; MAP=- mean arterial pressure. . 

• Drug intoxications including barbiturates, opioids, seda
tives, intravenous and inhalational anesthetics, antiepilep
tic agents, and alcohols can cause severe central nervous 
systen1 depression and may alter the clinical exan1ination 
to the point where they can n1i1nic brain death. 3.4 Test
ing for these drugs should be perfonned if there is con

cern regarding recent ingestion or administration. When 
available, specific serum levels of medications with seda

tive properties or side effects should be obtained and 
docutnented to be in a low to mid therapeutic range 
before neurologic examination for brain death testing. 
Adequate clearance (based on the age of the child, pres
ence of organ dysfunction, total amount of medication 
adn1i11istered, di1nination half-life of the drug, and any 
active 1netabolites) should be allowed prior to the neuro
logic exainination. In so1ne instances, this may require 
waiting several half-lives and red1ecking serum levels of 
the inedication before co11ducting the brain death exan1i
narion. If neuron1uscular-blocking agents have been used, 

they should be stopped, and adequate clearance of these 
agents should be confirmed by use of a nerve stin1ulator 
with documentation of 11euromuscular junction activity 
and twitch response. Unusual causes of coma such as 
neurotoxins and chemical exposrne (ie, organophosphates 
<u1d carbatnates) should be considered in rare cases where 
an etiology for coma has not been established. 

Assessment of neurologic function may be unreli
able i1nmediately f()llowing resuscitation after cardiopul
monary arrest7

-
10 or other acute brain injuries, and serial 

neurologic exa1ninations are necessary to esr.ablish or 
refute the diagnosis of brain death. It is reasonable to 
defer the neurologic examination to determine brain 
death for ;::::24 hours if dictated by the clinical judgment 

April 2012 

of the treating physician in such circumstances. If there 
are concerns about the validity of the exan1ination (eg, 
flaccid tone ot absent movements in a patient with high 
spinal cord injury or severe neuromuscular disease), if 
specific exa1nination components cannot be performed 
due to medical contraindications (eg, apnea testing in 
patients with significant lung injury, hemodynan1ic 
instability, or high spinal cord inju1y), or if examination 
findings are inconsistent, continued observation and post
poning further neurologic examinations until these issues 
are resolved are warr<tnted to avoid improperly diagnosing 
brain death. An ancillary study can be pursued to assist 
with the diagnosis of brain death in situations where 
certain examination co1nponents cannot be co1npleced. 

Neuroimaging with either computed ton1ography 
(CT) or n1agnetic resonance in1aging (MRI) should den1on
stratc evidence of an acute central nervous system injury 

consistent with the profound loss of brain function. It is 
recognized that early after acute brain injury, in1aging find
ings may not demonstrate significant injury. In such situa
tions, repeat studies are hdpful in docun1enring that an 
acute severe brain injury has occurred. CT and MRI are 
not considered ancillary studies and should not be relied 
upon to make the determination of brain death. 

NUMBER OF EXAMINATIONS, EXAMINERS, 

AND OBSERVATION PERIODS. 

Number of Examinations and Examiners. The coin~ 

tnittee supports the 1987 guidelines reco1nn1ending per
formance of 2 examinations separated by an observation 
period. The committee reco1nmends that different 
attending physicians involved in the care of the child per
forrn these exa1nh1ations. 
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TABLE 3: Neurologic Examination Components to Assess for Brain Death in Neonates, Infants, and Children/' 
Including Apnea Testing 

lleversible conditions or conditions that can interfere with the neurologic examination n1ust be excluded prior to 
brain death testing. See text for discussion. 

1. Coma. The patient must exhibit complete loss of consciousness, vocalization, and volitional activity. 

Patient's must lack all evidence of responsiveness. Eye opening or eye movement to noxious stimuli is absent. 

Noxious stimuli should not produce a 1notor response other than spinally mediated reflexes. The clinical -
differentiation of spinal responses from retained n1oror responses associated with brain activity requires expertise. 

2. Loss of all brainstem reflexes including: 

Midposition or fully dilated pupils that do not respond to light. 

Absence of pupillary response to a bright light is documented in both eyes. Usually the pupils are fixed in 
a tnidsize or dilated position (4-9mm). When uncertainty exists, a magnifying glass should be used. 

Absence of n1ove1nent of bulbar muscularure including facial and oropharyngeal muscles. 

Deep pressure on the condyles at the level of the te1nporomandibular joints and deep pressure at the 
supraorbital ridge should produce no gri1na~ing or facial muscle movement. 

Absent gag, cough, sucking, and rooting reflex. 

The pharyngeal or gag reflex is tested after stimulation of the posterior pharynx with a tongue blade or 
suction device. 'rhe tracheal reflex is most reliably tested by examining the cough response to tracheal 
suctioning. The catheter should be inserted into the trachea and advanced to the level of the carina followed 
by 1 or 2 suctioning passes. 

Absent corneal reflexes. 

Absent corneal reflex is demonstrated by touching the cornea \Vith a piece of tissue paper, a cotton swab, 
or squirrn of water. No eyelid movement sholil<l be seen, Care should be taken not to damage the cornea 

. 

. 

1- during testing. 

' 

Absent oculovestibular reflexes. 

The oculovestibular reflex is tested by irrigaring each ear with ice water (caloric testing) after the patency 
of the external auditory canal is confirmed. The head is elevated to 30°. Each external auditory canal is 
irrigated (1 ear at a time) with approximately 10 to 50ml of ice water. Movement of the eyes should be 
absent during 1 minute of observation. Both sides are tested, with an interval of several minutes. 

. 

. 

3. Apnea. "rhe patient must have the complete absence of documented respiratory effort (if feasible) by fOrmal -
, apnea testing demonstrating a PaC02 _?60mmHg and _?20mmHg increase above baseline. 

Normalizarion of the pH and PaC02 , tneasured by arterial blood gas analysis, n1aintenance of core 
temperature >35°C, normalization of blood pressure appropriate for the age of the child, and correcting 
for factors that could affect respirato1y effort are a prerequisite to testing. --

The patient should be preoxygenated using lOOo/o oxygen for 5-10 minutes prior to initiating this test. 

Intermittent 1nandatory rnechanical ventilation should be discontinued once the patient is well oxygenated and 
a normal PaC02 has been achieved. 

The patient's heart rate, blood pressure, and oxygen saturation should be continuously monitored while observing 
for spontaneous respiratory effort throughout the entire procedure. 

Follow-up blood gases should be obtained to moniror rhe rise in PaC02 \vhile the patient remains disconnected 
from mechanical ventilation. 

If no respiratory effort is observed fron1 the initiation of the apnea tesr to the ci1ne the measured 
PaC02 is _2:60mmHg and _2:20mmHg above the baseline level, the apnea test is consistent with brain death. 

The patient should be placed back on n1echanical ventilator support, and n1edical rnanagetnent should continue _-_ 
until the second neurologic examination and apnea test confinning brain death are cornpleted. 

If oxygen saturations fall belo,v 85%, hemodynamic instability lin1its completion of apnea testing, or a PaC02 

level of _2:60nunHg cannot be achieved, the infant or child should be placed back on ventilator support with 
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TABLE 3 (Continued) 

appropriate treatrnent to restore normal oxygen saturations, arterial C02 pressure, and hemodynamic 
parameters. Another attetnpt to test for apnea may be perforn1ed at a later rime, or an ancillary study may 
be pursued to assist with detern1ination of brain death. 
Evidence of any respiratory effort is inconsistent with brain death, and th~ apnea test should be tenninated. 

4. Flaccid tone and absence of spontaneous or induced movements, excluding spinal cord events such as 
reflex withdrawal or spinal myoclonus. 

The patient's extremities should be exan1ined to evaluate tone by passive range of motion, assu1ning that there 
are no limitations to performing such an examination (eg, previous traurna, etc), and the patient should be 
observed for any spontaneous or induced movements. 
If abnorn1al 1noven1et1ts are present, clinical assessment to derern1ine whether these are spinal cord reflexes 
should be done. 

"Criteria adapted from 2010 American Acade1ny of Neurology criteria for ,brain death determination in adults. 11 

Children being evaluated for brain death may be 
cared for and evaluated by multiple medical and surgical 
specialists. The committee recommends that the best inter
ests of the child and family are served if at least 2 different 
attending physicians participate in diagnosing brain -death 
to ensure that (I) the diagnosis is based on currently estab
lished criteria, (2) there are no conflicts of interest in estab
lishing the diagnosis, and (3) there is consensus by at least 
2 physicians involved in the !..--are of the child that brain 
death criteria are met. l~hc committee also believes that 
because the apnea test is an objecrive rest, it may be per
formed by the san1e physician, preferably the attending 
physician who is tnanaging ventilator care of the child. 

Duration of Observation Periods. The committee 
reco1nmends the observation period between examinations 
to be 24 hours for neonates (37 weeks gestational age; up 
to 30 days) and 12 hours for infants and children (> 30 
days to 18 years), The first examination determines that the 
child has 1net neurologic exan1ination criteria for brain 
death. rfhe second exarnination confirms brain death based 
on an unchanged and irreversible condition. Reduction 
of the observation period and use of ancilla1y studies are 
discussed in separate sections of these guidelines. 

APNEA TESTING. Apnea testing should be performed 
with each neurologic exa1nination to determine brain 
death in all patients unless a tnedical contraindication 
exists. Contraindications n1ay include conditions that in
validate the apnea test (such as high cervical spine injury) 
or raise safety concerns for the patient (high oxygen 
requirement or ventilator settings). If apnea testing can

not be completed safely, an ancillary study should be per
fonned ro assist with the detenninacion of brain death. 

Apnea testing in term newborns, infants, and chil
dren is conducted similarly as in adults. Normalization of 
the pH and PaC02, measured by arterial blood gas analysis, 
rnaintenance of core temperature at > 35°C, nonnalization 
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of blood pressure appropriate for the age of the child, and 
correcting for factors that could affCct respiratory effort are 
prerequisites to testing. 'rhe patient must be preoxygenated 
using IOOo/o oxygen for 5 to 10 minutes prior to initiating 
this test. The physician(s) performing apnea testing should 
continuously n1onitor the patient's hea1t rate, blood pressure, 
and oxygen saturation while observing for spontaneous respi
ratory effort throughout the entire procedure. PaC02, nleas
ured by blood gas analysis, should be allowed to rise to 
2:20n1n1Hg above the baseline PaC02 level and 
2:60rnrnHg. If no respiratory effOrt is observed from the ini
tiation of the apnea test to the time the measured PaC02 is 
2:60n1mHg and .220m1nHg above the baseline level, the 
apnea test is consistent with brain death. The patient should 
be placed back on mechanical ventilator support, and medi
cal 1nanagement should continue until the second neurologic 
exan1ination and apnea test confrnning brain death are com
pleted. If oxygen saturations fall below 85°/o, he1nodynamic 
instability litnits completion of apnea testing, or a PaC02 

level of 2:60rn1nHg cannot be achieved, the infar1t or child 
should be placed back on ventilator support with appropriate 
treatment to restore normal oxygen saturations, C02 

pressure to normocarbia, and hemodynatnic pararneters. In 
this instance, another attempt to test for apnea may be 
perfonned at a later ti1ne, or an ancillary study may be pur
sued to assist with detennination of brain death. Evidence of 
any respiratory effort is inconsistent with brain death, indi
cating rhat the apnea test should be terminated and the 
patient placed back on ventilatory support. 

ANCILLARY STUDIES. The comn1ittee recon1mends 
that ancillary studies are not required to establish brain 
death and should not be viev,red as a substitute for the 
neurolOgic exan1inadon. Ancillary studies may be used to 
;L~sisr the clinician in making the diagnosis of brain death 
(1) when components of the examination or apnea test
ing cannot be completed safely due to the underlying 
1nedical co11dition of the patient; (2) if there is 
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I Comatose Child 
r37 weeks ~estationa1aOeto18 ve~l's ofaae1 

I 
Does Neur()fogicHxal11inatjon Satisfy Clinical 

· .. ·.· :·cr,itefia EO~ .. Brai.~0 Deiitbl. · 
A. -PhyStOlogiC.pa·ramefers·baye.b¢en.norrriaHzf:·di. 

1. NtifmoiMrmic: coie'l'emp; > 35°P(95°FJ 
2 •. NO~m·Q,t:e.it.sive fo~ age .With?~t vollini.e:.d,e.pl.et~on 

B. '2ma: No;pUrpo.Seful respon·s.e to·extern81 ~tim.~f°(exclude s:pln3l 
reflexes).. . . _ . _ . , ___ · _-_ 

C. Examination reveals ahsenthrajnstem reflexes:J~Up_illary;_corheal, 
vesllbuloocular (Calori~),gag. . . · . .. . 

D. AJ;me.a: _No sp-ontaneous'reSpiratioils_with·a measured -·pCOZ ~to 60 
min:Hg_or·~·-20 mmHg above ti!t? baseline·PaCOz 

. . . . . 
I NO 

A. continue obserVation and:management. _ · YES 
B. Consider diagiIO~tic·:sti.Idi-es: _baselirie EB~/ 
and tmaei.nl! studieS - _ 

, TtixiC/<lr~~~9-~- jne_~l>'oli <: 

1
.----------1 ·-:dfs.orders·havif-i>een1excluded? 

NO •· 

A. Await_ re-suits __ ofriletaliOli~: __ 
_ ·studie~}J,U.d' drlJg,screen- -
B. Co~tinµed;o_bserv_atlon and 

YES 

ree:xaminatidii -- -- -- · 

_ ·_:_--' RBti_eiJt.can_-Be Decla~d _Br3in·.D'e_3d 
__ _ _ . · . (_by·a-ge:·f~l~~~d-~Qsery-ation:perl_o,4~:*) 

A. N~Whp_~" 37·weeks,-g_estat_lnn-.to_·3Q'·~a):'s:. Exallti_natl_0:ns ~-~·h-ourS apart-remain 
uncll~J?'ge_-d:"1!h_:-p~r~i_s~e_nce. o-f coma_,.abs~n_t-br,ain_st~m _reflexes a~d apn'e_a. 
Anclllaryt~stingwlthEEG or CBF s.tudlesshoul<I be considered if there.is any 
conce_rn-ab9ut--the validity-of:tJle_-examilaJ~l:i(>µ_'._. _ .. - _ · 

B. 30 days·to-1B.-years£·Examinat_i_Qn~ _12 .. ho_U~s a:p3i;t-_-r_~~a~n unchiJnged.-An~illary 
t_e_sting with EEG:or CB'F studies-Should ·pe co·nsidered:'if:.there is any concern 
abo_ut the yalidity.of the .exanlination. · 

*An'dlfary studle_s-(EEG--&-,_~_B_F) a~e not required but-can. be:used when-II) compotlents Ofth_e.examination or 
apnea·t~stlng·cannot be ~afelv CQmplet_ed;.(11) there-ls:uncerta_lnt_v_ab~ut·the examination; (Ill) lfa medication 
effect mav·1ntertere· w1th evaluatlon.,or (iv)' to reduce.the obsei:vatf9n,perl_od. -

FIGURE: Algorithm to diagnose brain death in infants and children. CBF = cerebral blood flow; EEG = 
electroencephalography. 

uncertainty about rhe results of the neurologic examina
tion; (3) if a medication effect may be present; or· (4) to 
reduce the in.terexarnination observation period. The 
term ancillary study is preferred to confirmatory study 

because these tests assist the clinician in making the clini
cal diagnosis of brain death. Ancillary studies tnay also 
be helpful for social reasons, allowing fa1nily members to 

better comprehend the diagnosis of brain death. 
Four-vessel cerebral angiography is the gold Stand

ard for detennining absence of cerebral blood flow 
(CBF). This test can be difficult to perform in infants 
and sn1all children, may not be readily available at all 
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institutions, and requires moving the patient to the angi

ography suite. Electroencephalographic documentation of 
electrocerebral silence and use of radionuclide CBF deter
minations to document the absence of CBP remain the 

most widely used tnethods ro support the clinical diagnosis 
of brain death in infants and children. Both of these ancil
lary studies remain accepted tests to assist with detennina
rion of brain death in infants and children. Radionuclide 
CBF testing must be performed in accordance >vith guide
lines established by the Society of Nuclear Medicine and 
the American College of Radiology. 12

'
13 Electroencephalo

graphic (EE(;) testing must be performed in accordance 
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with standards established by the American Electroenceph

alographic Society. 14 Interpretation of ancillary studies 
requires the expertise of appropriately trained and qualified 

individuals who understand the limitations of rhese studies 
to avoid any potential misinterpretation. 

Similar to the neurologic examination, hemodynamic 
and temperature para1neters should be nonnalized prior to 
obtaining EEG or CBF studies. Pharmacologic agents that 

could affect the results of testing should be discontinued 
and levels determined as clinically indicated. Low to 1nid 
therapeutic levels of barbiturates should not preclude the 
use of EEG testing. 15 Evidence suggests that radionuclide 

CBF study can be utilized in patients with high-dose barbi
turate therapy to demonstrate absence of CBF. 16

•
17 Other 

ancillary studies such as transcranial Doppler study and 
newer tests such as CT angiography, CT perfusion using ar

terial spin labeling, nasopharyngeal sontatosensory evoked 
potential studies, MRI-1nagnetic resonance angiography; 
and perfusion MRI have not been studied sufficiently nor 
validated in in£1nts and children and cannot be recom

mended as ancillary studies to assist with the determination 
of brain death in children at this ti1ne. 

Repeating Ancillary Studies. If the EEG study shows 
electrical activity or the CBF study sho\vs evidence of flow 
or cellular uptake, the patient cannot be pronounced dead 
at that ti1ne. rfhe patient should continue to be ob.Served 

and medically treated until brain death can be declared 
solely on clinical examination criteria and apnea testing 
based on recom1nended observation periods, a follow-up 

ancillary study can be performed to assist and is consistent 
with the determination of brain death, or \Vithdrawal of 
life-sustaining medical therapies is made irrespective of the 
patient meeting criteria for brain death. A waiting period 

of 24 hours is recon1mended before further ancillary test
ing using radionuclide CBF study is performed to. allow 

adequate clearance of Tc-99m. 12
'
1
$ Although no evidence 

exists for a recommended waiting period berween EEG 
studies, a waiting period of 24 hours is reasonable and rec
om1nended before repeating this ancillary study. 

Shortening the Observation Period. If an ancillary 

study, used in conjunction with the first neurologic ex:unina

tion, supports the diagnosis of brain death, the interexainina

tion observation interval can be shortened, and the second 

neurologic examination and apnea test (or all components 

that can be completed safely) can be performed and docu

n1enced at any ti1ne thereafter for children of all ages. 

Special Considerations for Term Newborns 
(37 Weeks Gestation) to 30 Days of Age 
The ability to diagnose brain death in newborns is still 

viewed with sorne doubt, pri1narily due to the s1nall 
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number of brain-dead neonates reported in the litera
ture18-20 and uncertainty regarding whether there are 

intrinsic biological differences in neonatal brain 1netab

olis1n, blood flow, and response to injury. The Task 

Force supports that brain death can be diagnosed in 

term ne\vborns (37 weeks gestation) and older infants, 

provided the physician is aware of the limitations of the 

clinical examination and ancillary studies in this age 

group. It is important to carefully and repeatedly exam~ 

ine tenn newborns, with particular attention to exami~ 

nation of brainstem reflexes and apnea testing. As \Vith 

older children, assessment of neurologic fitnction in the 

term newborn may be unreliable immediately following an 

acute catastrophic neurologic injury or cardiopulmonary 

arrest. A period of 2:24 hours is recommended before eval

uating the term newborn for brain death. Because of insuf
ficient data in the literature, recommendations for pretern1 

infants <37 weeks gestational age were not included in 

these guidelines. 

APNEA TESTING. A thorough neurologic examination 

n1ust be perfonned in conjuncrion with the apnea test to 

n1ake the determination of death in any patient. Data sug

gest that the PaC02 threshold of 601nmHg is also valid in 

the newborn. 21 Apnea testing in the tenn newborn may be 

complicated by the following: (1) treatment with lQ()O/o 

oxygen may inhibit the potential recovery of respiratory 

effort, 22
'
23 and (2) profound bradycardia may precede 

hypercarbia and limit this test in neonates. If the apnea 

test cannot be completed, the examination and apnea test 

can be attempted at a later time, or an ancillary study may 

be performed to assist with deterrnination of death. There 

are no reported cases of any neonate vvho developed respi

ratory effort after nleeting brain death criteria. 

OBSERVATION PERIODS IN TERM NEWBORNS. The 
com1nittee recommends that the observation period 

between examinations be 24 hours for term newborns 

(37 weeks gestarional age) to 30 days of age based on 

data extracted from available literature and clinical 

experience. 

ANCILLARY STUDIES. Available data suggest that ancil

lary studies in newborns are less sensitive than in older 

children. Awareness of these limitations would suggest 

that longer periods of observarion and repeated neuro

logic exatninations are needed before rnaking the diagno

sis of brain death and also that as in older infants and 

children, the diagnosis should be 1nade clinically and 

based on repeated examinations rather than relying exclu

sively on ancillary studies. 
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Declaration of Death (for All Age Groups) 
Death is declared after the second neurologic exa.n1ina

tion and apnea test confinn an unchanged and irreversi
ble condition. An al.gorith1n (see Fig} provides recon1-

1nendations for the process of diagnosing brain death in 
children. When ancillary studies are used, documentation 
of components fron1 the second clinical exa1nination that 
can be completed, including a second apnea rest, must 
remain consistent with brain death. All aspects of the 
clinical exan1ination, including the apnea test, or _ancil
lary studies n1ust be appropriately documented. A check
list outlining essential exan1ination and testing con1po

nents is provided in Table 2. This checklist also provides 
standardized documentation to determine brain death. 

Additional Considerations (for All Age Groups) 
The implications of diagnosing brain death are of great 
consequence. Therefore, experienced clinicians who are 
fainiliar with neonates, i11fants, and children and have 
specific training in neurocritical care should carry out 
examinations to determine brain death. These physicians 
inust be competent to perforn1 the clinical exarnination 
and interpret results frotn ancillary studies. Qualified 
clinicians include pediatric intensivists and neonatolo
gists, pediatric neurologists and neurosurgeons, pediatric 
trauma surgeons, and pediatric anesthesiologists with crit

ical care training. Adult specialists should have appropri
ate neurologic and critical care training to diagnose_ brain 
death when caring for the pediatric patient from bi.rth to 

18 years of age. Residents and fellows should be encour
aged to learn how to properly perform brain death test
ing by observing and participating in the clinical exa1ni
nation and testing process perfonned by experienced 
attending physicians. It is 1·ecommended that both neuro
logic examinations be perfonned and documented by an 
attending physician who is qualified and competent to 

perfonn the brain death exatnination. 
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The definition of death is one of the oldest and most enduring problems in biophilosophy and bioethics. Serious controversies 

over formally defining death began with the invention of the positive-pressure mechanical ventilator in the 1950s. For the first 

time, physicians could maintain ventilation and, hence, circulation on patients who had sustained what had been previously 
lethal brain damage. Prior to the development of mechanical ventilators, brain injuries severe enough to induce apnea quickly 
progressed to cardiac arrest from hypoxemia. Before the 1950s, the loss of spontaneous breathing and heartbeat ("vital 

functions") were perfect predictors of death because the functioning of the brain and ofall other organs ceased rapidly and nearly 

simultaneously thereafter, producing a unitary death phenomenon. In the pretechnological era, physicians and philosophers did 

not have to consider whether a human being who had. Jost certain "vital functions" but had retained others was alive, because 
such cases were technically impossible. 

With the advent of mechanical support of ventilation, (permitting maintenance of circulation) the previous unitary determination 
of death became ambiguous. Now patients were encountered in whom some vital organ functions (brain) had ceased totally and 

irreversibly, while other vital organ functions (such as ventilation and circulation) could be maintained, albeit mechanically. 
Their life status was ambiguous and debatable because they had features of both dead and living patients. They resembled dead 

patients in that they could not move or breathe, were utterly unresponsive to any stimuli, and had lost brain stem reflex activity. 
But they also resembled living patients in that they ha~ maintained heartbeat, circulation and intact visceral organ functioning. 
Were these unfortunate patients in fact alive or dead? 

In a series of scientific articles addressing this unprecedented state, several authors made the bold claim that patients who had 

totally and irreversibly lost brain functions were dead, despite their continued heartbeat and circulation. 1 In the 1960s, they 

popularized the concept they called "brain death" to· acknowledge this idea. 2 The intuitive attractiveness of the concept of 
"brain death" led to its rapid acceptance by the medical and scientific community, and to legislators expeditiously drafting 

public laws permitting physicians to determine death on the basis of loss of brain functioning. 3 Interestingly, largely by virtue 

of its intuitive appeal, *36 the academy, medical practitioners, governments, and the public accepted the validity ofbrain death 

prior to the development of a rigorous biophilosophical proof that brain dead patients were truly dead. Medical historians have 

emphasized utilitarian factors in this rapid acceptance, because a deteimination of brain death peimitted the desired societal 

goals of cessation of medical treatment and organ procurement. 4 

The practice of determining human death using brain death tests has become worldwide over the past several decades. The 

practice is enshrined in law in all 50 states in the United States and in approximately 80 other countries, including nearly all 

of the developed world and much of the undeveloped world. 5 A 1995 conference on the definition of death sponsored by the 
Institute of Medicine concluded that, despite certain theoretical and practical shortcomings, the practice of diagnosing brain 
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death was so successful and so well accepted by the medical profession and the public that no major public policy changes 

seemed desirable. 6 

Yet despite this consensus, from its beginning, a persistent group of critics have attacked the concept and practice of brain death 

as being conceptually invalid ora violation ofreligious beliefs. 7 Recently, through the intellectual leadership of Alan Shewmon, 

additional critics have concluded that the concept of brain death is incoherent, anachronistic, unnecessary, a legal fiction, and 

should be abandoned. 8 In this essay I show that, despite admitted shortcomings, the classical formulation of whole-brain death 

remains both conceptually coherent and forms a solid foundation for public policy surrounding human death detennination and 
organ transplantation. 

An Analysis of Death 

Defining death is a formidable task. 9 In their rigorous, thoughtful, and highly influential book Defining Death, 10 the President's 

Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research chose as their conceptual 

foundation the analysis of death that I published with my Dartmouth colleagues Charles Culver and Bernard Gert. 11 Our 

analysis was conducted in three sequential phases: (!)the philosophical task of determining the definition of death by making 

explicit the consensual concept of death that has been confounded by technology; (2) the philosophical and medical task of 

determining the best criterion of death, a measurable condition that shows that the definition has been fulfilled by being both 

necessary and sufficient for death; and (3) the medical-scientific task of determining the tests of death for physicians to employ 

at the patient's bedside to demonstrate that the criterion of death has been fulfilled with no false positive and minimal false 

negative determinations. Most subsequent scholars have accepted this method of analysis, if not our conclusions, with two 

recent exceptions. 12 

Following a series of published critiques and rebuttals ofour position over the past two decades, I concluded that much of the 

disagreement over our account of death resulted from the lack of acceptance by dissenting scholars of the "paradigm of death." 
By "paradigm of death" I refer specifically to a set of conditions and assumptions that frame the discussion of the topic of death 

by identifying the nature of the topic, the class of phenomena to which it belongs, how it should be discussed, and its conceptual 

boundaries. 13 Accepting a paradigm of death permits scholars to rationally analyze and discuss death without falling victim 

to the fallacy of category noncongrnence and consequently talking past each other. But the paradigm remains useful even if 

scholars do not agree on all its elements, because it can help clarify the root of their disagreement. 

My paradigm of death comprises seven sequential elements. First, the word "death" is a common, nontechnical word that we 
all use correctly to refer to the cessation of a human being's life. The philosophical task of defining death seeks not to redefine it 

by contriving a new meaning, but rather to divine and make explicit the implicit meaning of death that we all accept but that has 

been made ambiguous by technological advances. Some scholars have gone astray by not attempting to capture our consensual 
concept of death and instead redefining death for ideological purposes or by overanalyzing death to a metaphysical level of 

abstraction-- thereby rendering it devoid of its ordinary meaning. 14 

Second, death is fundamentally a biological phenomenon. We all agree that life is a biological entity; thus also should be 

its cessation. Accepting that death is a biological phenomenon neither denigrates the richness *37 and beauty of various 
cultural and religious practices surrounding death and dying, nor denies societies their proper authority to govern practices and 
establish laws regulating the determination and time of death. But death is an immutable and objective biological fact and not 

fundamentally a social contrivance. 15 For the definition and criterion of death, the paradigm thus exclusively considers the 
ontology of death and ignores its normative aspects. 

Third, we restrict our analysis to the death of higher vertebrate species for which death is univocal. That is, we mean the 

same phenomenon of "death" when we say our cousin died as we do when we say our dog died. Although individual cells 
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within organisms and single celled organisms also die, our analysis of defining human death is simplified by restricting our 

purview to the death of related higher vertebrate species. Determining the death of cells, organs, protozoa, or bacteria are valid 
biophilosophical tasks but are not the task at hand here. 

Fourth, the term "death" can be applied directly and categorically only to organisms. All living organisms meet die and only 

living organisms can die. Our use of language may seem to confuse this point, for example, when we say "a person died." But 

by this usage we are referring directly to the death of the living organism that embodied the person, not to a living organism 

ceasing to be a person. Personhood is a psychosocial construct that can be lost but cannot die, except metaphorically. Similarly, 

other uses of the term "death" such as "the death of a culture" clearly are metaphorical and fall outside the paradigm. 16 

Fifth, a higher vertebrate organism can reside in only-one of two states, alive or dead: no organism can be in both states or in 

neither. Based on the theory of fuzzy sets, the concept that the world does not easily divide itselfinto sets and their complements, 

Amir Halevy and Baruch Brody proposed that an organism may reside in a transitional state between alive and dead that shares 

features of both states. 17 This claim appears plausible when considering cases of gradual, protracted dying, in which it may 

be difficult and even appear arbitrary to identify the precise moment of death. But this claim ignores the important distinction 

between our ability to identify an organism's biological state and the nature of that state. Simply because we currently lack the 

technical ability to always accurately identify an organism's state does not necessitate postulating an in-between state. Using 

the terminology of fuzzy set theory as a guide, the paradigm requires us to view alive and dead as mutually exclusive (non

overlapping) and jointly exhaustive (no other) sets. 

Sixth, and inevitably following from the preceding premise, death must be an event and not a process. If there are only two 

exclusive underlying states of an organism, the transition from one state to the other, at least in theory, must be sudden and 

instantaneous, because of the absence of an intervening state. Disagreement on this point, highlighted since the original debate 

over 30 years ago in Science by Robert Morison and Leon Kass, 18 centers on the difference between our ability to accurately 

measure the presence ofa biological state and the nature of that biological state. To an observer, it may appear that death is an 

ineluctable process within which it is arbitrary to stipulate the moment of death, but such an observation simply underscores our 

current technical limitations. For technical reasons, the event of death may be determinable with confidence only in retrospect. 

As my colleagues and I first observed in 1981, death is best conceptualized not as a process but as the event separating the 

biological processes of dying and bodily disintegration. 19 

Seventh and finally, death is irreversible. By its nature, ifthe event of death were reversible it would not be death but rather 

part of the process of dying that was interrupted and reversed. Advances in technology permit physicians to interrupt the dying 

process in some cases and postpone the event of death. So-called "near-death experiences," reported by some critically ill 

patients who subsequently recovered, do not indicate returning from the dead but are rather recalled experiences that result from 

alterations in brain physiology during incipient dying that was reversed in a timely manner. 20 

The Definition of Death 

Given the set of assumptions and conditions comprising the paradigm of death, we can now explore the definition, criterion, and 

tests of death. Defining death is the conceptual task of making explicit our understanding of it. It poses an essential question: 

what does it mean for an organism to die, particularly in our contemporary circumstance in which technology can compensate 

for the failure of certain vital organs? 

We all agree that by "death" we do not require the cessation of functioning of every cell in the body, because some integument 

cells that require little oxygen or blood flow continue to function temporarily after death is customarily declared. We also do 

not simply mean the cessation of heartbeat and respiration, though this circumstance will lead to death ifuntreated. Although 

some religious believers assert that the soul departs the body at the moment of death, this is not an adequate definition of death 

because it is not what religious believers fundamentally mean by "death." 
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Beginning early in the brain-death debate, Robert Veatch advocated a position that became known as the "higher-brain 

formulation of death." 21 He claimed *38 that death should be defined formally as "the irreversible loss of that which is 

considered to be essentially significant to the nature of man." He expressly rejected the idea that death should be related 
to an organism's "loss of the capacity to integrate bodily function" asserting that "man is, after all, something more than a 

sophisticated computer." 22 His project attempted not to reject brain death, but to refine the intuitive thinking underlying the 

brain death concept by emphasizing that it was the cerebral cortex that counted in a brain death concept and not the more 

primitive integrating brain structures. 

Irrespective of the attractiveness of this idea, (it has spawned a loyal following 23 ) the higher-brain formulation contains a fatal 

flaw as a candidate for a definition of death: it is not what we mean when we say "death." Its logical criterion of death would be 
the irreversible loss of consciousness and cognition, s1.1:ch as that which occurs in patients in an irreversible persistent vegetative 

state (PVS). Thus a higher-brain formulation of death would count PVS patients as dead. However, despite their profound and 

tragic disability, all societies, cultures, and laws consider PVS patients as alive. Thus, despite its potential merits, the higher

brain formulation fails the first condition of the paradigm: to make explicit our underlying consensual concept of death and 

not to contrive a new definition of death. 

In 1981, my colleagues and I strove to capture the essence of the concept of human death that formed the intuitive foundation 

of the brain-based criterion of death. We defined death as 'ihe cessation of functioning of the organism as a whole." 24 This 

definition utilized a biological concept proposed by Jacques Loeb in 1916. 25 Loeb explained that organisms are not simply 

composites of cells, tissues, and organs, but possess overarching functions that regulate and integrate all systems to maintain the 

unity and interrelatedness of the organism to promote its optimal functioning and health. The organism as a whole comprises 

that set of functions that are greater than the mere sum of the organism1s parts. 

More recently, biophilosophers have advanced the concept of"emergent functions" to explain this type of phenomenon with 

greater conceptual clarity. 26 An emergent function is a property ofa whole that is not possessed by any of its component parts, 

and that cannot be reduced to one or more of its component parts. The physiological correlate of the organism as a whole is 

the set of emergent functions of the organism. The irretrievable loss of the organism1s emergent functions produces loss of the 

critical functioning of the organism as a whole and therefore is the death of the organism. 

In early writings on brain death, a few scholars proposed similar ideas. Most noteworthy was Julius Korein who asserted that 

the brain was the "critical system" of the organism whose loss indicated the organism's death. 27 Using thermodynamics theory, 

Korein argued that once the critical system was irretrievably lost (death), an irreversible and unstoppable process ensued of 

increasing entropy that constituted the process of bodily disintegration. The concept of the demise of the organism's critical 

system relies on concepts analogous to the cessation of functions of the organism as a whole. 

Examples of critical functions of the organism as a whole include: (1) consciousness, which is necessary for the organism to 

respond to requirements for hydration and nutrition; (2) control of circulation, respiration, and temperature control, which are 

necessary for all cellular metabolism; and (3) integrating and control systems involving chemoreceptors, baroreceptors, and 

neuroendocrine feedback loops to maintain homeostasis. Death is the irreversible and permanent loss of the critical functions 

of the organism as a whole. 

The Criterion of Death 

The next task is to identify the criterion of death, the general measurable condition that satisfies the definition of death by 

being both necessary and sufficient for death. There are several plausible candidates for a criterion of death. Among brain 

death advocates, three separate criteria have been proposed: (1) the wholebrain formulation, the criterion recommended by the 
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Harvard Committee and the President1s Commission, and accepted throughout the United States and in most parts of the world; 

(2) the higher-brain formulation, popular in the academy but accepted in no jurisdictions anywhere; and (3) the brain stem 

formulation accepted in the United Kingdom. 28 

The wholewbrain criterion requires cessation of all brain clinical functions including those of the cerebral hemispheres, 
diencephalon (thalamus and hypothalamus), and brain stem. Whole-brain theorists require widespread cessation of neuronal 

functions because each part of the brain serves the critical functions of the organism as a whole. The brain stem initiates 
and controls breathing, regulates circulation, and serves as the generator of conscious awareness through the ascending 
reticular activating system. The diencephalon provides the center for bodily homeostasis, regulating and coordinating numerous 

neuroendocrine control systems such as those regulating body temperature, salt and water regulation, feeding behavior, and 

memory. The cerebral hemispheres have an indispensable role in awareness that provides the conditions for all *39 conscious 

behavior that serves the health and survival of the organism. 

Clinical functions are those that are measurable at the bedside. The distinction between the brain's clinical functions and brain 

activities, recordable electrically or though other laboratory means, was made by the President1s Commission in Defining Death 

though, for the sake of brevity, it did not appear in the Uniform Determination of Death Act proposed by the Commission. 29 

All clinical brain functions measurable at the bedside must be lost and the absence must be shown to be irreversible. But the 

whole-brain criterion does not require the loss of all neuronal activities. Some neurons may survive and contribute to recordable 

brain activities (by an electroencephalogram, for example) but not to clinical functions. 30 The precise number, location, and 

configuration of the minimum number of critical neuron arrays remain unknown. 

Despite the fact that the whole-brain criterion does not require the cessation of functioning of every brain neuron, it does 

rely on a pathophysiological process known as brain herniation to assure widespread destruction of the neuron systems 

responsible for the brain's clinical functions. 31 When the brain is injured diffusely by trauma, hypoxicischemic damage during 

cardiorespiratory arrest or asphyxia, meningoencephalitis, or enlarging intracranial mass lesions such as neoplasms, 32 brain 

edema causes intracranial pressure to rise to levels exceeding mean arterial blood pressure. At this point, intracranial circulation 

ceases and nearly all brain neurons that were not destroyed by the initial brain injury are secondarily destroyed by lack of 

intracranial circulation. Thus the whole-brain formulation provides a fail-safe mechanism to eliminate false-positive brain 

death determinations and assure the loss of the critical functions of the organism as a whole. Showing the absence of all 

intracranial circulation is sufficient to prove widesp~ead destruction of all critical neuronal systems. Similarly, it satisfies 

Korein1s requirement for the loss of the irreplaceable Critical system of the organism. 

The higher-brain formulation fails to provide an adeqtiate criterion of death because its conditions are insufficient for the loss of 

the critical functions of the organism as a whole. Its criterion is the irreversible loss of consciousness and cognition. The most 

common clinical manifestation of this condition is the PVS, caused by diffuse damage to the cerebral hemispheres, thalami, 

or disconnections between those structures. 33 In most cases of PVS, brain stem neurons and their functions remain intact, so 

PVS patients, although unaware, have retained wakefulness and sleep-wake cycles (through the function of the intact ascending 

reticular activating system), have continued control of respiration and circulation by the intact medulla, and retain other brain 

stem mediated regulatory functions. 34 The higher-brain formulation, thus, serves as neither an adequate definition nor criterion 

of death. 

The criterion of the brain stem formulation is the loss of consciousness and the capacity for breathing. 35 Diffuse damage to the 

brain stem that is sufficient to destroy the ascending re:ticular activating system and the medullary breathing center satisfies this 

criterion. But the brain stem formulation does not require commensurate damage to the diencephalon or cerebral hemispheres. 

It therefore leaves open the possibility of misdiagnosis of death because of a pathological process that appears to destroy brain 

stem activities but that permits some form of residual conscious awareness that cannot be easily detected. It thus lacks the fail

safe feature of whole-brain death to test for and guarailtee the irreversible loss of these critical systems. 
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As a criterion of death, the circulation formulation fails for precisely the opposite reason of the higherbrain and brain stem 

formulations. Whereas the higher-brain and brain stem criteria both fail because they are necessary but not sufficient for death, 
the circulation criterion fails because it is sufficient but not necessary for death. The loss of all systemic circulation produces 

the destruction of all bodily organs and tissues so it is clearly a sufficient condition for death. But it is unnecessary to require 

the cessation of functions of organs that do not serve the critical functions of the organism as a whole. 36 

The Tests of Death 

Brain death tests must be used to determine death only in the unusual case in which a patient's ventilation is being supported. If 

positive-pressure ventilation is neither employed nor entertained, the traditional tests of death--prolonged absence of breathing 

and heartbeat--can be used successfully. These traditional tests are absolutely predictive that the brain will be rapidly destroyed 

by lack of blood flow and oxygen, at which time death will have occurred. Traditional examinations for death, in addition to 

testing for heartbeat and breathing, always included tests for responsiveness and pupillaiy reflexes that directly measure brain 

function. 

*40 The bedside tests satisfying the whole-brain criterion of death have been designed with a sufficiently high degree of 

concordance to permit the drafting of widely accepted clinical practice guidelines on the determination of brain death. 37 The 

tests require demonstrating the loss of all clinical brain functions, irreversibility, and a known structural process sufficient 

to produce the clinical findings. Laboratory tests showing the absence of intracranial blood flow or the absence of electrical 

activity in the hemispheres and brain stem can be used to confirm the clinical diagnosis to expedite the determination. 38 

Irreversibility is an indispensable requirement for brain death. There is general belief that irreversibility can be adequately 

demonstrated by conducting serial neurological examinations, excluding potentially reversible factors, and demonstrating a 

structural cause that is sufficient to account for the clinical signs. But, while highly plausible, these conditions have never been 

proved to assure irreversibility. Two recent factors prompted me to reassess my previous position that irreversibility could be 

proved solely by clinical factors and to suggest that a laboratory test showing cessation of all intracranial blood flow should 

become mandatory in brain death determination. 

There are several published studies documenting the alarming frequency of physician variations and errors in performing 

brain death tests, 39 despite clear guidelines for performing and recording the tests. Patients with "chronic brain death" have 

been reported who were diagnosed as brain dead but whose circulation and visceral organ functioning were successfully 

physiologically maintained for months or longer. 40 Belco Wijdicks and I questioned whether all of the reported patients were 

correctly diagnosed, and if some braindamaged but not brain dead patients were included because of inadequate examinations 

and resultant incorrect brain death determinations. 41 Reacting to both these findings, I proposed that the mere assertion of 

irreversibility may no longer be sufficient to diagnose brain death and that a test showing cessation of all intracranial blood 

flow, such as transcranial Doppler ultrasonography, radionuclide angiography, or computed tomographic angiography, should 

become mandatory, at least if there is any question about the diagnosis or if the examiner is inexperienced. 42 

Public Policy on Death 

Brain death is widely regarded as the prime example of a formerly contentious bioethical and biophilosophical issue that has 

been resolved to the point of widespread public consensus. 43 Evidence for this consensus is the enactment of effective and 

well-accepted brain death laws and policies throughout the world. 44 In the United States, the Uniform Determination of Death 

Act, recommended by the President's Commission and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 45 
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has been enacted in most states, and others have enacted statutes with similar language. Contemporaneously, the Law Reform 

Commission of Canada produced a similar statute. 46 

But an observer unaware of this consensus and public acceptance, who relied solely on reading the output of scholarly articles 
and university conferences on brain death, would reach a far different conclusion. The publication of anti-brain death articles 
has never been greater than during the past decade. Yet, despite those arguments, the 1995 Institute of Medicine conference 

on brain death recommended no changes in public laws in the United States, 47 no jurisdiction has abandoned its brain death 
statute, and there is evidence that many additional countries have embraced the practice of determining brain death during the 

past decade of scholarly dissention. 48 What accounts for the mismatch between public acceptance and scholarly agitation? 

Higher-brain proponents continue to accept brain death but argue that the criterion of death should be changed to the higher-brain 

formulation. Brain stem death proponents also accept the conceptual validity of brain death but hold that the criterion of death 

should be the brain stem formulation. Religious authorities continue a debate that has raged for 40 years about whether brain 

death is compatible with the doctrines of the world1s principal religious traditions. 49 Protestantism, including fundamentalism, 

has accepted brain death. 50 The debate in Roman Catholicism was largely settled by Pope John Paul's 2000 pronouncement 

embracing brain death as consistent with Catholic teachings. 51 In Judaism, brain death is accepted by Reform and Conservative 

authorities, but an Orthodox rabbinic debate continues between those who declare brain death compatible with Jewish law 

and those who do not. 52 Brain death determination is also practiced in several Islamic societies, 53 Hindi societies, 54 and in 

Confucian-Shinto Japan. 55 

The principal active opponents within the academy are those who reject the concept of brain death outright and promote the 

concept that a human being is not dead until the systemic circulation ceases and all organs are destroyed. The circulation 
proponents see no special role for brain functions in a determination of death. Alan Shewmon, the intellectual leader of the 
circulationists, has written eloquently on the conceptual problems inherent within the whole-brain (or any brain criterion) 

formulation. 56 He cites evidence that the brain performs no qualitatively different forms of integration than the spinal cord 

and argues that therefore it should enjoy no special status above other *41 organs in death determination. He claims further 

that his cases of"chronic brain death" show that the concept of brain death is inherently counterintuitive, for how could a dead 

body gestate infants or grow? 57 

Another critic, Robert Taylor, has called the brain death concept a "legal fiction" that is accepted by society in a manner 

analogous to the concept of legal blindness. Taylor explains that legal blindness is a concept invented by society to permit 

people who are functionally blind from severe visual impairment to receive the same social benefits as those enjoyed by people 

who are totally blind. We all know that most people who are declared legally blind are not truly blind. But we employ a legal 

fiction and use the term "blindness" in a biologically incorrect way for its socially beneficial purpose. Taylor argues that, by 
analogy, we know that people we declare "brain dead" are not truly dead, but we consider them dead for the socially beneficial 

goal oforgan procurement. 58 

As a longstanding proponent of whole-brain death, I acknowledge that the whole-brain formulation, although coherent, is 

imperfect, and that my attempts to defend it have not adequately addressed all valid criticisms. But my inadequacies must be 

viewed within the larger context of the relationship of biology to public policy. Our attempts to conceptualize, understand, and 
define the complex and subtle natural concepts oflife and death remain far from perfect. Perhaps we will never be able to achieve 

uniform definitions of life and death that everyone accepts and that no one criticizes for conceptual or practical shortcomings. 

In the real world of public policy on biological issues, we must frequently make compromises or approximations to achieve 
acceptable practices and laws. For these compromises to be tolerable, generally they should be minor and not affect outcomes. 

For example, in the current practice of organ donation after cardiac death (formerly known as non-heart-beating organ donation), 
I and others raised the question of whether the organ donor patients were truly dead after only five minutes ofasystole. The five-
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minute rule was accepted by the Institute of Medicine as the point at which death could be declared and the organs procured. 59 

Ours was a biologically valid criticism because, at least in theory, some such patients could be resuscitated after five minutes of 
asystole and still retain measurable brain function. If that was true, they were not yet dead at that point so their death declaration 
was premature. 

But thereafter I changed my position to support programs of organ donation after cardiac death. I decided that it was justified to 

accept a compromise on this biological point when I realized that donor patients, if not already dead at five minutes of asystole, 

were incipiently and irreversibly dying because they could not auto-resuscitate and no one would attempt their resuscitation. 

Because their loss of circulatory and respiratory functions was permanent if not yet irreversible, there would be no difference 

whatsoever in their outcomes if their death were declared after five minutes of asystole or after 60 minutes of asystole. I 

concluded that, from a public policy perspective, accepting the permanent loss of circulatory and respiratory functions rather 

than requiring their irreversible loss was justified. Th~ good accruing to the organ recipient, the donor patient, and the donor 

family resulting from organ donation justified overlooking the biological shortcoming because, although the difference in the 

death criteria was real, it was inconsequential. 

Of course Alan Shewmon is correct that not all bodily system integration and functions of the organism as a whole are conducted 

by the brain (though most are) and that the spinal cord and other structures serve relevant roles. And Robert Taylor is correct 

that many people view brain death as a legal fiction and regard such patients "as good as dead" but not biologically dead. But 

despite its shortcomings, the whole-brain formulation remains coherent on the grounds of the critical functions of the organism 

as a whole and on the additional grounds ofKorein's critical system theory. The whole-brain death formulation comprises a 

concept and public policy that make intuitive and practical sense and have been well accepted by the public throughout many 

societies. Therefore, while I am willing to acknowledge that whole-brain death fonnulation remains imperfect, I continue to 

support it because on the public policy level its shortcomings are relatively inconsequential. 

Those scholars attacking the established wholebrain death formulation have a duty to show that their proposed alternative 

formulations not only more accurately represent biological reality, but also can be translated into successful public policy that 

is intuitively acceptable and maintains public confidence in physicians1 accuracy in death determination and in the integrity 

of the organ procurement enterprise. Although I acknowledge certain weakness of the wholebrain death formulation, I hold 

that it most accurately maps our consensual implicit concept of death in a technological age and, as a consequence, it has been 

accepted by societies throughout the world. 
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Editor's key points 
• Death can be diagnosed using th.ree 

different sgts of Criteria: circu.lo.t.ory, 
sonlati~, and neurologiq:il. 

• These· criteria are now robust, 
Specific; ·and·based on scientific 
principt·es. 

• A diagriosis of death requires . 
irreve.rsible foss of the. ~apae;ity 'for 
consciousness and capacity to 
breathe'; 

• Additiorial minimum observation 
periods Ore requii-ect· to·'.dfcig~.s'.>'se 
cteath usin~ different Criteriq;: · 

Summary. There is growing medical consensus in a unifying concept of human death. 
Alt human death involves the irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, 
combined with the irreversible lass of the capacity ta breathe. Death then is a result 
of the irreversible loss of these functions in the brain. This paper outlines three sets 
of criteria to diagnose human death. Each set of criteria clearly establishes the 
irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with the irreversible loss 
of the capacity to breathe. The most appropriate set of criteria to use is determined 
by the circumstances in which the medical practitioner is called upon to diagnose 
death. The three criteria sets are somatic (features visible on external inspection of 
the corpse), circulatory (after cardiorespiratory arrest), and neurological (in patients 
in coma on mechanical ventilation); and represent a diagnostic standard in which 
the medical profession and the public can have complete confidence. This review 
unites authors from Australia, Canada, and the UK and examines the medical 
criteria that we should use in 2012 to diagnose human death. 

Keywords: brain death; cardiopulmonary arrest; death; diagnosis; resuscitation orders 

The diagnosis of death is, in most countries, the legal respon
sibility of a medical practitioner. It marks a point in time after 
which consequences occur including no medical or legal 
requirement to provide resuscitation or life-sustaining tech
nologies, loss of personhood, and most individual rights, 
the opportunity far organ donation and autopsy proceedings, 
execution of the decedent's legal will, estate and property 
transfer, payment of life insurance, final disposition of 
the body by burial or cremation and, of course, religious 
or social ceremonies to mark the end of a life.1 Dying, 
however, is a process, which effects different functions 
and cells of the body at different rates of decay. Doctors 
must decide at what moment along this process there is 
permanence and death can be appropriately declared. 

A definition of death, just like a definition of life, continues 
to elude philosophers. Death can be considered in terms of 
medical, legal, ethical, philosophical, societal, cultural, and re
ligious rationales. The medical definition of death is primarily a 
scientific issue based on the best available evidence. There is 
growing consensus that there is a unifying medical concept 
of death; all human death is anatomically located tO the 
brain.2 - 9 That is, human death involves the irreversible loss 
of the capacity for consciousness, combined with the irrevers
ible loss of the capacity to breathe.8 10 11 These two essential 
capacities are found in the brain, particularly the brainstem, 
and represent the most basic manner in which the human 

organism can sense and interact with its environment. 
Death is a result of the irreversible loss of these functions in 
the brain; either from an intra-cranial cause such as trauma 
or haemorrhage, or from an extra-cranial cause such as 
cardio-respirotory arrest, where impaired cerebral perfusion 
will culminate in cerebral and brainstem damage. 

In this paper, we outline three sets of criteria to diagnose 
human death. Each set of criteria clearly establishes irrevers
ible loss of the capacity to breathe combined with the irre
versible loss of the capacity for consciousness. The most 
appropriate set of criteria to use is determined by the circum
stances in which a medical practitioner is called upon to 
diagnose death. These three criteria sets are somatic (fea
tures visible on external inspection of the corpse such as 
rigor mortis or decapitation)1 circulatory, or neurological; 
and represent a diagnostic standard in which the medical 
profession and the public can have complete confidence. 

For more than 40 yr, medical practitioners have been diag
nosing death using neurological criteria. For nearly 200 yr, we 
have been using the stethoscope, as a technological aid far 
circulatory criteria, to diagnose the same death. Our under
standing and the criteria we use may have evolved, but our 
duty remains the same, to make a timely diagnosis of 
death whilst avoiding any diagnostic errors; an obligation 
medical professionals cannot and should not abdicate. This 
review unites authors from Australia, Canada, and the UK 
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and examines the medical criteria that we should use in 
2012 to diagnose human death. 

A history of diagnosing death 

'Have me decently buried, but do not let my body be put 
into a vault in less than two days a~er I am dead.' 
Alleged dying request of George Washington, 1799. 

Humans have long used criteria and technology to assist 
in the diagnosis of death. Somatic criteria, such as the pres
ence of decomposition and rigor mortis, are the oldest in 
human history. The link between breath and life is equally 
as ancient ond found in both Genesis (2:7) and the Qur'an 
(32:9). Shakespeare writes of King Lear requesting a looking
glass, 'If that her breath will mist or stain the stone, why then 
she lives.' (King Lear Act V Scene Ill). Feathers and candles 
were often utilized for a similar purpose. 

Other influential proponents of criteria for human death were 
the twelfth-century rabbi and physician scholar Moses Maimoni
des, who was the first to argue that a decapitated person was 
immediately dead, despite the presence of residual movement 
in the body12 13 and William Harvey, who in the seventeenth 
century first described the circulation of blood and the function 
of the heart as a pump and which, under this concept, death 
was when the heart and circulation stopped. 14 

Fears of premature burial appear to have culminated in 
the eighteenth century, when George Washington made his 
dying request and Jean-Jacques Winslow in 1740 famously 
stated that putrefaction is the only sure sign of death. This 
fear led to the construction of waiting mortuaries and 
security coffins with alarm mechanisms and permanent air 
supply.15 Diagnostic criteria for death were unclear and 
Egbert Guernsey, writing in the 1853 Homeopathic Domestic 
Practice, warned against diagnosing death on the b9sis of 
cold or pulse or the use of a feather to detect respiration 
and advocated rigor mortis or its termination as the only 
safe criteria. 16 

A few years before in 1846 Paris, Dr Eugene Bouchut won the 
Academy of Sciences prize for 'the best work on the signs of death 
and the means of preventing premature burials'. He advocated 
the use of the stethoscope, invented in 1819 by Rene Laennec, 
as a technological aid to diagnose death.15 1718 Several of Bou
chut's chief critics were fellow contestants for the prize. They 
advanced alternate ideas for diagnosing death such as·; intro
ducing leeches near the anus, applying specially designed 
pincers to the nipples, or piercing the heart with a long 
needle with a flag at the end, which would wave if the 
heart were still beating. Bouchut believed that if a heartbeat 
was absent for >2 min, a person could be considered dead. 
In the foce of opposition, he extended the period to 5 min-" 

Case reports from physicians such as Harvey Cushing, 
writing around the beginning of the twentieth century, had 
observed that patients with cerebral pathology would die 
from respiratory arrest and subsequent circulatory coltapse.6 

In the decades that followed, it was proposed that the loss of 
electrical activity in the brain and cerebral circulatory arrest 
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might signify human death. With the advent of mechanical 
ventilation, halting the inevitable circulatory collapse that 
follows cessation of spontaneous respiration, for the first 
time in human history, the need to diagnose death using 
neurological criteria was realized. 

In 19591 two landmark accounts were published. First, 
Pierre Wertheimer's group characterized criteria for the 
'death of the nervous system' and a few months later Mol
\aret and Goulon coined the term coma depasse for an irre
versible state of coma and apnoea. 17 19 20 These criteria 
became widely used as an indicator of medical futility and 
a point at which ventilation could be stopped. 

In 1963, the Belgian surgeon Guy Alexandre, using neuro
logical criteria, carried out the first transplantation from a 
heart-beating donor and in 1967 Christiaan Barnard per
formed the first heart transplantation (incidentally, a case 
of donation after circulatory determined death in a patient 
who satisfied criteria for coma d€passe).6 20 The publication 
the following year by the Ad Hoc Committee of the Harvard 
Medical School represented the culmination of over a 
decade of research and debate into neurological criteria for 
diagnosing death.21 Simultaneously, the World Medical 
Assembly announced the Declaration of Sydney, which differ
entiated the meaning of death at the cellular and tissue 
levels from the death of the person and emphasized that 
the determination of death remained the responsibility 
of the medical practitioner. 22 Clinical, legal, and national 
codification followed 23

-
26 but vocal opponents to neurologic

al criteria for diagnosing death persist. 
In the last decade, the rapid expansion of organ donation 

from individuals diagnosed deceased using circulatory 
criteria, known now as donation after circulatory death 
(DCD), has led to new debate about the definition and deter
mination of death. A unifying medical concept of death, which 
combines all the previous historical criteria, is emerging. 

A unifying medical concept of death 
In 2008, the US President's Council on Bioethics explored all 
the justifications that can be used to define brain death as 
human death.10 The President's Council concluded by a 
majority decision that the best justification for brain death 
equating to human death is that there is a 'fundamental 
vital work of a living organism - the work of self-preservation, 
achieved through the organism's need-driven commerce with 
the surrounding world' [page 60]. Fora human being, this com
merce is manifested by the drive to breathe, demonstrating 
the most basic way a human being can act upon the world, 
combined with consciousness, or the ability to be open to 
the world. The irreversible lass of these two functions 
equates to human death. This conclusion is reflected in a 
growing consensus that all criteria used to diagnose human 
death rely upon the demonstration of the irreversible loss of 
the capacity to breathe, combined with the irreversible loss 
of the capacity forconsciousness.'1 8 27 

Consciousness was defined by William James in 1890 and 
entails a state of being awake and aware of self and 
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environment.28 This is manifested by two physiological· com
ponents: arousal {wakefulness) and awareness. A patient in a 
persistent vegetative state may lack awareness but demon
strates arousal and cannot be considered deceased. Some 
argue that the irreversible loss of awareness alone represents 
the loss of the person and signals human death.29 30 The 
position outlined in this paper, consistent with many other 
authors and medical bodies, is that any demonstration of 
arousal or awareness is incompatible with a concept of 
human death.6 s to 11 31 

The capacity for consciousness and breathing are both 
functions of the brain and unlike any other organ, the brain 
is both essential and irreplaceable. 

In this respect, all human death is death of the brain; 
although this should not be taken to imply that neurological 
criteria is the only criteria appropriate to diagnose death. 
Rather, death is diagnosed using the most appropriate 
criteria for the circumstances in which a medical practitioner 
may be called upon to diagnose it. Three sets of criteria are 
apparent (Fig. 1) and all can be used to demonstrate the 
irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness combined 
with the irreversible loss of the capacity to breathe. In the 
community and where death may have occurred hours to 
days before, somatic criteria will reliably indicate the loss of 
these two essential capacities. When death is more recent 
and especially within a hospital setting, death is usually diag
nosed by the use of circulatory criteria after cardiorespiratory 
arrest. It is only within the critical care environment, where 
mechanical ventilation is used, that the diagnosis of death 
using neurological criteria is applied. 

Diagnosis and confirmation of death using somatic 
criteria 

Somatic criteria for human death ore those that can be 
applied by simple external inspection of the corpse without 
a requirement to examine for signs of life or evidence of 
internal organ function. The criteria are historically ancient 

A medlcal concept of death 

Neurological criteria 

DEATH 

Jrreverslbe loss of the 
capacity for consciousness 

lrrevetslbe loss of the 

Circulatory criteria~--"-'-"-"'-'-' -''-"-'"-'--~somatic criteria 

Fig,l A unifying medical concept ofdeath. All deat_h is diagnosed 
by confirming the irreverSible loss of the capacity for conscious
_ness combined with the irreversible loSs of th~-:capadty' to 
breathe. The most appropriate set of criteria _t_o u_se is determined 
by the <:ircumstances in Which -the .medii::a_l 'practitioner is _called 

upon to diagnose_ death. 
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and include such signs as rigor mortis, decapitation, and 
decomposition. Somatic criteria unequivocally indicate 
irreversible loss of consciousness and irreversible apnoea. 
Today, ambulance officers and paramedics recognize these 
criteria, known sometimes as Recognition of Life Extinct 
(ROLE), where death is so clearly obvious that attempts at 
resuscitation should not be made (Table 1)-" 

Whilst useful in diagnosing death that has occurred some
time beforehand, somatic criteria are not practical when 
death is more recent, considering the importance of a 
timely diagnosis with its legal and societal implications. 

Diagnosis and confirmation of death 
using circulatory criteria 
The simultaneous onset of circulatory arrest, unconscious
ness, and apnoea (cardiorespiratory arrest) has long been 
used as a basis for diagnosing death, both in the hospital 
and in the community. Within 15 s of absent cerebral circu
lation consciousness is lost, the EEG becomes iso-electric 
and apnoea rapidly ensues, if not already present. 33

-
36 Circu

latory criteria to diagnose death predict the permanent and 
irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness and the 
capacity to breathe. The criteria are based on the knowledge 
that the brain suffers anoxic structural damage when the 
cerebral circulation is halted. 

What is perhaps surprising is that until the publication of 
the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges' Code of Practice in 
2008, there was na guidance for doctors in the UK on how 
to confirm death after cardiorespiratory arrest.37 Before the 
widespread introduction of DCD, there was less need for 
proscriptive criteria, as in practice there was no necessity 
to confirm death in such a time-critical manner. Neither 
was it routine practice to test for corneal reflexes or motor 
responses to supraorbital pressure. In the new more explicit 
code, the diagnosis of death in patients after cardiorespira
tory arrest (circulatory criteria) or for a patient in coma 
(neurological criteria) are very similar (Table 2), reflecting 
the concept that all criteria for diagnosing death must 

!able:-f --Re.cOghiti~n oT life extinct: co_n_ditions unequivocally 
cissoeia~~d with death 32 

1. Massive cranial and cerebral destruction 

2. Hemlcorporectomy 

3. Massive truncol injury incompatible with life including 
decapitation 

4. Decomposition/putrefaction (where tissue damage indicates 
that the patient has been dead for some hours) 

5. Incineration (the presence of full thickness burns with charring 
of >95°/o of the body surface) 

6. Hypostasis (the pooling of blood in congested vessels in the 
dependent part of the body in the position in which it lies after 
death) 

7. Rigor mortis {the stiffness occurring ofter death from the post 
mortem breakdown of enzymes in the muscle fibres) 

In the newborn, fetal maceration 
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demonstrate the irreversible loss of the capacity for con
sciousness combined with the irreversible loss of the capacity 
to breathe. 

Essential components for diagnosing death using circula
tory criteria include an agreement that further resuscitation 
will not be attempted, a minimum observation period, and 
a prohibition against activities that might restore the cerebral 
circulation (Table 3). Table 4 outlines variation in the imple
mentation of circulatory criteria for the purposes of DCD in 
Australia, Canada, the UK, and the USA,8 10 31 38 -'•0 There 
remains considerable international variation and variation 
within individual countries.'' 1 

The observation period begins at the time of toss of the 
circulation, in association with coma and apnoea; the 
minimum acceptable duration of observation depends on 
the criterion used for diagnosing death (Table 5).42 It is 
important to note that palpation of the pulse may be insuf
ficient to ensure circulatory arrest as low output circulatory 
states can persist even when the pulse is impalpable to the 
clinician. Where the technology is readily available, 

Ta.b~e .2<Siri1Har.ity ~i.thr~::the .UK code qf .Practice (2008) for ·the 
diagnosi'$,afdeath aftercc;irdi9respiratoryqrre$t and in a patieint in 
O·cori1a8 

· Diagnosing and confirming 
death after cardiorespiratory 

· arrest (circulatory criteria) 

Diagnosis and confirmation 
of death in a patient in a 
coma (neurological criteria) 

Demonstration of loss of the capacity for consciousness 
Absence of the pupillory Absence of the pupiltary 
response to light response to light 

Absence of the corneal reflex 

Absence of any motor 
response to supra-orbital 
pressure 

Absence of the corneal reflex 

Absence of any motor 
response to supra-orbital 
pressure 

Demonstration of loss of the capacity to breathe 
Five minutes observation of Five minutes apnoea test to 
maintained cordiorespirotory demonstrate no spontonf:!:ous 
arrest respiratory effort 

BJA 

monitoring to confirm circulatory arrest is recommended, 
such as intra-arterial pressure monitoring1 electro1 or echo
cardiography. Any return of the circulation or any respiratory 
activity during this period necessitates a further observation 
period after subsequent circulatory arrest. 

On the basis of Devito's work suggesting that 65 s is the 
shortest acceptab!e observation time for the determination 
of death after cardiorespiratory arrest, surgeons in· Denver 
chose 75 s as their period of observation in paediatric heart 
DCD.43 For many clinicians and philosophers, and indeed 
for the authors of this review, an observation period of 
such a short duration. is considered unacceptable.''t' 115 

Devita recommended 2 min as a safe observation time and 
many institutions in Australia and in the USA have adopted 
this as a minimum standard for DCD.31 42 Canada and the 
UK have adopted a more conservative 5 min standard,8 39 

white in Italy 20 min is required.46 

The Lazarus phenomenon of auto-resuscitationi as 
described in the literature, appears to occur only in the 
context of failed or inadvertently continued CPR (e.g. con
tinuing mechanical ventilation in a patient declared 'dead') 
and not after the planned withdrawal of life-sustaining treat
ment.47 A recent systematic review could identify only eight 
cases of return of spontaneous circulation with ECG monitor
ing and exact times recorded, all followed failed CPR; in one 
case return of spontaneous circulation occurred at 3 min, in 
six coses at 5 min and in one case (from 1996) at 7 min.48 

Since death after failed CPR is often diagnosed after 
extremely short observation periods, codes of practice that 
insist on a defined observation period and a specific set of 
clinical observations are likely to increase the certainty and 
confidence in the diagnosis of death and reduce the rare 
cases of wrong diagnosis.49 The practice of switching moni
tors off as soon as resuscitation is abandoned is no longer 
acceptable. 

Areas of contention 

The requirement of a short worm ischaemic time for 
successful transplantation ofter DCD has brought circulatory 

Table~ Esseiitic;il components for.the di.agnoSis of death Us.ing: circulatory criteria" a~~r cardiorespJratory arrest8 9 27 

Component 

1. A clear intention not to attempt cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
in order to restore circulatory, and therefore cerebral, function 

2. An observation period to confirm continuous apnoea, absent 
circulation, and unconsciousness; ofter which the likelihood of 
spontaneous resumption of cardiac function will hove passed 

3. The prohibition at any time of any intervention that might restore 
cerebral blood flow by any means 

Explanation 

An exclusion of indications to commence or continue CPR. This may be 
because there hos been a decision not to perform CPR, or a decision 
after unsuccessful CPR that further attempts ore futile. Importantly, 
contributory causes to ony cordiorespirotory arrest (e.g. hypothermia 
s34~c, endocrine, metabolic, or biochemical abnormality) should be 
considered and treated, if appropriate, before diagnosing death 

After this observation period the circulation will not spontaneously 
return ond the inevitable anoxic ischaemic injury to the brain, that 
follows the loss of the cerebral circulation, will continue unabated 
There is international variation in the length of observation period 
required to establish safe practice 

Were cerebral circulation to be reestablished, the diagnosis of death 
using circulatory criteria would be invalidated 
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-_f~b\e_4- Variatio~ in th-~·i_l)ipie~ehtaii9n-of drc~l~tory'crit~rki-tO-'didgn~·se .deatb_ i~-AuStrOua; Conada,·th~ UK, arid t~e us~ 
Austrotia11 3a Canada39 

Guidance to be DCD DCD 
used in 

- Any specific 
concept 

Medical 
personal who 
can confirm 
death 

Observation 

period 
Examination 

Warnings 

Cessation of circulation is the basis for the The fact of death shalt be determined in 
declaration of death accordance with 'accepted medical 

practice' 

Intensivist recommended, or other 
nominated doctor who is not a member of 
the organ retrieval or transplantation 
teams 

2- 5 min (not < 2 min and not more than 5 
min) 

Death should be determined on the basis 

of immobility, apnoea, absent skin 
perfusion and the absence of circulation. 
The absence of circulation is determined 
by clinical means and preferably 
supplemented with intro-arterial pressure 
monitoring 

After death, the retrieval team may 
re-intubate to prevent aspiration and 
ensuing pulmonary damage. Insuffiation 
with 100% oxygen is permissible. 
Procedures that may inadvertently restore 
cerebral circulation, myocardial perfusion 
or oxygenation, such as cardiac 
compressions and mechanical ventilation, 
are to be avoided until after the 
commencement of organ retrieval surgery 

Two physicians required. The physician 
present during the 5-min period of 
continuous observation and who makes 
one of the determinations of death must 
be a staff physician with the requisite skill 
and training 

5 min 

Beginning with the onset of circulatory 
arrest, there must be a 5-min period 
during which the absence of palpable 
pulses, blood pressure, and respiration 
are continuously observed by at least one 
physician. Death is determined by two 
physicians by documenting the absence 
of palpable pulses, blood pressure and 
respiration on completion of this 5-min 
period 

Interventions that may re-institute 
cerebral perfusion and oxygenation ofter 
the fact of death should not be 
performed 

The UK8 

Any death after cordiorespiratory arrest. 

The individual should be observed to 
establish that irreversible cardiorespiratory 
arrest hos occurred 

No specific recommendation 

5 min 

Demonstration of apnoea and 
unconsciousness in the absence of the 
circulation by clinical examination. 
Supplemented in some hospital settings 
with ECG, putsatile flow on an arterial line or 
contractile activity on echocardiography. 
Additionally, after 5 min of continued 
cardiorespiratory arrest the absence of the 
pupillary responses to light, the corneal 
reflexes, and any motor response to 
supra-orbital pressure should be confirmed 
It is obviously inappropriate to initiate any 
intervention that has the potential to 
restore cerebral perfusion after death has 
been confirmed 

9IOZ 'l hi?W uo ls~rul hqfe1o·s1eu.mofp.ro1xo·efq11:dnq uro.IJ ~peopunoa 

The USA10 40 

DCD 

Irreversible should be understood as, 
cessation of circulatory and respiratory 
functions under conditions in which those 
functions cannot return on their own and 
will not be restored by medical 
interventions 

No specific recommendation 

2-5 min (Institute of Medicine 
recommends 5 min) 

Institute of Medicine recommends ECG 
and arterial pressure monitoring 

Attempting to revive such a patient would 
be ruled out ethically 

~ 
> 
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Table 5 Observation time,s,.which might. theoretically be used to diagnose death· in ,humans·usin9 circulatory criteria ofter cordiorespirotoi'y 
arrest. [Adapted from OeVita using his table and text (used with permisslon).]42 

Theoretical 
observation time 

0 

Point of diagnosis 

Patient not dead 

Explanation 

Time of cessation of circulation, respiration, and 
responsiveness 

lS s 

6S s 

Brain activity ceases, spontaneous recovery possible 

Shortest acceptable observation time for determination of 
death 

Flat electroencephatogrom 

longest duration of observed absence of cardiopulmonary 
function followed by spontaneous recovery of circulation 

Successful resuscitation and restoration of normal cerebral 
function in laboratory animals 

11 min Shortest acceptable observation time for determination of 
death if criterion is impossibility of restoring whole brain 
function 

60min Shortest acceptable observation time for determination of 
death if criterion is impossibility of restoring some brain 
activity 

Last point at which the brain may be stimulated and respond 

Hours Shortest acceptable observation time for determination of 
death if criterion is impossibility of restoring cardiac activity 

Heart may still resume function in laboratory or transplant 
setting 

criteria for the diagnosis of death into sharp focus. 10 44 50
-

52 

If death is the irreversible loss of the capacity for conscious
ness, combined with the irreversible loss of the capa_city to 
breathe, then what is the required observation period using 
circulatory criteria that will ensure irreversibility? If an obser
vation period of 2-5 min is used to confirm continuous 
cardiorespiratory arrest, then neither the heart nor the 
brain can be considered completely and irreversibly structur
ally damaged. At this point, CPR can restore function.50 

.53 - 55 

This has led to the claim that DCD violates the dead donor 
rule (persons must be dead before their organs are taken). 
since irreversibility cannot be established within the time 
frames required for successful donation.56

-
58 

The counter argument is that death diagnosed· using 
circulatory criteria rests on the intention not to attempt 
CPR and not a literal definition of 'irreversible', that is a circu
lation that cannot be restored using any currently available 
technology. To insist on the latter standard would ignore 
how death is diagnosed every day in every hospital world
wide. Unless one is prepared to undertake open cardiac 
massage and direct cardiac deflbrillation before diagnosing 
anyone in hospital as dead, we cannot know that the heart 
has irreversibly ceased. DeVita's work suggests that if a 
literal definition of irreversible is used, where function 
cannot be restored by any known technology, then for the 
brain this would be 1 h of cerebral circulatory arrest, whilst 
for the heart it would be many hours. This would lead to a 
death watch in which there would be no place for a stetho
scope and modern medicine would be turned back 150 yr, 
to a time when only the satisfaction of somatic criteria, 
such as rigor mortis, was widely accepted, yet still. not 
publically trusted. 

A North American collaboration of authors9 suggested 
that a better term for the cessation of function, which 
allows death to be diagnosed by circulatory criteria, is 'per
manent'. Permanent is a contingent and equivocal condition 
that admits possibility (the restoration of the circulation) and 

relies on intent, o clear intention not ta attempt CPR and the 
prohibition at any time of any action that might restore 
cerebral blood fiow. 

Diagnosis and confirmation of death using 
neurological criteria 

The neurological determination of death utilizes clinical 
criteria for confirming death in profound coma when cardio
respiratory activity is being maintained by continued mech
anical ventilation. Essential components for diagnosing 
death using neurological criteria are outlined in Table 6. 
There is international acceptance and legal support for 
neurological criteria to determine death in this circumstance 
and there has been little substantial change to the criteria in 
nearly 40 yr6 10 21 23 24 26 31 59

-
63 although there is some 

variation in implementation in different countries (Table 7). 
When the essential components ore carried out with 

appropriate diligence and by appropriately trained clinicians, 
neurological criteria has a certainty equal to that of the other 
two criteria outlined in this paper.63

-
69 

Areas of contention 

Recovery ofter a diagnosis of 'brain death' 

Three recent case reports of transient return of some neuro
logical function after a diagnosis of death using neurological 
criteria (Table 8) 10

- 72 have led some clinicians to question 
the reliability of clinical testing. A recent (2010) systematic 
review in adults could find no published reports of recovery 
of neurological function.63 These three new cases must be 
seen in the following contexts: 40 yr of diagnosing death 
using neurological criteria, 10 000 confirmed diagnoses in 
the UK alone over the last decade, and patients (particularly 
in countries like Japan) being maintained on mechanical 
ventilation for prolonged periods after satisfying neurological 
criteria for death and yet not regaining brain function. This 
history tells us that the diagnostic standard for death 
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Table 6 Essential components for the diagnosis of death using neurological criteria 

Component 

(1) An established aetiology capable of causing structural damage to 
the brain which has led to the irreversible loss of the capacity for 
consciousness combined with the irreversible loss of the capacity to 
breathe 

(2) An exclusion of reversible conditions capable of mimicking or 
confounding the diagnosis of death using neurological criteria 

(3) A clinical examination of the patient, which demonstrates profound 
coma, apnoea and absent broinstem reflexes 

confirmed using neurological criteria is safe. Certain 
well-publicized reports of supposed survival after a diagnosis 
of 'brain death' have reflected either a misunderstanding of 
the concept73 - 75 or a failure to follow criteria such as 
those outlined in this paper.76 

These three case reports emphasize the absolute 
importance of the preconditions required for a diagnosis of 
death using neurological criteria. These include establishing 
on aetiology capable of causing structural damage to the 
brain sufficient to result in the irreversible loss of the capacity 
for consciousness combined with the irreversible loss of the 
capacity to breathe; and an exclusion of reversible conditions 
capable of mimicking or confounding the diagnosis of death 
using neurological criteria. 

It is well known that a longer period of observation is 
required to establish irreversibility in the face of anoxic 
ischaemic brain injury and especially now that therapeutic 
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Explanation 

There should be no doubt that the patient's condition is due to irreversible 
brain damage of known aetiology 
With some diagnoses a more prolonged period of continued clinical 
observation and investigotion is required to be confident of the 
irreversible nature of the prognosis, e.g. anoxic brain injury, isolated 
broinstem lesions (in the UK) 

Pharmaceutical agents (both cerebral depressant and neuromuscular), 
and temperature, cardiovoscular, endocrine and metabolic disturbances, 
which might be contributing to the unconsciousness and apnoea, must · 
be excluded 

The patient must hove a persisting Glasgow Coma Score of 3 
demonstrating the functional loss of the reticular activating system and 
any other centres of consciousness 
A formal apnoea test demonstrating the lack of the capacity to breathe, 
and thereby the functionol loss of the respiratory centres located in and 
associated with the medulla oblongata. The apnoea test is preferably 
carried out ofter the examination of brain stem reflexes 
The cranial nerves (with the exception of I, II and the spinal component 
of XI) originate in the brainstem and the demonstration of their 
functional loss confirms the widespread damage to the brainstem and by 
association, the reticular activating system and medulla ob!ongata. All of. 
the following brainstem derived cranial nerve reflexes are examinable 
and must be demonstrated to be absent: 

Pupils should be fixed in diameter and unresponsive to light {Cranial 
Nerves II, III) 
Nystogmus or any eye movement should not occur when each ear 
is instilled with ice cold water. Each ear drum should be clearly 
visualized before the test (Vestibulo-ocular reflex-Cranial Nerves 
III, IV, VI, VIII) 

• There should be no corneal reflex (Cranial Nerves V,VII) 
• There should be no facial or limb movement when supraorbital 

pressure is applied (Cranial Nerves V, VII) 
• There should be no gag reflex following stimulation to the posterior 

pharynx or cough reflex following suction catheter passed into the 
trachea (Cranial Nerves IX,X) 

hypothermia is being applied more commonly, though the 
appropriate length for this extended observation remains 
unclear.8 63 If there is any doubt over the irreversibility of 
the brain injury, the clinician should observe the patient for 
an extended period or use a cerebral blood flow investiga
tion, to clearly establish irreversibility. 

The role af confirmatory investigation 

Confirmatory investigations are not routinely required in 
most jurisdictions for the diagnosis of death using neuro
logical criteria,8 10 11 31 77 though in some countries they 
are required by law.78 They may be useful however where it 
is not possible to fully satisfy the 'Essential Components for 
the Diagnosis of Death using Neurological Criteria' (Table 5). 
For example, where a primary metabolic or pharmacological 
derangement cannot be ruled out, or in cases of high cervical 
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Table _7 Variation in the implementatiOn of neurril-ogical criteria to diag-~ose-_-d~ath in Austr0\ia, Can~da; the UK, and the USA 

Concept 

Aetiology 

Minimum 
observation period 
before clinical 
testing 

Australia31 

Brain death requires that there is 
unresponsive coma, the absence of 
broinstem reflexes, and the absence of 
respiratory centre function, in the clinical 
setting in which these findings are 
irreversible 

Brain death is determined by: clinical 
testing if preconditions ore met; or 
imaging that demonstrates the absence 
of intracraniol blood flow. However, no 
clinical or imaging tests can establish 
that every brain cell has died. 

Evidence ·of sufficient intracranial 
pathology to cause whole brain death. 
Brain death cannot be determined when 
the condition causing coma and loss of 
all brainstem function has affected only 
the brainstem, and there is still blood 
flow to the supratentorial part of the 
brain. 

4h 

In cases of acute anoxic-ischaemic brain 
injury, clinical testing for brain death 
should be delayed for 24 h subsequent to 
the cardiorespiratory arrest. 

Canada11 

Brain death is defined as the irreversible 
loss of the capacity for consciousness 
combined with the irreversible loss of all 
brainstem functions including the 
capacity to breathe 

Established aetiology capable of Causing 
neurological death 

There must be definite clinical or 
neuro-imaging evidence of on acute 
central nervous system event consistent 
with the irreversible toss of neurological 
function 

Any time ofter exclusion of confounders. 
In coses of acute anoxic-ischemic brain 
injury, clinical evaluation should be 
delayed for 24 h subsequent to the 
cardiorespiratory arrest or an ancillary 
test could be performed 

The UK8 

When the brainstem has been damaged 
in such a way, and to such a degree, that 
its integrative functions (which include 
the neural control of cardiac and 
pulmonary function and consciousness) 
ore irreversibly destroyed, death of the 
individual has occurred 

There should be no doubt that the 
patient's condition is due to irreversible 
brain damage of known aetiology 

Left to the clinician to be satisfied that 
the patient's condition is due to 
irreversible brain damage of known 
aetiology 

9IOZ 'I A:ew uo J~n2 Aq /~10-s1ewnofp101xo-efcv;:duq mo.g J>3Pl?O{UA\OQ 

The USA10 1n 

If there are no signs of consciousness and 
if spontaneous breathing is absent and if 
the best clinical judgement is that these 
neurophysiological facts cannot be 
reversed, a once-living patient has now 
died 

Establish irreversible and proximate cause 
of coma 

The cause of coma con usually be 
established by history, examination, 
neuroimaging, and laboratory tests 

Left to the clinician to be satisfied that on 
appropriate period of time has passed 
since the onset of the brain insult to 
exclude the possibility of recovery 

Continued 
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Table 7 Continued 

Medical personnel 
who can confirm 
death 

Repetition of tests 

Apnoea test 

Role of 
confirmatory 

investigation 

Recommended 
confirmatory 
investigation 

Australia31 

Two medical practitioners. Qualification 
and experience varies between each 
state in Australia 

Each medical practitioner must 
separately cony out a clinical 
examination, in order that the doctors 
and the tests ore seen to be truly 
independent 

The tests may be done consecutively but 
not simultaneously 

Apnoea must persist in the presence of 
an adequate stimulus to spontaneous 
ventilation, i.e. on arterial Paco, > 60 mm 
Hg (8 kPa} and an arterial pH<7.30. The 
period of observation to achieve an 
adequate threshold of stimulus of the 
respiratory centre is variable 

If clinical testing cannot be relied upon 
because preconditions are not met, 
absence of intracranial blood flow is 
diagnostic 

Demonstration of absence of intracranial 
blood flow. Four-vessel angiography and 
radionuclide imaging are the preferred 
imaging techniques for assessing 
intracranial blood flow 

Canado11 

Recommended minimum level of 
physician qualification is full and current 
licensure for independent medico\ 
practice in the relevant Canadian 
jurisdiction and possessing skill and 
knowledge in the management of 
patients with severe brain injury and in 
the neurological determination of death 

Two clinical tests at no fixed interval, one 
apnoeci test if performed concurrently 
with both physicians present. If 
performed at different times, a full 
clinical examination including the 
apnoea test must be performed, without 
any fixed examination interval, 
regardless of the primary aetiology 

Thresholds at completion of the apnoea 
test: Poc0:i 2;60 mm Hg (8 kPa) and :;::20 
mm Hg (2.7 kPa) above the pre-apnoea 
test level and pH_:-:::7.28 as determined by 
arterial blood gases 

An ancillary test should be performed 
when it is impossible to complete the 
minimum clinical criteria 

Demonstration of the global absence of 
intracerebra\ blood flow. EEG is no longer 
recommended 

The UK8 

Two medical practitioners who have 
been registered for > 5 yr and are 
competent in the conduct and 
interpretation of brainstem testing. At 
least one of the doctors must be a 
consultant 

Testing should be performed completely 
and successfully on two occasions with 
both doctors present 

Paco1 >6.0 kPa (45 mm Hg) and pH<7.4 
before disconnection from mechanical 
ventilation followed by 5 min of observed 
apnoea, confirming the Paco, has 
increased by more than 0.5 kPa (4 mm 
Hg) 

In instances where a comprehensive 
neurological examination is not possible, 
where a primary metabolic or 
pharmacological derangement cannot 
be ruled out or in cases of high cervical 
cord injury 

Nil specifically recommended 
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The USA10 63 

legally, oll physicians are allowed to 
determine brain death in most US states. 
It seems reasonable to require that all 
physicians making a determination of 
brain death be intimately familiar with 
brain death criteria and have 
demonstrated competence in this 
complex examination 

Perform one neurologic examination 
(sufficient to pronounce brain death in 
most US states) 

Some US state statutes require two 
examinations 

No respiratory movements for 8-10 min 
and arterial Paco; is 2: 60 mm Hg (8 kPa) or 
there is a 20 mm Hg (2.7 kPa) increase in 
arterial Paco,_ over a baseline normal 
arterial Pco2 

When uncertainty exists about the 
reliability of ports of the neurologic 
examination or when the apnoea test 
cannot be performed. In some protocols, 
ancillary tests are used to shorten the 
duration of the observation period 

EEG, nuclear scan, or cerebral angiogram, 
are considered the preferred tests 
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Table 8 Key facts_ in-the three recent case reports of return Of net1rologica\ functi.ori-after a diagriosis of deatji,using neurolog_ital.criteria 

Country of origin 

Aetiology of neurological injury 

Time from onset of profound coma, 
absent brainstem reflexes and apnoea, 
until clinical examination for death 
using neurological criteria 

Potential confounders to the diagnosis 
of death using neurological criteria 

Seniority and specialty of clinicians 
performing the testing 

Number of clinical examinations 

Number of apnoea tests 

Apnoea test duration 

Other investigaf1ons 

Reversal of the diagnosis of death using 
neurological criteria 

Patient outcome 

Case 170 

Canada 

Unilateral space occupying lesion caused by 
temporal lobe abscess with surrounding 
vasogenic oedema (Escherichia coli isolated 
in blood) 

7h 

Chronic otitis med\a and acute_ mastoiditis 
that may hove interfered with vestibulo-ocu\or 
testing 

Intensivist and neurosurgeon 

2 

1 

10 min 

MRI performed 2 h after diagnosis of brain 
death, which demonstrated preserved 
introcraniol arterial flow 

Return of respiration 28 h after the onset of 
coma. No return of brainstem reflexes 

Repeat MRI demonstrated absence of 
introcranial venous outflow. After 5 days the 
spontaneous respirations decreased and 
cardiovascular collapse ensued 

Case 270 

Canada 

Traumatic brain injury after a fall with 
associated pu\seless electrical activity 
requiring advanced cardiac life 
support for 5 min 

6h 

Anoxic brain injury 

2 intensivists 

2 

1 

Smin 

Cerebral radionucl"lde angiogrom after 
the diagnosis of brain death, 
demonstrated intracronia\ arterial 
flow 

Return of respiration 11 h after the 
onset of coma. Na return of brainstem 
reflexes 

Withdrawal of life sustaining 
treatment after family discussion 

Case 311 11 

USA 

Pulseless electrical activity, preceded by respiratory arrest, 
requiring advanced cardiac life support for 20 min 

Unclear, maximum of 16 h since lost documented presence of 
brain stem reflexes (72 h from aetiology) 

Propofol qnd fentonyl (14 mg in total) infusions, in the setting of 
renal and hepatic dysfunction and therapeutic hypothermia, 
were ceased 22 h before testing. Normothermia (:;:::37"C) 
restored 16 h before testing 

2 neurologists 

2 

1 

10 min 

EEG before tesfmg revealed no d·1scernib\e cerebral electrical 
activity but frequent myoclonic activity obscured the tracing 

Return of respiration and brainstem reflexes 26 h after the first 
ciinicol examination consistent with brain death. Repeat EEG 
still demonstrated no discernible cerebral electrical activity 

Loss of brainstem function on repeat clinical examination 73 h 
after the first clinical examination consistent with brain death 
and confirmed with bi-lateral median somatosensory-evoked 
potentials, MRI and technetium-based dynamic nuclear 
medicine cerebral blood flow study 
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Tab~e-9 J:orifirmati;lry i~ves~_ig-~iOns comnlonl)' fr~ :~se -iriterO~ticinaUy-t~-aid the-diagn~sis of ci~~th. Using neurologicolcriteria6 8 20 31 -79 81 ~ 83 
- -- - - - - --------- -- --- - :_ --. ' - ' -

Confirmatory Test 

Loss of bioelectrical activity 

Electroencephalography (EEG) 

Evoked potentials 

Cessation of cerebral circufation 

Four-vessel intro-arterial catheter 
angiography 

Contrast computed tomography 
angiography (CTA) 

MR angiography (MRA) 

Single photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT) 

Positron emission tomography {PET) 

Transcranial Doppler 

Description 

16-18 channel instrument with recordings over at least 
30 min 

Visual, auditory, somatosensory, and multi-modal 

Direct injection of contrast medium into both carotid 
arteries and both vertebral arteries 

CT indicators are: absent enhancement bilaterally of the 
middle cerebral artery cortical branches {beyond the 
Sylvian branches}, P2 segment of the posterior cerebral 
arteries, pericallosal arteries and internal cerebral veins; in 
the presence of contrast enhancement of external carotid 
arteries 

Magnetic resonance imaging with contrast enhanced 
angiography 

Imaging of brain tissue perfusion using a tracer isotope 
[e.g. 99mTc-hexamthylpropyleneamine oxime (HMPAO) 

Imaging of brain with biologically active positron-emitting 
nuclides (e.g. fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose) 

Doppler measurement of middle cerebral artery velocity 
and direction through the temporal bone 

Advantages 

Long history of ancillary use in diagnosing 
brain death 
Portable 

Portable 
Less resistant to sedation compared with EEG 

Direct visualization of cerebral blood flow 
Current gold standard 

Readily available 
Rapid acquisition 
Growing literature base 
Con be combined with perfusion studies 

Can be combined with perfusion studies 

Images brain perfusion 

Quantitative 
Can assess brain metabolism 

Portable 
Non-invasive 
Rapid 
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Disadvantages 

Artifacts from intensive care environment 
common 
Limited use in setting of sedation 
Cortkol act"1vity rather than deep cerebral 
activity 

Restricted availability 
Complex interpretation. Testing of isolated 
neural tracts 

Invasive 
Not portable 
Risk <1% 

Not portable 

Not portable 
Restricted availability 
Requires dedicated MR-safe anaesthetic 
equipment 
Slow 

Restricted availability 

Restricted availability 
Not portable 

Operator dependent 
Many consider unreliable 
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International perspective on the diagnosis of death 

cord injury preventing the formal assessment of the irrevers
ible loss of the capacity to breathe secondary to functional 
and structural damage to the brainstem, or if extensive 
facial injuries prevent a full neurological examination of the 
brainstem reflexes. In such cases, confirmatory investigation 
may reduce uncertainty, facilitate a more timely diagnosis of 
death, or assist in the diagnosis of complex cases as 
discussed above. 

Any investigation should always be considered as addition
al to a full clinical assessment of the patient, conducted to 
the best of the clinician's ability in the given circumstances. 
The clinician must take into account the potential for error 
and misinterpretation with all the known confirmatory investi
gations, especially by investigators with limited experience in 
their use and because the investigations are often- being 
utilized in difficult clinical circumstances.62 

'1
9 80 A comparison 

of confirmatory investigations in common use internationally 
is given in Table 9.6 8 zo 31 79 81-83 ~ 

The use of confirmatory tests to demonstrate the loss of 
bioelectrical activity in the brain, particularly the EEG, is 
often problematic. It is in the very conditions where con
firmatory investigation may be useful, such as where a 
primary metabolic or pharmacological derangement cannot 
be ruled out, where the EEG is least helpful.79 The common 
techniques used to demonstrate complete cessation of cere
bral circulation include four vessel cerebral angiography (the 
gold standard), CT angiography, MR ongiography, rodio
nuclide imaging, and transcranial doppler. The lotter suffers 
from significant operator dependence. If these investigations 
demonstrate residual cerebral circulation, a longer clinical 
observation period or a repetition of the test will be required 
to establish the diagnosis. 

Brainstem vs whole brain formulations of 'brain death' 

The irreversible loss of consciousness combined with the irre
versible loss of the capacity to breathe can all be accounted 
for by structural damoge to the brainstem. As has been 
shown above, demonstration of structural and functional 
damage to the brainstem is essential to the neurological 
criteria for confirming death and essential to every country's 
current guidelines and practice. 

The UK, Indian, and Canadian practices ore similar in 
accepting a determination based on brainstem function.8 11 84 

In many other parts of the world, the diagnosis of death 
using neurological criteria is based on a whole brain concept, 
which suggests a loss of all functions of the brain.1° 31 This dif
ference in international practice is less than it first appears. 
Diagnosing death using neurological criteria in isolated brain
stem injuries is extremely rare because such conditions are 
rare and present considerable uncertainty with regards to irre
versibility (an essential component of neurological criteria). In 
other countries, despite having a whole brain concept of death, 
a clinical examination (virtually identical around the world) is 
usually all that is required for the diagnosis, provided the 
usual preconditions are satisfied and the aetiology of the 
structural damage to the brain is not isolated to the brainstem. 

BJA 

The preservation of spinal, autonomic, and integrative 
bodily function 

The preservation of spinal and autonomic (cardiovascular) 
function and reflexes after the diagnosis of death using 
neurological criteria has led to concern by some clinicians 
that this residual function represents evidence for continued 

. . ss " Th . h 1 . or potential consciousness. ere 1s overw e ming 
evidence that continued spinal cord activity, including 
complex withdrawal movements, is possible and indeed 
expected after a diagnosis of death using neurological 
criteria.63 68 87 88 Likewise, there is increasing knowledge 
regarding the complex integration of the autonomic 
nervous system at the spinal cord level, including cardiovas
cular responsiveness to peripheral stimulation.89 - 93 The con
tinued secretion of pituitary hormones observed in some 
cases of confirmed 'brain death' is not a surprise, since ana
tomically the posterior pituitary ond, to a lesser degree the 
anterior pituitary (indirect partiol supply via short portal 
vessels), is supplied by the inferior hypophysial artery, 
which is extra-durol in origin.10 20 9t•- 97 

EEG monitoring during organ retrieval has failed to dem
onstrate any cerebral activity during organ retrieval98 and 
any 'anaesthesia' during organ retrieval is for the mainten
ance of physiologic stability, neuromuscular block, and 
possibly ischaemic preconditioning of the retrieved organs, 
not for the benefit of the deceased patient. 99 

Philosophical and religious criticism 

Critics of neurological criteria for the diagnosis of human 
death fall into three broad groups: 

(i) those who wish to see the abandonment of the dead 
donor rule {persons must be dead before their organs 
are taken), for the apparent purpose of expanding the 
potential donor pool to include those in minimal 
conscious states or at the end of life;100-

104 

(ii) those who hold to the philosophical belief that loss of 
personhood equates to human death, sometimes 
referred to as a higher brain concept of brain death, 
which would allow donation from patients in vegeta
tive states or with anencephaly;30 105 and 

(iii) those who believe that locating human death to func
tions in the brain is reductionist and does not accord 
the body sufficient dignity. 12 106

-
108 Many religious 

writers fall into this latter category. 

We believe the neurological criteria, as outlined above, repre
sent international practice in which the medical profession 
and the public can have complete confidence. 'In compari
son the diagnosis af vegetative states fails to satisfy both a 
timely diagnosis and a specific one, and no robust criteria 
exist for the irreversible loss of personhood'. 

Conclusions 
Criteria are best understood as pragmatic deductions of the 
truth, a truth that we can never fully know in medicine 
because our knowledge and understanding is always 
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increasing. This should not make us feel wary about using cri
teria to make diagnoses even in such important areas as 
death. Criteria are the foundation of all diagnoses, from myo
cardial infarction to microbiology. One should however be 
always mindful of a diagnostic criterion's sensitivity and spe
cificity. The criteria we use to diagnose human death, which 
demonstrate the irreversible loss of the capacity for con
sciousness combined with the irreversible loss of the capacity 
to breathe, have an unequalled specificity in modern medi
cine. This is just as well, as this is the standard expected by 
society. 

Using either somatic, circulatory, or neurological criteria to 
diagnose death as outlined above, the medical practitioner 
can be sure that, in 2012, he or she is maintaining an 
exemplary standard by using criteria that are international, 
ethically substantial, and supported by sound scientific and 
physiological rationale. 
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